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Zusammenfassung
In dieser Thesis untersuchen wir das Problem Parallel Task Scheduling
und einige seiner Varianten. Dieses Problem und seine Variationen haben
vielfältige Anwendungen in Theorie und Praxis. Beispielsweise treten sie
als Teilprobleme in höherdimensionalen Problemen auf. Im Problem Par-
allel Task Scheduling erhalten wir eine Menge von Jobs und eine Menge
identischer Maschinen. Jeder Job ist ein paralleler Task, d. h. er benötigt
eine feste Anzahl der identischen Maschinen, um bearbeitet zu werden.
Ein Schedule ordnet den Jobs die Maschinen zu, auf denen sie bearbeitet
werden sollen, sowie einen festen Startzeitpunkt der Bearbeitung. Der Sche-
dule ist gültig, wenn zu jedem Zeitpunkt jede Maschine höchstens einen
Job bearbeitet. Beim Strip Packing Problem sind die identischen Maschinen
in einer totalen Ordnung angeordnet und Jobs können nur benachbarte
Maschinen in Bezug auf diese Ordnung nutzen. In dem Single Resource
Constraint Scheduling Problem gibt es eine zusätzliche Einschränkung,
wie viele Jobs gleichzeitig verarbeitet werden können. Für die genannten
Varianten des Parallel Task Scheduling Problems betrachten wir eine Er-
weiterung, bei der die Maschinen in identische Cluster gruppiert sind. Bei
der Bearbeitung eines Jobs dürfen in diesem Modell nur Maschinen aus
einem Cluster genutzt werden.
Für all diese Probleme schließen wir Lücken zwischen Nichtapproxi-
mierbarkeit und Algorithmen. Für Parallel Task Scheduling zeigen wir,
dass es stark NP-vollständig ist, wenn genau 4 Maschinen gegeben sind.
Vorher war ein pseudopolynomieller Algorithmus für bis zu 3 Maschinen
bekannt, sowie dass dieses Problem stark NP-vollständig ist für 5 oder
mehr Maschinen. Für Strip Packing zeigen wir, dass es keinen pseudopo-
lynomiellen Algorithmus gibt, der eine Güte besser als 5/4 besitzt und
geben einen pseudopolynomiellen Algorithmus mit Güte (5/4 + ε) an.
Für Single Resource Constraint Scheduling ist die bestmögliche Güte eine
3/2-Approximation und wir präsentieren eine (3/2+ ε)-Approximation.
Für die Erweiterung auf identische Cluster gibt es keine Approximation
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mit Güte besser als 2. Vor unseren Untersuchungen waren bereits Algo-
rithmen mit Güte 2 bekannt, die jedoch gigantische Worst-Case Laufzeiten
haben. Wir geben für alle drei Varianten 2-Approximationen mit linearer
Laufzeit an, sofern mindestens drei Cluster gegeben sind. Schlussendlich
betrachten wir noch Scheduling auf Identischen Maschinen mit Setup
Zeiten. Wir entwickeln für drei untersuche Varianten dieses Problems
jeweils einen EPTAS, wobei ein EPTAS das beste ist, auf das man hoffen
kann, es sei denn es gilt P = NP.
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Abstract
In this thesis, we consider the Parallel Task Scheduling problem and
several variants. This problem and its variations have diverse applications
in theory and practice; for example, they appear as sub-problems in higher
dimensional problems. In the Parallel Task Scheduling problem, we are
given a set of jobs and a set of identical machines. Each job is a parallel
task; i.e., it needs a fixed number of identical machines to be processed.
A schedule assigns to each job a set of machines it is processed on and a
starting time. It is feasible if at each point in time each machine processes
at most one job. In a variant of this problem, called Strip Packing, the
identical machines are arranged in a total order, and jobs can only allocate
neighboring machines with regard to this total order. In this case, we
speak of Contiguous Parallel Task Scheduling as well. In another variant,
called Single Resource Constraint Scheduling, we are given an additional
constraint on how many jobs can be processed at the same time. For
these variants of the Parallel Task Scheduling problem, we consider an
extension, where the set of machines is grouped into identical clusters.
When scheduling a job, we are allowed to allocate machines from only one
cluster to process the job.
For all these considered problems, we close some gaps between inap-
proximation or hardness result and the best possible algorithm. For Parallel
Task Scheduling we prove that it is strongly NP-hard if we are given pre-
cisely 4 machines. Before it was known that it is strongly NP-hard if we
are given at least 5 machines, and there was an (exact) pseudo-polynomial
time algorithm for up to 3 machines. For Strip Packing, we present an
algorithm with approximation ratio (5/4+ ε) and prove that there is no
approximation with ratio less than 5/4 unless P = NP. Concerning Single
Resource Constraint Scheduling, it is not possible to find an algorithm
with ratio smaller than 3/2, unless P = NP, and we present an algorithm
with ratio (3/2+ ε). For the extensions to identical clusters, there can be
no approximation algorithm with a ratio smaller than 2 unless P = NP.
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For the extensions of Strip Packing and Parallel Task Scheduling there
are 2-approximations already, but they have a huge worst case running
time. We present 2-approximations that have a linear running time for the
extensions of Strip Packing, Parallel Task Scheduling, and Single Resource
Constraint Scheduling for the case that at least three clusters are present
and greatly improve the running time for two clusters. Finally, we consider
three variants of Scheduling on Identical Machines with setup times. We
present EPTAS results for all of them which is the best one can hope for
since these problems are strongly NP-complete.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis examines problems related to the Parallel Task Scheduling prob-
lem. Assume you are a leader of a company and you have a set of projects
that you would like to realize. For each project, you need a fixed number
of staff members that depends on the project. These staff members will
deal with its realization for some (previously known) time and cannot
work on any other project during this time. (Obviously, your assessment
of each project is perfect and you know the exact time it will need to be
finished.) However, since there are a lot of projects you want to realize, not
all the projects can be worked on at the same time. As the leader of the
company, you would like to assign the projects to staff members such that
the last finished project will be finished as early as possible.
It is easy to think of various variants of this problem that arise naturally.
For example, it might be possible to speed up a given project by assigning
more people to it. Another alteration is that all your projects need a project
leader. However, not all of your staff members qualify for this position,
which adds an additional constraint to the number of projects that can
be worked on at the same time. We call these modifications Moldable Task
Scheduling and Single Resource Constraint Scheduling respectively. In another
modification, your company has multiple locations around the world and
projects can only be executed by teams whose members all work at the
same place. This variant of the problem corresponds to a problem called
Multiple Cluster Scheduling. Finally, we consider a variant, where we have a
restriction in the set of people that can work together. For example, your
team could be an international team and which members speak different
languages. If two people have to work together on a project and they speak
different languages, they need a particular third person in the project team
who can play the role of a translator. Hence, there are restrictions on the set
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of people that can be chosen for a project, while all people have the same
skills concerning the realization of the project. This thesis will consider
a very restricted variant of this modification. Namely, we will consider
a variant where all people are arranged in a total order. To assign two
people to a project, all the people in between, with regard to this order,
have to work on the same project as well. This restricted variant of the
Parallel Task Scheduling is called Strip Packing.
All these problems have in common that we do not aim to find an
arbitrary solution but one that is good regarding a certain quality-measure-
ment. These kinds of problems are called optimization problems. In our
example, this quality measurement is the total time we need to finish the
projects with the given staff. In all the variants of Parallel Task Scheduling
considered in this thesis, we will optimize the solution with regard to
this quality measurement, called the makespan of the schedule. Since
Parallel Task Scheduling and the considered variants are all NP-hard, we
cannot hope to find solutions that are optimal with regard to the quality
measurement. Therefore, we will consider approximation algorithms.
Given an instance I of an optimization problem, we define OPT(I)
as the value of the objective of the optimization problem, e.g., the time
we need to finish all the projects in our example. For an algorithm A,
we denote by A(I) the value of the solution generated by it. We say an
approximation algorithm A has an (absolute) approximation ratio α if
for each instance I of the problem it holds that A(I) ď α ¨OPT(I). If
an algorithm A has an approximation ratio of α, we say its result is an
α-approximation and sometimes call the algorithm itself α-approximation.
A family of algorithms consisting of algorithms with an approximation
ratio (1+ ε) is called polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS), and
a PTAS whose running time is bounded by a polynomial in both the
input length SIZE(I) and 1/ε is called fully polynomial (FPTAS). If the
running time of the PTAS is bounded by (SIZE(I))O(1) ¨ f (1/ε), where f
is an arbitrary function, we say the running time is efficient and call it an
efficient PTAS or EPTAS. If the running time of the approximation scheme
is not polynomial but pseudo-polynomial, we denote it as pseudo-PTAS or
PPTAS. An algorithm A has an asymptotic approximation ratio α if there is
a constant c such that A(I) ď α ¨OPT(I) + c and we denote a polynomial
time approximation scheme with respect to the asymptotic approximation
2
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ratio as an A(F)PTAS.
We will present hardness results and algorithmic results for problems
that are variants of the Parallel Task Scheduling. As a returning pattern,
the algorithms described in this thesis exploit the feature that optimal
solutions can be transformed to be well structured. The general approach
used to design algorithms in this thesis can be summarized as follows:
First, we consider an optimal solution and prove that this solution can be
transformed such that it has a well defined simple structure. The algorithm
itself guesses this structure and verifies this guess using dynamic or linear
programming approaches.
1.1 Contributions and Organization
In Chapter 2, we will introduce the definitions and notations used in this
thesis. Each of the problem definitions is supplemented by an overview
of the work related to it. This introduction of the problems is followed
by a chapter that summarizes some techniques that come in handy when
defining algorithms for the considered problems.
In the following chapters, we present the new algorithmic and hard-
ness results. In Chapter 4, we present a hardness result for Parallel Task
Scheduling. We prove that the problem is strongly NP-hard when we are
given exactly 4 machines. Previously it was known that the problem is
solvable in pseudo-polynomial time if the number of machines is at most
3 and that it is strongly NP-hard for more than 5 machines. We close this
gap between hardness and solvability.
As a second result in this chapter, we prove that it is strongly NP-hard
to solve Strip Packing with an approximation ratio better than 5/4. Before
it was known that there is no pseudo-polynomial algorithm with a ratio
better than 12/11 and the best algorithm was a 4/3+ ε-approximation.
In Chapter 5, we present a pseudo-polynomial algorithm for the Strip
Packing problem. This algorithm closes the gap between inapproxima-
bility result and best algorithm since it has an approximation ratio of at
most 5/4+ ε. This algorithm combines techniques used for the 4/3+ ε-
approximation with new techniques to shift and reorder the items. The
structure-result proven in this chapter applies to other problem settings
3
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as well, and thus we were able to extend the algorithm to Strip Packing
With Rotations and Contiguous Moldable Task Scheduling which both are
generalizations of Strip Packing.
Chapter 6 presents an AFPTAS for the Single Resource Constraint
Scheduling problem. In this AFPTAS the additive term is improved to
O((log(1/ε)/ε)pmax), whereas previous results for the underlying prob-
lem of Bin Packing With Cardinality Constraint only could achieve an addi-
tive term that was exponentially dependent on 1/ε.
In Chapter 7, we present an algorithm for Single Resource Constraint
Scheduling that has an absolute approximation ratio of 3/2 + ε. This
improves the previous best algorithm with an approximation ratio of 2 and
nearly matches the lower bound of 3/2 for this problem. Furthermore, this
chapter contains an AEPTAS for Single Resource Constraint Scheduling
that has an additive term of pmax only and a running time which is doubly
exponential in 1/ε.
The Chapter 8 extends the problems mentioned above to identical
clusters. In the cluster variant none of the described problems can be
approximated better than 2, unless P = NP, and we present linear time
2-approximations for the cluster variants of the problems Parallel Task
Scheduling, Strip Packing, and Single Resource Constraint Scheduling
when given at least 3 clusters. For the cluster variants of Parallel Task
Scheduling and Strip Packing, we can find a 2-approximation as well for
one or two clusters, but the running time is no longer linear. While for
Single Resource Constraint Scheduling and less than 3 clusters, we present
a 2+ ε-approximation which is linear in the number of jobs.
In the final Chapter 9, we consider setup variants of the problem
Scheduling on Identical Machines. More precisely, we consider a variant
where the jobs are partitioned into setup classes and variants where we
are allowed to split the processing time of a job. These variants are called
splittable and preemptive model. Both contain Scheduling on Identical
Machines as a special case and therefore are strongly NP-hard. Hence,
we cannot hope for FPTAS results. On the other hand, the currently best
algorithms for the considered variants are a PTAS for the setup class model,
a 3/2 and a (4/3 + ε)-approximation for the splittable and preemptive
model respectively. We present EPTAS results for all three of these variants.
4
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Chapter 2
Overview on the
Considered Problems
This section gives an overview on the problems discussed in this thesis and
the work related to them. However, we introduce some notation first. For
any integer n, we denote the set {1, . . . , n} by [n]; we write log(¨) for the
logarithm with basis 2. Furthermore, for any two sets X, Y, we write YX
for the set of functions f : X Ñ Y. If X is finite, we say that Y is indexed by
X and sometimes denote the function value of f for the argument x P X
by fx. Furthermore, we will denote the input size of a given instance I by
size(I).
2.1 Parallel Task Scheduling
The first problem that we consider is Parallel Task Scheduling (PTS). In this
problem setting, we are given a set J of n jobs and m identical machines.
Each job j P J has a processing time p(j) P N and requires m(j) P N
machines.
A schedule S is given by two functions σ : J Ñ N and ρ : J Ñ 2[m].
The function σ maps each job to a start point in the schedule, while ρ
maps each job to the set of machines it is processed on. We say a machine i
contains a job j P J if i P ρ(j). A schedule S = (σ, ρ) is feasible if each
machine processes at most one job at a time and each job is processed on
the required number of machines. However, if we find a function σ such
that @t P N : ∑
jPJ :tP[σ(j),σ(j)+p(j))
m(j) ď m,
it is always possible to find a function ρ such that the schedule S = (σ, ρ)
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is feasible, which was proven in [71].
The objective is to find a feasible schedule S minimizing the makespan
T := maxjPJ (σ(j) + p(j)). In the three-field-notation the problem Parallel
Task Scheduling is denoted as P|sizej|Cmax. If the number m of machines
is constant, e. g., m = 3, we write P3|sizej|Cmax.
Related Problems In the above description, each job, after started, has to
be processed until it is finished. A widely studied alteration is the case that
we are allowed to stop the processing of a job and resume its processing at
another time. This stopping and resuming comes, depending of the model,
at no cost. We differentiate two cases of this alteration. In the first case,
we are allowed to process two parts of the same job simultaneously. We
call the jobs of this alteration splittable. In the other case, a simultaneously
processing of two parts of the same job is forbidden. The jobs in this model
are called preemptive jobs. Note that on the first view these extensions
might not seem very natural for Parallel Task Scheduling since the jobs
are already parallel jobs; however, a look from this perspective comes in
handy when designing algorithms for this problem.
A generalization of the Parallel Task Scheduling is the problem Mold-
able Task Scheduling (MTS). In this problem setting the jobs do not have
a fix machine requirement and a fix processing time. Instead, each job
j P J has given a set of possible machine requirements Dj Ď {1, . . . , m}
and a processing time function pj : Dj Ñ N that depends on the assigned
number of machines, i.e., for a given number of machines mi P Dj the job
has a processing time pj(mi).
Related Work In 1989, Du and Leung [27] proved Parallel Task Schedul-
ing Pm|sizej|Cmax to be strongly NP-complete for all m ě 5, while it is
solvable by a pseudo-polynomial algorithm for all m ď 3. Amoura et al. [6],
as well as Jansen and Porkolab [59], presented a PTAS for the case that
m is a constant. If m is polynomially bounded by the number of jobs, a
PTAS still exists as proven by Jansen and Thöle [69]. Nevertheless, if m
is arbitrarily large, the problem gets harder. Since it contains bin packing
as a special case, there is no polynomial algorithm with approximation
ratio smaller than 32 for Parallel Task Scheduling unless P = NP. For a
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more detailed overview on the hardness of several problems related to
Parallel Task Scheduling we refer to [26]. Parallel Task Scheduling with
arbitrarily large m has been widely studied [34, 105, 83, 32]. The algorithm
with the best known absolute approximation ratio of 32 + ε was presented
by Jansen [50]. For work on the moldable case, we refer to the next section.
Open Problems In contrast to the following problems, Parallel Task
Scheduling is very well understood and there are only a few open ques-
tions left. Besides improving the running time of the existing algorithms
whose approximation ratios match the lower bounds, an open question
that remained was whether the problem is strongly NP-hard when given
precisely four machines.
Open Problem 2.1. Is P4|sizej|Cmax solvable in pseudo-polynomial time?
Results In this thesis, we give a negative answer to Open Problem 2.1
by proving that P4|sizej|Cmax is strongly NP-hard, see Chapter 4 Theorem
4.1. Furthermore, in Section 8.3, we present an AEPTAS with additive
term pmax that has an improved running time compared to the (3/2 +
ε)-approximation in [50]. Using the same techniques as in [50] for so-
called huge jobs, the techniques used in this AEPTAS imply a (3/2+ ε)-
approximation with this improved running time as well.
2.2 Strip Packing
In the Strip Packing (SP) problem, we have to pack a set I of rectangular
items into a given strip with width W P N and infinite height. Each item
i P I has a width w(i) P NďW and a height h(i) P N. The area of an item
i P I is defined as area(i) := h(i) ¨ w(i) and the area of a set of items
I 1 Ď I is defined as area(I 1) := ∑iPI 1 h(i) ¨w(i).
A packing of the items is given by a mapping σ : I Ñ QďW ˆQ, i ÞÑ
(xi, yi), which assigns the lower-left corner of an item i P I to a position
σ(i) = (xi, yi) in the strip. An inner point of i P I (with respect to a
packing σ) is a point from the set inn(i) := {(x, y) P RˆR|xi ă x ă
xi + w(i), yi ă y ă yi + h(i)}. We say two items i, j P I overlap if they
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share an inner point (i.e., inn(i)X inn(j) ­= H). A packing is feasible if no
two items overlap and if xi + w(i) ď W for all i P I. The objective of the
Strip Packing problem is to find a feasible packing σ with minimal height
h(σ) := max{yi + h(i)|i P I , σ(i) = (xi, yi)}.
If all item sizes are integral, we can transform each feasible packing to
a packing where all positions are integral without enlarging the packing
height.This can be done by shifting all items downwards until they touch
the upper border of an item or the bottom of the strip. Now all y-coordi-
nates of the items are integral since each is given by the sum of some item
heights, which are integral. The same can be done for the x-coordinate by
shifting all items to the left as far as possible. Therefore, we can assume
that each packing that we consider has the form σ : I Ñ N0ˆN0. problem,
we will denote this minimal packing height with OPT(I) and dismiss the
I if the instance is clear from the context.
Related Problems A broadly studied variant is the version of Strip Pack-
ing where we are allowed to rotate the items by 90-degrees such that the
height of the item becomes the width of the item. Furthermore, variants
have been considered, where arbitrary rotations of the items are allowed.
However, in this thesis, we will only consider the variant which allows 90
degree rotations and in the following will call this problem Strip Packing
With Rotations (SPR).
Note that Strip Packing can be seen as a scheduling problem. We are
given m := W machines, which are arranged in a total order, and a set of
jobs J := I such that each job i P I has a processing time p(i) := h(i) and
requires m(i) := w(i) machines that are contiguous with respect to the
total order of the machines. Since this definition is quite similar to Parallel
Task Scheduling, we also speak of Contiguous Task Scheduling (CTS).
Because of the similarities to Parallel Task Scheduling, it is natural to
consider the same alterations and generalizations; i.e., we can consider
splittable and preemptive jobs and the generalization to moldable jobs. In
the setting of moldable jobs, called Contiguous Moldable Task Scheduling
(CMTS), we are given a set of jobs J and a set of m machines. Each
job j P J can be scheduled on different numbers of machines given by
Mj Ď {1, . . . , m}. Depending on the number of machines i P Mj, each job
j P J has a specific processing time pj(i) PN.
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A schedule S is given by three functions: σ : J Ñ N which maps
each job j P J to a starting time σ(j); ρ : J Ñ {1, . . . , m} which maps
each job j P J to the number of processors ρ(j) P Mj it is processed
on; and ϕ : J Ñ {1, . . . , m} which maps each job j P J to the first
machine it is processed on. The job j P J will use the machines ϕ(j) to
ϕ(j) + ρ(j)´ 1 contiguously. A schedule S = (σ, ρ, ϕ) is feasible if each
machine processes at most one job at a time and its makespan is defined by
maxjPJ σ(j) + pj(ρ(j)). The objective is to find a feasible schedule, which
minimizes the makespan.
Contiguous Moldable Task Scheduling is a true generalization of Strip
Packing as it contains Strip Packing (and Strip Packing With Rotations)
as a special case: We define the number of machines m as the width
of the strip W and for each item i P I we introduce one job i with
Mi := {w(i)} and processing time pi(w(i)) = h(i) (or introduce one
job i with Mi := {w(i), h(i)} and processing times pi(w(i)) = h(i) and
pi(h(i)) = w(i) respectively).
Furthermore, we consider another variant related to Strip Packing,
called Multiple Strip Packing, where we have more than one strip and
have to minimize the packing height over all the given strips. However,
we refer to Section 2.4 for a more detailed overview on this variant of the
problem.
Related Work Strip Packing is an important NP-hard problem which has
been studied since 1980 (Baker et al. [8]). It arises naturally in many settings
as scheduling or cutting stock problems in industrial manufacturing (e.g,
cutting rectangular pieces out of a sheet of material as cloth or wood).
Recently, it also has been applied to practical problems as electricity
allocation and peak demand reductions in smart-grids [73, 94, 102].
In a series of papers [7, 8, 15, 22, 39, 45, 67, 77, 96, 99, 100, 101]
algorithms with improved approximation ratios have been presented and
5/3 + ε is the best absolute approximation ratio achieved so far by an
algorithm presented by Harren, Jansen, Prädel, and van Stee [44]. On the
other hand, by a reduction from the Partition Problem, one can see that it
is not possible to find an algorithm with approximation ratio better than
3/2 unless P = NP.
Two of these algorithms will come in handy later, when we discuss a
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new algorithm for Strip Packing or Parallel Task Scheduling. The first is
the famous NFDH-Algorithm studied by Coffman et al. [22], which finds a
packing with the properties from the following (slightly adapted) lemma.
Theorem 2.2 (See [22]). For any list L ordered by nonincreasing height it holds
that NFDH(L) ď 2W(L)/m + pmax ď 2 ¨OPT(L) + pmax.
The other algorithm is Steinberg’s Algorithm, which we will use to
bound the height of an optimal packing from above. It has the following
properties:
Theorem 2.3 (See [100]). Let wmax := maxiPI w(i) and hmax := maxiPI h(i).
If the following inequalities hold,
wmax ď W, hmax ď H, 2 ¨ area(I) ď WH ´ (2wmax ´W)+(2hmax ´ H)+,
(where x+ := max{x, 0}) then the items I can be placed inside a rectangle Q
with width W and height H.
In contrast to absolute approximation ratios, asymptotic approximation
ratios can get better than 3/2 and they have been improved in a series of
papers [7, 22, 39]. The first asymptotic fully polynomial approximation
scheme (in short AFPTAS) was presented by Kenyon and Rémila [77]. It
has an additive term of O(hmax/ε2), where hmax is the largest occurring
item height. The additive term was improved by Sviridenko [101] and
Bougeret et al. [15] to O((log(1/ε)/ε)hmax) simultaneously. Moreover, the
running time of this algorithm was improved by Jansen and Kraft [54] to be
in O(n log(1/ε) + log(1/ε)4/ε5). Furthermore, Jansen and Solis-Oba [67]
presented an asymptotic PTAS with an additive term hmax at the expense
of the running time, which bounded by O(n log(n)) ¨ n1/ε2O(1/ε) operations.
Asymptotic algorithms are useful when the maximal occurring item height
is small compared to the optimum. However, if the maximal occurring
height equals the optimum, the listed algorithms have an approximation
ratio of (2+ ε) or even worse for the AFPTAS results. This motivates the
search for algorithms with better approximation ratios in expense of the
processing time.
The Partition Problem is solvable in pseudo-polynomial time. Therefore,
the lower bound of 3/2 for absolute approximation ratios does not hold for
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pseudo-polynomial algorithms where we allow W to appear polynomially
in the running time. The best approximation ratio has been improved step
by step [69, 91, 33, 63] with 4/3 + ε as the best absolute approximation
ratio achieved so far [33, 63]. On the other hand, we cannot approximate
arbitrary in this scenario. Adamaszek et al. [1] proved a lower bound of
12/11 if P ­= NP.
Furthermore, other interesting facts about Strip Packing have been
noted. There are differences in the size of the optimal solutions of the
same instances for Contiguous Task Scheduling, i.e., Strip Packing, and
the closely related Parallel Task Scheduling. Turek et al. [105] first drew
attention to these differences and Bladek at al. [10] studied them inten-
sively. Furthermore, the differences in the pseudo-polynomial absolute
approximation ratio are notable. While for the contiguous case, we have
a lower bound of 5/4 if P ­= NP, in the non-contiguous case there is a
pseudo-PTAS [69].
Strip Packing With Rotations has been studied in the following pa-
pers [31, 88, 68, 67]. Algorithms for Strip Packing (without rotations) using
the area of the items to prove their ratio, e.g., NFDH, FFDH [8] or Stein-
berg’s algorithm [100], work for Strip Packing With Rotations as well.
Furthermore, algorithms using 2D Knapsack with area maximization as a
subroutine can also be extended to Strip Packing With Rotations. On the
other hand, the lower bounds of 3/2 for polynomial and 5/4 for pseudo-
polynomial approximation ratios hold for Strip Packing With Rotations as
well, unless P = NP.
Next we will consider work related to the generalization Contiguous
Moldable Task Scheduling. However, since this problem is also similar
to Moldable Task Scheduling and the results for these problems depend
on each other we consider research related to this topic as well. Turek,
Wolf, and Yu [105] presented an algorithm that assigns jobs to numbers
of processors and then schedules the fix instance with known algorithms
for these scenarios. This algorithm achieves a 2-approximation for the
non-contiguous case and a 2.5-approximation for the contiguous case,
using Sleator’s algorithm [99] as a subroutine. Furthermore, they pointed
out that for improved approximations for the fixed processor instances
the algorithm achieves better approximation ratios. More precisely, if the
algorithm uses Steinberg’s Algorithm [100] as a subroutine instead (which
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was not known when the paper was published), it has an approximation
ratio of 2 for the contiguous case. The running time of these algorithms
was improved by Ludwig and Tiwari [83] from O(mn ¨ L(m, n)) to O(mn+
L(m, n)), where O(L(m, n)) is the running time of the used subroutine for
the fixed machine instance.
A well-studied variant of these two problems concerns the running
time function. We say the running time function is monotonic if the work
of the job, i.e., pj(mi) ¨mi, is non-increasing when the number of machines
decreases. There is a pseudo-polynomial algorithm with ratio (3/2 + ε)
by Mounié et al. [90] for monotonic non-contiguous moldable jobs. Jansen
and Thöle [69] extended the (3/2+ ε)-approximation to non-monotonic
contiguous moldable jobs. Furthermore, they presented a pseudo-PTAS for
non-monotonic non-contiguous moldable jobs. Together with the FPTAS
from [56] for the case m ě 8n/ε, this delivers a PTAS for the case of
monotonic non-contiguous jobs. Additionally, the running time of the
algorithm by Mounié et al. [90] is improved to be nearly linear by Jansen
and Land [56]. A polynomial (3/2+ ε)-approximation algorithm for non-
monotonic non-contiguous jobs was presented by Jansen [50], which is
arbitrary close to the best possible algorithm for this case unless P = NP.
Open Questions Regarding Strip Packing, there are several open ques-
tions. The most interesting are the questions about the best possible abso-
lute approximation ratios of polynomial time and pseud polynomial time
algorithms. For polynomial time algorithms, we know that we cannot find
an algorithm with approximation ratio better than 3/2 unless P = NP. On
the other hand, the best approximation ratio achieved so far is 5/3 + ε.
Open Problem 2.4. Close the gap between the lower bound of 3/2 and the
best known ratio 5/3 + ε for polynomial time algorithms for Strip Packing.
Regarding pseudo-polynomial algorithms, we know that we cannot
find an algorithm with approximation ratio better than 12/11 unless
P = NP. On the other hand, the best pseudo-polynomial algorithm so far
has a ratio of 4/3+ ε, see Figure 2.1 for an overview on the results for this
scenario. Hence, we state the second open question for Strip Packing as
follows.
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Figure 2.1. Overview on the upper and lower bounds for pseudo-polynomial
approximations.
Open Problem 2.5. Close the gap between the lower bound of 12/11 for
pseudo-polynomial time algorithms for Strip Packing and the best known
ratio 4/3 + ε.
Regarding asymptotic approximation ratios, we can see a discrepancy
between algorithms which have a small running time, e. g., the AFPTAS
in [54], which have a large additive term of O((log(1/ε)/ε)hmax), and
algorithms which have a large running time as the algorithm in [67] but
have a small additive term of hmax. Note that it is not possible to find
an algorithm with approximation guarantee better than 1+ hmax, which
can be seen by the same proof, which shows that it is not possible to
approximate Strip Packing with ratio better than 3/2. Hence, we do not
hope to improve the additive term or ratio of the algorithm in [67]. Instead
the question that arises is the following:
Open Problem 2.6. What is the best possible running time for an APTAS
for Strip Packing with additive term hmax, and what is the best additive
term that we can achieve with an AFPTAS?
Results In this thesis, we managed to solve Open Problem 2.5 with an ex-
ception for a neglectable small ε. Namely, we first improve the lower bound
for pseudo-polynomial algorithms to 5/4, see Chapter 4 Theorem 4.2. This
result was published in [47]. Afterward, we first improved the ratio from
7/5+ ε to 4/3+ ε in [63], which was published simultaneously with [33].
Later, we managed to improve this result to a 5/4+ ε-approximation, see
[61]. In Chapter 5 we present a summary of the results in both papers
which lead to the (5/4+ ε)-approximation. Note that the mentioned re-
sults (lower and upper bounds) also hold for Strip Packing With Rotations
and Contiguous Moldable Task Scheduling.
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Furthermore, we considered Open Problem 2.6. We were not able to
fully answer this question. However, we have proven that there is an
AEPTAS with additive term hmax for Strip Packing, which is a running
time class below an APTAS. This result can be found in Chapter 8 Theorem
8.2 and is a requirement to find an improved algorithm for Multiple Strip
Packing.
2.3 (Single) Resource Constraint Scheduling
Another problem we consider is the Single Resource Constraint Scheduling
(SRCS) problem. In this problem setting, we are given a set J of n jobs,
m P N identical parallel machines and a discrete renewable resource R P N.
Each job j P J has a processing time p(j) P N and a resource requirement
r(j) P N that has to be met in order to execute the job.
A schedule of these jobs is given by a mapping τ : J Ñ Ně0 from
jobs to starting times. It is feasible, if at each point in time t P N there are
enough machines to schedule the jobs and the total resource requirement
of jobs scheduled at t does not exceed the resource limit R, i.e.:
@t P N : ∑
j:tP[τ(j),τ(j)+p(j))
rj ď R (2.1)
@t P N :|{j P J |t P [τ(j), τ(j) + p(j))}| ď m (2.2)
The objective is to find a feasible schedule τ : J Ñ Ně0 minimizing the
makespan M := maxjPJ (τ(j) + p(j)).
Related problems There are several natural extensions and alterations to
this problem that have been studied. A natural extension to this problem
is the Resource Constraint Scheduling (RCS) problem where we are given
m identical machines and instead of one, we are given s distinct resource
limits R1, . . . , Rs such that each job requires an amount of each of the s
distinct resources.
Furthermore, the variant of Single Resource Constraint Scheduling,
where the resource has to be allocated contiguously, is equivalent to
the problem Strip Packing With Cardinality Constraint. Moreover, in the
case that we have less jobs than machines, i.e., n ď m, Single Resource
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Constraint Scheduling cn be reduced to Parallel Task Scheduling as follows:
If the number of machines m in Single Resource Constraint Scheduling is
larger than n, we can never schedule more than m jobs at the same time,
and this constraint is trivially fulfilled in each schedule. We then consider
the resource requirement in Single Resource Constraint Scheduling as the
required number of machines in Parallel Task Scheduling.
Another variant of this problem is a moldable variant where the pro-
cessing time depends on the number of resources allocated by the job.
More precisely, for each job j P J we are given a set Dj Ď {0, . . . , R} of
resource requirements allowed to be allocated by the job and a processing
time function p(j, r) that denotes for each r P Dj the processing time of job
j if it allocates r resources. We call this variant Moldable Single Resource
Constraint Scheduling (MSRCS) but it has also been referred to as Parallel
Machine Scheduling With Resource Dependent Processing Times [76] or
Scheduling With Resource Dependent Processing Times [58].
This problem contains Bin Packing With Cardinality Constraint as a
special case. In this problem setting, we are given a set of items I which
each a height h(i) ď 1 with h(j) P Q and a number k. The objective is to
place the items inside as few as possible bins with capacity 1 such that
each bin contains at most k items. Given such an instance of Bin Packing
With Cardinality Constraint, we define R := 1, r(i) := h(j) and scale
the values such that all of them are integers. Finally, we define p(j) = 1.
Minimizing the makespan of the resulting instance of Single Resource
Constraint Scheduling corresponds to minimizing the number of bins.
Related Work The first result for Resource Constraint Scheduling was
presented in 1975 by Garey and Graham [34]. Given m identical machines
and s distinct resource limits such that each job requires an amount of each
of the s distinct resources, they have shown that the greedy list algorithm
delivers a schedule of length at most (s + 2´ (2s + 1)/m)OPT. This gives
an absolute approximation ratio of (3´ 3/m) for the case of s = 1 which
corresponds to Single Resource Constraint Scheduling. In the same year
Garey and Johnson [35] showed that this general scheduling problem is
NP-complete even if just one resource is given, i.e., s = 1. Lately, Niemeier
and Wiese [92] presented a (2 + ε)-approximation for Single Resource
Constraint Scheduling, and this is the best known ratio so far. Since this
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problem contains Bin Packing With Cardinality Constraint as a special
case, there is no algorithm with an approximation guarantee better than
3/2 for this problem unless P = NP. For Bin Packing With Cardinality
Constraint Epstein and Levin [30] presented an AFPTAS.
For Moldable Single Resource Constraint Scheduling the first result
was achieved by Grigoriev et al. [42], who studied the unrelated machines
variant in which the processing times depend on the machine as well as on
the resource assignment. They achieved a 3.75-approximation algorithm.
This was improved to 3.5 + ε by Kellerer [76] for the identical machine
version. Grigoriev et al. [43] presented a (3 + ε)-approximation for a
version of the problem where the jobs are preassigned to machines that also
works when the processing time functions are encoded more succinctly.
Rather recently, Kling et al. [78] considered a related problem, where for
each job j a resource value ρj,t has to be chosen for each time step t it is
processed in. Furthermore, each job j has a resource requirement rj and
a processing volume p(j), and if j receives a resource value of ρj,t at time
step t, exactly min1,ρj,t/rj units of its processing volume are finished during
t. They provide a (2+ 1/(m´ 2))-approximation for this case and show
that the problem is NP-hard.
Open Problems The problem Single Resource Constraint Scheduling
cannot be approximated better than 3/2 unless P = NP. On the other
hand, the best algorithm so far has an approximation ratio of 2+ ε. This
motivates the following open problem.
Open Problem 2.7. Close the gap between the lower bound of 3/2 for
Single Resource Constraint Scheduling and the best known ratio 2+ ε.
For the problem Moldable Single Resource Constraint Scheduling, we
can state a similar open problem since the so far best algorithm has an
approximation ratio of 3.5+ ε, while the lower bound of 3/2 holds for this
generalization as well.
Open Problem 2.8. Close the gap between the lower bound of 3/2 for
Moldable Single Resource Constraint Scheduling and the best known ratio
3.5+ ε.
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Results In this thesis, we solve the Open Problem 2.7 with exception
for a negligibly small ε by presenting an algorithm for Single Resource
Constraint Scheduling with a ratio of 3/2+ ε. On the other hand, we con-
sidered asymptotic algorithms for Single Resource Constraint Scheduling
and present an AFPTAS with additive term O(log(1/ε)/ε)pmax and an
AEPTAS with additive term pmax. Note that this result directly improves
the additive term of the AFPTAS for Bin Packing With Cardinality Con-
straint by Epstein and Levin [30], which has an additive terms that is
exponential in 1/ε. While the AFPTAS can be found in Chapter 6, the
other results can be found in Chapter 7.
2.4 Identical Clusters
The final problem setting we consider is an extension of the problems
Parallel Task Scheduling (PTS), Strip Packing (SP), and Single Resource
Constraint Scheduling to identical clusters. While the set of jobs or items
respectively remains the same in these settings, the set of machines differ.
We are given N identical clusters, each with the properties of the set of
machines as before. For the extension of Parallel Task Scheduling (PTS)
and Strip Packing (SP), each cluster contains m identical machines. For the
extension of Single Resource Constraint Scheduling, each cluster contains
m identical machines and R renewable resources. The jobs are allowed to
be processed (contiguously) on the machines (and resources) of one cluster
only, i.e, they are not allowed to allocate machines (or resources) from
more than one cluster. The objective is to find a schedule with minimal
makespan.
This extension of Parallel Task Scheduling is called Multiple Clus-
ter Scheduling (MCS), the extension of Strip Packing is called Multiple
Strip Packing (MSP), and last the extension of Single Resource Constraint
Scheduling is called Single Resource Constraint Multiple Cluster Schedul-
ing (SRCMCS).
Related problems We can extend all problems related to Parallel Task
Scheduling to the cluster version of this problem. Hence, we can apply the
same variations as to Parallel Task Scheduling or Strip Packing (SP). For
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example, we can consider the moldable, splittable, or preemptive versions
of these problems.
Related Work Zhuk [109] proved that Multiple Cluster Scheduling and
Multiple Strip Packing cannot be approximated better than 2 unless P =
NP. There is an algorithm by Ye, Han and Zhang [107] which finds a
(2+ ε)-approximation to the optimal solution for each instance of Multiple
Cluster Scheduling or Multiple Strip Packing. This algorithm needs to
solve an EPTAS for Scheduling On Identical Machines as a subroutine.
The algorithm with the best running time for this problem is currently
given by [66] and it is bounded by 2O(1/ε log2(1/ε)) + poly(n). As a result,
the running time of the algorithm from Ye, Han and Zhang [107] is
bounded by 2O(1/ε log2(1/ε)) + poly(n), using [66] and corresponding 2-
approximation algorithms for Parallel Task Scheduling , e.g., the List-
Scheduling algorithm by Garay and Graham [34], and Strip Packing,
e.g., Steinberg’s Algorithm [100]. For Multiple Cluster Scheduling, the
approximation ratio of (2+ ε) was improved by Jansen and Trystram [70]
to an algorithm with an approximation ratio of 2 and it has a worst case
running time of Ω(n256) since it uses an algorithm with running time
nΩ(1/ε
1/ε) using the constant ε = 1/4 as a subroutine. Furthermore, for
Multiple Strip Packing there is an algorithm by [14] that has a ratio of 2 as
well. The worst case running time of this algorithm is of the form Ω(n256)
as well, for the same reasons.
However, since the worst-case running time for these algorithms with
an approximation ratio close to or exactly 2 is this enormous, work has
been done to improve the runtime at the expense of the approximation
ratio. There is a faster algorithm by Bougeret et al. [13] which guarantees
an approximation ratio of 5/2 and has a running time of O(log(npmax) ¨ n ¨
(N + log(n))). Note that the Multifit algorithm for Scheduling on Identical
Machines has an approximation ratio of 13/11 and a running time of
at most O(n log(n) + n log(N) log(p(J )/N)), see [108]. Hence using this
algorithm as a subroutine in [107], we find a 26/11 « 2.364 approximation
in O(size(I)2 log(size(I))) operations for each instance I. In [16] Bougeret
et al. present an algorithm with approximation ratio 7/3 and running time
O(log(npmax)N(n + log(n))). Furthermore, they present a fast algorithm
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with approximation ratio 2 and the same running time for the case that the
job with the largest machine requirement needs less than m/2 machines.
Multiple Cluster Scheduling has also been studied for the case that
clusters are not identical, i.e., they do not need to have the same num-
ber of machines. It is still NP-hard to approximate this problem better
than 2, see [109]. Furthermore, it was proven in [98] and [103] that the
List-Schedule cannot guarantee a constant approximation ratio for this
problem.
The first algorithm was presented by Tchernykh et al. [103] and has an
approximation ratio of 10. This ratio was improved to a 3-approximation
by Schwiegelshohn et al. [98], which is given by an online non-clairvoyant
algorithm where the processing times are not known beforehand. Later,
the algorithm was extended by Tchernykh et al. [104] to the case where jobs
have release dates changing the approximation ratio to 2e + 1. This ratio
was improved by Bougeret et al. [12] who developed an algorithm with
approximation ratio 2.5 for this case. This algorithm needs the constraint
that the largest machine requirement of a job is smaller than the smallest
number of machines available in any given cluster. This ratio was improved
by Dutot et al. [28] by presenting an algorithm with approximation ratio
(2+ ε). The currently best algorithm for this problem matches the lower
bound of 2 [70], but has an enormous running time of Ω(n256).
Best to our knowledge the problem Single Resource Constraint Multiple
Cluster Scheduling has not been studied before.
Open Problems Since for Multiple Cluster Scheduling and Multiple Strip
Packing algorithms with best possible ratio of 2 are already known, the
remaining open question concerns the running time of these algorithms.
Open Problem 2.9. What is the best possible running time for an algo-
rithm for Multiple Cluster Scheduling or Multiple Strip Packing with
approximation ratio of 2?
Results We consider the Open Problem 2.9 and find an answer for all
the instances where N ě 3 by presenting algorithms for Multiple Clus-
ter Scheduling, Multiple Strip Packing, and Single Resource Constraint
Multiple Cluster Scheduling with an approximation ratio 2 and running
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time O(n). Furthermore, for N P {1, 2}, we present 2-approximations for
Multiple Cluster Scheduling and Multiple Strip Packing with running
time O(n log(n)) and O(n log2(n)/ log(log(n))) respectively which cor-
respond to the running times of the 2-approximations in [34] and [100].
Note that the running times for the case N P {1, 2} can be improved, when
improving the running times of the algorithms in [34] and [100]. On the
other hand for Single Resource Constraint Multiple Cluster Scheduling,
we present a (2+ ε)-approximation with running time O(n) ¨Oε(1).
Furthermore, we consider a truly fast algorithm for Multiple Cluster
Scheduling since the above mentioned algorithms all hide large constants
in the O-notation. The running time of this fast algorithm is dominated by
the time it needs to sort the jobs by the number of required machines. It
finds a 9/4-approximation for all instances where N is dividable by three
and the ratio converges to 9/4 for increasing other cluster numbers. All
the mentioned algorithms can be found in Chapter 8.
2.5 Setup Times
The final considered problem is not a variant of the Parallel Task Schedul-
ing Problem. Instead, we consider variants of the problem Scheduling on
Identical Machines, i.e., P||Cmax in the three field notation. In this problem
setting, we are given a set J of n jobs and m identical machines. Each
job has a processing time p(j) P Qą0. A schedule of these jobs assigns
each job to a machine it will be processed on; i.e., a schedule is given by a
function σ : J Ñ [m]. The objective is to find a schedule σ that minimizes
the makespan Cmax(σ) := maxiP[m] ∑jPσ´1(i) p(j).
In this thesis, we will consider a variant where the jobs need some
setup time before they can be processed. In the first variant, the set J is
partitioned into K sets called classes. Before processing some jobs from a
given class, we need a setup time, which can be seen as the time needed
to adjust the machine to the following tasks. After this setup is finished,
any number of jobs from this class can be processed without needing
the setup time again until the machine is adjusted to another class using
another setup time. For each job j P J , we denote its setup class by k j P [K]
and the setup time of a class k P [K] as s(k) P Qą0. As for Scheduling on
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Identical Machines a schedule of the jobs J is defined as a mapping from
jobs to machines σ : J Ñ [m]. The jobs assigned to each machine can be
scheduled in batches comprised of the jobs of the same class assigned to
the machine without overlaps and gaps. Hence, the makespan is given by
Cmax = maxiP[m] ∑jPσ´1(i) p(j) +∑kP{kj | jPσ´1(i)} s(k).
Similar as for Parallel Task Scheduling, we consider a splittable and a
preemptive model for this problem as well. In the splittable model, each
job can be stopped and restarted at any time. It is even allowed to process
multiple parts of this job at the same time. However, before processing
any part of the job, we need to process the setup time first. More precisely
for each job j P J , we are given a setup time s(j) P Qą0 that depends
on the job (and no longer on a job class). A schedule of these jobs differs
from a schedule as seen before. A job j P J can be split into multiple
parts. Hence in a schedule, we need to find the number of pieces κ(j) P N
and the fractions of processing times λj : [κ(j)] Ñ (0, 1] into which it is
partitioned such that ∑kP[κ(j)] λj(k) = 1 for each job j P J . Meaning that
the k-th part for k P [κ(j)] has processing time λj(k)p(j). Finally we need
to assign the job peaces to the machines: σ : J 1 Ñ [m]. Hence, in this case,
the output is of the form (κ,λ, σ) and the makespan can be defined as
Cmax = maxiP[m] ∑(j,k)Pσ´1(i) s(j) + λj(k)p(j).
Last, we consider the preemptive model. In this scenario it is no longer
allowed to process the same job or its setup time at the same time on
more than one machine. Similar as in the splittable model, each job j P J
has a personal setup s(j), and each job j P J can be split into multiple
parts. Hence a schedule also defines how the jobs are partitioned. The
function κ : J Ñ Zą0 defines how often each job is partitioned and
λj : [κ(j)] Ñ (0, 1] defines the processing time of each part. Meaning
that the k-th part for k P [κ(j)] has processing time λj(k)p(j). Finally,
an assignment σ : J 1 Ñ [m] along with starting times ξ : J 1 Ñ Qą0
has to be determined such that any two job parts assigned to the same
machine or belonging to the same job do not overlap. More precisely,
we have to assure that for each two job parts (j, k), (j1, k1) P J 1 with
σ(j, k) = σ(j1, k1) or j = j1, we have ξ(j, k) + s(j) + λj(k)p(j) ď ξ(j1) or
ξ(j1, k1) + s(j1) + λj1(k)pj1 ď ξ(j). A schedule is given by (κ,λ, σ, ξ) and the
makespan can be defined as Cmax = max(j,k)PJ 1(ξ(j, k) + s(j) + λj(k)p(j)).
Note that in the preemptive and the setup class model, we can assume
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that the number of machines is bounded by the number of jobs: If there
are more machines than jobs, placing each job on a private machine yields
an optimal schedule in both models and the remaining machines can be
ignored. This, however, is not the case in the splittable model.
Related problems Note that in the splittable model it is equivalent if the
jobs are partitioned into setup classes or each job has its own set up since
we are allowed to process the same job multiple times simultaneously.
However, in the preemptive model, it makes a difference since jobs from the
same class are allowed to be scheduled in parallel while this is forbidden
for parts of the same job.
Furthermore, note that the variant of the preemptive model in which
overlap between a job part and setup of the same job is allowed is equiv-
alent to the one presented above. This was pointed out by Schuurmann
and Woeginger [97] and can be seen with a simple swapping argument.
Furthermore, note that all these problems contain Scheduling on Identi-
cal Machines, i.e., P||Cmax, as a special case since the setup is not allowed to
be split. Hence, for a given instance I of P||Cmax, we can define an instance
of the setup problem for the class, splittable, or preemptive model, by
defining for each job in I a setup (class) and a job such that the processing
time of the job is near zero and the setup time equates the processing time
of the corresponding job in I.
Related Work Scheduling on Identical Machines, i.e., P||Cmax, is a very
well studied problem with a long history. It was first studied by Graham
[40], and in a long chain of research [4, 5, 40, 49, 51, 53] improved algo-
rithms have been found. The best algorithm to this point is an EPTAS
with running time 2O(1/ε log2(1/ε)) + poly(n) by Jansen and Rohwedder
[66]. On the other hand, since P||Cmax is strongly NP-complete, it is
not possible to find an FPTAS. Furthermore, there is a work by Chen,
Jansen, and Zhang [20] which states that an EPTAS with a running time
2(1/ε)
1´δ
+ nO(1) implies that the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) fails.
There is extensive literature on scheduling problems with setup times.
We highlight a few closely related results and otherwise refer to the surveys
[2, 3]. The setup class model was first considered by Mäcker et al. [84] in
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the special case that all classes have the same setup time. They designed
a 2-approximation and additionally a 3/2+ ε-approximation for the case
that the overall length of the jobs from each class is bounded. Jansen and
Land [55] presented a simple 3-approximation with linear running time, a
2+ ε-approximation, and the aforementioned PTAS for the general setup
class model. Furthermore, Chen et al. [19] developed a 5/3-approximation
for the splittable model. A generalization of this, in which both setup and
processing times are job and machine dependent, has been considered
by Correa et al. [23]. They achieve a (1 + φ)-approximation, where φ
denotes the golden ratio, using a newly designed linear programming
formulation. Moreover, there are recent results concerning Scheduling
on Identical Machines in the splittable model considering the sum of
the (weighted) completion times as the objective function, e.g. [95, 24].
For the preemptive model, a PTAS for the special case that all jobs have
the same setup time has been developed by Schuurman and Woeginger
[97]. The (4/3 + ε)-approximation for the general case [97] follows the
same approach. Furthermore, a combination of the setup class and the
preemptive model has been considered, in which the jobs are scheduled
preemptively, but the setup times are class dependent. Monma and Potts
[89] presented, among other things, a (2´ 1/(bm/2c+ 1))-approximation
for this model, and later Chen [18] achieved improvements for some
special cases. Lately Deppert and Jansen [25] developed near linear time
algorithms with approximation ratio 3/2 for the setup class and the
splittable model as well as for the preemptive model with setup classes.
Open Problems As mentioned, the best algorithm for the class model
is a PTAS, whereas the best algorithms for the splittable and preemptive
model are 3/2 and (4/3+ ε)-approximations, respectively. On the other
hand, all these problems contain P||Cmax as a special case, and, hence,
it is not possible to find an FPTAS, unless P = NP, or even an EPTAS
with running time smaller than 2(1/ε)
1´δ
+ nO(1) unless the ETH fails. This
gap between approximation and inapproximation results motivates the
following question.
Open Problem 2.10. What is the best possible approximation ratio and
running time for algorithms for scheduling with setup times in the class,
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splittable and preemptive model?
Results In Chapter 9, we consider Open Problem 2.10 and answer the
question about the approximation ratio by presenting an EPTAS for each
of these problems, see Theorem 9.1. The running time of these algo-
rithms is bounded by 2O(1/ε3 log4 1/ε) ¨ nO(1) for the setup class model, by
2O(1/ε2 log3 1/ε) ¨ nO(1) for the splittable model, and last but not least by
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O(1/ε log 1/ε) ¨ (n log(m))O(1) for the preemptive model, which is at least for
the setup class and the splittable model quite close to the lower bound.
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Algorithmic Concepts
In this Chapter, we introduce some algorithmic concepts that will return
repeatedly when designing algorithms for the considered problems. The
general approach used to design algorithms in this thesis can be summa-
rized as follows: First we consider an optimal solution and prove that this
solution can be transformed such that it has a well defined structure. To
find this structure we generally make a small error in the approximation
ratio. Then the algorithm guesses the structure of the optimal solution
and verifies this guess. For the smallest feasible structure that was found,
the algorithm places the items or jobs inside this structure. This again can
provoke a small error compared to the optimal solution. In the analysis of
the algorithm we have to ensure that the corresponding total error is small
enough compared to the aspired approximation ratio.
3.1 Dual Approximation
Many of the algorithms presented in this thesis follow the dual approxi-
mation frame-work introduced by Hochbaum and Shmoys [49]: Instead
of solving the minimization version of a problem directly, it suffices to
find a procedure that for a given bound T on the objective value either
correctly reports that there is no solution with value T or returns a solu-
tion with value at most (1 + aε)T for some constant a. If we have some
initial upper bound B for the optimal makespan OPT with B ď bOPT for
some b, we can define an approximation algorithm by trying different
values T from the interval [B/b, B] in a binary search fashion, and find a
value OPT ď T˚ ď (1+O(ε))OPT after O(log b/ε) iterations. By applying
this technique, we end up with at (c +O(ε)) approximation. To find the
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desired (c + ε)O approximation, we scale ε with a corresponding constant
before executing the algorithm.
3.2 Rounding Methods
For simplicity of notation, we will look at Strip Packing from the schedul-
ing perspective in the following. There are two dimensions of the jobs that
can be rounded: either we round the processing time of a job or we round
its machine or resource requirement. Since we are allowed to make an
error in the size of the makespan, but we are not allowed to make an error
in the total number of allocated machines or resources, the rounding of
these sizes differs drastically, as we describe in the following sections.
Rounding Processing Times – Arithmetic vs Geometric Rounding For
the processing times, we consider two kinds of rounding arithmetic and
geometric rounding. The first technique reduces the smaller processing
times drastically, while there are still many large processing times. On
the other hand, geometric rounding reduces the large processing times
drastically, while it is unsuitable for small processing times. As a conse-
quence, we will use both rounding techniques when restructuring optimal
solutions. We will use arithmetic rounding for small processing times,
while the geometric grouping is applied to large processing times.
Lemma 3.1. Consider an instance of Parallel Task Scheduling, Strip Packing, or
Single Resource Constraint Scheduling and let T be a lower or upper bound of
the optimal makespan of the instance. With an additive loss of at most εT in the
approximation ratio, we can assume that each job has a processing time that is a
multiple of εT/n.
Proof. For this assumption, we add a processing time of at most εT/n to
the processing time of each job. Since there are at most n jobs and these
jobs are scheduled sequentially in the worst case, this adds at most εT to
the optimal makespan of the considered instance.
Lemma 3.2. Consider an instance I of Parallel Task Scheduling, Strip Packing,
or Single Resource Constraint Scheduling with set of jobs J and let T be a lower
or upper bound of the optimal makespan of the instance.
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At a loss of a factor of at most 1+ 2ε in the approximation ratio, we can ensure
that each job j P J with p(j) ě p0T and εlT ă p(j) ď εl´1T for some l PN has
processing time p(j) = k jεl+1T for k j = dp(j)/(εl+1T)e P {1/ε+ 1, . . . , 1/ε2}
and a starting time, which is a multiple of εl+1T as well.
The jobs can be rounded in O(n) or O(n logε(p0)) operations, depending on
the number of operation needed for calculating the logarithm of a given number.
Proof. Consider an optimal schedule for I. We stretch it by a factor of 1+ 2ε;
i. e., each point in time τ in the original schedule corresponds to the point
(1 + 2ε)τ in the stretched schedule. Let j P J be a job with p(j) ě p0T
and εl´1T ě p(i) ě εlT. Furthermore, let σ(j) and ϕ(j) := σ(j) + p(j) be
its start and endpoints, respectively, in the original schedule. We define
the stretched start and end points as σ¯(j) := (1+ 2ε)σ(j) and ϕ¯(j) := (1+
2ε)ϕ(j). As a consequence, we have ϕ¯(j)´ σ¯(j) = (1+ 2ε)(ϕ(j)´ σ(j)) =
(1+ 2ε)p(j).
Next, we change the start and end times of j in the stretched schedule
to σ1(j) := σ¯(j) + εp(j) and ϕ1(j) := ϕ¯(j)´ εp(j). As a result it holds that
ϕ1(j) ´ σ1(j) = ϕ¯(j) ´ σ¯(j) ´ 2εp(j) = (1 + 2ε)p(j) ´ 2εp(j) = p(j). We
have p(j) ě εlT, which implies ϕ¯(j)´ ϕ1(j) = σ1(j)´ σ¯(j) = εp(j) ě εl+1T.
This ensures that for the interval [ϕ1(j), ϕ¯(j)] there is an integer kϕ such
that kϕεl+1T P [ϕ1(j), ϕ¯(j)], analogously there exists an integer kσ such
that kσεl+1T P [σ¯(j), σ1(j)]. We change the start and end point of job j to
σ2(j) := kσεl+1T and ϕ2(j) = kϕεl+1T.
It is possible that ϕ2(j)´ σ2(j) ą p1(j) := dp(j)/(εl+1T)eεl+1T. In this
case, we increase σ2(j) such that p1(j) = ϕ2(j)´ σ2(j). Since the rounded
job j is scheduled inside the stretched version of itself, we do not create
any conflicts with the constraints of the considered scheduling (or packing)
problem.
Note that dp1(j)/(εl+1T)e P {1/ε, . . . , 1/ε2} since εl´1T ě p(j) ě
εlOPT. We round only jobs with processing time larger than p0T. There-
fore, we have at most logε(p0) different intervals, which contain at most
1/ε2 sizes resulting in O(logε(p0)/ε2) different sizes total. The rounded
size of an item can be determined by p1(j) := dp(j)/(εl+1T)eεl+1T where
l := dlogε(p(j)/T)e. Assuming log(x) can be calculated in O(1), we need
at most O(n) operations for this rounding step. However, if we assume
that we need O(log(x)) operations to calculate log(x), we need at most
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O(n logε(p0)) = O(n log1/ε(1/p0)) = O(n log(1/p0)/ε) operations.
Rounding the machine requirements – Linear and Geometric Grouping
The techniques presented in this section were first introduced by Fernandez
de la Vega and Lueker for the problem Bin Packing [106] and later extended
by Kenyon and Rémila [77] for Strip Packing. The rounding techniques
described in this section are usually applied just to jobs with a small
processing time or, when interested in an AFPTAS, they are applied to all
the jobs.
In the flowing, when speaking of a fractional schedule or fractional
scheduled jobs, we refer to the jobs scheduled as splittable jobs. The
following Lemma is presented from the view of Parallel Task Scheduling.
However, as mentioned before, we can substitute the number of machines
m by the number of resources or the with of the strip and jobs with items,
to transfer the following lemma to Single Resource Constraint Scheduling
and Strip Packing respectively.
Lemma 3.3. Let J be a set of jobs, m be the number of machines and δ, ρ P (0, 1).
Furthermore, let Jδ be the set of all jobs with machine requirement larger than
δm.
Using linear grouping, we can introduce a new set of jobs J¯δ with the
following properties:
Ź |J¯δ| ď 1/ρδ
Ź Given a (fractional) schedule of the jobs in J the jobs in J¯δ can be scheduled
fractionally in the places of the jobs in Jδ and one extra box of width m and
height at most ρ ¨work(Jδ)/m ď ρOPT(Jδ).
This rounding can be done in O(|Jδ| log(1/ρδ)).
Proof. In this proof, we assume that |Jδ| ě 1/δρ since, otherwise, we do
not need to round the items.
The jobs in J¯δ are constructed as follows, see Figure 3.1. First, we stack
all the jobs in Jδ ordered by size such that the job using the most machines
is on the bottom of the stack. In the next step, we introduce segments of
height ρδ ¨ p(Jδ), i. e., we draw horizontal lines at the multiples of ρδ ¨ p(Jδ)
and the segment between the multiples i ¨ ρδ ¨ p(Jδ) and (i + 1) ¨ ρδ ¨ p(Jδ)
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is called segment i. For each of these segments we introduce one job with
height ρδ ¨ p(Jδ) and machine requirement of the widest job intersecting
this segment. The set of all these jobs is called J¯δ. Obviously, we have
|J¯δ| ď 1/ρδ. Note that in the case that one job is the size defining job of
more than one segment, we introduce one large job for all the segments
together. For the sake of simplicity, however, we assume in the following
that such a job does not exist.
P J¯δ
ρδ ¨ p(Jδ)
p(Jδ)
ď m
Figure 3.1. Linear grouping for Jδ
The jobs in J¯δ can be scheduled as a splittable jobs instead of the jobs
in Jδ and an extra box of width m and height at most ρδ ¨ p(Jδ). This can
be done by scheduling the job for segment i splitted instead of the jobs
intersected by segment (i´ 1). The resulting schedule is feasible since all
the jobs in segment (i´ 1) have a machine requirement which is at least as
large as the machine requirement of the rounded job for segment i. The jobs
from segment 0 cannot be scheduled instead of other jobs and we schedule
the job for this segment inside the extra box of height ρδ ¨ p(Jδ). Note that
work(Jδ) ě δm ¨ p(Jδ) and hence δ ¨ p(Jδ) ď work(Jδ)/m ď OPTJδ .
Note that sorting the jobs needs O(|Jδ| log(|Jδ|)) time, hence to round
the jobs in O(|Jδ| log(1/µδ)) we need a smarter idea. To find the rounded
jobs, we search only for the 1/ρδ values for the machine requirement and
use a modified Selection-Algorithm to find them. Note that selecting the
ith element with respect to any order has a running time of O(n) [11],
where n is the number of considered items.
Consider the following approach: First, we search for the job jm with
the median machine requirement in O(|JS,W |). By summing up all the
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processing times of jobs with larger machine requirement (in O(n) time),
we can identify the number i of the segment, which the job jm intersects.
If jm intersects a multiple of ρδ ¨ p(Jδ), we have found a size defining job
and iterate with the both generated subsets. Otherwise, we search for the
group size of the group containing this job in O(|JS,W |/2) and the group
size above this group (if existing) in O(|JS,W |/2) as well. We do this by
using the ith-Element-Algorithm again but instead of searching for the ith
element, we search for the job which intersects iρδ ¨ p(Jδ). The set of jobs
where we do not know the rounded size is now partitioned into two sets
containing at most |JS,W |/2 jobs each. We iterate the process on both sets
separately until each group size is found.
Claim 3.4. The described algorithm to find the rounded values has a
running time of at most O(|Jδ| log(d)), where d is the number of segments.
We consider the following recurrence equation
T(n, 1) ď cn
T(n, d) ď T(n/2, d1) + T(n/2, d2) + cn, for d1 + d2 ă d
where n is the number of considered jobs and c P N. To find the job
with the median machine requirement and the group sizes of the group
containing this item as well as the group above, we need O(n) operations
and hence there is a c P N with these properties. Afterward the set of jobs
is partitioned into two sets such that each set contains at most n/2 jobs.
The total number of sizes we search for (i. e., d1 + d2) is reduced by at
least one since in this step we find one or two of them (i. e., d1 + d2 ă d).
However, the values we search for do not have to be distributed evenly to
the sets. Therefore, this recurrence equation represents the running time
of the described algorithm adequately.
We claim that T(n, d) ď cn(log(d) + 1). We have T(n, 1) = cn =
cn(log(1) + 1) and hence the claim is true for d = 1. For d P Ně2 it
follows that
T(n, d) ď T(n/2, d1) + T(n/2, d2) + cn
ď c(n/2)(log(d1) + 1) + c(n/2)(log(d2) + 1) + cn
ď c(n/2) ¨ (log(d1) + 1+ log(d2) + 1) + cn
= c(n/2)(log(d1d2)) + 2cn
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ď c(n/2)(log((d/2)2)) + 2cn
= cn log(d) + cn.
Since we have d = ρδ and n = |Jδ| this concludes the proof of this
lemma.
By using geometric grouping instead of linear grouping, we can reduce
the total number of rounded sizes some more, without increasing the error
to much.
Lemma 3.5. Let m be the number of machines or resources given or be the width
of the strip. Furthermore, let Jδ be the set of all jobs or items with machine
requirement or width larger than δm. Furthermore, let ρ P (0, 1).
Using geometric grouping we can introduce a set of rounded jobs J¯δ, where
we round the machine requirement of each job j P Jδ to a machine requirement
m¯(j) ě m(j). For this set of rounded jobs it holds that |{m(j)|j P J¯δ}| ď
dlog(1/δ)e/ρ. Furthermore, the set of rounded jobs can be scheduled as splittable
jobs instead of the jobs in Jδ and an extra box of width m and height at most
2ρ ¨work(Jδ)/m ď 2ρOPTJδ .
This rounding can be done in O(|Jδ|(log(1/ρ) + log(1/δ))).
Proof. In this proof, we assume that |Jδ| ě log(1/δ)/ρ since, otherwise,
we do not need to round the items. The difference between geometric
grouping and linear grouping is an additional partitioning step prior to
the steps of the linear grouping, as described below.
To generate the set J¯δ, we first introduce a set J˜δ and partition the
set Jδ into the following dlog(1/δ)e sets Jδ,i := {i P Jδ|m/2i+1 ď m(i) ă
m/2i}. (Jobs j with m(j) = m do not need to be rounded and can be
scheduled at the end of the schedule without increasing the makespan).
This partition can be done in O(n log(1/δ)) time. For each of these sets,
we perform the steps of linear grouping with a customized adjustment to
the height of the segments per set. For these adjusted heights, we use the
fact that it is possible to schedule at least 2i and at most 2i+1 jobs from the
set Jδ,i at the same time.
For each Jδ,i, we stack the contained items in order of decreasing
machine requirement and partition this stack into 1/ρ segments of size
ρ ¨ p(Jδ,i), where p(Jδ,i) is the total processing time of the items in Jδ,i. We
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define a new job for each segment which has height ρ ¨ p(JH,i) and width
of the widest job intersecting this segment, see Figure 3.1. The widest
rounded job will be placed at the end of the schedule inside a new box.
Since we are allowed to split this job, we can place at least 2i of these parts
next to each other, we need at most ρ ¨ p(Jδ,i)/2i additional height to place
this item.
To place all the largest rounded items from each set Jδ,i, we intro-
duce a new box for horizontal items. We define the boxes height as
ρ∑
dlog(1/δ)e
i=0 p(IH,i)/2i. For each i PN, the total machine requirement of
2i+1 jobs from the set Jδ,i is larger than m and hence
dlog(1/δ)e
∑
i=0
p(IH,i)/2i+1 ď work(Jδ)/m.
Therefore, the processing time of the introduced box is bounded by 2ρ ¨
work(Jδ)/m and the total number of different item widths is bounded by
dlog(1/δ)e/ρ.
Regrading the running time, as seen above in the proof of Lemma 3.3,
the size defining items can be found in O(|Jδ,i| log(1/ρ)) for each set Jδ,i.
Therefore, all the sizes can be found in O(∑dlog(1/δ)ei=0 |Jδ,i| log(1/ρ)) =O(|Jδ| log(1/ρ)).
To introduce the set J¯δ, we again consider each job j P Jδ. This job
might overlap more than one segment. We define the rounded resource re-
quirement of this job as the resource requirement of the job we introduced
for the most narrow segment this job overlaps. Since for each segment we
introduced a job with a machine requirement of the widest job intersecting
this segment, the rounded resource requirement of this job is at least as
large as the original resource requirement. Obviously it is possible to
schedule the jobs in J¯δ as splittable jobs instead of the jobs from the set
J˜δ without increasing the makespan since we did not enlarge the machine
requirement with regard to the corresponding segment in J˜δ.
Sometimes the jobs have the additional condition that they all have the
same height. In this case, we use linear grouping as it is applied in the Bin
Packing problem.
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Lemma 3.6. Let m be the number of machines or resources given or be the width
of the strip. Furthermore, let Jδ be the set of all jobs or items with machine
requirement or width larger than δm. Furthermore, let ρ P (0, 1). We consider
the case that all the jobs in Jδ have the same processing time p.
Using geometric grouping we can introduce a new set of jobs J¯δ width
|J¯δ| = |Jδ| and |{m(j)|j P J¯δ}| ď dlog(1/δ)e/ρ such that the jobs in J¯δ all
have processing time p and can be scheduled instead of the jobs in Jδ and an extra
box of width m and height at most 2ρ ¨work(Jδ))/m + 2p ď 2ρOPTJδ + 2p.
This rounding can be done in O(|Jδ|(log(1/ρ) + log(1/δ))).
Proof. The proof of this lemma works exactly as the proof of the lemma
above. The only difference is in choosing the sizes of the segments. Instead
of choosing the height ρ ¨ p(Jδ,i) for the segment, the height is chosen such
that the segment contains exactly dρ ¨ p(Jδ,i)/pe jobs. The only exception
is the segment containing the most narrow jobs, which only contains the
residual jobs. As a result each segment has a height of at most ρ ¨ p(Jδ,i)+ p
and therefore the height of the extra box we need to schedule the widest
jobs from each set Jδ,i fractionally is bounded by
dlog(1/δ)e
∑
i=0
(ρ ¨ p(IH,i) + p)/2i ď 2ρ ¨work(Jδ))/m + 2p.
3.3 Configuration Linear Program
In this chapter, we will see two variants of Configuration Linear Programs
(Configuration LPs) which will appear repeatedly in this thesis and in-
troduce them using the example of Parallel Task Scheduling. In general
a configuration is a multiset of jobs, which can either be scheduled at
the same time, without violating the constraints given by the problem,
or can be scheduled one after another without exceeding the anticipated
makespan. However, in the variants of configuration LPs described in
this section, we consider configurations that represent a set of jobs that is
scheduled at the same time.
Let J be a set of jobs that we want to schedule using a configuration
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LP and m be the number of available machines. A configuration of jobs
in J is a multiset C := {aj : j|j P J }. We say a configuration has a
machine requirement of m(C) := ∑jPJ aj ¨m(j) and define Cm as the set
of all configurations with machine requirement at most m. Note that for
Strip Packing we can use the same description of configurations, while
for Single Resource Constraint Scheduling the definition of configurations
differs in the regard that they have a bound on the machine requirement
and on the resource requirements as well.
The first configuration LP to be presented is a minimization version
which minimizes the total processing time of all the configurations while
scheduling all the jobs as splittable jobs. For each C P Cm we introduce one
variable XC which defines the processing time of the configuration C. We
call the following linear program LPcon f ,min(J , m):
min ∑
CPCm
XC (3.1)
∑
CPCm
XC ¨ aj,C = p(j) @j P J (3.2)
XC ě 0 @C P Cm (3.3)
The sum over all configuration processing times in (3.1) represents the
makespan of the schedule generated by a solution to the Linear Program.
Equation (3.2) ensures that the sum of all parts where job j is scheduled
equates the processing time of this job.
Observation 3.7. An optimal schedule of the jobs J has a makespan which
is at least as large as the optimal solution of this linear program since each
schedule can be transformed to a solution for LPcon f ,min(J , m).
This transformation can be done by dividing the schedule at the start
and endpoints of the jobs into segments such that during the processing of
each segment s the same set of jobs is processed. The set of jobs in segment
s defines a configuration Cs and we can set XCs to the processing time of
this segment p(s).
In contrast to the first LP LPcon f ,min in the second LP we do not have
a minimization problem. Instead, we know the processing time we are
allowed to use for the configurations beforehand. Namely, we are given
a set of segments S . Each of these segments s P S has a processing time
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p(s) and during the processing time of this segment there are exactly m(s)
machines available. (In the case of Single Resource Constraint Scheduling
the available resource R(s) is constant as well during the processing of the
segment s.) The linear program we consider, called LPcon f (J ,S), has the
following form:
∑
CPCm(s)
XC,s = p(s) @s P S (3.4)
∑
sPS
∑
CPCm(s)
XC,saj,C = p(j) @j P J (3.5)
XC,s ě 0 @s P S , C P Cm(s) (3.6)
Similar as above we introduce for each segment s P S and each configu-
ration C P Cm(s) a variable XC,s which represents the processing time of the
configuration C in the segment s. The first equation (3.4) ensures that the
sum of the chosen processing times of the configurations does not exceed
the processing time of the segment while the second equation (3.5) ensures
that each job in J is processed completely inside the configurations.
Solving the Configuration LPs approximately In the following we will
be interested in solving the above configuration LPs fast while sacrificing
some of the accuracy. Let OPTLP be the size of the optimal solution for the
first LP LPcon f ,min, i. e.,
OPTLP := min
X
∑
CPCm
XC, X P {R|Cm|+ | ∑
CPCm
XC ¨ aj,C = p(j)@j P J }.
We are interested in finding a solution Xˆ with ∑CPCm XˆC ď (1+ ε)OPTLP.
While in the second configuration LP, LPcon f , we are interested in solving
a relaxed version, where we replace the first equation by
∑
CPCm(s)
XC,s ď (1+ ε)p(s) @s P S . (3.7)
In the following, we describe how to find a solution to the relaxed versions
of these Configuration LPs using an algorithm for the Max-Min-Resource-
Sharing problem.
In the Max-Min-Resource-Sharing problem considered in this section,
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we are given a vector f : B Ñ RM+ of M nonnegative continuous concave
functions defined on a nonempty convex compact set B and we search for
the value
λ˚ = max{λ| f (x) ě λ ¨ 1M, x P B},
where 1M is the vector of size M with 1 at each position. The problem
is called block-angular if B = B1 ˆ . . .ˆ BK for K ą 1, where Bk is a non
empty convex compact set for each k = 1, . . . , K and we have fm(x) =
∑Kk=1 f
k
m(xk), where f km(xk) are given continuous nonnegative concave
functions for xk P Bk and m = 1, . . . , M.
There is an algorithm by Grigoriadis et al. [41] that computes an x P B
satisfying f j(x) ě (1´ ε)λ˚ for each j P J and a given ε. The algorithm
iterates the following steps: Given an initial solution xˇ, the algorithm
computes a profit vector g = g(xˇ) P RM for the current value xˇ. After that,
an (1´ ε1)-approximative solution xˆ of the problem max{gT f (x)|x P B}
has to be computed, where ε1 depends linearly on ε. This problem is called
block-problem, denoted by ABS(g, ε1), and a solver has to be provided. In
the block-angular case we have to find a (1´ ε1)-approximative solution to
max{gT f k(xk)|xk P Bk} for each k = 1, . . . , K independently. In the last step
of an iteration, the new value of the vector xˇ is set to (1´ τ)xˇ + τxˆ P B,
where τ P (0, 1) is an appropriate step length. One of these iterations,
where we update xˇ, is called a coordination step and the algorithm needs
at most O(M(ln(M) + ε´2)) of them.
We now consider how we can translate the configuration LPs to this
Max-Min-Resource-Sharing problem. For LPcon f ,min(J , m), we define the
number of functions as M := |J |. Furthermore, we define
B := {x P R|Cm|| ∑
CPCm
xC = 1}
and
f j(x) := ∑
CPCm
xC ¨
aC,j
p(j)
@j P J .
The resulting block-problem is defined as
max{gT f (x)|x P B} = max{ ∑
CPCm
xC ¨ ∑
jPJ
gj
aC,j
p(j)
|x P B}.
The above problem is maximized if we find the configuration C1 P Cm
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that maximizes ∑jPJ gj
aC,j
p(j) and define x
1
C = 1 for this configuration and
xC = 0 for all the other configurations in Cm.
On the other hand, for LPcon f (J ,S) we have the block-angular case
and define M := |J |, K := |S |,
Bs := {xs P R|Cm(s)|| ∑
CPCm(s)
xsC = p(s)} @s P S
and
f sj (x) := ∑
CPCm(s)
xsC ¨
aC,j
p(j)
@j P J , s P S .
Similar as above the corresponding block-problems are defined as follows
max{gT f s(xs)|x P B} = max{ ∑
CPCm(s)
xsC ¨ ∑
jPJ
gj
aC,j
p(j)
|x P B}.
Again, the above problem is maximized if we find the configuration C1 P
Cm(s) that maximizes ∑jPJ gj aC,jp(j) and define xsC1 = 1 for this configuration
and xsC = 0 for all the other configurations in Cm(s).
How we can find the solution to the corresponding block problem
depends solely on the definition of the set of configurations for both
block problems. For Parallel Task Scheduling the only condition to the
configurations is that the number of given machines is not exceeded.
Hence to find the corresponding configuration it is sufficient to find an
approximative solution to the following integer program.
max ∑
jPJ
Aj
gj
p(j)
(3.8)
∑
jPJ
Aj ¨m(j) ď m1 (3.9)
Aj PN0 (3.10)
In this integer program the variable Aj represent the multiplicity of job
j in the calculated configuration while m1 represents the bound for the
machines of the configuration. The inequality (3.9) ensues that the chosen
configuration does not exceed the given number of machines.
The IP for the above block-problem corresponds to the IP of the Un-
bounded Knapsack problem and hence can be solved approximately in
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O(|J |+ (log(1/ε))3/ε2) operations by the algorithm by Jansen and Kraft
in [54].
Observation 3.8. If the linear program LPcon f (J ,S) has a feasible solution,
it holds for the corresponding block problem that λ˚ ě 1.
Consider a feasible solution x to the linear program LPcon f (J ,S).
Then obviously we have x P B for the corresponding block problem.
Furthermore, since the second condition of the linear program holds, we
have ∑sPS ∑CPCm(s) XC,saj,C = p(j) and as a consequence f j(x) = 1 for each
j P J and henceforth λ˚ ě 1.
Lemma 3.9. An (1+ ε) approximate solution to LPcon f ,min(J , m) with at most
|J |+ 1 non zero components can be found in at most O(|J |(ln(|J |) + ε´2) ¨
(P(ABS) + |J |1.5356)) operations, were P(ABS) denotes the time needed to
solve the corresponding block problem.
There is an algorithm that finds a solution to the relaxed version of the
linear program LPcon f (J ,S) with at most |S |+ |J | non zero components in at
most O(|S | ¨ |J |(ln(|J |) + ε´2) ¨ (P(ABS) + (|J |+ |S |)1.5356)) operations,
or decides correctly that there exists no feasible solution.
Proof. To find the corresponding solutions we perform four steps: First we
find an approximative solution to the corresponding Max-Min-Resource-
Sharing problems, second we scale the solution such that each job is
scheduled with a surplus but the relaxed configuration conditions are still
fulfilled, third we remove some surplus processing time of jobs from the
configurations such that we receive a solution to the linear program and
in the final step we transform the solution to a basic solution.
Step 1: Solving the Max-Min-Resource-Sharing problem In the first step we
transform the corresponding Configuration LP to a Max-Min-Resource-
Sharing problem as seen above. This problem is then solved with pre-
cision ρ := ε/(1 + ε) P Θ(ε) using the algorithm by Grigoriadis et al.
[41] in O(|J |(ln(|J |) + ε´2) ¨ (P(ABS)) for the minimization version,
i. e., LPcon f ,min(J , m), and in O(|J |(ln(|J |) + ε´2) ¨ |S | ¨ (P(ABS)) for
LPcon f (J ,S).
The algorithm by Grigoriadis et al. [41] needs a start solution where
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each job occurs in at least one configuration. One possible choice1 is the
vector x where each configuration containing exactly one of the jobs gets
a processing time of 1/|J | or p(s)/|Js| respectively, where Js is the set
of jobs width machine requirement at most m(s). If there exists a job
j P J with m(j) ą m(s) for all s P S , there is no feasible solution to the
corresponding configuration LP. This start solution has at most |J | or
|S ||J | non zero components respectively.
Let xˆ be the solution calculated by the algorithm by Grigoriadis et
al. [41]. The algorithm adds at most O(|J |(ln(|J |) + ε´2)) non zero
entries for LPcon f ,min(J , m) and at most O(|S ||J |(ln(|J |) + ε´2)) for
LPcon f (J ,S) to the non zero components of the start solutions because
the block-problem is called at most this number of times, and each call
adds at most one new non zero component. Hence the number of non
zero components in the vector xˆ is bounded by O(|J |(ln(|J |) + ε´2)) or
by O(|S ||J |(ln(|J |) + ε´2)) respectively.
Step 2: Scaling of xˆ In this step, we transform the solution for the Max-
Min-Resource-Sharing problem xˆ to a solution where all jobs are scheduled
with a surplus, but the relaxed configuration conditions are still fulfilled.
The considered solution xˆ implicates a value
λˆ := max{λ| f j(xˆ) ě λ,@j P J },= min{ f j(xˆ)|j P J },
where f j(x) = ∑
CPCm
XCaj,C/p(j)
or f j(x) = ∑
sPS
∑
CPCm(s)
XC,saj,C/p(j)
respectively. The algorithm guarantees that λˆ ě (1´ ρ)λ˚. We define a
scaled solution x˜ := xˆ/λˆ.
Consider the first configuration LP, i. e., LPcon f ,min(J , m). In the fol-
lowing, we will prove that the vector x˜ meets our requirements to some
degree, but still needs some adjustment.
1The running time of the algorithm might be improved by a smarter choice for the start
solution. This can be done for example by filling the configurations greedily instead of using
just one job per configuration.
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Claim 3.10. Let x P B with f (x) ě (1´ ρ)λ˚1|J | and λˆ := min{ f j(x)|j P
J }. It holds that f (x/λˆ) ě 1|J | and
∑
CPCm
1
λˆ
xC ď 1(1´ ρ)OPTLP.
Proof. The first part of the claim f (x/λˆ) ě 1|J | is obvious since
f j(x/λˆ) = f j(x)/λˆ = f j(x)/ min{ f j(x)|j P J } ě 1
for all j P J . To prove the second part, we consider a more general
definition of λ˚ and B. Let t P Rě0 be a target makespan and let
Bt := {x P R|Cm|ě0 | ∑
CPCm
xC = t},
λt˚ := max{λ|Dx P Bt@j ď M : f j(x) ě λ}.
Let t1 P Rě0. By making use of the linearity of f and g : B Ñ R, x ÞÑ
∑CPCm xC it is easy to see that Bt =
t
t1 Bt1 and λt˚ =
t
t1 λ
˚
t1 . Using t = 1,
λ1˚ = λ
˚, t1 = OPTLP, and λO˚PTLP = 1, this yields
∑
CPCI,ε
1
λˆ
xC =
1
λˆ
ď 1
(1´ ρ)
1
λ˚ ď
1
1´ ρOPT(I, ε)
and concludes the proof of the claim. C
As a result we know that ∑CPCm x˜C ď 1(1´ρ)OPTLP = (1 + ε)OPTLP
and hence x˜ is a good enough approximation to the solution of the linear
program LPcon f ,min(J , m). On the other hand, for all the equations (3.2), we
have ∑CPCm x˜C ¨ aj,C ě p(j). Therefore, we need to remove some processing
time of of jobs from the configurations. This is done in the next step. In
order to do so, we transform the linear program LPcon f ,min(J , m) to a
linear program of the form LPcon f (J ,S) by adding one segment s to S
and define p(s) := ∑CPCm x˜C, and m(s) := m.
Consider the second configuration LP, i. e., LPcon f (J ,S). Since λˆ ě
(1´ ρ)λ˚ and using Observation 3.8, there is no solution to LPcon f (J ,S) if
λˆ ă (1´ ρ) and the algorithm terminates. On the other hand if λˆ ě (1´ ρ),
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we have
∑
CPCm(s)
x˜C,s ď ∑
CPCm(s)
xˆC,s/(1´ ρ) = p(s)/(1´ ρ) = (1+ ε)p(s) @s P S ,
using ρ := ε/(1+ ε) and
f j(x˜) = ∑
sPS
∑
CPCm(s)
x˜C,saj,C/p(j) = ∑
sPS
∑
CPCm(s)
xˆC,saj,C/(p(j)λˆ) ě 1.
Therefore, x˜ fulfills the relaxed conditions (3.7). However the equations
(3.5) are not fulfilled since the left hand side might be larger than the right
hand side.
Step 3: Removing surplus procesing time Let us assume we are given a
vector x˜ that fulfills the conditions (3.7) for an LP LPcon f (J ,S), but it
holds that ∑
sPS
∑
CPCm(s)
x˜C,saj,C ě p(j)
for all j P J . By adding at most |J | new configurations, we will modify x˜
to a vector xˇ, where we have
∑
sPS
∑
CPCm(s)
x˜C,saj,C = p(j) @j P J
and ∑
CPCm(s)
x˜C,s ď (1+ ε)p(s) @s P S .
Consider each job j P J and define the overhead
ω(j) := ∑
sPS
∑
CPCm(s)
x˜C,saj,C ´ p(j) ě 0.
We go through the configurations containing j, i. e., the configurations C
with aj,C ě 0. If x˜C,saj,C ď ω(j), we replace the configuration C in s by
the configuration without this job and update the overhead value, i. e., we
consider the configuration C´j with aj1,C´j = aj1,C for all j1 ­= j P J as well
as aj,C´j = 0 and overwrite x˜C´j ,s := x˜C´j ,s + x˜C,s, ω(j) = ω(j)´ aj,C x˜C,s,
as well as x˜C,s = 0. In this step, we do not introduce an additional non
zero component since we replace one non zero component with another.
On the other hand, if x˜C,saj,C ă ω(j), we reduce the processing time of C
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in s by ω(j)/aj,C and add ω(j)/aj,C processing time to the configuration
C´j in s. This generates at most one new zero component, but now the
new vector x˜ fulfills the equation (3.5) for the job j. We call the result of
this iterative transformation xˇ. See an overview of these transformation
steps in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Transforming x˜
Data: x˜, C, S ,J
Result: xˇ
1 foreach j P J do
2 ω := ∑sPS ∑CPCm(s) x˜C,saj,C ´ p(j);
3 foreach s P S and C P Cm(s) do
4 if ω = 0 then break;
5 find C´j;
6 if aj,C ě 0 and x˜C,saj,C ě ω then
7 x˜C´j ,s := x˜C´j ,s + x˜C,s;
8 ω = ω´ aj,C x˜C,s;
9 x˜C,s = 0;
10 else if aj,C ě 0 and x˜C,saj,C ă ω then
11 p = ω/aj,C;
12 x˜C´j ,s := x˜C´j ,s + p;
13 x˜C,s = x˜C,s ´ p;
14 break ;
15 end
16 return x˜
17 end
Step 4: generating a basic solution The last step of the algorithm is to gen-
erate a basic solution. Let xˇ be the generated solution to LPcon f (J ,S). This
solution has at most O(|J |(ln(|J |) + ε´2) ¨ |S |) non zero components, and
is a solution to a problem of the form Ax = b, x ě 0, for A P Nmˆn, x P Rně0
and b P Nm. We remove all the non zero entries from x and the correspond-
ing columns from A. Now we know that m P O(|J |(ln(|J |) + ε´2) ¨ |S |)
and n = |J |+ |S |. There is an algorithm by Beling and Megiddo [9], which
was improved by Ke, Zeng, Han, and Pan [75], which given a start solution
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to the above described problem finds a basic solution in O(m1.5356n). We
use this algorithm to transform the generated solution to a basic solution
in O((|J |+ |S |)1.5356 ¨ (|J |(ln(|J |) + ε´2) ¨ |S |)).
Together with the steps done so far the total algorithm has a running
time of at most O((|J |(ln(|J |)+ ε´2) ¨ |S |) ¨ (P(ABS)+ (|J |+ |S |)1.5356))
for the second LP, i. e., LPcon f (J ,S) and a running time of at most
O(|J |(ln(|J |)+ ε´2) ¨ (P(ABS)+ |J |1.5356)) for LPcon f ,min(J , m). To find
the basic solution for LPcon f ,min(J , m), we had introduced one segment
and hence the number of non zero components in the solution for this
linear program is bounded by |J |+ 1.
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Chapter 4
Hardness Results for
Parallel Task Scheduling and
Strip Packing
In this chapter, we study Parallel Task Scheduling Pm|sizej|Cmax for a
constant number of machines. This problem is known to be strongly NP-
complete for each m ě 5, while it is solvable in pseudo-polynomial time
for each m ď 3. We give a positive answer to the long-standing open
question whether this problem is strongly NP-complete for m = 4.
As a second result, we improve the lower bound of 1211 for approx-
imating pseudo-polynomial Strip Packing to 54 . Since the best known
approximation algorithm for this problem has a ratio of 43 + ε, this result
narrows the gap between approximation ratio and inapproximability re-
sult. Both results are proved by a reduction from the strongly NP-complete
problem 3-Partition.
An extended abstract of the results in this chapter has first been pub-
lished in CSR [47] and a full version was accepted by Theory of Computing
Systems [48].
4.1 Results
In the Parallel Task Scheduling (PTS) problem denoted as P|sizej|Cmax in
the three-field-notation, a set of jobs J has to be scheduled on m machines
minimizing the makespan Cmax. Each job j P J has a processing time
p(j) P N and requires m(j) P N machines. A schedule S is given by two
functions σ : J Ñ N and ρ : J Ñ 2{1,...,m}. The function σ maps each
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Figure 4.1. The upper and lower bounds for the best possible approximation for
pseudo-polynomial Strip Packing achieved so far
job to a start point in the schedule, while ρ maps each job to the set of
machines it is processed on. We say a machine i contains a job j P J if
i P ρ(j). A schedule is feasible if each machine processes at most one job
at a time and each job is processed on the required number of machines
(i.e. |ρ(j)| = q(j)). The objective is to find a feasible schedule S minimizing
the makespan Cmax := maxjPJ (σ(j) + p(j)).
In 1989, Du and Leung [27] proved the Parallel Task Scheduling prob-
lem P|sizej|Cmax to be strongly NP-complete for all m ě 5, while it is
solvable by a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for all m ď 3. In this
paper, we address the case of m = 4, which has been open since and prove:
Theorem 4.1. Parallel Task Scheduling on 4 machines, i.e., P4|sizej|Cmax, is
strongly NP-complete.
Building on this result, we can prove a lower bound for the absolute
approximation ratio of pseudo-polynomial time algorithms for Strip Pack-
ing. Remember, in the Strip Packing problem a set of rectangular items I
has to be placed into a strip of width W P N and infinite height. Each item
i P I has a width w(i) P NďW and a height h(i) P N. A packing of the items
I into the strip is a function ρ : I Ñ N0 ˆN0, which places the items
axis-parallel into the strip by assigning the left bottom corner of an item
to a position in the strip such that for each item i P I with ρ(i) = (xi, yi)
we have xi + w(i) ď W. A packing is feasible if no two items overlap. The
height of a packing is defined as H := maxiPI yi + h(i). The objective is
to find a feasible packing of the items I into the strip that minimizes the
packing height.
Lately, pseudo-polynomial time algorithms for Strip Packing where
the width of the strip is allowed to appear polynomial in the running time
of the algorithm, while it appears only logarithmic in the input size of
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the instance, gained high interest. In a series of papers [69, 91, 33, 63], the
best approximation ratio was improved to 43 + ε. On the other hand, it is
not possible to find an algorithm with approximation ratio better than 1211 ,
except P = NP [1]. In this paper, we improve this lower bound to 54 , which
almost closes the gap between lower bound and best algorithm.
Theorem 4.2. It is NP-Hard to find a pseudo-polynomial time approximation
algorithm for Strip Packing with an absolute approximation ratio strictly better
than 54 .
This inapproximability result for Strip Packing transfers to problems
closely related to strip packing as Strip Packing With Rotations and Con-
tiguous Moldable Task Scheduling.
For a more detailed overview on the work related to these two problems
we refer to Section 2.1 and Section 2.2.
Overview of this Chapter
In Section 4.2, we will prove Theorem 4.1 by a reduction from the strongly
NP-complete problem 3-Partition. First, we describe the jobs to construct
for this reduction. Afterward, we prove: if the 3-Partition instance is a
Yes-instance, then there is a schedule with a specific makespan, and if there
is a schedule with this specific makespan, then the 3-Partition instance has
to be a Yes-instance. While the first can be seen directly, the proof of the
second is more involved. Proving the second claim, we first show that it
can be w.l.o.g. supposed that each machine contains a certain set of jobs.
In the next step, we prove some implications on the order in which the
jobs appear on the machines which finally leads to the conclusion that
the 3-Partition instance has to be a Yes-instance. In Section 4.3 we discuss
the implications for the inapproximability of pseudo-polynomial Strip
Packing.
4.2 Hardness of Parallel Task Scheduling
In this Section, we prove Theorem 4.1 by a reduction from the 3-Partition
problem. In this problem, we are given a list I = (ι1, . . . , ι3z) of 3z positive
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integers with ∑3zi=1 ιi = zD and D/4 ă ιi ă D/2 for each 1 ď i ď 3z.
The problem is to decide whether there exists a partition of the set I =
{1, . . . , 3z} into sets I1, . . . , Iz such that ∑iPIj ιi = D for each 1 ď j ď z. This
problem is strongly NP-complete see [36] problem [SP15]. Hence, it cannot
be solved in pseudo-polynomial time, unless P = NP.
Before we start constructing the reduction, we introduce some notations.
Let j P J and J 1 Ď J . We define the work of j as w(j) := p(j) ¨ p(j) and the
total work of J 1 as w(J 1) := ∑jPJ 1 w(j). For a given schedule S = (σ, ρ),
we denote by nj(J 1) the number of jobs from the set J 1 that are finished
before the start of the job j, i.e., nj(J 1) = |{i P J 1 : σ(i) + p(i) ď σ(j)}|.
Furthermore, we will use a notation defined in [27] for swapping a part of
the content of two machines; let j P J be a job that is processed by at least
two machines, M and M1, with start point σ(j). We can swap the content of
the machines M and M1 after time σ(j) without violating any scheduling
constraint. We define this swapping operation as SWAP(σ(j), M, M1).
The main idea of our reduction is to construct a set of structure jobs.
These structure jobs have the property that each possible way to schedule
them with the optimal makespan leaves z gaps, each with processing time
D, i.e., it happens exactly at z distinct times that a machine is idle, and the
duration of each idle time is exactly D, see Figure 4.2 at the hatched areas.
As a consequence, partition jobs, which have processing times equal to the
3-Partition numbers, can only be scheduled with the desired makespan if
the 3-Partition instance is a Yes-instance.
Construction.
In this section, we will construct a scheduling instance for P4|sizej|Cmax
from a given 3-Partition instance. In the following two paragraphs, we
will give an intuition which jobs we introduce why with which processing
time. An overview of the introduced jobs and their processing times can
be found in Table 4.1 and the fourth paragraph of this section.
Given a 3-Partition instance, we construct ten disjoint sets of jobs A,
B, a, b, c, α, β, γ, δ, and λ, which will be forced to be scheduled as in
Figure 4.2 by choosing suitable processing times. In the first step, we add
a unique token to the processing time of each set of jobs to be processed
simultaneously to ensure that these jobs have to be processed at the same
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appears z times total rotatable
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Figure 4.2. Packing of structure jobs with gaps (hatched area) for 3-Partition items.
The items in the green area (left) are repeated z times. With the displayed choice
of processing times, the items in the red area (right) can be rotated by 180 degrees
such that α is scheduled on M4 after the job in B and β is scheduled on M1 before
the job in A.
time in every schedule. As this token, we choose Dx, where x P {2, . . . , 7}
and D is the required sum of the items in each partition set. For example
for jobs in B we define a processing time of D2, while we define the
processing time of each job in α such that it contains D7 + D2 + D3, see
Figure 4.2.
a
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repeat each job bz/2c times
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Figure 4.3. This figure presents a reordering possibility that has to be prohibited,
because it fuses the areas for 3-Partition items into two areas, one area on M2 and
one area on M3 if z is even, and into three areas if z is odd.
Unfortunately, the tokens D2 to D7 are not enough to ensure that the
schedule in Figure 4.2 is the only possible one. Consider the jobs contained
in the red area (right) in Figure 4.2. With the choice of processing times as
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shown in the figure, it is possible to rotate the red area by 180 degrees such
that α is scheduled on M4 and β is scheduled on M1. After rotating every
second of these set of jobs, it is possible to reorder the jobs, and fusing the
areas for the 3-Partition items into two or three areas, see Figure 4.3. To
prohibit this possibility to rotate, we introduce one further token D8. This
token is added to the processing time of some jobs such that the combined
processing time of the jobs in the red area on M1 differs from the one on
M4. To ensure this, we have to give up the property that in each of the sets
A, B, a, b, c, α, β,γ, δ all jobs have the same processing time. More precisely,
each job in the sets c, δ, and γ receives a unique processing time.
In the following, we describe the jobs constructed for the reduction.
We introduce two sets A and B of 3-processor jobs, three sets a, b and c
of 2-processor jobs, and five sets α, β, γ, δ, and λ of 1-processor jobs. The
description of the jobs inside these sets and their processing times can
be found in Table 4.1. We call these jobs structure jobs. Additionally, we
generate for each i P {1, . . . , 3z} one 1-processor job, called partition job,
with processing time ιi and define P as the set containing all partition
jobs. Last, we define W := (z + 1)(D2 + D3 + D4) + z(D5 + D6 + D7) +
z(7z+ 1)D8. Note that the total work of the introduced jobs adds up to 4W,
i.e., a schedule without idle times has makespan W while each schedule
containing idle times has a makespan, which is strictly larger than W.
Table 4.1. Overview of the generated jobs
m(j) = 3, p(j) = D4 =: pA if j P A := {A0, . . . , Az}
m(j) = 3, p(j) = D2 =: pB if j P B := {B0, . . . , Bz}
m(j) = 2, p(j) = D5 + D6 + 3zD8 =: pa if j P a := {a1, . . . , az}
m(j) = 2, p(j) = D6 + D7 + 3zD8 =: pb if j P b := {b1, . . . , bz}
m(j) = 2, p(j) = D3 + (z + i)D8 if j = ci P c := {c0, . . . , cz}
m(j) = 1, p(j) = D2 + D3 + D7 + 4zD8 =: pα if j P α := {α1, . . . , αz}
m(j) = 1, p(j) = D3 + D4 + D5 + (4z´ 1)D8 =: pβ if j P β := {β1, . . . , βz}
m(j) = 1, p(j) = D7 + (3z´ i)D8 ´D if j = γi P γ := {γ1, . . . ,γz}
m(j) = 1, p(j) = D5 + (3z´ i)D8 if j = δi P δ := {δ1, . . . , δz}
m(j) = 1, p(j) = D2 + D3 + zD8 if j = λ1
m(j) = 1, p(j) = D3 + D4 + 2zD8 if j = λ2
m(j) = 1, p(j) = ιj if j P P := {p1, . . . , p3z}
Given a set J Ď AY BY aY bY cY αY βY δY λ of the jobs constructed
this way, their total processing time p(J) has the form ∑7i=2 xiD
i, with
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xi P N for i = 2, . . . , 7. For each occurring xi, we want the tokens Di to
be unique in the way that xiDi ă Di+1 for each possible occurring sum
of processing times of structure jobs and each i = 2, . . . , 7. Let kmax be
the largest occurring coefficient in the sum of processing times of any
given subset of the generated structure jobs, i.e., kmax ď 4z(7z + 1). If
D ď kmax, we scale each number in the 3-Partition instance with kmax
before constructing the jobs. As a result in the scaled instance it holds
that kmaxDi ă Di+1. Since kmax depends polynomially on z, the input size
of the scaled instance will still depend polynomially on the input size of
the original instance. In the following, let us assume that D ą kmax in the
given 3-Partition instance. Note that in a schedule without idle times a
machine cannot contain a set of jobs with processing times that add up to
a value where one of the coefficients is larger than the corresponding one
in W.
In the following two subsections, we will prove that there is a schedule
with makespan W if and only if the 3-Partition instance is a Yes-instance.
Partition to Schedule.
Let I be a Yes-instance of 3-Partition with partition I1, . . . , Iz. One can
easily verify that the structure jobs can be scheduled as shown in Figure
4.4. After each job γj, for each 1 ď j ď z, we have a gap with processing
time D. We schedule the partition jobs with indices out of Ij directly after
γj. Their processing times add up to D, and therefore they fit into the gap.
The resulting schedule has a makespan of W.
λ1
B0 c0 A0
β1
A1a1
b1 B1δ1
γ1
α1
c1
βi
Aiai
bi Biδi
γi
αi
ci
βz
Azaz
bz Bzδz
γz
αz
cz
λ2
ith appearance of the repeated sequence
M1
M2
M3
M4
0 t1 it1 zt1 t0 + zt2t0 t0 + t2 t0 + it2
Figure 4.4. An optimal schedule, for a Yes-instance, where t0 := ∑4k=2 D
k + zD8,
t1 := ∑7k=2 D
k + (7z´ 1)D8, t2 := ∑7k=2 Dk + 7zD8 , and t0 + zt2 = W.
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Schedule to Partition.
Let a schedule S = (σ, ρ) with makespan W be given. We will now step by
step describe why I has to be a Yes-instance of 3-Partition. In the first step,
we will show that we can transform the schedule such that each machine
contains a certain set of jobs.
Lemma 4.3. We can transform the schedule S into a schedule such that M1
contains the jobs AY aY αYλ1, M2 contains the jobs AY BY cY aˇY bˇY γˇY δˇ,
M3 contains the jobs A Y B Y c Y aˆ Y bˆ Y γˆ Y δˆ and M4 contains the jobs
B Y b Y β Y λ2, where a = aˇ Y˙ aˆ, b = bˇ Y˙ bˆ, γ = γˇ Y˙ γˆ, and δ = δˇ Y˙ δˆ.
Furthermore, if the jobs are scheduled in this way, it holds that |aˇ| = |γˇ| and
|bˇ| = |δˇ|.
Proof. First, we will prove that the content of the four machines can be
swapped (without enlarging the makespan) such that M2 and M3 each
contain all the jobs in AY B. We will show this claim inductively. For the
induction basis, consider the job in AY B with the smallest starting point
in this set. We can swap the complete content of the machines such that
M2 and M3 contain this job. For the induction step, let us assume that
the first i jobs from the set AY B are scheduled on the machines M2 and
M3. Consider the (i + 1)st job. This job is either already scheduled on
the machines M2 and M3, and we do nothing, or there is one machine
M P {M2, M3}, which does not contain this job. Let us assume the latter.
Let M1 P {M1, M4} be the third machine containing the i-th job in AY B.
We transform the schedule such that M2 and M3 contain the (i + 1)-th
job by performing a swapping operation SWAP(σ(xi), M, M1). After this
swap M, and hence both machines M2 and M3, will contain the (i + 1)st
job, which concludes the proof that the content of the machines can be
swapped such that M2 and M3 each contain all the jobs in AY B.
In the next step, we will determine the set of jobs contained by the
machines M1 and M4 using the token D8. Besides the jobs in AY B, M2
and M3 contain jobs with total processing time of (z+ 1)D3 + zD5 + zD6 +
zD7 + z(7z + 1)D8. Hence, M2 and M3 cannot contain jobs in αY βY λ,
since their processing times contain D2 or D4. Therefore, each job in
αY βY λ has to be processed either on M1 or on M4. Furthermore, each
job in A Y B has to be processed on one of the machines M1 or M4
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additional to the machines M2 and M3 since each of these jobs needs three
machines to be scheduled. In addition to the jobs jobs in AY BY αY βY λ,
M1 and M4 together contain further jobs with a total processing time
of zD5 + 2zD6 + zD7 + 6z2D8. Exclusively jobs from the set aY b have a
processing time containing D6. Therefore, each machine processes z of
them. Hence corresponding to D8, a total processing time of 3z2D8 is used
by jobs in the set aY b on each machine. This leaves a processing time of
(4z2 + z)D8 for the jobs in αY βYλ on M1 and M4. All the 2(z+ 1) jobs in
αY βY λ contain D3 in their processing time. Therefore, each machine M1
and M4 processes exactly z + 1 of them. We will swap the content of M1
and M4 so that λ1 is scheduled on M1. As a consequence, M1 processes z
jobs from the set αY βY {λ2}, with processing times that sum up to 4z2D8
in the D8 component. The jobs in α have with 4zD8 the largest amount of
D8 in their processing time. Therefore, M1 has to process all of them since
z ¨ 4zD8 = 4z2D8, while M4 contains the jobs in βY {λ2}. Since we have
p(αY {λ1}) = (z + 1)D2 + (z + 1)D3 + zD7 + z(4z + 1)D8, jobs from the
set AY BY aY b that have a total processing time of (z + 1)D4 + zD5 +
zD6 + 3z2D8 have to be scheduled on M1. In this set, the jobs in A are the
only jobs with processing times containing D4, while the jobs in a are the
only jobs with a processing time containing D5. As a consequence, M1
processes the jobs AY aY αY {λ1}. Analogously we can deduce that M4
processes the jobs BY bY βY {λ2}.
In the last step, we will determine which jobs are scheduled on M2 and
M3. As shown before, each of them contains the jobs AY B. Furthermore,
since no job in c is scheduled on M1 or M4, and they require two machines
to be processed, machines M2 and M3 both contain the set c. Additionally,
each job in γ Y δ has to be scheduled on M2 or M3 since they are not
scheduled on M1 or M4. Each job in aY b occupies one of the machines M1
and M4. The second machine they occupy is either M2 or M3. Let aˇ Ď a be
the set of jobs that is scheduled on M2 and aˆ Ď a be the set that is scheduled
on M3. Clearly a = aˇ Y˙ aˆ. We define the sets bˆ, bˇ, δˆ, δˇ, γˆ, and γˇ analogously.
By this definition, M2 contains the jobs AY BY aˇY bˇY δˇY γˇY c and M3
contains the jobs AY BY aˆY bˆY δˆY γˆY c.
We still have to prove that |aˇ| = |γˇ| and |bˇ| = |δˇ|. First, we notice that
|aˇ| + |bˇ| = z since these jobs are the only jobs with a processing time
containing D6. So besides the jobs in AY BY cY aˇY bˇ, M2 contains jobs
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with total processing time of (z´ |aˇ|)D5 + (z´ |bˇ|)D7 +∑zi=1(3z´ i)D8 =
|bˇ|D5 + |aˇ|D7 +∑zi=1(3z´ i)D8. Since the jobs in δ are the only jobs in δYγ
having a processing time containing D5, we have |δˇ| = |bˇ| and analogously
|γˇ| = |aˇ|.
In the next steps, we will prove that it is possible to transform the order
in which the jobs appear on the machines to the one in Figure 4.4. Notice
that, since there is no idle time in the schedule, each start point of a job i
is given by the sum of processing times of the jobs on the same machine
scheduled before i. So the start position σ(i) of a job i has the form
σ(i) = x0 + x2D2 + x3D3 + x4D4 + x5D5 + x6D6 + x7D7 + x8D8
for ´zD ď x0 ď zD ă D2 and 0 ď xj ď 4z(7z + 1) ď D for each 2 ď j ď 8.
Note that ´zD ď x0 since the processing time of the jobs in γ is given
by D7 + (3z´ i)D8 ´ D and there are at most z of them while x0 ď zD
since the total sum of processing times of partition jobs is at most zD. This
equation for σ(i) allows us to analyze how many jobs of which type are
scheduled before a job i on the machine that processes i. For example,
let us look at the coefficient x4. This value is just influenced by jobs with
processing times containing D4. The only jobs with these processing times
are the jobs in the set AY βY {λ2}. The jobs in βY {λ2} are just processed
on M4, while the jobs in A each are processed on the three machines
M1, M2, and M3. Therefore, we know that at the starting point σ(i) of
a job i scheduled on machines M1, M2 or M3 we have that x4 = ni(A).
Furthermore, if i is scheduled on M4 we know that x4 = ni(β) + ni({λ2}).
In Table 4.2, we present which sets influences which coefficients in which
way when job i is started on the corresponding machine.
Let us consider the start point σ(i) of a job i that uses more than one
machine. We know that σ(i) is the same on all the used machines and
therefore the coefficients are the same as well. In the following, we will
study for each of the sets A, B, a, b, c what we can conclude for the starting
times of these jobs. For each of the sets, we will present an equation, which
holds at the start of each item in this set. These equations give us a strong
set of tools for our further arguing.
Lemma 4.4. Let be A1 P A, B1 P B, a1 P a, b1 P b, and c1 P c. It holds that
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Table 4.2. Overview of the values of the coefficients at the start point of a job i, if i
is scheduled on machine Mj.
M1 M2 M3 M4
x2 ni(α) + ni({λ1}) ni(B) ni(B) ni(B)
x3 ni(α) + ni({λ1}) ni(c) ni(c) ni(β) + ni({λ2})
x4 ni(A) ni(A) ni(A) ni(β) + ni({λ2})
x5 ni(a) ni(aˇ) + ni(δˇ) ni(aˆ) + ni(δˆ) ni(β)
x6 ni(a) ni(aˇ) + ni(bˇ) ni(aˆ) + ni(bˆ) ni(b)
x7 ni(α) ni(bˇ) + ni(γˇ) ni(bˆ) + ni(γˆ) ni(b)
nA1(c)´ nA1({λ1}) = nA1(B)´ nA1({λ1}) = nA1(α)
= nA1(b) = nA1(a),
(4.1)
nB1(c)´ nB1({λ2}) = nB1(A)´ nB1({λ2}) = nB1(β)
= nB1(a) = nB1(b),
(4.2)
na1(B) = na1(α) + na1({λ1})) = na1(c), (4.3)
nb1(A) = nb1(β) + nb1({λ2}) = nb1(c), (4.4)
and nc1(b) = nc1(a). (4.5)
Proof. We will prove these equations using the conditions for the coeffi-
cients from Table 4.2. We write =xi when the coefficient xi is the reason
why the equality is true.
To prove equation (4.1), we will consider the start points of the jobs
in A. Each job A1 P A is scheduled on machines M1, M2 and M3. As a
consequence, the coefficients on all these tree machines have to be the
same, when the job A1 starts. Therefore, we know that at σ(A1) we have
nA1(B) =x2 nA1(α) + nA1({λ1}) =x3 nA1(c). (i)
Furthermore, we know that
nA1(a) =x6 nA1(aˇ) + nA1(bˇ) =x6 nA1(aˆ) + nA1(bˆ).
Since nA1(a) = nA1(aˇ) + nA1(aˆ) and nA1(b) = nA1(bˇ) + nA1(bˆ), because
a = aˇ Y˙ aˆ and b = bˇ Y˙ bˆ, we can deduce that nA1(aˆ) = nA1(bˇ) and nA1(aˇ) =
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nA1(bˆ) and therefore nA1(a) = nA1(b). (ii)
Additionally, we know that
nA1(α) =x7 nA1(bˇ) + nA1(γˇ) =x7 nA1(bˆ) + nA1(γˆ).
Thanks to this equality, we can show that nA1(α) = nA1(b): First, we show
nA1(α) ě nA1(b). Let b1 P b be the last job in b scheduled before A1 if there
is any. Let us w.l.o.g. assume that b1 P bˆ. It holds that
nA1(b)
σ(b1)ăσ(A1)
= nb1(b) + 1 =x7 nb1(bˆ) + nb1(γˆ) + 1
σ(b1)ăσ(A1)ď nA1(bˆ) + nA1(γˆ) =x7 nA1(α).
If there is no such b1, we have nA1(b) = 0 ď nA1(α). Next, we show
nA1(α) ď nA1(b). Let b2 P b be the first job in b scheduled after A if there
is any. Let us w.l.o.g. assume that b2 P bˇ. It holds that
nA1(b)
σ(A1)ăσ(b2)
= nb2(b) =x7 nb2(bˇ) + nb2(γˇ)
σ(A1)ăσ(b2)ě nA1(bˇ) + nA1(γˇ) =x7 nA1(α).
If there is no such b2, we have nA1(b) = z ě nA1(α). As a consequence, we
have nA1(α) = nA1(b). (iii)
In summary, we can deduce that
nA1(c)´ nA1({λ1}) =(i) nA1(B)´ nA1({λ1}) =(i) nA1(α)
=(iii) nA1(b) =(ii) nA1(a),
which concludes the proof of equation (4.1). Since the Table 4.2 is symmet-
rically, we can deduce correctness of equation (4.2) analogously.
Next we prove the equations (4.3) and (4.4). Each item a1 P a is sched-
uled on machine M1 and on one of the machines M2 or M3. For both
possibilities a P aˆ or a P aˇ, we can deduce equation (4.3) directly from the
Table 4.2: na1(B) =x2 na1(α) + na1({λ1}) =x3 na1(c).
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Analogously, we deduce equation (4.4):
nb1(A) =x4 nb1(β) + nb1({λ2}) =x3 nb1(c).
Last, we prove equation (4.5). Each item c1 P c is scheduled on M2 and
M3. Let a1 P a be the job with the smallest σ(a1) ě σ(c1). Let us w.l.o.g.
assume that a1 P aˆ. It holds that
nc1(aˇ) + nc1(bˇ) =x6 nc1(aˆ) + nc1(bˆ) ď na1(aˆ) + na1(bˆ) =x6 na1(a)
= na1(aˆ) + na1(aˇ) = nc1(aˆ) + nc1(aˇ).
As a consequence, we have nc1(bˇ) ď nc1(aˆ) and nc1(bˆ) ď nc1(aˇ). Analo-
gously, let b1 P b be the job with the smallest σ(b1) ě σ(c1). Let us w.l.o.g.
assume that b1 P bˇ. It holds that
nc1(aˆ) + nc1(bˆ) =x6 nc1(aˇ) + nc1(bˇ) ď nb1(aˇ) + nb1(bˇ) =x6 nb1(b)
= nb1(bˆ) + nb1(bˇ) = nc1(bˆ) + nc1(bˇ).
Therefore, nc1(aˇ) ď nc1(bˆ) and nc1(aˆ) ď nc1(bˇ). As a consequence from
both equations, we have nc1(aˇ) = nc1(bˆ) and nc1(aˆ) = nc1(bˇ). Together with
nc1(aˇ) + nc1(bˇ) =x6 nc1(aˆ) + nc1(bˆ) equation (4.5), i.e., nc1(b) = nc1(a), is a
direct consequence.
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Figure 4.5. The processing order of the jobs in the sets A, B, a, b, and c.
These equations give us the tools to analyze the given schedule with
makespan W. To this point we have proved that we can assume that the
machines M1 to M4 contain the correct sets of jobs. Consider the jobs from
the sets A, B, a, b, and c. Note that if one job from the set AY BY aY bY c
is started, no (other) job from the set AY BY c can be processed at the
same time, since these jobs will always share at least one machine when
processed. The next step is to prove that the jobs in these sets appear in
the correct order, namely B0, c0, A0, (b1a1), B1, c1, A1, . . . see Figure 4.5. We
will prove this claim in two steps. First, we will show that in this schedule
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the first and last jobs have to be elements from the set AY B (see Lemma
4.5). Afterward, we will prove that between two successive jobs from the
set A there appears exactly one jobs from each set B, a, b, and c, and prove
an analogue statement for two successive jobs from the set B (see Lemma
4.6).
With the knowledge gathered in the proofs of Lemma 4.5 and Lemma
4.6, we can prove that the given schedule can be transformed such that all
jobs are scheduled contiguously, i.e., on an interval of machines, and that
I has to be a Yes-instance of 3-Partition (see Lemma 4.11). In the following,
we write =(l), when the equation (l) is the reason why the equality is true.
Lemma 4.5. One job i P AY B is the first job which is processed, i.e., σ(i) = 0.
Furthermore, one job from the set j P AY B is the last job to be processed in the
schedule, i.e., σ(i) + p(j) = W.
Proof. Let i := arg miniPAYB σ(i) be the job with the smallest start point in
AY B, (i.e., ni(A) = 0 = ni(B)). If i P A, it holds that
0 = ni(B) =(4.1) ni(α) + ni({λ1}) =(4.1) ni(a) + ni({λ1})
and therefore ni(a) = ni(α) = 0 = ni({λ1}). The jobs aY αY {λ1}Y A are
the only jobs that are contained on machine M1. Since ni(A) = 0 as well,
it has to be that σ(i) = 0. If i P B we can prove σ(i) = 0 analogously using
equality (4.2).
Since the schedule stays valid if we mirror the schedule such that the
new start points are s1(i) = W ´ σ(i)´ p(i) for each job i, the last job has
to be in the set AY B as well.
Next, we will show that the items in the sets A and B have to be
scheduled alternatingly. Let (A0, . . . , Az) be the set A and (B0, . . . , Bz) be
the set B, each ordered by increasing size of the starting points. Simply
swap the jobs if they do not have this order.
Lemma 4.6. If σ(B0) = 0, it holds for each item i P {0, . . . , z} that
i =nAi (A) = nAi (B)´ 1 = nAi (c)´ 1
=nAi (α) = nAi (b) = nAi (a),
(4.6)
and i = nBi (B) = nBi (A) = nBi (c)
= nBi (β) = nBi (a) = nBi (b),
(4.7)
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and nAi ({λ1}) = 1 as well as nBi ({λ2}) = 0.
Proof. We will prove this lemma by proving the following claim
Claim 4.7. If σ(B0) = 0, it holds for each item i P {0, . . . , z} that
nAi (A) = nAi (B)´ nAi ({λ1})
and nAi ({λ1}) = 1.
We will prove this claim inductively and per contradiction. Assume for
contradiction that
nA0(B)´ nA0({λ1}) ą nA0(A) = 0.
Therefore, we have 1 ď nA0(B)´ nA0({λ1}). Let a1 P a, b1 P b and c1 P c be
the first started jobs in their sets. Since
nA0(b) =(4.1) nA0(a) =(4.1) nA0(c)´ nA0({λ1})
=(4.1) nA0(B)´ nA0({λ1}) ě 1,
the jobs a1, b1 and c1 start before A0. It holds that nb1(c) =(4.4) nb1(A) = 0.
Therefore, c1 has to start after b1 resulting in nc1(b) ě 1. Furthermore, we
have na1(c) =(4.3) na1(B) ě 1. Hence, c1 has to start before a1 resulting in
nc1(a) = 0. In total we have 1 ď nc1(b) =(4.5) nc1(a) = 0, a contradiction.
Therefore, we have nA0(B)´ nA0({λ1}) ď nA0(A) = 0. As a consequence,
it holds that 1 ď nA0(B) ď nA0({λ1}) ď 1 and we can conclude nA0(B) =
1 = nA0({λ1}) as well as nA0(B)´ nA0({λ1}) = nA0(A). Therefore, 1 =
nAi ({λ1}) holds for all i P {0, . . . , z}. To this point we have proved the
induction basis.
For the induction step it is enough to prove that nAi (B)´ 1 = nAi (A)
for all i P {0, . . . , z}. To prove this, we first show that if this condition
holds for for all i1 up to an i P {0, . . . , z}, we can derive the equation (4.6)
and an equation which is similar to equation (4.7) for all these i1. Choose
i P {0, . . . , z} such that
nAi1 (B)´ 1 = nAi1 (A) (4.8)
for all i1 P {0, . . . , i}. A direct consequence from this equation is the
equation (4.6) for all i1 P {0, . . . , i}:
i1 = nA1i (A) =(4.8) nA1i (B)´ 1 =(4.1) nA1i (c)´ 1
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=(4.1) nA1i (α) =(4.1) nA1i (b) =(4.1) nA1i (a).
Furthermore, we have nBi (B) = i = nAi (A) = nAi (B) ´ 1. Therefore,
Bi has to be scheduled before Ai. Additionally, we have nBi (B) ´ 1 =
nBi´1(B) = i ´ 1 = nAi´1(A) = nAi´1(B)´ 1, so Bi has to be scheduled
after Ai´1. Therefore, we have nBi (B) = nBi (A) and the following equation
is a consequence for all i1 P {0, . . . , i}:
i1 = nBi1 (B) = nBi1 (A) =(4.2) nBi1 (c)
=(4.2) nBi1 (β) + nBi1 ({λ2}) =(4.2) nBi1 (a) + nBi1 ({λ2})
=(4.2) nBi1 (b) + nBi1 ({λ2}).
(4.9)
We still have to prove Claim 4.7 to prove the lemma. To this point, we
have proved the base of the induction. However, we still have to prove
nAi+1(B)´ 1 = nAi+1(A) since we already know that nAi ({λ1}) = 1 for all
i P {0, . . . , z}. We will prove this in two steps:
Claim 4.8. nAi+1(B)´ 1 ď nAi+1(A)
Proof. Assume for contradiction that nAi+1(B)´ 1 ą nAi+1(A). As a conse-
quence, we have
1 = nAi+1(A)´ nAi (A) ă nAi+1(B)´ 1´ (nAi (B)´ 1)
= nAi+1(B)´ nAi (B),
and hence, nAi+1(B)´ nAi (B) ě 2. Therefore, there are jobs Bi+1, Bi+2 P B
that are scheduled between Ai and Ai+1. Since we have
2 ď nAi (B)´ 1´ (nAi (B)´ 1) =(4.1) nAi (c)´ 1´ (nAi+1(c)´ 1)
=(4.1) nAi (b)´ nAi+1(b) =(4.1) nAi (a)´ nAi+1(a),
there have to be two jobs a1, a2 P a, b1, b2 P b and c1, c2 P c that are scheduled
between Ai and Ai+1 as well. W.l.o.g. we assume that σ(a1) ď σ(a2),
σ(b1) ď σ(b2) and σ(c1) ď σ(c2).
Next, we will deduce in which order the jobs a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, Bi+1,
and Bi+2 appear in the schedule. It holds that
nb2(c) =(4.4) nb2(A)
σ(Ai)ăσ(b2)
= nAi (A) + 1
=(4.8) nAi (B) =(4.1) nAi (c)
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since b2 starts after Ai but before Ai+1. Therefore, b1 and b2 have to finish
before c1, i.e., σ(b1) ă σ(b2) ă σ(c1), since no job from the set c can be
scheduled between Ai and b2. As a consequence, we have
nc1(a) =(4.5) nc1(b)
σ(Ai)ăσ(b1)ăσ(b2)ăσ(c1)ě nAi (b) + 2 =(4.1) nAi (a) + 2.
Hence, a2 has to start before c1 as well. Additionally, it holds that
nBi+2(c) =(4.2) nBi+2(A)
σ(Ai)ăσ(Bi+2)
= nAi (A) + 1
=(4.8) nAi (B) =(4.1) nAi (c),
since Bi+2 starts after Ai but before Ai+1. As a consequence, Bi+2 has to
start before c1. Additionally, it holds that
na2(B) =(4.3) na2(c)
σ(Ai)ăσ(a2)ăσ(c1)
= nAi (c) =(4.1) nAi (B).
Therefore, a2 has to start before Bi+1, since there cannot be a job from the
set B scheduled between Ai and a2.
To this point, we have deduced that the jobs have to appear in the
following order in the schedule: Ai, a1, a2, Bi+1, Bi+2, c1, c2, Ai+1. However,
this schedule is not feasible, since we have
nAi (a) + 2
σ(Ai)ăσ(a1)ăσ(a1)ăσ(Bi+1)ď nBi+1(a) ď(4.2) nBi+1(A)
σ(Ai)ăσ(Bi+1)ăσ(Ai+1)
= nAi (A) + 1 =(4.1) nAi (a) + 1,
a contradiction.  
Therefore, the assumption nAi+1(B)´ 1 ą nAi+1(A) was wrong, and it
holds that nAi+1(B)´ 1 ď nAi+1(A) proving Claim 4.8. C
To proof the equality, we show the other direction in the next step.
Claim 4.9. nAi+1(B)´ 1 ě nAi+1(A)
Proof. Assume for contradiction that nAi+1(B)´ 1 ă nAi+1(A). As a conse-
quence, it holds that nAi+1(B) = nAi (B) since
nAi (B)´ 1 ď nAi+1(B)´ 1
assumptionď nAi+1(A)´ 1 = nAi (A) = nAi (B)´ 1.
Furthermore, there has to be at least one job Bi+1 P B that starts after
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Ai+1 since |A| = |B|. Therefore, we have nBi+1(c)´ nBi (c) = nBi+1(A)´
nBi (A) ě 2. As a consequence, there are jobs c1, c2 P c which are scheduled
between Bi and Bi+1. Let c1 be the first job in c scheduled after Bi and c2 be
the next. Since we do not know the value of nBi ({λ2}) or nBi+1({λ2}), we
can just deduce from equation (4.2) that nBi+1(a)´ nBi (a) ě 1. Therefore,
there has to be a job a1 P a that is scheduled between Bi and Bi+1.
We will now look at the order in which the jobs Ai, Ai+1, c1, c2 and
a1 have to be scheduled. First, we know that Ai and Ai+1 have to be
scheduled between c1 and c2, since
nAi (c) =(4.1) nAi (B)
σ(Bi)ăσ(Ai)ăσ(Bi+1)
= nBi (B) + 1
=(4.9) nBi (A) + 1 =(4.2) nBi (c) + 1
and
nAi+1(c) =(4.1) nAi+1(B)
σ(Bi)ăσ(Ai+1)ăσ(Bi+1)
= nBi (B) + 1
=(4.9) nBi (A) + 1 =(4.2) nBi (c) + 1,
and hence there has to be exactly one job from the set c scheduled between
Bi and Ai, as well as Bi and Ai+1. Furthermore, we know that a1 has to be
scheduled between c1 and c2 as well, since
na1(c) =(4.3) na1(B)
σ(Bi)ăσ(a1)
= nBi (B) + 1
=(4.9) nBi (A) + 1 =(4.2) nBi (c) + 1.
As a consequence, we can deduce that there is a job b1 P b which is
scheduled between c1 and c2, since
nc2(b) =(4.5) nc2(a)
σ(c1)ăσ(a1)ăσ(c2)ě nc1(a) + 1 =(4.5) nc1(b) + 1.
We know about this b1 that
nb1(A) =(4.4) nb1(c)
σ(Bi)ăσ(c1)ăσ(b1)ăσ(c2)
= nBi (c) + 1 =(4.2) nBi (A) + 1,
so b1 has to be scheduled between Ai and Ai+1.
In summary, the jobs are scheduled as follows: Bi, c1, Ai, b1, Ai+1, c2,
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Bi+1. However, this schedule is infeasible since
nAi (b) =(4.1) nAi (B)´ 1
assumption
= nAi+1(B)´ 1
=(4.1) nAi+1(b) = nAi (b) + 1,
a contradiction.  
As a consequence, it has to hold that nAi+1(B)´ 1 ě nAi+1(A) proving
Claim 4.9. C
Altogether as a consequence of Claim 4.8 and Claim 4.9, we have
proved that nAi+1(B)´ nAi+1({λ1}) = nAi+1(A) for all i P {0, . . . , z}. This
concludes the proof of the Claim 4.7.
Last we have to prove the equation (4.7). To do this we have to prove
that nBi ({λ1}) = 0 for all i P {0, . . . , z}. We do this by proving the follow-
ing claim.
Claim 4.10. λ2 is scheduled after the last job in B.
To prove the equation (4.7), we have to prove that nBi ({λ2}) = 0 for
each i P {0, . . . , z}, i.e., we have to prove Claim 4.10. Assume there is an
i P {0, . . . , z} with nBi ({λ2}) ą 0. Let i be the smallest of these indices. We
know that
i´ 1 =(4.9) nBi (A)´ 1 = nBi (A)´ nBi ({λ2}) =(4.2) nBi (a).
Since nAi (b) =(4.1) nAi (a) =(4.6) i = nBi (a) + 1 =(4.2) nBi (b) + 1 there has
to be an unique a1 P a and an unique b1 P b scheduled between Bi and Ai.
Furthermore, since nAi (c) =(4.6) i + 1 and nBi (c) =(4.9) i, there has to be
a c1 P c scheduled between Bi and Ai as well. At the start of b1 it holds
that nb1(c) =(4.4) nb1(A) = nAi´1(A) + 1 =(4.1) nAi´1(c), so b
1 has to start
before c1. Additionally, at the start of a1 we have na1(c) =(4.4) na1(B) =
nBi (B) + 1 =(4.9) nBi (c) + 1 and therefore a
1 hast to start after c1. In total,
the jobs appear in the following order: Bi, b1, c1, a1, Ai. But this cannot be
the case since we have
nBi´1(a)
(σ(c1)ăσ(a1))
= nc1(a) =(4.5) nc1(b)
(σ(Bi)ăσ(b1)ăσ(c1))
= nBi´1(b) + 1 =(4.2) nBi´1(a) + 1.
Hence, we have contradicted that assumption. Therefore, it holds that
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nBi ({λ2}) = 0 for all i P {0, . . . , z} and equation (4.7) is a consequence:
nBi (b) = nBi (a) = nBi (c) = nBi (β) = nBi (A) = nBi (B) = i.
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
A direct consequence of Lemma 4.6 is that the last job on M2 is a job
in A. Since the equations (4.1) and (4.2), as well as (4.3) and (4.4), are
symmetric, we can deduce an analogue statement if the first job on M2 is
in A. More precisely, we can show that nBi (A)´ nBi ({λ2}) = nBi (B) and
nBi ({λ2}) = 1 for each Bi P B in this case. This would imply that the last
job on M2 is a job in B. Since we can mirror the schedule such that the last
job is the first job, we can suppose that the first job on M2 is a job in B.
Lemma 4.11. If the optimal schedule for the scheduling instance derived from I
has makespan W then I is a Yes-instance for 3-Partition and we can transform
the schedule such that all jobs are scheduled on contiguous machines.
Proof. First, we will prove that M1 processes the jobs AY aY αY {λ1} in
the order λ1, A0, a1, α1, A1, a2, α2, A2, . . ., az, αz, Az, where ai P a and
αi P α for each i P {1, . . . z}, see Figure 4.6. Lemma 4.6 ensures that the first
job on M1 is the job λ1. Furthermore, since 0 = nA0(A) =(4.6) nA0(α) =(4.6)
nA0(a), the second job on M1 is A0. For each i P {1, . . . , z} it holds that
nAi (α) =(4.6) nAi´1(α) + 1 and nAi (a) =(4.6) nAi´1(a) + 1. Therefore, there
is exactly one job ai P a and one job αi P α scheduled between the jobs
Ai´1 and Ai. It holds that nAi´1(a) + 1 =(4.6) i =(4.7) nBi (a). Therefore,
ai has to be scheduled between Ai´1 and Bi. As a consequence, we have
nai (α) + 1 = nai (α) + nai ({λ1}) =(4.3) nai (B) = nBi (B) =(4.7) nBi (a) =
nai (a) + 1. Therefore, ai has to be scheduled before αi and the jobs appear
in machine M1 in the described order. As a result, we know about the start
point of Ai that
σ(Ai) = p(λ1) + ipa + ipα + ipA
= (i + 1)(D2 + D3) + i(D4 + D5 + D6 + D7) + (7zi + z)D8.
Now, we will show that the machine M4 processes the jobs BY bY βY
{λ2} in the order B0, β1, b1, B1, β2, b2, B2, . . ., βz, bz, Bz, λ2, see Figure
4.7. The first job on M4 is the job B0 since Lemma 4.5 states that one
of the jobs in AY B has start point 0 and we decided w.l.o.g. that B0 is
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Figure 4.6. Proved positions of the jobs in the sets A, a, and α.
this job. Equation (4.7) ensures that between the jobs Bi and Bi+1 there
is scheduled exactly one job bi+1 P b and exactly one job βi+1 P β. It
holds that nAi (b) + 1 =(4.6) i + 1 =(4.7) nBi+1(b). Therefore, bi+1 has to be
scheduled between Ai and Bi+1. As a consequence, it holds that
nbi+1(β)
nbi+1 ({λ2})=0
= nbi+1(β) + nbi+1({λ2}) =(4.4) nbi+1(A)
σ(Ai)ăσ(bi+1)ăσ(Bi+1)
= nBi+1(A) =(4.7) nBi+1(b)
σ(Ai)ăσ(bi+1)ăσ(Bi+1)
= nbi+1(b) + 1.
Hence, bi+1 has to be scheduled after βi+1 and the jobs on machine M4
appear in the described order. As a result, we know about the start point
of Bi that
σ(Bi) =ipb + ipβ + ipB
=iD2 + iD3 + iD4 + iD5 + iD6 + iD7 + (i(7z´ 1))D8.
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Figure 4.7. Proved positions of the jobs in the sets B, b, and β.
Next, we can deduce that the jobs in c are scheduled as shown in
Figure 4.7. We have nBi (c) =(4.7) i =(4.6) nAi (c)´ 1. Therefore, there exists
an c1 P c for each i P {0, . . . , z}, which is scheduled between Bi and Ai.
The processing time between Bi and Ai is exactly σ(Ai)´ σ(Bi)´ p(Bi) =
D3 + (z+ i)D8. As a consequence, one can see with an inductive argument
that ci P c with p(ci) = D3 + (z + i)D8 has to be positioned between Bi
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and Ai since the job in c with the largest processing time, cz, fits between
Bz and Az only.
In this step, we will transform the schedule such that all jobs are
scheduled on contiguous machines. To this point, this property is obviously
fulfilled by the jobs in A Y B Y c. However, the jobs in a Y b might be
scheduled on non-contiguous machines. We know that the ai and bi are
scheduled between Ai´1 and Bi. One part of ai is scheduled on M1 and
one part of bi is scheduled on M4, while each other part is scheduled
either on M2 or on M3 but both parts on different machines, because
σ(Bi) ´ σ(Ai´1) ´ p(Ai) = D5 + D6 + D7 + (6z ´ i)D8 ă D5 + 2D6 +
D7 + 6zD8 = p(ai) + p(bi) for each i P {0, . . . , z}. Since Ai and Bi+1 both
are scheduled on machines M2 and M3, we can swap the content of the
machines between these jobs such that the other part of ai is scheduled on
M2 and the other part of bi is scheduled on M3. We do this swapping step
for all i P {0, . . . , z´ 1} such that all other parts of jobs in a are scheduled
on M2 and all other parts of jobs in b are scheduled on M3 respectively.
After this swapping step, all jobs are scheduled on contiguous machines.
Now, we will show that I is a Yes-instance. To this point we know
that M2 contains the jobs A Y B Y a Y c. Since aˇ = a and |aˇ| = |γˇ|, it
has to hold by Lemma 4.3 that γˇ = γ implying that M2 contains all
jobs in γ. Furthermore, since bˇ = H and |bˇ| = |δˇ|, we have δˇ = H and
therefore M2 does not contain any job in δ. Besides the jobs AY BY aY
cY γ, M2 processes further jobs with total processing time zD. Therefore,
all the jobs in P are processed on M2. We will now analyse where the
jobs in γ are scheduled. The only possibility where these jobs can be
scheduled is the time between the end of ai and the start of Bi for each
i P {1, . . . , z} since at each other time the machine is occupied by other jobs.
The processing time between the end of ai and the start of Bi is exactly
σ(Bi)´ σ(Ai´1)´ p(Ai´1)´ p(ai) = D7 + (3z´ i)D8. The job in γ with
the largest processing time is the job γ1 with p(γ1) = D7 + (3z´ 1)D8´D.
This job only fits between a1 and B1. Inductively we can show that γi P γ
with p(γi) = D7 + (3z´ i)D8 ´D has to be scheduled between ai and Bi
on M2. Furthermore, since p(γi) = D7 +(3z´ i)D8´D and the processing
time between the end of ai and the start of Bi is D7 + (3z´ i)D8, there is
exactly D processing time left. This processing time has to be occupied
by the jobs in P since this schedule has no idle times. Therefore, we have
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for each i P {1, . . . , z} a subset Pi Ď P containing jobs with processing
times adding up to D such that P1 Y˙ . . . Y˙ Pz = P. As a consequence I is a
Yes-instance.
4.3 Hardness of Strip Packing
In this section, we will prove the Theorem 4.2. This can be done straight
forward, by using the reduction from above. Note that in the transformed
optimal schedule, all jobs are scheduled on contiguous machines, i.e., the
machines the jobs are scheduled on are neighbors in the natural order
(M1, M2, M3, M4). As a consequence, we have proved that this problem
is strongly NP-complete even if we restrict the set of feasible solutions to
those where all jobs are scheduled on contiguous machines. We will now
describe how this insight delivers a lower bound of 54 for the best possible
approximation ratio for pseudo-polynomial Strip Packing and in this way
prove the Theorem.
To show our hardness result for Strip Packing, let us consider the
following instance. We define W := (z+ 1)(D2 + D3 + D4) + z(D5 + D6 +
D7) + z(7z + 1)D8 as the width of the strip, i.e., it is the same as the
considered makespan in the scheduling problem. For each job j defined
in the reduction above, we introduce an item i with w(i) = p(j) and
height h(i) = m(j). Now, we can show analogously that if the 3-Partition
instance is a Yes-instance, there is a packing of height 4 (one example is
the packing in Figure 4.4); and on the other hand if there is a packing with
height 4, the 3-Partition instance has to be a Yes-instance. If the 3-Partition
instance is a No-instance, the optimal packing has a height of at least 5
since the optimal height for this instance is integral. Therefore, we cannot
approximate Strip Packing better than 54 in pseudo-polynomial time unless
P = NP.
Note that this inapproximability result transfers to Strip Packing With
Rotations. The generated items all have a width larger than 4 and hence
rotating an item will lead to a larger packing height than 4. Hence rotating
is an option that is never used in an optimal schedule. Therefore, when
allowing rotations, we still can decide for each partition instance if it is
a yes or no instance if we can solve Strip Packing With Rotations with
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approximation ratio better than 5/4.
Variants of Strip Packing
Lastly we look at a variant of the Strip Packing problem called Contigu-
ous Moldable Task Scheduling. In this problem setting we are given an
(arbitrary large) set of m machines, which have some kind of total order,
and a set of parallel tasks J . Each task j P J has a set Dj Ď {1, . . . , m}
of machine amounts it can be processed on, e.g., if Dj = {3, 7} the job j
can be processed either on three or on seven machines. For each q P Dj it
has an individual processing time p(j, q) P Ną0 Y {8}. A schedule S is
given by two functions σ : J Ñ N and ρ : J Ñ 2{1,...,m}. The function σ
maps each job to a start point in the schedule, while ρ maps each job to
an interval of machines it is processed on. A schedule is feasible if each
machine processes at most one job at a time and each job is processed on
the required number of machines, (i.e., |ρ(j)| P Dj).
This problem directly contains the Strip Packing problem as a special
case by setting Di = {w(i)} and p(i, w(i)) = h(i) for each item i P I, and
hence, it is NP-hard to approximate it better than 54 in pseudo-polynomial
time. However, it is also NP-hard to find a better approximation than 54 if
we require Dj = {1, . . . , m} and p(j, q) PNą0 for each job and number of
machines. To show this, we use the reduction from above. The as number
of machines we define m := (z + 1)(D2 + D3 + D4) + z(D5 + D6 + D7) +
z(7z + 1)D8. For each item i P I constructed for the Strip Packing instance,
we introduce one job i with p(i, q) = 5, if q ă w(i) and p(i, q) = h(i), if
q ě w(i). Obviously a schedule with height 4 can be found if and only if
each job i uses w(i) machines and the 3-Partition instance is a Yes-instance.
Otherwise the optimal schedule has a makespan of 5. Hence it is not
possible to find an algorithm with approximation ratio better than 5/4,
unless P = NP.
Note that the processing time function is not monotone in this con-
struction, i.e., we do not have p(j, q) ¨ q ď p(j, q + 1) ¨ (q + 1) for each
q P {1, . . . , m´ 1}. Hence, there could be a PTAS for the monotone case.
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4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we positively answered the long standing open question
whether the problem P4|sizej|Cmax is strongly NP-complete. This closes
the gap between strongly NP-completeness for at least 4 machines, and
the possibility to solve the problem in pseudo-polynomial time for at most
3 machines.
Furthermore, we have improved the lower bound for pseudo-poly-
nomial Strip Packing to 54 . The best known published algorithm has an
approximation ratio of 43 + ε. This leaves a gap between the lower bound
and the best known algorithm. However, we where able to find a pseudo-
polynomial time algorithm with approximation ratio 54 + ε [63], which
closes this gap. We will discuss this result in the following chapter.
Lastly, we have considered Contiguous Moldable Task Scheduling and
proved that in the non-monotone case there is no pseudo-polynomial
time algorithm with approximation ratio better than 5/4 unless P = NP.
However, in the monotone case, finding a PTAS might be possible. In our
opinion, it is an interesting open problem, whether there is a PTAS for the
monotone case or not, especially since there is an FPTAS for the case that
m ą 8n/ε, see [56].
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Chapter 5
A Tight Pseudo-Polynomial Time
Approximation for Strip Packing
In this chapter, we study a pseudo-polynomial algorithm for the Strip
Packing problem. In the previous chapter, we have seen that there is no
pseudo-polynomial algorithm for Strip Packing with a ratio better than
5/4 unless P = NP. The best algorithm so far has a ratio of 4/3+ ε. We
close this gap between inapproximability result and best known algorithm
by presenting an algorithm with approximation ratio 5/4 + ε and thus
categorize the problem accurately. The algorithm uses a structural result
which states that each optimal solution can be transformed such that it
has one of a polynomial number of different forms. The strength of this
structural result is that it applies to other problem settings as well, for
example to Strip Packing with rotations (90 degrees) and Contiguous
Moldable Task Scheduling. This fact enabled us to present algorithms with
approximation ratio 5/4+ ε for these problems as well.
The results of this chapter were previously published in two papers.
The first, which describes a (4/3+ ε) approximation, was first published
as an extended abstract in WALCOM [63] and a long version was excepted
by Theoretical Computer Science [62], while an extended abstract of the
second was published on ESA [60] and a preprint of the full version can
be found on arXiv [61].
5.1 Results
Remember, in the Strip Packing (SP) problem, we have to pack a set I of
rectangular items into a given strip with width W PN and infinite height.
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Each item i P I has a width w(i) PNďW and a height h(i) PN. The area
of an item i P I is defined as area(i) := h(i) ¨w(i) and the area of a set of
items I 1 Ď I is defined as area(I 1) := ∑iPI 1 h(i) ¨w(i).
A packing of the items is given by a mapping ρ : I ÑNďW ˆN which
assigns the lower left corner of an item i P I to a position ρ(i) = (xi, yi)
in the strip. An inner point of i P I (with respect to a packing ρ) is a
point from the set inn(i) := {(x, y) P RˆR|xi ă x ă xi + w(i), yi ă y ă
yi + h(i)}. We say two items i, j P I overlap if they share an inner point (i.e.,
inn(i)X inn(j) ­= H). A packing is feasible if no two items overlap and if
xi +w(i) ď W for all i P I. The objective of Strip Packing is to find a feasible
packing ρ with minimal height h(ρ) := max{yi + h(i)|i P I , ρ(i) = (xi, yi)}.
In the following, given an instance I of the Strip Packing problem, we will
denote this minimal packing height with OPT(I) and dismiss the I if the
instance is clear from the context.
In this chapter, we study approximation algorithms which have a
pseudo-polynomial running time with respect to the width of the strip,
i.e., we consider algorithms where the width of the strip W is allowed to
appear polynomially in the running time. In the last chapter, Chapter 4, we
proved that we cannot find an algorithm with approximation ratio strictly
better than 5/4 unless P = NP. On the other hand, the algorithm with the
best ratio so far computes a 4/3+ ε approximation [33, 63]. This yields a
large gap and it was unknown whether the ratio of the algorithm or the
lower bound was tight. We manage to close this gap and thus categorize
the complexity of the problem correctly. We accomplish this by proving a
strong result about the structure of optimal solutions, which enables us
to close the gap to the lower bound, except for a negligibly small ε, see
Figure 5.1 for an overview.
1+ ε
[1]
12/11
Theorem 4.2, 5/4+ ε
5/4, Theorem 5.1 [33, 63]
4/3+ ε
[91]
7/5+ ε
[69]
3/2+ ε
Figure 5.1. The upper and lower bounds for pseudo-polynomial approximations.
Theorem 5.1. There is a pseudo-polynomial algorithm for Strip Packing which
finds a (5/4+ ε)-approximation in O(n log(n)) ¨WOε(1) operations.
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The structural result applies to other problem settings as well and,
therefore, the algorithmic result can be extended to them. One example is
the setting of Strip Packing where we are allowed to rotate the items by 90
degrees. In this setting, the items still have to be placed axis-aligned, but
we can decide if the longer or shorter side defines the height of the item.
Theorem 5.2. There is a pseudo-polynomial algorithm for Strip Packing With
Rotations which finds a (5/4+ ε)-approximation in (nW)Oε(1) operations.
A generalization of Strip Packing is the Contiguous Moldable Task
Scheduling problem. In this setting, we are given a set of jobs J and a
set of m machines. Each job j P J can be scheduled on different numbers
of machines given by Mj Ď {1, . . . , m}. Depending on the number of
machines i P Mj, each job j P J has a specific processing time pj(i) P N.
A schedule S is given by three functions: σ : J Ñ N which maps
each job j P J to a starting time σ(j); ρ : J Ñ {1, . . . , m} which maps
each job j P J to the number of processors ρ(j) P Mj it is processed
on; and ϕ : J Ñ {1, . . . , m} which maps each job j P J to the first
machine it is processed on. The job j P J will use the machines ϕ(j) to
ϕ(j) + ρ(j)´ 1 contiguously. A schedule S = (σ, ρ, ϕ) is feasible if each
machine processes at most one job at a time and its makespan is defined by
maxjPJ σ(j) + pj(ρ(j)). The objective is to find a feasible schedule, which
minimizes the makespan.
This problem is a true generalization of Strip Packing as it contains
this problem (and Strip Packing With Rotations) as a special case: We
define the number of machines m as the width of the strip W and for
each item i P I we introduce one job i with Mi := {w(i)} and processing
time pi(w(i)) = h(i) (or introduce one job i with Mi := {w(i), h(i)}
and processing times pi(w(i)) = h(i) and pi(h(i)) = w(i) respectively).
Therefore, we cannot hope for a pseudo-polynomial algorithm with a ratio
better than 5/4 unless P = NP. We managed to adapt the algorithmic
result to find an algorithm with an approximation ratio, which almost
matches this bound.
Theorem 5.3. There is a pseudo-polynomial algorithm for Contiguous Moldable
Task Scheduling which finds a (5/4+ ε)-approximation in (nm)Oε(1) operations.
We say a job j P J is monotone if the work of the job w(pj(i)) := pj(i) ¨ i
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does not increase if we decrease the number of machines. There is an
FPTAS by Jansen and Land [56] for the case that all jobs are monotonic
and m ě 8n/ε. For the case that m ă 8n/ε, we apply the algorithm from
Theorem 5.3, yielding a polynomial algorithm for the case of monotonic
jobs.
Corollary 5.4. There is a polynomial algorithm for Scheduling Monotonic Mold-
able Tasks on Contiguous Machines which finds a (5/4+ ε)-approximation in
nOε(1) operations.
For a more detailed overview of the work related to Strip Packing and
Contiguous Moldable Task Scheduling, we refer to Section 2.2.
Methodology and Organization of this Chapter
optimal reordered
(a) Previous reordering tech-
nique
optimal reordered gap for disc. items
(b) The new shifting and reordering technique
Figure 5.2. Comparison of old and new strategies in the simplified case
In the approaches seen before, i.e., in [91], [33] and [63], there arises a
natural set of critical items, e.g., all items with height larger than 1/3 OPT
in [33] and [63]. The characteristic of this set is that the aspired approx-
imation ratio is exceeded if we place one of these items on top of the
packing.
The technique used in these previous approaches is heavily dependent
on the fact that there can be at most two critical items on top of each other.
This allows to place all critical items in the optimal packing area while
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discarding some noncritical items, which are placed on top of the optimal
packing later (see Figure 5.2a). If three critical items can be put on top of
each other, this technique will not work. To find an algorithm with ratio
4/3´ ε, we need to overcome this major obstacle.
To construct a (5/4+ ε)-approximation, we introduce a new technique
to handle this difficulty, in the following called shifting and reordering.
While we cannot guarantee that all critical items are packed in the optimal
packing area, we can place the critical items with height larger than 1/4OPT
on three shelves using the area W ˆ (5/4+ ε)OPT (see Figure 5.2b).
A challenge which arises using this new strategy is the fact that some
of the other items have to be discarded due to slicing. Since the packing
area is already extended by the factor (1/4+ ε), it is no longer possible
to simply place these discarded items on top of the packing, as shown in
Figure 5.2b. The discarded items have to be placed carefully into the gaps
generated by the shifting and reordering technique. We prove that for each
possible optimal packing the corresponding rearranged packing contains
suitable gaps for these items.
In Section 5.2, we describe this shifting and reordering technique
and the specific structure it generates for the simplified case that just
these critical items have to be placed integrally while all other items are
allowed be partitioned into vertical slices, which do not have to be placed
contiguously.
For the structural result, all items have to be placed integral; thus, we
cannot slice all noncritical items. Nevertheless, we may still slice certain
narrow items. We use and prove the property that each optimal packing can
be partitioned into few rectangular areas. A characteristic of this partition
is that each critical item is contained in an area exclusively containing
critical and sliceable items. Up to three critical items can overlap each of
the vertical borders of these areas and these overlapping items may not be
shifted horizontally or vertically. We managed to extend the new strategy
to these areas although it becomes much more involved in this extension,
as described in Section 5.3.
Combining our new techniques to place critical items on three shelves,
find suitable gaps for discarded non-critical items and handle the exclu-
sive slicing of narrow items together enables us to prove the structural
result from Lemma 5.24. In the algorithm, we guess the structure of the
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optimal packing and use dynamic programming to place the items into
this structure.
The strength of the structure result is that it applies to all optimal
solutions with the property that they consist of rectangular objects placed
into a rectangle that is extendable on one side. Optimal solutions of the
three considered problems all have this property. Thanks to this feature,
we were able to obtain algorithms which find 5/4+ ε approximations for
Strip Packing with and without rotations and for Contiguous Moldable
Task Scheduling by carefully adapting the dynamic program.
5.2 Introducing the Shifting and Reordering
Technique
To demonstrate the central new idea which leads to the improved structural
result – the shifting and reordering technique – we consider the following
simplified case. In this scenario, we have to pack items with a tall height
integrally, while we are allowed to slice all other items vertically.
Let a packing with height H be given. We define tall items as the items
which have a height larger than 1/4H and call the others non-tall. Let us
assume that there is an arithmetic grid with N + 1 horizontal grid lines
with distance H/N such that each tall item starts and ends at the grid
lines. For now, we can think of this grid as the integral grid with H + 1
grid lines. Later, we can reduce the grid lines by rounding the heights of
the items. We are interested in a fractional packing of the non-tall items.
Therefore, we replace each non-tall item i by exactly w(i) items with height
h(i) and width 1. This step is called slicing.
Lemma 5.5. By adding at most 1/4H to the packing height and slicing non-tall
items, we can rearrange the items such that we generate at most 3/2N rectangular
subareas, called boxes, which contain tall items with the same height only, and at
most 9/4N + 1 boxes for sliced items.
Proof. In this proof, we will present a rearrangement strategy which pro-
vides the desired properties. This strategy consists of two shifting steps
and one reordering step. In the shifting steps, we shift items in the vertical
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(a) optimal packing (b) first shift
1
1
3
3
3
3
2
(c) second shift
2
3
4
1
5
(d) reordered pack-
ing
Figure 5.3. States of the item rearrangement. Dark rectangles represent tall items
while light gray areas represent sliced items
direction, while in the reordering step we change the item positions hor-
izontally. In the first shifting step, we ensure that tall items intersecting
the horizontal lines 1/4H or 3/4H will touch the bottom or the top of the
packing area, respectively. In the second shift, we ensure that tall items
not intersecting these lines have a common upper border as well. Last, we
reorder the items such that tall items with the same height are positioned
next to each other if they have a common upper or lower border.
Step 1: First shift. Note that there is no tall item completely below 1/4H
or completely above 3/4H since each tall item has a height larger than 1/4H.
We shift each tall item t intersecting the horizontal line 1/4H down so that
its bottom border touches the bottom of the strip. The sliced items below t
are shifted up exactly h(t) so that they are now positioned above t. In the
same way, we shift each tall item intersecting the horizontal line at 3/4H
but not the horizontal line at 1/4H such that its upper border is positioned
at H and shift the sliced items down accordingly, see Figure 5.3b.
Step 2: Introducing pseudo items. At this point, we introduce a set of con-
tainers for the sliced items, which we call pseudo items, see Figure 5.3b.
At each left or right border of a tall item, we draw vertical lines of height
H from the bottom to the top of the packing and erase these lines on any
tall item. Each area between two consecutive lines which is bounded on
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top and bottom by a tall item or the packing area and contains sliced
items represents a new item called pseudo item. Note that no sliced item
is intersecting any box border since they are positioned on integral widths
only. Furthermore, when we shift a pseudo item, we shift all sliced items
in this container accordingly.
When constructing the pseudo items, we consider one special case.
Consider a tall item t with height larger than 3/4H. There can be no tall
item positioned above or below t, and t was shifted down. For these items,
we introduce one pseudo item of height H and width w(t) containing t
and all sliced items above. Note that each pseudo item has a height, which
is a multiple of H/N. Furthermore, note that each tall or pseudo item
touching the top or the bottom border of the packing area has a height
larger than 1/4H.
Step 3: Second shift. Next, we do a second shifting step consisting of
three sub-steps. First, we shift each tall or pseudo item intersected by
the horizontal line at 3/4H but not the horizontal line at 1/4H exactly
1/4H upwards. Second, we shift each pseudo item positioned between the
horizontal lines at 1/2H and 3/4H so that their lower border is positioned at
the horizontal line 3/4H. Last, we shift each tall or pseudo item intersected
by the horizontal line at 1/2H but not the horizontal line at 1/4H or 3/4H
so that its upper border is positioned at the horizontal line 3/4H. After this
shifting, no item overlaps another item since we have shifted the items
intersecting the line at 3/4H exactly 1/4H, while each item below is shifted
at most 1/4H.
Step 4: Fusing pseudo items. After the second shift, we will fuse and shift
some pseudo items. We want to establish the property that each tall and
pseudo item has one border (upper or lower), which touches one of the
horizontal lines at 0, 3/4H, or 5/4H. At the moment there can be some
pseudo items between the horizontal lines 1/4H and 1/2H, which do not
touch one of the three lines. In the following, we study the three cases
where those pseudo items can occur. These items do only exist if there is a
tall item touching the bottom of the packing and another tall item above
this item with lower border at or below 1/2H before the second shifting
step. Consider two consecutive vertical lines we had drawn to generate
the pseudo items. If a tall item overlaps the vertical strip between these
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lines, its right and left borders lie either on the strips borders or outside of
the strip.
Case 1: In the first considered case there are three tall items, t1, t2, and t3
from bottom to top, which overlap the strip. In this scenario t1 must have
its lower border at 0, t2 its upper border at 3/4H, and t3 its upper border
at 5/4H. As a consequence, there are at most two pseudo items: One is
positioned between t1 and t2, and the other one between t2 and t3. We will
stack them so that the lower border of the stack is positioned at 3/4H and
prove that this is possible without overlapping t3. The total height of both
pseudo items is H ´ h(t1)´ h(t2)´ h(t3). The total area not occupied by
tall items is H ´ h(t1)´ h(t2)´ h(t3) + 1/4H since we have added 1/4H to
the packing height. The distance between t1 and t2 is at most 1/4H since
t1’s lower border is at 0 and t2’s upper border is at 3/4H and both have
a height larger than 1/4H. Therefore, the distance between t2 and t3 is at
least H ´ h(t1)´ h(t2)´ h(t3), see Figure 5.3c at the items marked with 1.
Case 2: Now consider the case where there is one tall item t1 touching
the bottom, and one tall item t2 with height at least 1/2H touching 5/4H.
Obviously, t2 has a height of at most 3/4H. Furthermore, there is at most
one pseudo item, and it has to be positioned between 1/4H and 1/2H. We
shift this pseudo item up until its bottom touches 1/2H, see Figure 5.3c at
the item marked with 2. This is possible without constructing any overlap,
because the distance between t1 and the horizontal line 1/2H is less than
1/4H and, therefore, the distance between the line 1/2H and the lower
border of the tall item is larger than the height of the pseudo item.
After this step, we consider each tall item t with height larger than
1/2H touching 5/4H. We generate a new pseudo item with width w(t)
and height 3/4H, with upper border at 5/4H and lower border at 1/2H,
containing all pseudo items below t touching 1/2H with their lower border.
Case 3: In the last case we consider, there are two tall items t1 and t2
and two pseudo items; one of the items t1 and t2 touches the top of the
packing or the bottom, while the other ends at 3/4H. Hence, the distance
between the tall items has to be smaller than 1/4H. Furthermore, one of the
pseudo items has to touch the top or the bottom of the packing while the
other is positioned between t1 and t2. Since the distance between t1 and t2
is less than 1/4H one of the distances between the packing border and the
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lower border of t1 or the upper border of t2 is at least H ´ h(t1)´ h(t2).
Therefore, we can fuse both pseudo items by shifting the one between t1
and t2 so that it is positioned above or below the other one, see Figure 5.3c
at the items marked with 3.
Observation 5.6. After the shifting and fusing, each tall or pseudo item
touches one of the horizontal lines at 0, 3/4H or 5/4H.
Step 5: Reordering the items. In the last part of the rearrangement, we
reorder the items horizontally to place pseudo and tall items with the
same height next to each other. In this reordering step, we create five areas
each reserved for certain items. To do so, we take vertical slices of the
packing and move them to the left or the right in the strip. A vertical slice
is an area of the packing with width one and height of the considered
packing area, i.e. 5/4H in this case. While rearranging these slices, it will
never happen that two items overlap. However, it can happen that some of
the tall items are placed fractionally afterwards. This will be fixed in later
steps.
Area 1: First, we will extract all vertical slices containing (pseudo) items
with height H. Then, shifting all the remaining vertical slices to the left as
much as possible, we create one box for pseudo items of height H at the
right, see Figure 5.3d at Area 1. In this area, we sort the pseudo items so
that the pseudo items containing tall items with the same height are placed
next to each other. In this step, we did not place any tall item fractionally.
Area 2: Afterward, we take each vertical slice containing a (pseudo) item
with height at least 1/2H touching the horizontal line at 5/4H. Remember,
there might be pseudo items containing a tall item t with height between
1/2H and 3/4H. We shift these slices to the left of the packing and sort
them in descending order of the tall items height h(t), see Figure 5.3d at
Area 2. Afterward, we sort the pseudo items below these tall items, which
are touching 1/2H with their bottom in ascending order of their heights,
which is possible without generating any overlapping. In this step, it can
happen that we slice tall items which touch the bottom of the strip. We
will fix this slicing in one of the following steps, when we consider Area 5.
Area 3: Next, we look at vertical slices containing (pseudo) items t with
height at least 1/2H touching the bottom of the strip. We shift them to the
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right until they touch the Area 1 and sort these slices in ascending order of
the heights h(t), see Figure 5.3d at Area 3. Note that there are no pseudo
or tall items with upper border at 3/4H in these slices. In this step, it can
happen that we slice tall items touching the top of the packing. This will
be fixed in the next step.
Area 4: Look at the area above 3/4H and left of the Area 2 but right
of Area 1, see Figure 5.3d at Area 4. In this area no item overlaps the
horizontal line 3/4H. Therefore, we have a rectangular area where each
item either touches its bottom or its top and no item is intersected by the
area’s borders. In [91] it was shown that, in this case, we can sort the items
touching the line 3/4H in ascending order of their height and the items
touching 5/4H in descending order of heights and no item will overlap
another item. Now all items with the same height are placed next to each
other, thus we have fixed the slicing of tall items on the top of the strip.
Area 5: In the last step, we will reorder the remaining items, namely the
items touching the bottom of the strip left of Area 3 and the items touching
the horizontal line at 3/4H with their top between Area 2 and Area 3. The
items touching the bottom are sorted in descending order of their height
and the items touching the horizontal line at 3/4H are sorted in ascending
order regarding their heights.
Claim 5.7. After the reordering of Area 5 no item overlaps another.
Proof. First, note that the items touching 5/4H have a height of at most
3/4H. Therefore, no item touching the bottom having height at most 1/2H
can overlap with these items. Furthermore, note that before the reordering
no item was overlapping another. Let us assume there are two items b and
t, which overlap at a point (x, y) after this reordering. Then all items left of
x touching 3/4H have their lower border below y, while all items touching
the bottom left of x have their upper border above y. Therefore, at every
point left and right of (x, y) in the Area 5 there is an item overlapping it.
Hence, the total width of items overlapping the horizontal line y is larger
than the width of the Area 5. Therefore in the original ordering, there
would have been items overlapping each other already since we did not
add any items – a contradiction. As a consequence in this new ordering,
no two items overlap, which concludes the proof of the claim. C
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Analyzing the number of constructed boxes. In the last part of this proof, we
analyze how many boxes we have created. Each tall item with height at
least 3/4H touches the bottom and we create at most one box in Area 1
for each height. Therefore, we create at most N/4 boxes for these items.
Each tall item of height between 1/2H and 3/4H touches the bottom or the
horizontal line 5/4H. On each of these lines, we create at most one box for
items with the same height. Therefore, we create at most 2N/4 boxes for
these items. Last, each tall item with height larger than 1/4H but smaller
than 1/2H either touches the bottom of the packing, the horizontal line
3/4H or the horizontal line 5/4H. At each of these lines, we create at most
one box for each height. Therefore, we create at most 3N/4 of these boxes.
In total, we create at most 32 N boxes for tall items.
Let us consider the number of boxes for sliced items. Each pseudo
item’s height is a multiple of H/N. Therefore, we have at most N different
sizes for pseudo items. There are at most 4 boxes for each height less than
1/4H. One is touching H with its top border in Area 1, one is touching
3/4H with its bottom border in Area 4, one is touching 3/4H with its top
border in Area 5, and one is touching 1/2H with its bottom border in Area
2. Furthermore, there are at most 3 boxes for each size between 1/4H and
1/2H. One is touching 5/4H with its top border in Area 4, one is touching
3/4H with its top border in Area 5, and one is touching 0 with its bottom
border in Area 5. Additionally, there are at most 2 boxes for each pseudo
item size larger than 1/2H. One is touching 5/4H with its top border in
Area 2, the other one is touching 0 with its bottom border in Area 3. Last
there is only one pseudo item with height larger than 3/4H in Area 1.
It has height H. Since the grid is arithmetically, we have at most N/4
sizes with height at most 1/4H, N/4 sizes between 1/4H and 1/2H and
at most 1/4N sizes between 1/2H and 3/4H. Therefore, we create at most
4 ¨ 1/4N + 3 ¨ 1/4N + 2 ¨ 1/4N + 1 = 94 N + 1 boxes for sliced items.
In this section, we have proven that in this simplified case it is possible
to reorder the items so that they have a nice structure, where there are
at most few boxes for each tall item height containing only items with
the same height. However, we are interested in a simple structure for a
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packing, where no item is sliced. The main key to find such a structure is
presented in the next section.
5.3 Reordering in the General Case
In the structural result, all items have to be placed integrally; thus, we
cannot slice the non-tall items as we do in the previous chapter. Never-
theless, we may still slice certain narrow items, because for them we have
techniques to place them integrally afterward. We call these sliceable items
vertical items. In Section 5.4 we will see that it is possible to partition
the packing area into a constant number of rectangular subareas, called
boxes, so that boxes containing tall items will contain tall and vertical
items only. In this section, we will consider such boxes and show that it is
possible to reorder the items inside these boxes similarly as in Section 5.2.
A challenge that arises when considering these subareas is that up to three
tall items can overlap the left and right box border. Since we do not want
to slice these items, we fix their position and call them unmovable. These
unmovable items complicate the reordering in the box compared to Section
5.2. We overcome this difficulty by a more careful reordering of the items.
In the following, we again assume that all tall items are placed on an
arithmetic grid with N + 1 horizontal grid lines with distance H/N and
that the non-tall items are sliced. Furthermore, we assume that the box
also starts and ends at these grid lines. Let S(B) be the y-coordinate of the
lower box border. For simplicity of notation, we will assume that S(B) = 0.
Often we will speak about horizontal lines through the box at a specific
height. If S(B) ­= 0, one has to shift up the considered lines by S(B).
The reordering of the items inside the boxes differs by the height of
the boxes. In boxes with height at most 1/2H there can be at most one
tall item cut by any vertical line through the box. The reordering inside
these boxes is the simplest and is described in Section 5.3.1. If the box
has a height between 1/2H and 3/4H, there can be up to two tall items per
vertical line through the strip and the reordering gets more involved. For
the reordering of these boxes, we need an extra box of height 1/4H for the
first time, and the algorithm is described in Section 5.3.2. The last kind
of boxes are the boxes with height up to H. The reordering inside these
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boxes is the most involved but uses similar techniques as in the reordering
of the previous section and can be found in Section 5.3.3.
5.3.1 Reordering inside small Boxes
In this section, we consider the reordering of the items inside boxes B
that have a small height of at most h(B) ď H/2. These boxes are the most
convenient boxes regarding the reordering since there can be at most one
tall item per vertical line trough the strip.
Lemma 5.8. Consider a small box B with height h(B) ď H/2. By slicing non-
tall items, we can rearrange the tall and non-tall items in this box such that there
are at most N/4+ 2 sub-boxes for tall items which contain tall items with the
same height only and at most N/4+ 4 sub-boxes for non-tall items.
Proof. Since the box B has a height of at most H/2 and tall items have a
height larger than H/4, each vertical line through the box will cut at most
one tall item. Therefore, there can be at most one tall item of each side
of the box overlapping the box border. These items are unmovable items.
Since there is at most one tall item per vertical line through the box, we
can shift the (movable) tall items down to the bottom of the box, similar as
seen above in the proof of Lemma 5.5, since the non-tall items are sliced.
Again, we draw vertical lines at the left and right borders of the tall items,
to partition the area containing non-tall items into pseudo items.
After this step, the box B is partitioned into vertical strips containing
no tall item, strips containing tall items, and two strips containing the
unmovable items. We do not move the strips containing the unmovable
items, but sort the other strips by size of the contained tall item. After this
sorting step, all tall items with the same height (apart from the unmovable
items) are positioned next to each other.
For each appearing height of tall items, we create at most one sub-box
containing just tall items of the same height. Additionally, we create two
sub-boxes containing the unmovable items. Hence, the total number of
sub-boxes created for tall items is bounded by N/4+ 2 since the tall items
have sizes between H/4 and H/2.
On the other hand, the number of sub-boxes created for the non-tall
items is bounded by N/4 + 4: For each appearing tall item height, we
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create one sub-box for non-tall items, except for the tall item height, which
has height of the box. However, this loss is evened out by the box that
we create for non-tall items for the case that there exist strips containing
no tall item at all. Furthermore, we create 4 sub-boxes that are positioned
above and below the two unmovable items, which concludes the proof of
this lemma.
5.3.2 Reordering inside medium Boxes
In this section, we consider boxes which have a height between 1/2H and
3/4H. These boxes have the property that each vertical line trough the
box intersects at most two tall items. We use this feature to prove that
these boxes can be divided into a constant number of sub-boxes so that
each sub-box contains only items of the same size. However, to create
this division, we need an additional box with a height 1/4H and a width
which is bounded by the boxes width. More precisely, we will prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.9. Consider a box B with h(B) P (1/2H, 3/4H]. Using an additional
box BP of height 1/4H and width of at most (1´ (1/N))w(B) it is possible
to rearrange the items inside this box such that we generate at most O(1/N2)
sub-boxes for tall items containing only items with the same height, and at most
O(1/N2) sub-boxes for vertical items.
We will prove this lemma in several steps. First, we transform the
box to a box where all tall items are touching the top or the bottom of
the box. To perform this transformation, we introduce a first set of sub
boxes and introduce pseudo items, see Lemma 5.10. In the second step, we
remove all the pseudo items that are not touching the top or the bottom
of the box and shift them into an extra box of height 1/4H and width
w(B). Since the extra box that we are allowed to use has a width of at
most (1´ (1/N))w(B), we prove that for every reordering of the tall and
pseudo items it is possible to place some of the removed pseudo items
back inside the box, see Lemma 5.11. In the last step, we prove that in a
box where all items are touching the bottom or top of the box, we can find
a reordering such that we only use a suitable number of sub-boxes for the
tall and pseudo items, see Lemma 5.13.
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Lemma 5.10. Consider a box B with h(B) P (1/2H, 3/4H]. By introducing at
most N/2 + 6 sub-boxes for tall and at most N/2 + 10 sub-boxes for vertical
items, we can generate a sub-box B1 of B with height h(B) and width at most
w(B), where all the tall items (including unmovable items) are touching the top
or the bottom of the box and each side of the box has at most one overlapping
unmovable item.
l
u
t
(a) a left box border
l
u
t
(b) define new box (c) define new border
Figure 5.4. A left box border, where two unmoveable items (hatched) overlap. The
red line defines the new box border and the dotted area defines a new box (5.4b).
The hatched area defines the new unmoveable item (5.4c).
Proof. The box B has a height of at most 3/4H. Therefore, each vertical
line trough the box intersects at most two tall items and hence there
are at most two unmovable items overlapping each vertical box border.
Furthermore, each tall item is intersected by the horizontal line at H/4 or
the horizontal line at H/2. We shift each movable tall item intersecting
H/4 down such that it touches the bottom of the box and each movable
tall item intersecting H/2 up such that it touches the top of the box while
we shift the sliced items up or down accordingly.
Let us consider one side of the box where two tall items l, u overlap the
box border. Let l be below u. W.l.o.g. let xl + w(l) ě xu + w(u), i.e., let the
right side of l be more to the right than the right side of u, see Figure 5.4a.
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We draw a vertical line L through the box at the right side of l, see Figure
5.4b at the red line. We define L as the left box border of the box B1. There
is at most one unmovable item overlapping this border. More precisely
there can be a tall item t, positioned at the top of the box, which intersects
L. This item is defined as a new unmovable item of the box B1.
We still have to deal with the items left of this line. For the item l,
we introduce an new box containing just this item. For the area below
this box, we introduce a new box spanning from the left lower corner of
the original box to the right lower corner of the item l. This box contains
just sliced items and hence is a sub-box for sliced items on its own. Last
consider the area spanning from the intersection point of the top of l with
the original box border and the intersection of L with the upper box border.
We define this area as a new box of height at most 1/2H. Therefore, we can
use Lemma 5.8 to reorder the items in this segment and generate at most
N/4+ 2 sub-boxes for tall and at most N/4+ 4 additional sub-boxes for
non tall items.
We repeat this step on the right side of the box.
In the following step, we consider a box generated by the previous
lemma. More precisely this box has a height of h(B) P (1/2H, 3/4H] and
each tall item either touches the top or the bottom of the box. When
we introduce pseudo items for the non-tall items as seen above, each of
these pseudo items either touches the top or the bottom of the box, or is
contained between two tall items. In the next lemma, we are interested in
these last pseudo items, which do not touch the top or bottom border.
These pseudo items interfere when we try to reorder the items touching
the top or the bottom of the box. For this reason, we would like to remove
these pseudo items and place them into an extra box. Since these pseudo
items are always positioned between two tall items and the box B has a
height of at most h(B) ď 3/4H, these pseudo items can have a height of
at most 1/4H. Thus, they fit into the extra box BP regarding the height.
However, the total width of these items can be up to w(B), but BP has a
width of less than w(B). Therefore, we need to place some of these pseudo
items back into the original box. The next lemma states the total width of
pseudo items that can be placed back into the original box. To simplify the
handling of these pseudo items, we assume that they are sliced vertically
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such that each slice has a width of exactly 1.
Lemma 5.11. Let B be a box where each tall item (movable and unmovable) either
touches the bottom or the top of the box and all non-tall items are contained inside
pseudo items.
Let β be the minimal difference between the heights of two tall or pseudo items.
Let t be the shortest tall or pseudo item touching the top and b be the shortest
tall or pseudo item touching the bottom, with h(t) ą 0 and h(b) ą 0. Define
h := (h(B)´ h(t)´ h(b)). Let CB be the set of (sliced) pseudo items neither
touching the top or the bottom of the box.
For each feasible reordering of the tall and pseudo items touching the top or
bottom box border and each α ď β/(β+ h), we can find a subset S Ď CB that can
be placed in the reordered packing such that (1´ α)w(B) ě w(CB)´ |S|, i. e.,
the residual pseudo items in CB can be placed inside a box width width bounded
by (1´ α)w(B).
w
CB
αw w
C1B
αw
Figure 5.5. Two orderings of the items in TY P.
Proof. Let be given any reordering of the tall and pseudo items touching
the top or the bottom of the box. Furthermore, let C1B be the set of sliced
pseudo items that would be generated between the tall and pseudo items
in this given reordering. We sort the pseudo items in both sets CB and C1B
in ascending order and index them from 1 to w := w(B). If there are less
than w pseudo items, we introduce pseudo times with height zero until
there are exactly w of them. We will show that the dαwe smallest pseudo
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items in CB fit inside the dαwe largest pseudo items in C1B. Let l be the
container with index dαwe in the set CB and let r be the container with
index w´ dαwe+ 1 in the set C1B. If hl ď hr the dαwe shortest container in
CB can be placed into the dαwe longest container C1B, see Figure 5.5.
Assume for contradiction that hl ą hr. We know about the area of
the sets of containers that A(CB) = A(C1B). Since each pseudo item in
CB with index at least l has height of at least hl , we know that A(CB) ě
hl(w ´ dαwe + 1). Furthermore, we know that A(C1B) ď hr(w ´ dαwe +
1) + h(dαwe´ 1) since each pseudo item i P C1B with index at most r has
height of at most hr and each pseudo item i P C1B with index larger than r
has height at most h. In total, we have
hl(w´ dαwe+ 1) ď A(CB) = A(C1B) ď hr(w´ dαwe+ 1) + h(dαwe´ 1).
Since hl ą hr and the height difference between two items tall and pseudo
is at least β, we have hl ě hr + β. This leads to
(hr + β)(w´ dαwe+ 1) ď hr(w´ dαwe+ 1) + h(dαwe´ 1).
It follows that wβ ď (β+ h)(dαwe´ 1). Since dαwe´ 1 ă αw, this leads to
β ă (β+ h)α, which is a contradiction for each α ď β/(h + β).
We use this lemma for the reordering of boxes with height between
1/2H and 3/4H. Since all the items touching the top or bottom have a
height of at least 1/4H, we know that h ď 1/4H. Furthermore, we know
that all the tall and pseudo items have a height, which is a multiple
of H/N since the box starts and ends at grid lines and so do the tall
items. Therefore, we know that β ě H/N. As a result, we can choose
α ě (H/N)/((H/N) + 1/4H) = (1/N)/(1/N + 1/4) ě 1/N.
Corollary 5.12. The box we use to place the pseudo items that do not touch the
top or the bottom of the box needs a width of at most (1´ 1/N)w(B).
In the last step, we analyze how we can rearrange the items touching
the top or the bottom of the considered box while generating a constant
number of sub-boxes for tall and pseudo items. Note that the properties
needed in the following lemma are provided by the previous lemmas.
The number of different item heights appearing in the box is bounded by
O(1/N).
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Lemma 5.13. Consider a box B, where all tall and pseudo items (including the
unmovable items) either touch the top or the bottom of the box and there is at
most one unmovable item overlapping each vertical border of the box. Let k be
the number of different appearing heights of the items, which are all multiples of
H/N. We can reorder the items in this box such that we need to introduce at
most O(k2) sub-boxes for tall items and at most O(k2) sub-boxes for non-tall
items
Proof. Let us assume that on each part of the upper or lower border there
is a pseudo or tall item touching this border. If not, we introduce a new
item with height zero.
Let hb,0 be the height of a tallest item touching the bottom of the box
and ib,l be the leftmost and ib,r the rightmost item of height hb,0. Similarly
choose ht,0, it,l , and it,r with respect to the top of the box. Further, let il
be the item in {ib,l , it,l} which is most to the left and ir the item which is
most to the right in {ib,r, it,r}. If il and ir are touching the same border we
change ir to the second right most item in {ib,r, it,r}. Let w.l.o.g. il,0 = ib,l
and ir,0 = it,r.
i1l,0
ir,0
il,0
i1r,0
i1l,0
ir,0
il,0
i1r,0
Figure 5.6. A packing before and after the first step of the reordering.
We draw a vertical line at the left border of il,0. The item we cut with
this line becomes a new unmovable item i1l,0. We do the same on the
right side of ir,0 and name the cut item i1r,0 (see Figure 5.6). Next, we sort
the movable items between the drawn vertical lines. The movable items
touching the top are sorted in ascending order with respect to their height,
while the movable items touching the bottom are sorted in descending
order.
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Claim 5.14. After this reordering no two items overlap.
Proof. There is no tall item touching the bottom that overlaps i1l,0 since
each item touching the bottom has height at most hb,0. Since i1l,0 was placed
above il,0, i1l,0 fits above each item in the box B. Analogously one can show
that no item overlaps i1r,0.
Assume now there is an item ib touching the bottom that overlaps an
item it touching the top. Let p = (xp, yp) be a point, which is overlapped by
the item ib and it. Let (xl , yb) denote the left bottom corner of bl and (xr, yt)
the right top corner of tl . By our reordering there must be a set of items Ib
touching the bottom with total width greater than xp ´ xl , which is placed
between xl and xr and has height at least yp ´ yb. Furthermore, there must
be a set of items It with total width greater than xr ´ xp touching the
bottom and having height at least yt ´ yp. Since the area the items can be
placed in has a width of xr ´ xl and the sets Ib and It have a total width of
w(It Y Ib) ą xp ´ xl + xr ´ xp = xr ´ xl by the pidgin hole principle there
must be an item in Ib that overlaps an item in It in the original packing –
a contradiction, which concludes the proof of the claim. C
We now look at the items touching the top and having the same height
as i1l,0. We remove this set of items, shift the items smaller than h(i1l,0) to the
right and place the items with height h(i1l,0) next to i1l,0. After this shifting
no two items overlap since all the items we shifted are smaller than i1l,0
and hence they cannot overlap an item from the bottom of the box. By this
shifting, we avoid to introduce an extra box for the item i1l,0. We do the
same on the bottom with the items with height h(i1r,0).
So far, we have achieved the following: We have at most 2k boxes for
tall items between il and ir and at most 2k boxes for pseudo items. On the
left of il,0, we have reduced the number of different item heights touching
the bottom by at least one as they are all smaller than h(il,0). Likewise, on
the right side of ir,0, the number of distinct item heights touching the top
is reduced by one.
We now describe how to continue to reorder the packing: We repeat
the following step on the right side of ir,0 and on the left side of il,0 until
a break condition occurs. Since the steps are mirrored for il,0 and ir,0, we
only describe them for il,0.
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il,1
i1l,0
ir,0
i1r,1
i1l,1
il,0
i1r,0
ir,1
il,1
i1l,0
ir,0
i1r,1
i1l,1
il,0
i1r,0
ir,1
Figure 5.7. First iteration of the iterative rearrangement of the tall and pseudo
items.
Let us assume that we are in the jth iteration. We look on the left side
of il,j. W.l.o.g. let il,j touching the bottom of the box. Let i1l,j be the item,
which was intersected by the vertical line at the left border of il,j. Let ht,j+1
be the height of the largest item left of il,j touching the other side than il,j,
i. e., the top in this case since il,j touches the bottom. We define il,j+1 as the
left most item touching the top, which has height ht,j+1. Again, we draw
a vertical line on the left side of il,j+1. Let i1l,j+1 be the item intersected by
this line. We define i1l,j and i1l,j+1 as unmovable items. We sort the movable
items touching the bottom between i1l,j+1 and il,j in ascending order and
the movable items touching the top in descending order. With the same
arguments in the proof of Claim 5.14, one can see that by this reordering
no item from the bottom overlaps an item from the top. By choosing i1l,j+1
as the leftmost tallest item touching the top, we have reduced the total
number of different heights touching the top by at least one.
We repeat the described step until one of the following conditions
occur:
1. The tallest item touching the top and the tallest item touching the
bottom have a summed height of at most h(B).
2. The item il,j touches or overlaps the left border of the box.
If condition 1 occurs in any reordering of the items, it cannot happen
that a tall or pseudo item touching the bottom overlaps any tall or pseudo
item touching the top since their height is not large enough. So at this
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point, we simply sort the items touching the top in ascending order and
the items touching the bottom just as well.
If condition 2 occurs, we repeat the normal reordering step once again.
When we draw the vertical line, it will be placed exactly on the box border,
and we are finished.
i1l,2
il,1
i1l,0
ir,0
i1r,1
il,2
i1l,1
il,0
i1r,0
ir,1
i1l,2
il,1
i1l,0
ir,0
i1r,1
il,2
i1l,1
il,0
i1r,0
ir,1
Figure 5.8. On the left side break condition 2 occurs, while on the right side break
condition 1 occurs.
Let us count how many different sub-boxes for tall and pseudo items
we create. In each of the partitioning steps, we create at most 2k sub-boxes
for tall items and at most 2k sub-boxes for pseudo items, i. e., we create at
most one sub-box at the top and one sub-box at the bottom of the box for
each size and item type. Furthermore, in each of these steps, we reduce the
total number of different heights touching the bottom or touching the top
by one. If the tallest item touching the top and the tallest item touching the
bottom are both smaller than h(B)/2, then condition 1 is fulfilled. Hence,
we need at most O(k) iterations until the tallest item touching the bottom
and the tallest item touching the top both have a height of at most h(B)/2
since all sizes are multiples of H/N. Hence in total, we create at most
O(k2) sub-boxes for tall items and at most O(k2) sub-boxes for pseudo
items.
When performing the steps of the Lemmas 5.10, 5.11, and 5.13 one after
another, we obtain a reordering, which fulfills the properties of Lemma
5.9.
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5.3.3 Reordering inside tall Boxes
In the final step, we consider tall boxes B with height h(B) ą 3/4H. The
reordering inside these boxes is similar to the reordering described in
Section 5.2. However, we have to be much more careful since there could
be up to three tall items overlapping the box borders. To simplify the
analysis of the reordering, we assume that the lower border of B is at
0. If not, we shift all horizontal lines accordingly. Furthermore, we will
assume that no tall item overlaps the left or right box border at (or above)
S(B) + h(B)´ 1/4H. In the proof of the Structure Lemma, we will establish
this feature before applying the following lemma.
Lemma 5.15. Let B be a box with height h(B) ą 3/4H such that no tall item
overlaps the left or right box border at (or above) h(B)´ 1/4H. By adding at most
1/4H to B’s height, we can rearrange the items in B such that we generate at most
O(N2) boxes for tall and at most O(N2) boxes for vertical items without moving
the unmovable items. The vertical items are sliced while each tall item is placed as
a whole.
Proof. In this proof, we present a reordering strategy for the items in these
boxes. Let h(B) be the height of B. Notice that there are at most two tall
items overlapping the left or right box border since we assumed that there
is no tall item overlapping the border at h(B)´ 1/4H. In the first step, we
shift all movable items according to the first and second shifting step seen
in the proof of Lemma 5.5. However, the reordering works differently than
before. If there are items taller than 1/2H touching the top of the box, we
find the leftmost item il and the rightmost item r of them. We introduce
three areas: one left of il , one between il and ir and one right of ir. While
we reorder the leftmost and the rightmost area with known techniques,
we need a new trick to reorder the middle part.
Step 1: Shifting the items. Let us first consider the unmovable items on
the left box side. There can be two of these, one overlapping the box at
1/4H, the other at 1/2h(B). In the case that there is just one item, we extend
it to the bottom of the strip, generating one unmovable pseudo item. If
there are two items, t1 at 1/4H and t2 at 1/2h(B), we extend t1 to the bottom.
Then, depending on which of the items t1 or t2 has its right border farther
on the left, we extend t1 to the bottom of t2 or t2 to the top of t1, i.e., the
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1/2h(B)
1/4H
h(B)´ 1/4H
h(B)
(a) The introduction of unmovable pseudo
items (hatched area).
(b) The first shift and the introduc-
tion of pseudo items.
Figure 5.9. Shifting the items
one whose appearance inside the box is more narrow is extended, see
Figure 5.9a at the hatched areas. We do the same on the right side of the
box.
Next, we perform the first shifting step, which works analogue to the
one in the simple case with exception for the unmovable items which will
not be shifted, see Figure 5.9b. First, we shift each movable item crossed
by the line 1/4H down to the bottom of the box. Afterward, we shift each
movable item crossed by the line h(B)´ 1/4H to the top of the box. We
introduce pseudo items as described in the proof of Lemma 5.5, with the
difference that each tall item t with height larger than 3h(B)/4 generates
a pseudo item with height h(B) and width w(t).
Next, we do the second shifting step, see Figure 5.10a. Each tall and
pseudo item cut by the line h(B)´ 1/4H is shifted up exactly 1/4H. Re-
member, there is no unmovable item intersecting this line. We shift each
pseudo item between the lines h(B)´ 1/4H and 1/2h(B) such that its bot-
tom touches h(B)´ 1/4H. Afterward, we shift each not shifted movable
tall and pseudo item crossed by the line 1/2h(B) such that its top touches
h(B)´ 1/4H. Again, no item overlaps another after this shift.
Last, we will fuse the pseudo items as described in Lemma 5.5, see
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Figure 5.10b. The fusion is possible since the considered distance in each
of the Cases 1 to 3 is at most 1/4H, too. After this fusion, we can assume
that each item t with height larger than 1/2h(B) touching h(B) + 1/4H has
a height of exactly 1/2h(B) + 1/4H, see Case 2 in the proof of Lemma 5.5.
Furthermore, we can assume that each item t touching the bottom with
height taller than 1/2h(B) has height h(B)´ 1/4H: There can be at most
two items above t, one tall item and one pseudo item. The pseudo item
has its lower border at h(B)´ 1/4H. Therefore, we can extend the item t to
the horizontal line h(B)´ 1/4H.
After this shift, each movable item has one border at one of the fol-
lowing horizontal lines 0, h(B)´ 1/4H, or h(B) + 1/4H. Furthermore, only
(pseudo) items with height 1/2h(B) + 1/4H or larger are crossing the line
h(B)´ 1/4H.
1/2h(B)
1/4H
h(B)´ 1/4H
h(B)
h(B) + 1/4H
(a) The second shift. (b) Fusing the pseudo items.
Figure 5.10. Shifting the items
Step 2: Reordering. Let us assume for simplicity that there is no (pseudo)
item with height h(B) in B. Later we will see what happens if there are
any of these ones. In the following, we will reorder the items step by
step by considering a constant number of smaller subareas of the box. We
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1/2h(B)
1/4H
h(B)´ 1/4H
h(B)
h(B) + 1/4H
il ir
Bl,1
Br,1
(a) The area Bl,1 and Br,1.
Bl,2
Br,2
(b) The areas Bl,2 and Br,2.
Figure 5.11. Reordering the items
number these subareas from one to nine. These subareas are generated
symmetrically on the left and the right side of the box and we call them Bl,i
and Br,i accordingly for the ith subarea. In the following, we will describe
the steps only for the boxes Bl,i.
Area Bl,1: Consider the leftmost (pseudo) item il with height 1/2h(B) +
1/4H touching h(B) + 1/4H and let ir be the right most of these items. Left
of il inside the box B, there is no item intersecting the horizontal line h(B)´
1/4H since only (pseudo) items with height 1/2h(B)+ 1/4H touching h(B)+
1/4H overlap this horizontal line, see Figure 5.11a. Therefore, each item left
of il above h(B)´ 1/4H either touches h(B)´ 1/4H with its lower border
or h(B) + 1/4H with its upper border. Since there is no item intersecting
the left box border, we can sort the items left of il touching h(B) + 1/4H in
descending order and the items touching h(B)´ 1/4H in ascending order
of their heights, without constructing any overlap. The same holds for the
right side of ir. We call these areas Bl,1 and Br,1.
Area Bl,2: We draw a vertical line at the left border of il to the bottom
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lm
lb rb
1/2h(B)
1/4H
h(B)´ 1/4H
h(B)
h(B) + 1/4H
L1
Bl,3
(a) The shift at the left of L1 and the in-
troduction of area Bl,3.
lm
lb rb
Bl,4 Br,4
B5
overlap
(b) The areas Bl,4, Br,4, and B5.
Figure 5.12. Reordering the items
of the box, see Figure 5.11b. If this line cuts a tall item lb at the bottom,
it defines a new unmovable item. Let us consider the area between the
line and the left box border below h(B)´ 1/4H. We call this area Bl,2. In
Bl,2 each item either touches the horizontal line at 0 or h(B)´ 1/4H and
on each side there are at most two tall unmovable items. We extend the
unmovable item intersecting h(B)/2 on the top such that it touches the
horizontal line at h(B)´ 1/4H and reorder this box with the techniques
from Lemma 5.13. We do the the same on the right of ir.
Cases for il and ir: If il and ir do not exist, there are no items overlapping
the horizontal line h(B)´ H/4 and we can partition the box in two areas
B1 and B2. We reorder B1 as described for Bl,1 and B2 as described for
Bl,2. In the case that il equals ir, we introduce Bl,1, Bl,2, Br,1 and Br,2 as
described, and order the tall items completely below il such that items
with the same height are positioned next to each other.
Area Bl,3 Now, we look at the area between the left border of il and the
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right border of ir. We denote by r(i) the right border of an item i. If r(lb)
is to the right of r(il), we draw a vertical line at r(lb), called L1. If L1
intersects a tall item with upper border at h(B)´ 1/4H, we call this item lm.
Left of L1 and right of il , we shift up each item touching h(B)´ 1/4H with
its top (the item lm inclusively) such that its lower border touches 1/2h(B),
and shift down each pseudo item touching h(B) ´ 1/4H with its lower
border such that it touches 1/2h(B) with its upper border. All pseudo items
right of L1 above lm are shifted such that they touch the top of lm with
their bottom, see Figure 5.12a. Note that no pseudo item is intersected by
the line L1.
Claim 5.16. After this shift no item overlaps another.
Proof. Consider an item i that was shifted up such that it starts at 1/2h(B).
Note that the distance between the upper border of lb and 1/2h(B) is less
than 1/4H because the upper border of lb is above 1/4H. Hence there has
to be some free space left between the upper border of s and the lower
border of each item above since we added 1/4H to the packing height.
Now consider an item i1 that was down shifted such that it ends at
1/2h(B). Above this item there has to be a tall item i2 starting at 1/2h(B),
which has a height larger than 1/4H. The item i3 above i2, i. e., an item
ending at h(B) + 1/4H has a height larger than 1/4H as well since all items
ending at h(B) + 1/4H have at least this height. Therefore, the vertical
distance between i2 and i3 is smaller than 1/4H. Since we have added
1/4H to the packing height, the vertical distance between the bottom of i1
and the top of lb has to be larger than zero. This concludes the proof of
this claim that no item overlaps another after the described shift. C
Let Il,1/2h(B) be the set of shifted items now touching 1/2h(B) with their
bottom. All the items in Il,1/2h(B) have a height of at most 1/2h(B). The area
left of L1 and right of the left border of il below 1/2h(B) is called Bl,3. This
area contains pseudo items touching 1/2h(B) and a part of lb at the bottom.
We sort the pseudo items above lb touching 1/2h(B) in descending order
of their heights.
On the other hand, if r(lb) is left of r(il), we introduce the line L1, but
do not shift any item. On the right of ir, we introduce the same line and
area named R1 and Br,3 respectively.
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Simple cases. It is possible that lb equals rb, or one of the lines L1 or
R1 intersects with ir or il respectively, or that L1 equals R1. In each of
these cases, there is no item with height larger than h(B)/2 touching the
bottom of the box between the lines L1 and R1. If there is no such item,
we shift all the items touching h(B)´ 1/4H with their top between L1 and
R1 such that they touch 1/2h(B) with their bottoms and the pseudo items
touching h(B)´ 1/4H with their bottom such that they touch 1/2h(B) with
their top (similar as we did with the items above lb). Now there is no
item intersecting the horizontal line 1/2h(B). Hence, we can sort the items
above 1/2h(B) between il and ir by their heights as well as the items below
1/2h(B). After this step, we do not need any further reordering.
Area Bl,4 and Area B5: We now consider the case that there is an item with
height taller than 1/2h(B) at the bottom between il and ir and, hence, we
need further reordering. The objective is to reorder the items of height
1/2h(B) + 1/4H touching h(B) + 1/4H such that they build two blocks, one
next to il and one next to ir. These blocks will be areas Bl,4 and Br,4. To
make this reordering possible, we have to define a border between il and ir
such that all these items left of this border are shifted to the item il while
all these items right of this border are shifted to the item ir. Let i be an
item of height larger than 1/2h(B) touching the bottom between L1 and R1.
This item defines the border between il and ir.
Consider items with height 1/2h(B) + 1/4H touching h(B) + 1/4H, right
of il and left of i. Note that none of these items is positioned above i. We
shift those items left of i to the left until they touch il and those items right
of i to the right until they touch ir. All other items with parts above 1/2h(B)
are shifted to the right or left accordingly, see Figure 5.12b. We sort the
items with height 1/2h(B) + 1/4H such that the pseudo items containing
tall items with an equal height are positioned next to each other. The area
containing these items left of i (il inclusively) is called Bl,4.
While we shift the items with height 1/2h(B) + 1/4H touching h(B) +
1/4H such that they are close to il and ir, we shift all the items between il
and ir with height h(B)´ H/4 touching the horizontal line at 0 such that
they are next to i and shift the other items to the left or right accordingly.
These items form a new area around i called B5.
In this step of creating the areas Bl,4, Br,4, and B5, it can happen that
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lm
lb rb
1/2h(B)
1/4H
h(B)´ 1/4H
h(B)
h(B) + 1/4H
L3L2
Bl,6
(a) The area Bl,6.
lm
lb rb
Bl,7
(b) The area Bl,7.
Figure 5.13. Reordering the items
items touching h(B)´ 1/4H with their top are intersecting items touching
0 with their bottom, see Figure 5.12b. We will fix this in a later step, when
we consider area Bl,9 and Br,9.
Area Bl,6: Note that the items in the set Il,1/2h(B) are now placed next to
each other (before it was possible that items with height 1/2h(B) + 1/4H
where positioned between them). In addition, there is no item touching
h(B) + 1/4H above an item touching h(B)´ 1/4H with their bottom, which
was not above this item before. Furthermore, the total width of items with
bottom border above 1/4H and below 1/2h(B) between L1 and the right of
i has not changed.
If lm exists, we draw a vertical line L2 at the right of lm and a vertical
line L3 at the left of lm, see Figure 5.13a. Let lt,r and lt,l be the tall items
touching h(B) + 1/4H intersected by this line if there are any. We look
at the area left of L3 and right of Bl,4, which is bounded at the top by
h(B) + 1/4H and at the bottom by 1/2h(B). We call this area Bl,6. In this
area, each item touches the bottom or the top, and there is at most one
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lm
lb rb
1/2h(B)
1/4H
h(B)´ 1/4H
h(B)
h(B) + 1/4H
(a) The area B8.
lm
lb rb
(b) The areas Bl,9 and Br,9.
Figure 5.14. Reordering the items
item lt,l intersecting the border, see Figure 5.13a. We use the reordering in
Lemma 5.13 to reorder the items in Bl,6.
Area Bl,7: The area above lm is called Bl,7, see Figure 5.13b. In this area,
all items are touching h(B) + 1/4H or the top of lm. All the items touching
lm with their bottom (and not h(B) + 1/4H with their top) are pseudo
items. We order the items touching h(B) + 1/4H in ascending order of their
heights and move the pseudo items below with them. Now, we look at
the overlapping items lt,r and lt,l . We move items with the height h(lt,r)
and h(lt,l) next to these overlapping items. This generates three areas for
pseudo items. The first is positioned below the first overlapping item
together with the items with the same height, the second below the other
overlapping item together with the items with the same height, and the
last between these areas. In each of these areas, we sort the pseudo items
in descending order of their height.
The areas Bl,6 and Bl,7 exist only if lm exists. If lm does not exist, we
introduce the vertical line L2 at the left border of the area Bl,4. We introduce
R2 and the areas Br,6 and Br,7 analogously on the left of ir.
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`m
`b rb
1/2h(B)
1/4H
h(B)´ 1/4H
h(B)
h(B) + 1/4H
Figure 5.15. Overview of the reordered packing
Area B8: Look at the area above h(B)´ 1/4H right of L2 and left of R2,
see Figure 5.14. We call this area B8. There are at most two unmovable
items overlapping this area. One item lt,r on the left touching h(B) + 1/4H
and one item rt,l on the right touching h(B) + 1/4H. Since B8 does not
contain any item of height 1/2h(B) + 1/4H or items from the sets Il,1/2h(B)
or Ir,1/2h(B), each item touches either the top or the bottom of this area.
Furthermore, all items touching the bottom are pseudo items. Therefore,
we can sort the items in this area as they are sorted in area Bl,7.
Area Bl,9: Last, we have to look at the items on the bottom between L1
and R1 as well as at the items touching h(B)´ 1/4H with their top between
L2 and R2, see Figure 5.14. We consider the items touching the bottom
between L1 and the left border of B5 and the items touching h(B)´ 1/4H
with their top between L2 and the left border of B5. The area containing
these items is called Bl,9. In Bl,9, we sort all items touching h(B)´ 1/4H in
ascending order of their heights and the items at the bottom in descending
order of their heights such that the tallest on the bottom touches lb and the
smallest touches the area B5. We do the same but mirrored on the right
side of i in the area Br,9.
Claim 5.17. After this step there is no item which overlaps another in the
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area Bl,9.
Proof. First, no item from the bottom will overlap the items with height
1/2h(B) + 1/4H from the top since their lower border is at 1/2h(B) and the
items below have a height less than 1/2h(B) (otherwise they would be
contained in area B5).
Let us assume there is an item b from the bottom intersecting an item
t from the top at an inner point (x, y) in the area Bl,9. As a consequence,
for each x1 larger than x up to the left border of B5, the point (x1, y) is
overlapped by an item touching h(B)´ 1/4H. On the other hand, for each
x1 ď x but right of L1 (i.e., x1 ě Li) the point (x1, y) is overlapped by an
item from the bottom of the box. Note that the total width of items with
lower border below y and above 1/4H between L1 and the left border of i
has not changed after the shifting of items with height 1/2h(B) + 1/4H on
the top of the box (the items left of lm have their lower border at h(B)/2).
Additionally, the total width of items touching the bottom of the box with
upper border above y in this area has not changed either. Therefore, the
total width of items overlapping the horizontal line at y in this area is
larger than the width of this area. As a result the items must have had
an overlapping before the first horizontal shift – a contradiction. Hence,
there is no item overlapping another item in this area, which concludes
the proof of the claim. C
Items with height h(B): Last, let us consider the case that (pseudo) items
with height h(B) exist in B. In this case in the very first step, we choose
one of the items with height h(B) and shift all the other items with this
height to the left or to the right such that they are positioned next to this
item. This shifting can be done without slicing any tall item. Afterward
these items form an area B10 which just contains items of height h(B). We
sort those pseudo items of height H which contain tall items so that tall
items with the same height are placed next to each other. Then we will
search for il left of this area and for ir right of this area. This area divides
the box and represents the splitting item i. In this case the box B8 is split
into two parts Bl,8 and Br,8, as well as the area B5 is divided into Bl,5 and
Br, 5. All the following steps are done as described above.
Analyzing the number of constructed boxes. In the worst case possible there
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are (pseudo) items with height h(B) in B and both il and ir exist. Further-
more, the left border of lb should be right of the left border of il as well
as the left border of rb should be left of ir. Until now we did not need the
assumption that the tall items are placed on an arithmetic grid. However,
to count the generated boxes, it is convenient to make this assumption.
First, we will analyze the number of boxes for tall items we generate.
Claim 5.18. The number of boxes for tall items is bounded by 2N2 +
15N/4+ 8, where H/N is the distance between the grid lines.
Proof. We proof this claim by considering the generated areas one after
another and count the number of boxes generated in each of these areas.
Area Bl,1: N/4 boxes. In the areas Bl,1 and Br,1 there are tall items with
heights between 1/4H and 1/2H on the top of the box. For each of these
sizes we generate at most one box in each area. Therefore, both contain at
most N/4 boxes for tall items.
Area Bl,2: N2/2+ N/4+ 3 boxes. In the boxes Bl,2 and Br,2, we create at
most one box for each item height larger than 1/2h(B) and lower than
h(B)/3. There are at most N/4 sizes. For the other occurring sizes we
create by Lemma 5.13 at most 4STSTYP + 3 boxes in total since there are
at most three unmovable items overlapping this area. We have ST ď N/4
since the tall items have heights between 1/4H and 1/2h(B), SP ď N/2 since
they have heights smaller than 1/2h(B), and STYP ď N/2 as a consequence.
Therefore, we create at most 4 N4
N
2 +
N
4 + 3 = N
2/2+ N/4+ 3 boxes for
tall items in each of the areas Bl,2 and Br,2.
Area Bl,3: 0 boxes. The area Bl,3 just contains the item lb as a tall item.
Since this item overlaps the area Bl,2, we have already counted this item.
Area Bl,4: N/4 boxes. The area Bl,4 contains just tall items with height be-
tween 1/2h(B) and h(B)´ 1/4H. For each size we create one box. Therefore,
we create at most N/4 boxes for tall items in this area.
Area Bl,5: N/4 boxes. The area Bl,5 contains the tall items with height
between 1/2h(B) and h(B)´ 1/4H. For each of these sizes we create at most
one box, resulting in at most N/4 boxes in this area.
Area Bl,5: N2/2+ 1 boxes. In the areas Bl,6 and Br,6 each tall and pseudo
item has a size of less than 1/2h(B). Analogously to the boxes Bl,2 and Br,2,
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we create by Lemma 5.13 at most N2/2+ 1 boxes for tall items per area
Bl,3 and Br,3 since there is at most one overlapping item.
Area Bl,6: N/4 boxes. The area Bl,7 or Br,7 is the area containing lm or rm
respectively. Above lm and rm we create at most N/4 boxes for tall items
each since the tall items have a height of at most 1/2h(B) and at least 1/4H.
The box for the item overlapping L3 is already counted.
Area Bm: N/4 boxes. B8 is divided into two boxes, if we have (pseudo)
items with height h(B). In each of these parts each tall item has height at
most 1/2h(B) and we create one box per item size. Therefore, we create
at most N/4 boxes in this area in each part. The boxes for the items
overlapping L2 or R2 are already counted for area Bl,7.
Area Bl,7: 2N/4 boxes. We consider now the areas Bl,9 and Br,9. In these
areas, all items have height of at most 1/2h(B) and for each item height we
create one box at the bottom and one box at h(B)´ 1/4H. Therefore, we
create at most 2N/4 boxes in each area.
Area Bl,9: N/4 boxes. Last, we create at most one box for each item with
height larger than h(B)´ 1/4H resulting in at most N/4 boxes for these
items.
In total the number of generated boxes is bounded by 2N2 + 15N/4+ 8,
which concludes the proof of the claim. C
Let us consider the number of boxes for vertical items.
Claim 5.19. The number of boxes for vertical items is bounded by 4N2 +
31N/4+ 5.
Proof. We proof this claim by considering the generated areas one after
another and count the number of boxes generated in each of these areas.
Area Bl,1: N/2 boxes. In the areas Bl,1 and Br,1, there are at most N/4
boxes for items touching the bottom since they have height of at most
1/4H and at most N/4 boxes for items touching the top since they have
height of at least 1/4H and at most 1/2h(B). Therefore, in each of the areas
Bl,1 and Br,1 we generate at most N/2 boxes.
Area Bl,2: N2 + 2 boxes. In the areas Bl,1 and Br,1 the pseudo items touch-
ing the bottom have sizes between 1/4H and 1/2h(B) and the items touch-
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ing the top have sizes up to 1/2h(B). By Lemma 5.13 we generate at most
4SPSPYT ď 4 N2 N2 = N2 boxes plus the two boxes for extending the un-
movable items in each area. Therefore, in the areas Bl,2 and Br,2, we create
at most N2 + 2 boxes for pseudo items each.
Area Bl,3: N/4 boxes. In the area Bl,3 and Br,3 above the items lb and rb
respectively, there are pseudo items with heights up to 1/4H. For each size
we generate at most one box. Therefore, we generate at most N/4 boxes
in each of these areas.
Area Bl,4: N/2 boxes. In the area Bl,4 below the items with height larger
than 1/2h(B), we have areas for pseudo items with height at most 1/4H.
We have two blocks of these items, one at il , the other at ir. In each of these
areas, we create at most N/4 boxes for these items. Furthermore, there
can be pseudo items with heights between 1/2h(B) and h(B)´ 1/4H; for
each of these heights we create at most one box resulting in N/4 boxes for
these items in each area Bl,4 and Br,4.
Area Bl,5: N/4 boxes. In the area Bl,5 above the tall items with height
between 1/2h(B) and h(B)´ 1/4H there are no pseudo items. They where
shifted up, to have their lower border at h(B)´ H/4. This area contains
just pseudo items with height between 1/2h(B) and h(B)´ 1/4H and for
each size we create at most one box, hence at most N/4 boxes.
Area Bl,6: N2 boxes. In the areas Bl,6 and Br,6 the contained pseudo items
have heights between 1/4H and 1/2h(B) on the top and heights up to
1/2h(B) on the bottom. Therefore, by Lemma 5.13 we generate at most N2
boxes analogously to the boxes Bl,2. Here, we do not create another pseudo
item since the item lt,l already touches the top of the area. Therefore, we
generate at most N2 boxes in each of the areas Bl,5 and Br,5.
Area Bl,7: N boxes. In the area Bl,7 above lm, we have at most three areas
for pseudo items touching lm with their lower border. These items have a
height of at most 1/4H. Therefore, we create at most 3N/4 for these pseudo
items. Furthermore, the pseudo items touching h(B) + 1/4H with their top
have a height between h(B)/4 and 1/2h(B). For each height we generate at
most one box. Therefore, we create at most N/4 boxes for these items. In
total we generate at most N boxes for pseudo items in the areas Bl,7 and
Br,7 each.
Area B8: N/2 boxes. In the area B8 pseudo items with height up to 1/4H
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touch the bottom and items with sizes between 1/4H and 1/2h(B) are
touching the top. For each size we generate at most one box. Therefore, in
B8 we generate at most N/2 boxes. The area B8 can be split in two by the
items with height h(B). Therefore, we have to count the boxes in B8 twice.
Area Bl,9: 3N/4 boxes. In the area Bl,9 the tall items on the bottom have
height between 1/4H and 3h(B)/4. For each of these sizes we create at
most one box, summing up to at most N/4. On the top of this area the
pseudo items have heights up to 1/2h(B) and we create one box per size,
creating at most N/2 boxes. Therefore in the areas Bl,4, we have at most
3N/4 boxes in total.
Area Bl,10: N/4 boxes. Last, we consider the items with height larger than
3h(B)/4 in area Bl,10. Above these items there can be pseudo items with
heights up to 1/4H. For each size we create at most one box. Therefore, we
create at most N/4 boxes above these items. Furthermore, there can be at
most one box contain a pseudo item with height h(B).
In total we create at most 2(N/2+ N2 + 2+ N/4+ N/2+ N2 + N +
N/2 + 3N/4 + N/4) + N/4 + 1 = 4N2 + 31N/4 + 5 boxes for vertical
items, which concludes the proof of the claim. C
Since for both types of sub-boxes, those containing tall items and those
containing sliceable items, we have shown that their number is small
enough, this concludes the proof of this lemma.
5.4 Structure Result
In this section, we prove the key to achieve the approximation ratio (5/4+
ε)OPT – the structural lemma. Roughly it states that each optimal solution
can be transformed such that it has a simple structure, see Lemma 5.24.
The heart of the proof – to reorder the items inside the boxes of height
taller than 3/4 – was discussed in the previous section. However, one
challenge remains to be resolved: the placement of a constant number of
extra boxes for vertical items that is used to provide an integral packing
of those items after the rearrangement step. Unlike in the approaches
in [91], [33] or [63], we cannot place them on the top of the packing since
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we have to extend the packing beforehand by 1/4H using a shifting step
to establish the simple structure. Fortunately, this shift creates some free
area. A careful analysis of this area shows that this it can be used to place
the boxes inside.
In this section, we will assume that we are given an instance with set of
items I and an ε P R such that 1/ε is integral. Furthermore, we are given
an optimal packing of the items I with height OPT.
δWµW
(1/4 + ε)OPT
δOPT
µOPT
εOPT
L
T
V
S H
MV
M
Figure 5.16. Partition of the items. Each item is represented by a dot in this plane.
The x-coordinate represents its width while the y-coordinate represent its height.
In the first simplification step, we partition the set of items I , see
Figure 5.16 for an overview. Let δ = δ(ε) ď ε and µ = µ(ε) ă δ be suitable
constants depending on ε, and let OPT be the height of an optimal packing.
We define
Ź L := {i P I | h(i) ą δOPT, w(i) ě δW} as the set of large items,
Ź T := {i P I | h(i) ě (1/4+ ε)OPT, w(i) ă δW} as the set of tall items,
Ź V := {i P I | δOPT ď h(i) ă (1/4 + ε)OPT, w(i) ď µW} as the set of
vertical items,
Ź MV := {i P I | εOPT ď h(i) ă (1/4+ ε)OPT, µW ă w(i) ď δW} as the
set of vertical medium items,
Ź H := {i P I | h(i) ď µOPT, δW ď w(i)} as the set of horizontal items,
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Ź S := {i P I | h(i) ď µOPT, w(i) ď µW} as the set of small items and
Ź M := {i P I | h(i) ă εOPT, µW ă w(i) ď δW}Y {i P I | µOPT ă h(i) ď
δOPT} = Iz(LY T Y V YMV YHY S) as the set of medium sized
items.
We want to choose δ and µ such that the total area of the items in
M and MV is small. The following Lemma states that we can find such
suitable values for δ and µ.
Lemma 5.20. Let f : R Ñ R be any function such that 1/ f (ε) is inte-
gral. Consider the sequence σ0 = f (ε), σi+1 = σ2i f (ε). There is a value
i P {0, . . . , (2/ f (ε)) ´ 1} such that the total area of the items in M YMV
is at most f (ε)WOPT, if we set δ := σi and µ := σi+1.
Proof. This can be proven by the pidginhole principle. The sequence σ
and the corresponding choice of δ and µ builds a sequence of 2/ f (ε)
sets Mσi YMVσi . Each item i P I can occur in at most two of these sets,
either because of its width or its height. Since the total area of all items
is at most W ¨OPT one of the sets must have an area which is at most
f (ε) ¨W ¨OPT.
For this application it is sufficient to choose f (ε) = ε13/k for a constant
k P N which has to fulfill certain properties, as can be seen later. Since
1/ε P N, we have that 1/ f (ε) P N. Let δ and µ be the values defined as
in Lemma 5.20. Note that σi = f (ε)(2
i+1´1) and, therefore, δ ě σf (ε)´1 ě
(ε13/k)l P εO(l), where l := (22k/ε13), i.e., δ ě ε2O(1/ε13) . In the following
steps, we need δ to be of the form εx for some x P N. Therefore, define
δ1 := εx such that x P N and δ1 ď δ ď δ1/ε. Note that µ := δ2ε13/k ď
(δ1/ε)2ε13/k = δ12ε11/k and µ := δ2ε13/k ě δ12ε13/k. In the following we
will use δ1 for all the steps, but omit the prime for simplicity of notation.
By this choice it still holds that the set of medium sized items has a total
area of at most (ε13/k)WOPT because by reducing δ and not changing µ
we only removed jobs from this set.
Observation 5.21. Since each item in MV has a height of at least εOPT and
width of at least µW ě (δ2ε13/k)W, i.e., each item has an area of at least
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(δ2ε14/k)WOPT, it holds that
|MV | ď (ε13/k)WOPT/((δ2ε14/k)WOPT) = 1/δ2ε.
After we have found the corresponding values for δ and µ and after we
have partitioned the set of items accordingly, we round the height of all
items with height at least δOPT with the rounding technique from Lemma
3.2 using OPT as T. This is possible since δ is of form εx. Note that after
this rounding the packing has a height of (1+ 2ε)OPT and all the items
with processing time larger than δOPT will start at integral multiples of
εδOPT, while all times taller than εOPT will start at integral multiples
of ε2OPT. Furthermore, the number of item heights larger than δOPT is
bounded by O(logε(1/δ)/ε2) and the number of heights larger than εOPT
is bounded by O(1/ε2).
After this rounding step, we remove all items in M Y S from the
optimal packing. Later, we will show that these items can be placed back
into the packing with the NFDH algorithm (see [22]) without increasing
the packing height too much, see Lemma 5.29 and Lemma 5.30.
At this point, the considered packing has a height of at most (1 +
2ε)OPT and contains the items LY T Y V YMV YH. When rearranging
the packing, we are allowed to slice the items in V vertically, while all the
other items cannot be sliced. Therefore, in order to use the techniques from
Section 5.3, we need to partition the packing area into sub-boxes that divide
the vertical and tall items from the residual ones. The following lemma
states that this division is possible by introducing a constant number of
sub-boxes.
Lemma 5.22. We can partition a rounded optimal packing, where the small and
medium items are removed, into at most O(1/δ2ε) boxes such that the following
conditions hold:
Ź There are |L|+ |MV | ď O(1/δ2ε) boxes BL each containing exactly one
item from the set LYMV and all items from this set are contained in these
boxes.
Ź There are at most O(1/δ2ε) boxes BH containing all horizontal items H such
that BL X BH = H. The horizontal items can overlap horizontal box borders,
but never vertical box borders.
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εδOPT
(a) A rounded optimal packing (b) The partition into boxes
Figure 5.17. In this figure one can see an optimal packing (in 5.17a) and its partition
into the rectangular subareas (in 5.17b). Note that some of the horizontal, vertical
and tall items overlap the box borders.
Ź There are at most O(1/δ2ε) boxes BT YV containing all items in T Y V
such that BT YV X (BH Y BL) = H. The items contained in these boxes can
overlap vertical box borders, but never horizontal box borders.
Ź The lower and upper border of each box is positioned at a multiple of εδOPT.
Proof. Let us consider our stretched optimal packing in the strip with
height (1 + 2ε)OPT. In the first step, we give each item in LYMV its
personal box, which has exactly the dimensions of that item. Since the
item does not overlap any other item, the box does not either. Since
|LYMV | P O(1/δ2ε), we create at most this number of boxes.
In the next step, we define boxes for the horizontal items: We partition
the strip at multiples of εδOPT into horizontal layers of height εδOPT. Each
item in LYMV Y T Y V starts and ends at a multiple of εδOPT, so none
of these items does start within one of these layers. To find the boxes for
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horizontal items, we iterate the layers and partition them in the following
way: We scan the considered layer from left to the right until we meet the
first item in the set H or in the set LYMV Y T Y V . We remember which
item we met first, and draw a vertical line when we meet the first item
out of the other set. We remember from which set the item came we had
just met. We iterate further to the right until we again met an item from
another set or the border of the strip. If we have not yet met the border
of the strip, we draw a vertical line and continue as before. When we met
the border of the strip, we look at our vertical lines. If we look at the set
of items between two vertical lines we see that they either contain items
from LYMV Y T YV or items from H, but there is no set which contains
items from H and LYMV Y T YV as well. The area between two vertical
lines, which contains items from H, defines a box for items in H. Since
each item in H has a width of at least δW we get at most 1/δ´ 1 of these
boxes per horizontal strip of height εδOPT. Since we have (1 + 2ε)/(εδ)
of these strips we get at most (1 + 2ε)/(εδ) ¨ (1/δ´ 1) ď (1 + 2ε)/(εδ2)
of these boxes. We call the set of these boxes BH. Note that each strip
that contains a large item can contain one less box for horizontal items.
Since each large items overlaps at least 1/ε strips, we can generate at most
(1+ 2ε)/(εδ2)´ |L|/ε boxes for horizontal items. Hence, the total number
of boxes generated for horizontal, large and medium-vertical items is
bounded by |L|+ |MV |+ |BH| ď (2+ 2ε)/(εδ2) P O(1/(δ2ε)).
Now we describe how to generate the boxes for the items in T YV . For
each of the boxes BH and the items in LYMV , we draw vertical lines on
the left and on the right side, until they meet the first item out of LYMV
or the first box in BH. The area, which is bounded within two of these
lines, defines a box for vertical and tall items. We call this set of boxes
BT YV .
Let us consider how many boxes BT YV we create using the above
technique. We draw two lines for each of the boxes for horizontal, tall, and
medium-vertical items. Additionally, we have the strip border which gives
two additional lines. Each line touches at most 3 boxes in BT YV . Each
of these boxes needs two lines as a border. So in total we have at most
3(2+ 2ε)/(εδ2) boxes in BT YV . Furthermore, the total number of vertical
lines intersecting vertical box borders is bounded by (2+ 2ε)/(εδ2).
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After applying the shifting and reordering technique from Section 5.3,
the vertical items will be sliced. In the next lemma, we show that it
is possible to place these items integral again. However, this integral
placement comes at a cost. Namely, we have to introduce a constant
number of narrow extra boxes for these items.
Lemma 5.23. Let Y be the number of different heights of vertical items and µW
the maximal width of a vertical item. Furthermore, let BP be the set of boxes,
containing all sliced vertical items and only them.
There exists a non fractional placement of the vertical items into the boxes
BP and at most 7(Y + |BP |) additional boxes B1P each of height at most 1/4H
and width µW such that the boxes BP YB1P are partitioned into at most O((Y +|BP |)/δ) sub-boxes BV , containing only vertical items of the same height and
at most O(Y + |BP |) empty boxes BVS with total area area(BVS ) ě area(BP )´
area(V).
Proof. To prove this lemma, we first define a configuration LP, see Sec-
tion 3.3 for a more detailed description of configuration LPs. In this config-
uration LP a configuration contains a set of jobs that can be placed on top
of each other without exceeding the boundaries of the box the set of items
is to be placed into. More precisely C = {ah : h|h P Y}, h(C) := ∑hPY h ¨ ah
and CB is the set of configurations with heights at most h(B). Furthermore,
we define for each h P Y the value wh as the total width of all vertical items
with height h.
Consider the following configuration LP:
∑
CPCB
XC = w(B) @B P BP
∑
BPBV
∑
CPCB
XC,Bah,C = wh @h = 1, . . . , Y
XC,B ě 0 @B P BV , C P CB
It has, as each linear program, a basic solution with at most Y + |BP |
non-zero components since it has at most this number of conditions.
Given such a basic solution, we place the corresponding configurations
into the boxes. Afterward, we place the items into the configurations such
that the last item overlaps the configuration border. Each configuration
has a height of at most H since the boxes BP have at most this height.
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C1 C2 C3 C4
(a) Configurations inside a box B
with vertical items placed inside
them.
C1 C2 C3 C4
(b) The hatched areas are empty
boxes that can be used to place small
items.
Figure 5.18. Configurations before and after removing the overlapping items and
reducing the width to integrals.
We partition the set of overlapping items in each configuration into
7 boxes with height 1/4H and width µW in the following way: First, we
stack the items in four boxes one by one on top of each other such that
the last item overlaps the box on top. Since the total height of the items
is at most H, there are at most three overlapping items. Each of them is
placed into their own box. We call the set of these boxes B1P . In total, we
generate at most 7(|HV |+ |BP |) boxes of width µW. The items can be
placed non-fractionally inside these boxes since they have a width of at
most µW.
Note that the configuration width defined by the considered basic
solution of the linear program might not be integral. However, we can
reduce the configuration width to the next smaller integer since we have
removed all the overlapping items and hence only need an integral width.
As a result we might get an empty configuration inside the strip, which has
at least the width of the sum of all non integral fractions we removed from
the configurations in the box. This empty configuration has an integral
width since the box has an integral width and all the other configurations
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have an integral width as well.
Since the configurations have a height of at most H and each item has a
height of at least δOPT, each configuration contains at most H/(δOPT) P
O(1/δ) items. Therefore, the set of boxes BP Y B1P is divided into at most
2(Y + |BP |)H/(δOPT) P O((|HV |+ |BP |)/δ) sub-boxes containing only
vertical items of the same height.
Consider a configuration C P CB which has a non-zero entry XC,B
in the considered solution. Above this configuration there is a free area
of height h(B)´ h(C) and width XC,B inside the box B, see Figure 5.18.
Furthermore, in each box there might be a new empty configuration, which
generates an empty box as well. Let BVS be the set of these boxes. There
are at most O(|HV |+ |BP |); at most one above each configuration and one
extra for each box. Since the configurations use exactly the area of the
vertical items, the total area of these empty boxes has to be area(BVS ) ě
area(BP )´ area(V).
Consider the rounded optimal packing that is partitioned into the
sub-boxes by the first partitioning step in Lemma 5.22. This packing has
a height of at most (1+ 2ε)OPT. We will rearrange the items inside this
packing and partition the packing some further such that the tall and
vertical items are contained in boxes that only contain items with the same
height.
Lemma 5.24. (Structure Lemma) By extending the packing area to (5/4 +
5ε)OPTW each rounded optimal packing can be rearranged and partitioned into
O(1/δ3ε5) boxes with the following properties:
Ź There are |L|+ |MV | = O(1/δ2ε) boxes BL each containing exactly one
item from the set LYMV and all items from this set are contained in these
boxes.
Ź There are at most O(1/δ2ε) boxes BH containing all horizontal items H with
BH X BL = H. The horizontal items can overlap horizontal box borders, but
never vertical box borders.
Ź There are at most O(1/δ2ε5) boxes BT containing tall items such that each
tall item t is contained in a box with rounded height h(t).
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Ź There are at most O(1/δ3ε5) boxes BV containing vertical items such that
each vertical item v is contained in a box with rounded height h(v).
Ź There are at most O(1/δ2ε5) boxes BS for small items such that the total area
of these boxes combined with the total free area inside the horizontal boxes is at
least as large as the total area of the small items.
Ź The lower and top border of each box is positioned at a multiple of εδOPT.
Proof. In the following, we give a short overview of this proof. We start
with the partition from Lemma 5.22 and define H := (1+ 2ε)OPT. Note
that by this definition we have H/4 ď (1/4+ ε)OPT and thus each tall item
has a height larger than H/4 as needed. Since we already have seen how it
is possible to reorder the items inside the boxes (see Section 5.3), the main
task in this proof is to find a place for the extra boxes for vertical items,
which we need to place them integrally, see Lemma 5.23. We consider
three options to place these boxes. First, we consider the widest tall items
intersecting the horizontal line at 1/2H and fix their position. We aim to
place the extra boxes on top of them if the total width of these items is
large enough. Otherwise, we know that all the tall items intersecting this
line are very thin and we can find a way to place the extra boxes inside the
boxes with height at least 3/4H, if the total width of these boxes is large
enough. The last option is to place them on top of the boxes with height
between 1/2H and 3/4H.
Another task in this proof is to provide the condition assumed in
Section 5.3. Namely we have to ensure that the following conditions are
provided:
First, no box B with height at least 3/4H is allowed to be intersected at
its border at the horizontal line S(B) + h(B)´ H/4 by a tall item. This can
be done by introducing at most two further boxes of height at most 3/4H
per box B.
Second, we need space above the tall boxes to be able to extend them
by 1/4H. Hence the next step is to shift up the boxes which have their
lower border above 3/4H by 1/4H + εOPT. We need the extra shift by εOPT
for technical reasons.
Last, the tall and medium boxes have to start and end at the grid lines.
Since the tall items start and end at multiples of ε2OPT, we choose these
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lines as the grid lines and change the start and endpoints of the tall and
medium boxes accordingly at a small loss in the approximation ratio.
When all these properties are fulfilled, we can apply Lemmas 5.15, 5.9
and 5.8 to reorder the items inside the boxes BT YV . Afterward, we analyze
the number of containers constructed for vertical items and find a place for
the resulting set of additional containers, which we need by Lemma 5.23
to place the vertical items non-fractional. In the final step, we consider the
boxes for horizontal and small items.
Step 1: The widest tall items intersecting H/2. In the first step, we look at
the 1/(δ2ε) widest tall items crossing the horizontal line at 1/2H. We call
the set of these items T1/2H . Each of these items defines a new unmovable
item. It splits the box containing it into three parts: The part left of this
item, the part right of it and the part containing it. The parts left and right
will be reordered as any other box, while the part containing this item is
reordered differently. The item itself is not moved, while the part above
and below have a height of less than 1/2H. These parts define new boxes,
which are small and hence can be reordered by Lemma 5.8 such that they
create at most O(N) sub-boxes for tall and vertical items total. These are
less than the number of sub-boxes created for one box of height larger
than 3/4H. Therefore, we can count this part as one box without making
any error and assume that we add at most 2/(δ2ε) boxes total. After this
step, the total number of boxes containing both, tall and vertical items, is
bounded by O(1/(δ2ε)). Furthermore, the number of vertical lines at box
borders through the strip is bounded by O(1/δ2ε) as well.
Step 2: Providing the conditions assumed for the reordering. In this step, we
have to provide three conditions: First, no item is allowed to overlap the
tall box borders at the horizontal line at S(B) + h(B)´ H/4; second, we
need a gap of height H/4 between the upper border of each box of height
at least 3/4H as well as some extra free area above the medium sized boxes,
to place the discarded pseudo items; third, the medium and tall boxes
have to start and end at the grid lines.
First condition: No overlapping at S(B) + h(B)´ H/4. To provide the first
condition, we look at each box B with height at least 3/4H, see Figure 5.19.
Remember that in Lemma 5.15, we had assumed that no tall item overlaps
B’s left or right box border at S(B) + h(B)´ 1/4H. We will establish this
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t
h(B)/2
H/4
h(B)´ H/4
h(B)
box with items
overlapping at
h(B)´ H/4
lines L and R box without
overlappings
at h(B)´ 1/4H
Figure 5.19. Eliminating overlaps at h(B)´ 1/4H
property by introducing two boxes for tall and vertical items of height less
than 3/4H.
Assume there is a tall item t overlapping the left box border at S(B) +
h(B)´ 1/4H, see Figure 5.19. We draw a vertical line L at the right border
of t inside our box. Tall items crossed by L represent new unmovable items.
Obviously, L is not intersected by a tall item at height S(B) + h(B)´ 1/4H.
Consider the rectangular area between the left border of the box B and
L bounded on top by t. This area builds a new box for vertical and tall
items with height less than 3/4H and will later be reordered accordingly
using Lemma 5.9. The rectangular area above t between these vertical lines
builds a pseudo item containing vertical items. We repeat this step on the
right side of the box.
In this step, we created for each of the tall boxes at most four new ones.
Hence the number of boxes for tall and vertical items is still bounded by
O(1/(δ2ε)). This number, denoted as NB, will not increase in the following
steps. Furthermore, the number of distinct vertical lines at each box border
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through the strip, denoted as NL, is bounded by O(1/(δ2ε)).
Second condition: Free area above tall and medium boxes. To ensure the sec-
ond property, we draw a horizontal line at 3/4H trough the strip and shift
each box with lower border above or at this line exactly 1/4H + εOPT up-
wards. We split each item that is overlapping the box border at the border
during this shift. Note that no tall item is shifted since they start before
3/4H and, thus, their boxes do, too. Hence the only items that will be split
are vertical items (which are already sliced) and horizontal items, which
we might slice horizontally. We fix this splitting in a later step. After this
shift, on top of each box with height at least 3/4H, there is a gap of height
1/4H + εOPT since these boxes end after 3/4H and thus all the boxes above
are shifted upwards.
Notice that we add an extra εOPT to the height. In the later reordering
of boxes with height at least 3/4H, we have shifted the items crossing the
line h(B) ´ 1/4H exactly 1/4H + εOPT upwards as just 1/4H like in the
proof of Lemma 5.15 is not sufficient. This extra height inside the tall boxes
in BT YV is necessary to prove the existence of the gaps where we place
the extra boxes for vertical items.
Consider a box B of height larger than 1/2H and at most 3/4H. By
Lemma 5.9, we need an extra box with height 1/4H and width (1 ´
(1/N))w(B) ď (1´ ε2)w(B) to rearrange the items in B. Due to the shift-
ing, somewhere above this box, there is free area of height 1/4H + εOPT
and width w(B), which is possibly divided into several vertical slices. Let
us look at the free area above all the boxes with height between 3/4H and
1/2H. This free area is scattered into at most NL + 1 vertical pieces since
there are at most NL vertical lines at box borders. We allocate this free area
above the boxes as contiguously as possible. For each piece of the free area
we use, we introduce one box for vertical items (at most NL + 1). Let W1/2
be the total width of boxes with height larger than 1/2H and at most 2/4H.
The total width of the free area above these boxes, which we have to use to
place the pseudo items from inside the medium sized boxes, is bounded
by (1´ ε2)W1/2 and we have a total width of at least ε2W1/2 to position
the extra boxes needed to pack the vertical items non fractional.
Third condition: Alignment of tall and medium boxes. In Lemmas 5.15 and
5.9 we assume that each box with height larger than 1/2H starts and ends
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at grid points. In this step, we generate this property. Grid lines are defined
as the multiples of ε2OPT. Let B be a box with height larger than 1/2H.
Look at the horizontal line l at the smallest multiple of ε2OPT in this box.
The distance between l and the bottom border is smaller than ε2OPT. In
the box B, we will remove all the vertical items below and each item cut
by l and position them in an extra box at the end of the packing. Since
each item with height larger than εOPT starts and ends at multiples of
ε2OPT, the items cut by l have a height of at most εOPT. We do the same
on top of this box and for each other box. We create above 5/4H + εOPT a
box with height 2(ε+ ε2)OPT and width W. For each vertical line trough
the strip, there is at most one box with height larger than H/2. Hence,
when shifting up these items such that they are positioned inside the new
box while they maintain their relative positions, we do not provoke any
overlapping.
Step 3: Reorder tall and vertical items. After all necessary conditions are
fulfilled, we apply the Lemmas 5.15, 5.9, and 5.8 to reorder the items inside
the boxes for tall and vertical items. Since we create the most sub-boxes for
tall boxes, we pessimistically assume that all the given boxes for tall and
vertical items are tall, i.e., have a height larger than 3/4H. We create at most
O(1/ε4) sub-boxes for tall and at most O(1/ε4) sub-boxes for vertical
items per box for tall and vertical items; remember that N = d(1+ 3ε)/ε2e.
To this point, we generate at most O(1/(δ2ε5)) boxes for tall items in total.
It is necessary to further divide the sub-boxes inside the tall boxes
in BT YV to enable the placement of the extra boxes for vertical items.
Consider the boxes for tall and vertical items in BT YV that have a height
larger than 3/4H. In each of these boxes B, we draw a vertical line at the
left border of each contained sub-box. If a sub-box for vertical items inside
B is intersected by such a vertical line, we split the sub-box at this line.
Each of these lines intersects at most three boxes for vertical items since at
each point there can be at most four boxes (for tall or vertical items) on
top of each other inside B. Hence, by splitting the vertical boxes this way,
we introduce at most three new boxes for vertical items, per vertical line.
Since there are at most O(1/(δ2ε5)) sub-boxes for tall and vertical items,
the number of vertical lines is bounded by O(1/(δ2ε5)) as well. And hence
after the splitting the number of boxes for vertical items is still bounded
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by O(1/(δ2ε5)).
The area between two consecutive lines defines a strip, where the height
of all the intersected boxes does not change. We have at most O(1/(δ2ε5))
of these strips total. We define NS as the number of these strips.
Step 4: Placing the extra boxes for vertical items. By Lemma 5.23, we need
at most O(|HV | + |BP |) additional boxes with height 1/4H and width
µW to place the vertical items non-fractionally into the boxes, where BP
are the boxes for vertical items created so far. We call the set of these
additional boxes BµW . We can bound the variables in the following way.
There are at most |BP | P O(1/(δ2ε5)) boxes for vertical items and at
most |HV | ď 1/δε different heights of the items (which is a rather rough
estimation). Therefore, we need at most NF P O(1/(δ2ε5)) extra boxes
BµW .
We have to place the additional boxes inside the packing area W ¨ 5/4H.
In the following steps, we will prove that it is possible to place them by
considering three possibilities. Consider again the vertical lines at the
box borders (not the sub-box borders). These NL lines generate at most
NL + 1 strips. Let WT be the total width of the strips containing items from
T1/2H , WH be the total width of the strips containing boxes with height at
least 3/4H and WR be the total width of all other strips. In total we have
WT + WH + WR = W. We can assume NB ď cB/(δ2ε), NS ď cS/(δ2ε5),
NF ď cF/(δ2ε5) and NL ď cL/(δ2ε) for some constants cB, cS, cF, cL P N.
At this point it is necessary to define the function f to find the values δ and
µ more precisely and we specify f (ε) by choosing k ď (4(cB + cF + cL)cS).
Hence it holds that µ ď δ2ε11/(4(cB + cF + cL)cS).
Consider the strips without boxes of height 3/4H or the items in T1/2H .
These strips can contain boxes with height larger than 1/2H. Therefore, we
have free area with total width of at least ε2WR in these strips.
Claim 5.25. If WR ě ε4W, we can place the NF boxes BµW into these areas.
Proof. The considered strips might contain boxes with height larger than
1/2H and less than 3/4H. Therefore, the free area in these strips will
be partially used by the extra boxes for pseudo items for these boxes.
Nevertheless, these strips contain free area with width at least ε2WR that
we can use to place the extra boxes BµW , see Lemma 5.9. In each of these
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at most (Nl + 1) strips the free area is contiguous. However, we have to
calculate a small error that might occur: Each of the boxes in BµW has a
width of µW and, therefore, in each strip there is a residual width of up to
µW where we cannot place a box from the set BµW , see Figure 5.20.
free area for extra boxes
extra boxes waste
Figure 5.20. The waste of the free area, which can have a width of up to µW.
On the positive side, we can use an area with total width of at least
ε2WR ´ (NL + 1)µW to place the boxes in BµW since there are at most
NL + 1 strips. Therefore if ε2WR ´ (NL + 1)µW ě NFµW, we can place all
the boxes. Using µ := δ2ε11/(4(cB + cF + cL)cS), it holds that
NFµW + (NL + 1)µW = µW(cF/δ2ε5 + cL/δ2ε+ 1) ď ε11W/ε5 ď ε6W.
Therefore, if WR ě ε4W, it holds that ε2WR ´ (NL + 1)µW ě NFµW and
we can place all the boxes BµW , which concludes the claim. C
Claim 5.26. If WT ě ε6W/(4cS), we can place the NF boxes BµW in the
strips containing the items in T1/2H .
Proof. There are at most NL + 1 strips containing parts of the items in
T1/2H . In these strips the free area is contiguous and can be fully used since
these strips do not contain boxes with height larger than 1/2H. Each box in
BµW has a width of exactly µW. Hence, in each strip there is an area with
width of at most µW which we cannot use to place the boxes. Therefore,
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if WT ´ µWNL ě NFµW, we can place all the NF boxes into these strips.
Using µ := δ2ε11/(4(cB + cF + cL)cS), it holds that
NFµW + µWNL = µW(cF/δ2ε5 + cL/δ2ε) ď ε6W/(4cS).
Therefore, if WT ě ε6W/(4cS), it holds that WT ´ µWNL ě NFµW and we
can place all the boxes BµW , which concludes the claim. C
Claim 5.27. If WT ă ε6W/(4cS) and WR ă ε4W, we can place all the boxes
for vertical items inside the boxes of height at least 3/4H.
Proof. In this case it holds that WH = W ´ (WT +WR) ą (1´ 2ε4)W ě εW.
Furthermore, each tall item not in T1/2H crossing 1/2H has a width of at
most WT ¨ δ2ε ă ε7δ2W/4cS := wmax. After the reordering in the boxes,
there are at most NS strips in the boxes total. We are interested in the total
height of the free area inside a strip. This area might be non-contiguous
since there could occur an item in the middle of this strips and some free
area above and below this item. In the shifting step, we have added a total
area of WH(1/4H + εOPT) to all of these strips. Let WˇH be the total width
of the strips containing free area with total height less than 1/4H and let
WˆH be the total width of strips containing free area with height larger
than 1/4H. We want to use the strips containing free area of total height at
least 1/4H to place the extra boxes. Therefore, we have to prove that these
strips have a sufficient minimum total width; more precisely we prove the
following remark:
Remark. It holds that WˆH ě εWH .
In each strip the total free area can have a height of at most 3/4H+ εOPT
since at the top and at the bottom there are always boxes with height at
least 1/4H or there has to be a box with height at least 3/4H on the bottom.
It holds that WˇH + WˆH = WH . Furthermore, it holds that
1/4H ¨ WˇH + (3/4H + εOPT) ¨ WˆH ě WH(1/4H + εOPT)
since the free area in WˇH has a total height of at most 1/4H and the free
area in WˆH has a height of at most (3/4H + εOPT) and the total free area
is bounded by WH(1/4H + εOPT). As a consequence, we can prove that
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WˆH has a sufficient minimum size. It holds that
WH(1/4H + εOPT) ď 1/4H ¨ WˇH + (3/4H + εOPT) ¨ WˆH
= 1/4H ¨WH + (1/2H + εOPT) ¨ WˆH
= 1/4H ¨WH + ((1+ 2ε)OPT/2+ εOPT) ¨ WˆH
= 1/4H ¨WH + ((1+ 4ε)OPT/2) ¨ WˆH ,
and, therefore, we can deduce
εWH ď ((1+ 4ε)/2) ¨ WˆH .
Thus, it holds that
WˆH ě 2εWH/(1+ 4ε) ě εWH , for ε ď 1/4,
which concludes the proof of the remark.
Consequently, strips with total width of at least εWH contain free
area with total height at least 1/4H. The free area in this strips can be
scattered into at most two pieces. We will fuse this free area by shifting
the boxes for vertical or tall items. Notice that we can shift the boxes for
vertical items in each strip freely up and down since their box borders
are at the strip borders by construction. This is different for the sub-
boxes for tall items, which can be positioned between 1/2h(B) and h(B)´
1/4H. These sub-boxes possibly contain tall items overlapping the strip’s
borders. Remember that each tall item in this strip has a width of at
most wmax = ε7δ2W/(4cS). Hence, in each strip with width larger than
2wmax = ε7δ2W/(2cS), we can shift the middle part of these sub-boxes
such up or down such that the free area is connected. We do not shift the
sub-boxes touching the bottom or the top of the box. In each strip, there is
an area with width at most µW which we cannot use to place the boxes.
Therefore, we can place all boxes for previously fractional vertical items, if
εWH ´ 2wmax NS ´ µWNS ě µWNF. It holds that
2wmax NS + µWNS + µWNF
ď (ε7δ2W/(2cS))(cS/δ2ε5) + µW(cS/δ2ε5 + cF/δ2ε5)
ď ε2W/2+ ε6W ď ε2W.
Thus, if WH ě εW, it holds that εWH ´ 2wmax NS´ µWNS ě µWNF and we
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can place all boxes in this case which concludes the proof of this claim. C
In this step, we create at most 2NS P O(1/(ε5δ2)) new boxes for tall
items and no new box for vertical items. The boxes for tall items already do
contain just tall items with the same height. Hence, we introduce at most
O(1/(ε5δ2)) boxes for tall items in total. Furthermore, by Lemma 5.23, we
create at most O(1/(ε5δ3)) boxes for vertical items BV such that each box
B P BV contains just items with height h(B).
The boxes for small items. The free area inside the boxes from the partition
in Lemma 5.22 for horizontal, tall, and vertical items is at least as large as
the total area for the small items since the small items where contained in
the optimal packing area.
Bounding the packing height. Let us recapitulate what we added to the
packing height during this process. We started with a packing of height
OPT. After the rounding of the items with height larger than δ and round-
ing the horizontal items, we received a packing with height (1+ 2ε)OPT.
With the shifting at the horizontal line 3/4H we added 1/4H + εOPT ď
1/4(1+ 2ε)OPT+ εOPT to the packing height. Then, we shifted some ver-
tical items to ensure that the boxes with height taller than 1/2H start and
end at multiples of ε2OPT. This added further 2(ε+ ε2)OPT to the packing
height. In total we have added at most 1/4(1+ 2ε)OPT+ 2(ε+ ε2)OPT ď
(1/4+ 3ε)OPT to the packing height (if ε ď 1/2) such that the structured
packing has a height of at most (5/4+ 5ε)OPT ¨W.
In the next step, we proof that there is an algorithm that can place
the horizontal items inside their boxes. This algorithm creates a constant
number of sub boxes for small items.
Lemma 5.28. There is an algorithm with running time (log(1/δ)/ε)O(1/εδ3)
that places the horizontal items into the boxes BH and an extra box BH of height
at most ε9OPT and width W.
Furthermore, the algorithm creates at most O(1/εδ2) empty boxes BHS with
total area area(BHS ) = area(BH)´ area(H˜).
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Proof. The first step is to round the horizontal items. We stack horizontal
items on top of each other ordered by their width such that the widest
item is positioned at the bottom. This stack has a height of at most OPT/δ
since each item has a width of at least δW and their total area is bounded
by OPT ¨W. We group the items in the stack to at most 1/εδ2 groups, each
of height εδ2OPT/δ = εδOPT and round the items in the groups to the
widest width occurring inside this group. This step reduces the number
of different sizes to at most 1/δε2. The rounded horizontal items can be
placed fractionally into the non-rounded items of the group containing the
next larger items. The group containing the widest rounded items has to
be placed on top of the packing. Therefore, the total height of items we
put on the top of the packing has a height of at most δεOPT. We define
an extra box of width W and height δεOPT for these items. For simplicity
of notation we assume in the following that BH contains this extra box as
well.
We place the rounded horizontal items into the boxes using a config-
uration LP. In this scenario, a configuration is a set of items that fit next
to each other inside the boxes, i.e., a configuration C is a multiset of the
form {aw : w |w P WH} and the width of a configuration is defined as
w(C) := ∑wPWH aww. Furthermore, Cw denotes the set of configurations
with width at most w, where WH is the set of different width appearing
in the set of rounded horizontal items H. Finally, we define h(w) as the
total height of all the items with width w.
The set of configurations CW is bounded by O((log(1/δ)/ε)1/δ) be-
cause the items have a width of at least δW and hence there can be at most
1/δ items in each configuration. The following configuration LP is solvable
since the rounded horizontal items fit fractionally into the boxes BH.
∑
CPCw(B)
XC,B = h(B) @B P BH
∑
BPBH
∑
CPCw(B)
XC,Baw,C = h(w) @w PWH
XC,B ě 0 @B P BH, C P Cw(B)
We can solve this linear program by guessing the at most |WH| +
|BH| = O(1/(εδ2)) non-zero entries of the basic solution and solve the
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resulting equality system using the Gauß-Jordan-Elimination. We use the
first solution we find where all the variables are non-negative. Such a
solution can be found in at most O(|CW ||WH|+|BH| ¨ (|WH|+ |BH|)3) ď
(log(1/δ)/ε)O(1/εδ3) operations since the configuration LP has to be solv-
able for the correct partition.
We place the corresponding configurations into the corresponding
boxes and place the original horizontal items greedily into the configura-
tions such that the last item overlaps the configuration border. We place
the original items one by one inside an area reserved by the configurations
for their rounded counterparts until an item overlaps this area on the top.
Then we proceed to the next area. Since the total height of these parts is
exactly as large as the total height of the items with this rounded width,
there are enough parts to place all of them.
In the next step, we remove the overlapping items and place them on
top of the box. Each of these removed items has a height of at most µOPT.
We add at most ε10OPT to the packing height by shifting the overlapping
items to the top of the packing, because first, a basic solution has at most
O(1/(δ2ε)) configurations; second, all the items in one configuration can
be placed next to each other; and third, µ ď δ2ε11/k for a suitable large
constant k. Together with the extra box that we need due to the rounding,
the total added height is bounded by ε10OPT+ δεOPT ď ε9OPT.
Similar as before, we can reduce the height of each configuration to
the next smaller integer since the horizontal items have an integral height.
This introduces at most one new configuration per box, i.e., the one which
is empty. In each box B to the right of each (used) configuration C there
might be some free area of width w(B)´w(C) and height XC,B. This area
defines one of the empty boxes BHS . Since there are at most |WH|+ |BH|
configurations and at most |BH| boxes for horizontal items, we introduce at
most O(1/εδ2) empty boxes BHS . Furthermore, their total area has to be at
least as large as area(BHS ) = area(BH)´ area(H˜) since the configurations
contain exactly the total area of the rounded horizontal items.
Let us now consider the boxes for horizontal items which we create in
this step. Each configuration contains at most 1/δ positions for items. For
each of these positions we create one box that has the rounded width of
the items for these positions and (integral) height that is the sum of all the
heights of the items positioned inside this box and we create one additional
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box for the shifted item. Hence we introduced at most O(1/(εδ3)) boxes
for horizontal items, which only contain items with the same rounded
width.
Lemma 5.29. It is possible to place the small items inside the boxes generated
by Lemma 5.24 and the boxes generated by Lemma 5.28 and one extra box with
width W and height at most 2ε6OPT.
Proof. The free area inside the boxes from the partition form Lemma 5.22
for horizontal tall and vertical items is at least as large as the total area
for the small items since the small items where contained in the optimal
packing area. By Lemmas 5.23 and 5.28 we generate at most O(1/(ε5δ2))
empty boxes, which we can use to place the small items. These boxes have
a total area that is at least as large as the empty space in the original boxes
BH and BT YV from Lemma 5.22. Hence the total area of these empty
boxes is at least as large as the area of the small items.
Let BS be the set of boxes and |BS | = c/δ2ε5 for some constant c P N.
We prove that we only need a small extra box to place all the items with
the NFDH algorithm into these boxes.
First, we discard any box with height less than µOPT or width less
than µW. The total area of each discarded box is at most µWOPT. Let
us consider a box B with height and width larger than µOPT or µW
respectively. In each shelf we use for the NFDH-Algorithm, we cannot use
a total width of at most µW to place the items. Furthermore, the last shelf
has a distance of at most µOPT to the upper border of the box. Additionally,
the free area between the shelfs has a total area of at most µOPT ¨w(B).
Therefore, the total free area in B is at most µW ¨ h(B) + 2µOPT ¨w(B) ď
3µWOPT. As a result, the total area of items that could not be placed inside
the boxes is at most 3µWOPT ¨ c/δ2ε5. Since µ ď ε11δ2/k for some suitable
constant k, it holds that 3µWOPT ¨ c/δ2ε5 ď ε6WOPT when choosing k ě c.
These items can be place with Steinberg’s algorithm [100] into a box
with width W and height 2ε6OPT since they have a height of at most
µOPT.
In the last step, we prove that it is possible to place the medium sized
items M.
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Lemma 5.30. It is possible to place the medium items M into a box width W
and height at most 2εOPT
Proof. First, we sort them by their processing time. Afterward, we use the
NFDH algorithm to place the jobs. We know that area(M) is bounded
by ε13WOPT and pmax is bounded by εOPT. Therefore, by Lemma 2.2,
we can place these items with a packing height of at most NFDH(M) ď
2ε13OPT+ εOPT ď 2εOPT.
5.5 Algorithms
In this section, we describe the three algorithms for Strip Packing Without
Rotations, Strip Packing With Rotations, and Scheduling contiguous Mold-
able Jobs. Each optimal solution of these three problems can be rearranged
such that the structure looks like the structure in Lemma 5.24. The algo-
rithms all work roughly the same. First, we determine an upper bound for
the approximation. Afterward, we use a binary search framework to find a
(5/4+ ε) approximation. The routine called by the framework guesses the
structure of the packing and tests with a dynamic program if the guess is
feasible.
5.5.1 Strip Packing Without Rotations
The steps of the algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. Define ε1 := 1/d10/εe, a lower bound
T := max{area(I)/W, max{h(i)|i P I}}
and an upper bound 2T for the approximation and use these bounds to
round and scale the item heights to values in {1, . . . , n/ε1}. As a result
we gain that OPTscaled is an integer in {n/ε1, . . . , 2n/ε1 + n, }.
2. Try values T1 P {n/ε1, . . . , 2n/ε1 + n, } for the optimum in a binary
search fashion and for each tested value perform the following steps.
3. For OPT = T1, ε = ε1, and the rounded and scaled instance perform the
simplification steps as described in Section 5.4. More precisely: find the
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correct values for δ and µ, and round the heights of all items with a
height taller than δOPT with the techniques from Lemma 3.2, round
the horizontal items using linear grouping as described in Lemma 5.28.
4. Try each possible partition of the area W ˆ (5/4+ 5ε1)OPT into the at
most O(1/(δ3ε15)) boxes from Lemma 5.24. For each of these partitions
perform the following steps:
5. Using a dynamic program try to place the vertical and horizontal items
inside their boxes. If this fails the partition must have been wrong and
we try the next partition.
6. If the vertical and tall items could be placed inside the boxes, try to
place the horizontal items using the algorithm from Lemma 5.28. If this
fails discard the guessed partition. Otherwise save the packing and try
the next smaller value for T1 in binary search fashion.
7. If all the partitions into boxes fail, try the next larger value for T1 in
binary search fashion.
8. Finally (after the binary search for the correct T1) place the small items
inside their boxes using NFDH and place the medium sized items on
top of the packing using Steinberg using the best packing found. Return
the packing.
In the following we argue the correctness of these steps and go into more
detail.
Step 1: A first rounding step. Given a value ε P (0, 1] and an instance I,
we define ε1 := min{1/4, 1/d10/εe} and use this ε1 instead of ε in the
following steps. We estimate the optimal packing height OPT by using
that Steinberg’s algorithm [100] can place all items into a strip with height
of at most 2T := 2 max{area(I)/W, max{h(i)|i P I}}. Therefore, we know
that OPT P [T, 2T].
Next we round the heights of the items arithmetically by introducing a
small error. We round the item heights to multiples of εT/n and reduce
the number of different heights to n/ε. By Lemma 3.1 this adds at most εT
to the optimal packing height. We define the height of the optimal packing
for this rounded instance as OPTrounded and know that OPTrounded ď OPT+
εT ď (1+ ε)OPT. Without making an additional rounding error, we can
assume that the items have a height in {1, 2, . . . , n/ε}, by scaling the
rounded heights with n/(Tε) and scale them back when constructing
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the packing. Using this scaling, we know that OPTscaled P {n/ε, n/ε +
1, . . . , 2n/ε+ n} since T ď OPT ď OPTrounded ď OPT+ εT ď 2T + εT and
hence n/ε ď OPTscaled ď 2n/ε+ n.
Step 2: Dual Approximation To find the (5/4+ ε)OPT approximation we
use the dual approximation framework introduced by Hochbaum and
Shmoys [49]. Given a value T, we can calculate a packing with height
at most (5/4 + ε)T or decide that there is no packing with height T. To
find the smallest value for T where it is possible to find a packing with
height (5/4+ ε)T we can try all the appropriate values for T in O(n/ε).
The other option is to try these values in a binary search fashion such that
we are searching for the smallest value from this set such that the residual
algorithm finds a packing. This search for the optimal T can then be done
in O(log(n/ε)) using the dual approximation framework.
Step 3: Performing the simplification steps. Next, we compute the values δ
and µ with the properties from Lemma 5.20 while assuming OPT = T for
some T P {n/ε, . . . , 2n/ε+ n}. Knowing these values, we partition and
round the items accordingly, see Lemma 3.2. As a trick to maintain integer
sizes for the item heights, we can scale the instance with 1/(εδ) P N before
rounding the items with Lemma 3.2. In this way εxTscaled will be integral
for each x P {1, . . . , logε 1/(εδ)} since Tscaled has the form T/εδ. We will
write T instead of Tscaled in the following.
Step 4: Guessing the partition into boxes Afterward, we guess the structure
of the transformed optimal solution via Lemma 5.24 for items in L,M, T
and V and the boxes from Lemma 5.22 for the horizontal items H. This
partition into boxes has a height of at most ( 54 + 5ε)(1+ ε)T. For each of
the at most O(1/(δ3ε5)) boxes, we guess the lower left corner and the
upper right corner. For each box there are at most O((W/δε)2) possibilities
to guess these positions since the x-coordinates are in {0, . . . , W ´ 1}, and
the y-coordinates are in {0, . . . ,O(1/δε)}. Therefore, there are at most
(W/δε)O(1/δ3ε5) possible guessing steps. A guessed structure is feasible if
we can place the items into the corresponding boxes.
Step 5: The dynamic program For each of these guessed partitions of the
packing area into boxes, we test if we can place the items in V Y T inside
these boxes by using the following dynamic program: For each rounded
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height h we generate a vector (wh,1, . . . , wh,kh). It represents the kh boxes
for items i P V Y T with height h(i) = h. Each entry is bounded by the
width of the corresponding box.
For each rounded height h, the program enumerates all items i P V Y T
with height h(i) = h. We start with the vector (wh,1 = 0, . . . , wh,kh = 0).
For each item i P T Y V with h(i) = h, we make kh copies of each so far
generated vector (wh,1, . . . , wh,kh) and add the value w(i) to a different
component in each copy. If we enlarge one component above its maximal
value or if we get the same vector a second time, we discard this vector.
The guess of boxes for items with height h was feasible if there is still a
valid vector after enumerating all the items with height h.
The width of each box for tall and vertical items T Y V is bounded by
W. Therefore, we enumerate at most WO(k) vectors for each item, where
k is the total number of boxes. Therefore, the dynamic program has a
running time of at most n ¨WO(1/δ3ε5).
Step 6: Placing residual items If it is possible to place the items in LY V Y
T YMV , we place the horizontal items with the algorithm described in
the proof of Lemma 5.28 in (log(1/δ)/ε)O(1/εδ3). After that we check of
the total area of the boxes generated for the small items is large enough,
i.e., larger than the total area of small items. This step fails if that is not
the case.
The small S and medium items M are placed in the final step after
the binary search for the right T1. The small items are placed into their
corresponding boxes with the NFDH algorithm in O(n log(n)) and the
medium items on top of the packing using the NFDH-Algorithm from [22].
These items add at most 2εOPT to the packing height since each item
in M has a height of at most εOPT and the total area of these items is
bounded by (ε13/k)TW.
Break condition If one of the steps to place the items, i.e., Step 5 or Step
6, fails for a guessed partition, the guess must have been wrong and we
try the next partition. If we cannot find a packing for any of the partitions,
the value T1 was to low and we try the next value for T1.
When we scale back the heights of the items to multiples of εT/ε the
final packing has a height of at most (5/4+ 5ε)OPTrounded + ε9OPTrounded +
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2ε6OPTrounded + 2εOPTrounded ď (5/4+ 8ε)OPTrounded. Since OPTrounded ď
OPT+ εT ď (1+ ε)OPT it holds that the schedule we can find has a height
of at most (5/4+ 8ε)(1+ ε)OPT ď (5/4+ 10ε)OPT. Hence, if we use the
value ε1 instead of ε for these steps, the generated packing has a height of
at most (5/4+ 10ε1)OPT ď (5/4+ ε)OPT.
Using δ ě ε2O(1/ε13) , the running time of the algorithm can be bounded
by
O(n log(n)) +O(log(n/ε)) ¨ (W/δε)O(1/δ3ε5)
¨ (n ¨WO(1/δ3ε5) + (log(1/δ)/ε)O(1/εδ3))
ď O(n log(n)) ¨W1/ε2O(1/ε
13)
ď O(n log(n)) ¨WOε(1).
5.5.2 Strip Packing With Rotations
In this scenario each item either can be positioned non rotated (rotation =
0 degrees) or it can be placed rotated by 90 degrees (rotation = 90 degrees).
However, the items in an optimal solution can be rounded shifted and
reordered as the items in an optimal packing for Strip Packing Without
Rotations and hence the structural Lemma 5.24 holds for optimal solutions
to this problem as well. Nevertheless, we run into several problems when
we try to use the same algorithm for these instances as for the instances
for Strip Packing Without Rotations. Since we do not know which side
of the items will be its width and which side will be its height in the
optimal solution, we can no longer round the height of the item as we
did before. Instead for each item, we will save several rounded values,
i.e., both rounded heights and both rounded widths depending on the
rotation of the item. Furthermore, the partition of the item set is no longer
this simple, because an item can belong to one set in one rotation and to
another in the other rotation. We will handle this issue by leaving this
decision to an underlying dynamic program.
For simplicity of notation we will assume that h(i) ď W and w(i) ď W
as well. Note that in theory one of these values could be larger than W but
in that case we cannot rotate the item. However, this would only simplify
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the matter since, as described before, we then can decide in which set this
item is contained and and round the height of this item etc.
Dual approximation Similar as in the algorithm without rotations, we use
a binary search framework to find the packing. We know that
T := max{area(I), hmax := max{min{h(i), w(i)}|i P I}}
is a lower bound on the packing height, while 2T is an upper bound
because of Lemma 2.3. (Note that this bound has to be slightly adapted, if
there are non rotatable items. When considering a non rotatable item, the
definition of hmax needs to take into account the maximum of height and
width). Therefore, given an optimal solution we would like to round the
heights of the items to multiples of εT/n as before in Lemma 3.1. Since we
do not know which side of the item defines the height, we calculate the
rounded (and scaled) values for both sides, but remember the original one
as well. Using these rounded values for the heights of the items lengthens
the schedule by at most εT and again we can assume that the optimal
height of the schedule is one of the values {n/ε, n/ε+ 1, ..., 2n/ε+ n}.
Defining δ and µ In the next step, we guess the values of δ and µ since, as
discussed, we cannot determinate them because we do not know which
item will be in which set in the optimal solution. There are at most
1/ f (ε) = O(1/ε13) possibilities for these values. Knowing these values,
we can decide for a given item and its rotation (0 degrees or 90 degrees)
in which set L,V ,H, T ,M,MV or S this item is contained in the optimal
solution.
Rounding the horizontal items In the next step, we consider the horizontal
items. We want to round the horizontal items similar as in Lemma 5.28.
However, since we do not now in advance which items the set H contains,
we have to guess the rounded widths: First, we guess the total height h(H).
It holds that h(H) P {0, 1, . . . , 2n/ε+ n} since by the rounding and scaling
each horizontal item has an integral height and the total packing height is
bounded by 2n/ε+ n. Therefore we need at most O(n/ε) guessing steps
to determine the correct height hH of the stack of horizontal items.
After this guess of the height of the stack, we guess the at most 1/εδ2
items and their rotation (0 degrees or 90 degrees) that define the rounded
widths of the groups. There are at most (2n)1/εδ
2
possibilities to guess
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these items, due to the rotation. We determine the height of a group as
hG := bεδ2hHc. Using this height there is at most one item per stack that
cannot be placed inside the group since all the items have an integral
height. Therefore, we place the items which we have guessed to define
the widths of the groups on top of the packing in the very last step of
the algorithm. Since these items have a height of at most µOPT and since
µ ď δ2ε13, these items add at most µOPT/εδ2 ď ε12OPT to the packing
height. Now, we can assume in the dynamic program that each rounded
width occurs with a total height of at most hG P O(δ2n).
Rounding the height of items with height larger than δOPT In the following
let h˜(i) and w˜(i) be the rounded height and rounded width for an item
for a given rotation (0 degrees or 90 degrees). If an item is contained
in the set L Y V Y T YMV , its height is a multiple of iεxOPT for i P
{1/ε, . . . , 1/ε2} and some x P N, while its width remains original. If the
item is in HYMY S , its height is an integer from {1, . . . , n/ε} and its
width is either its original or one of the at most 1/εδ2 guessed width
values. Note that if we scale all the heights with 1/εδ all the considered
heights are integral.
Guessing the partition from Lemma 5.24 In this step, we guess the structure
from Lemma 5.24 using a height of at most ( 54 + 5ε)OPTscaled. First, we
guess which items are the at most O(1/δ2ε) large L and medium vertical
MV items and their rotations in the optimal packing. This can be done
in nO(1/δ2ε). Afterward, we guess their positions, i.e., the position of the
lower left corner of these items. For the x position there are at most W
possibilities, while for the y-position there are at most O(1/εδ) possibilities.
Hence we can guess the positions of all the large and medium vertical items
in (W/εδ)O(1/εδ2). Next, we guess the positions of the at most O(1/ε5δ3)
other boxes using (W/εδ)O(1/ε5δ3) possibilities since they start and end at
multiples of 1/εδ.
The modified dynamic program Again we check with a dynamic program
if the guess is feasible. We introduce the vectors whi = (whi ,1, . . . , whi ,khi )
and a vector h = (hw1 , . . . , hw1/εδ2 ) for each rounded height hi and each
rounded width wj respectively. Furthermore, we introduce two values
as and am. These values represent the total area of the small items S
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and medium sized items M receptively. In the dynamic program, we
consider a sequence of sets Di, i P I , containing vectors of the form
(hw1 , . . . , hw1/εδ2 , wh1 , . . . wh1/δε , as, am). D0 contains just the vector that is
filled with zeros. Iterating over the set of items for each item i P I, we
determine for both possible rotations the set it would be contained in. For
both rotations, we do the following steps to the set Di´1.
Ź If the ith item is in V Y T , we make kh˜(i) copies of each vector in Di´1.
In each copy, we add the items width w(i) to another entry of the
vector wh˜(i) and add it to the set Di.Ź If the ith item is in H, we make a copy of each vector in Di´1. In each
copy, we add its height h˜(i) to a the entry hw˜(i) and add it to the set
Di.
Ź If the ith item is in S , it holds that h˜(i) = liε(1 + ε)T/n for some
li P {1, . . . , n/ε}. We make a copy of each vector in the set Di´1 and
add li ¨w(i) to the value as in each vector and add it to the set Di.
Ź If the ith item is in M, we do the same as in the previous case with
the difference that we add the value li ¨w(i) to am.
If a value in the vector exceeds its boundary, we discard this vector.
Furthermore, if a specific vector is created a second time, we save it
just once and discard the newly generated vector.
The values hi,j are bounded by the height of the rounded group, i.e.,
they are bounded by O(δ2n), while the values wi,j are bounded by the
guessed width of the corresponding box, i.e., ultimately they are bounded
by W. Let As be the total area of the boxes for small items. Note that since
each small item has an integer width and an integer height and the total
area of items is bounded by W ¨n/ε, the total area of small items as can have
any integer size up to Wn/ε. Furthermore, the total area of the medium
sized items is bounded by ε13WOPT, where OPT P {n/ε, . . . , 2n/ε+ n}. t
Therefore, we bound the size of am by this value.
Let us analyze the running time of the linear program. The entries
wi,j can take at most W different values, the entries hi,j can take at most
δ2n different values and the entries as and an can take at most O(nW/ε)
different values. Since each vector in D has at most O(1/ε5δ3) entries,
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the running time of the dynamic program is bounded by (W)O(1/ε5δ3) ¨
(δ2n)O(1/εδ2) ¨O((nW/ε)2).
Placing the horizontal items After the processing of the dynamic program,
we try for each feasible solution of this program whether it is possible
to place the horizontal and small items. The horizontal items are placed
with the algorithm from Lemma 5.28. If the resulting set of boxes for small
items is large enough, we save this solution and proceed with trying the
next smaller value for T1.
When we have found the correct value for T1, we place the small and
medium sized items using the NFDH-algorithm [22]. The overall running
time of the algorithm dominated by the running time of the dynamic
program and hence is bounded by (Wn)1/ε
2O(1/ε13)
.
5.5.3 Contiguous Moldable Task Scheduling
Again we start with a binary search framework. We use the results from
Ludwig and Tiwari [83] to find an estimate U for the makespan of the
optimal schedule and define T := U/2, i.e., we know that OPT P [T, 2T].
Afterward, we use the same rounding and scaling as before, i.e., we
consider only processing times in {1, . . . , n/ε}. Then we use the binary
search framework to find the correct value for T1. The guessing steps work
the same as in section 5.5.2 including the guessing of rounded width of
horizontal jobs. In the following, we describe how to adjust the dynamic
program for this scheduling version.
Let ψj(p) P Mj be the minimal number of processors needed for job
j P J to have a processing time of at most p. We iterate over the non-placed
jobs in arbitrary order. Let j P J . To generate the set Dj in the dynamic
program we do the following steps:
Ź First, we determine for each of the at most 1/ε2 large processing times
p ą 1/4OPT the number of needed processors ψj(p). If this number is
smaller than δW, it is feasible to schedule this job as tall job and we
try each possible box for this job and processing time in the dynamic
program. Otherwise the job cannot have this processing time for the
current choice of large and medium sized items.
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Ź Afterward, we determine for each of the at most 1/εδ large processing
times p with 1/4OPT ě p ą δOPT the number of needed processors
ψj(p). If this number is smaller than µW, it is feasible to schedule
this job as vertical job and we try each possible box for this job and
processing time in the dynamic program. Otherwise the job cannot have
this processing time for the current choice of large and medium sized
items.
Ź Next, we consider the guessed number of processors for horizontal
jobs. For two consecutive rounded numbers of machines mi, mi+1, we
determine for which number of machines in Mj X {mi, . . . , mi+1} the
job has the smallest processing time pj(mi). If it is smaller than µOPT,
the job qualifies to be scheduled as a horizontal job. Hence, we make a
copy of each vector in Dj´1 and add the value dnpj(mi)/εOPTe to the
value hmi+1 .
Ź After that, we try to schedule the job as a small job. We determine the
smallest processing time if the job uses less than µW machines. If this
processing time is smaller than µ(1+ ε)2T, the job can be scheduled as
a small job and we try this possibility too, by adding its work to as to
each vector from the set Dj´1.
Ź Last, we test if the job can be scheduled as a medium job. We determine
the smallest processing time if the job uses between µW and δW proces-
sors. If this processing time is smaller than εT, the job can be scheduled
as medium job and we add its work to a copy of each vector from
the set Dj´1. On the other hand, the job can be scheduled as medium
job, if its processing time is between µ(1+ ε)2T and δ(1+ ε)2T. hence,
we determine the minimal number of processors so that the job has
a processing time between µ(1 + ε)2T and δ(1 + ε)2T and we add its
work to a copy of each vector from the set Dj´1.
Each vector in the dynamic program has at most O(1/ε5δ3) entries. The
values of the entries are bounded by W, δ2n and nW/ε. For each job we try
at most O(1/ε5δ3) entries. Therefore, (Wn)1/ε2O(1/ε
13)
is an upper bound
on the running time of the dynamic program and the entire algorithm.
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5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have nearly closed the gap between the lower bound
of the approximation ratio and best approximation ratio for the problems
pseudo-polynomial Strip Packing with and without rotations and Contigu-
ous Moldable Task Scheduling. The question whether we actually can find
algorithms with approximation ratio exactly 5/4 remains still open.
Concerning polynomial algorithms, there is still a large gap between
the lower bound for an absolute approximation ratio of 3/2 unless P = NP
and 5/3 + ε which is the best absolute approximation ratio achieved so
far [44].
Furthermore, an interesting question is whether we can find better
approximations for the case of monotonic moldable jobs. While the lower
bound of 5/4 holds for the general case of scheduling contiguous moldable
jobs in pseudo-polynomial time, a PTAS could be possible if we consider
monotonic jobs.
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Chapter 6
An AFPTAS for
Single Resource Constraint
Scheduling
In this chapter, we consider the scheduling problem Single Resource
Constraint Scheduling. We are given a set of jobs that require a certain
amount of an additional resource and have to be scheduled on identical
machines minimizing the makespan, while at every point in time a given
capacity for the resource is not exceeded. This problem contains Bin
Packing With Cardinality Constraint as a special case and, therefore, it is
strongly NP-complete even for a constant number of machines of at least
three, which can be proven by a reduction from 3-Partition. Furthermore,
if the number of machines is part of the input, we cannot hope for an
approximation algorithm with absolute approximation ratio smaller than
3/2.
For this problem, we present an AFPTAS. This algorithm provides for
any ε ą 0 a schedule of length at most (1+ ε) times the optimum plus an
additive term of O(pmax log(1/ε)/ε), and its running time is polynomial
bounded in 1/ε and the input length. Up to now only approximation
algorithms with absolute approximation ratios were known. Furthermore,
the AFPTAS for resource constrained scheduling on identical parallel
machines directly improves the additive term of the best AFPTAS for Bin
Packing With Cardinality Constraint so far.
A preliminary version of the results of this chapter was published
as [58]. Compared to that version, we improved the additive term of the
AFPTAS. This improvement appeared in the journal TALG [57]. In the
version presented in this chapter the running time of the algorithm was
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further improved compared to the version in [57].
6.1 Results
Remember in the Single Resource Constraint Scheduling problem, we
are given a set of n jobs J , m P N identical parallel machines and a
renewable resource with limit R P N. Each job j P J has a processing time
p(j) P N. To be processed, it requires an amount of r(j) P N of the given
resource and one machine. A schedule of these jobs is given by a mapping
τ : J Ñ Ně0 from jobs to starting times. It is feasible, if at each point in
time t P N there are enough machines to schedule the jobs and the total
resource requirement of jobs scheduled at t does not exceed the resource
limit R, i.e.:
@t P N : ∑
j:tP[τ(j),τ(j)+p(j))
r(j) ď R (6.1)
@t P N :|{j P J |t P [τ(j), τ(j) + p(j))}| ď m (6.2)
The objective is to find a feasible schedule τ : J Ñ Ně0 minimizing the
makespan M := maxjPJ (τ(j) + p(j)).
This problem arises naturally in different contexts, e.g., in highly paral-
lelized computing where simultaneously active jobs share some memory,
or in production logistics where additional personnel may speed up certain
tasks. From a theoretical perspective on the other hand, the problems are
sensible generalizations of problems like scheduling on identical parallel
machines or bin packing, and have already been studied in 1975 [34].
The problem is NP-hard and therefore there is little hope to find
optimal solutions efficiently. We can even rule out the possibility of an
algorithm with approximation ratio strictly smaller than 3/2, unless P =
NP, by a straight forward reduction from the Partition Problem since this
problem contains Bin Packing as a special case, see Section 2.3. Therefore,
a PTAS is not possible, while an approximation scheme with respect to
the asymptotic approximation ratio still can be achieved.
To this point this problem has only been studied with respect to the
absolute approximation ratio. The algorithm with the best ratio so far was
presented by Niemeier and Wiese [92] and has an absolute approximation
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ratio of (2 + ε). However, for Bin Packing With Cardinality Constraint,
which is contained in Single Resource Constraint Scheduling as the special
case where all the processing times are equal to one, asymptotic ratios
have been studied. The so far best algorithm is an AFPTAS, which was
presented by Epstein and Levin [30].
In this chapter, we present an AFPTAS for Single Resource Constraint
Scheduling.
Theorem 6.1. Let I be an instance of Single Resource Constraint Scheduling
and pmax the biggest occurring processing time in I. For each ε P (0, 1) there is
an algorithm which computes a schedule with makespan bounded by
(1+ ε)OPT(I) +O(pmax log(1/ε)/ε),
and has a running time that of at most O(n/ε+ log(m)3/ε7).
Note that this result directly improves the additive term of the AFPTAS
for Bin Packing with Cardinality Constraints by Epstein and Levin [30],
which has an additive term that is exponential in 1/ε. For a more detailed
overview on the work related to the problem Single Resource Constraint
Scheduling, we refer to Section 2.3.
Methodology and Organization of this Chapter
In the following, we give a brief overview on how we achieve this result. We
partition the set of jobs into wide and narrow jobs based on their resource
requirements and apply linear grouping for the wide jobs. To handle the
narrow jobs, we adapt the notion of windows that was introduced by
Epstein and Levin [30]. However, we manage to bound the number of
windows to be in O(1/ε2) via a second elaborate rounding step. This step
leads to an AFPTAS with additive term O(pmax/ε2) which can be found
in Section 6.2. Using geometric instead of linear grouping for the wide
jobs and a new argument for the reduction of the windows, we are able to
further improve the additive term to O(pmax log(1/ε)/ε). This algorithm
is described in Section 6.3.
As a side note, we would like to point out that our techniques also work
for the scenario, where the resource needs to be allocated contiguously,
that is, the resource is represented by an interval of length R and each
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job is assigned a subinterval whose length corresponds to the resource
requirement assigned to the job. This scenario corresponds to the problem
of Strip Packing With Cardinality Constraint, where the cardinality con-
straint is given by the requirement that at most m jobs may executed at
each time step. Hence, we provide an AFPTAS for this problem as well.
6.2 A First AFPTAS
In this section, we introduce an algorithm with additive term O(pmax/ε2)
and discuss the modifications we make to achieve the improved additive
term in Section 6.3. In the following, we will call a job’s resource require-
ment its width and its processing time its height and do the same for all
introduced structures as (generalized) configurations and windows.
First, we will give a slightly more detailed high-level view of the
algorithm. The steps of the algorithms are described in detail in the
following sub sections. We differentiate two cases: first 1/ε ă m and
second 1/ε ě m, where the case 1/ε ă m is more involved.
In the first case, the set of jobs J is partitioned into wide and narrow
jobs, where wide jobs have a larger resource requirement than narrow
jobs. The resource requirement of the wide jobs is rounded by linear
grouping such that we have to deal with just O(1/ε2) different sizes.
For this rounded instance the algorithm computes a preemptive schedule
using a configuration LP. Broadly speaking, a configuration is a selection of
jobs that can be processed at the same time. After that, each configuration
is partitioned in the wide job part and the narrow job part. The spare
area (resource and machines) not used by the wide jobs will be called
window, following the notation in [30]. In simplified terms, a window can
be seen as the residual space (resource and machine number) that is left by
a configuration of wide jobs. By constructing a preemptive schedule first,
instead of solving the LP by Levin and Epstein [30] directly, we manage
to choose each window’s width more adjusted to the given instance. This
adjustment improves the number of operations and the makespan of the
solution slightly. Nevertheless, the crucial step is to reduce the number of
different window sizes such that it just depends on ε by simultaneously
adding (not too much) processing time to the schedule. This is achieved by
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a further grouping step. After a solution with reduced number of windows
is found, an integral schedule can be computed by adding some processing
time to the schedule.
In the second case, partitioning the jobs by resource requirement is not
mandatory and all job resource requirements can be rounded to few sizes.
This simplifies the problem such that we can generate a schedule directly
after generating the preemptive solution.
6.2.1 Summary for the case 1/ε ă m
Let an instance I = (J , m, R) and ε ą 0, with 1/ε, be given. In the
following we sometimes write J (I) to refer to the set of jobs in the
instance. We assume w.l.o.g. that 1/ε PN and m ă n since, otherwise, we
have the problem of Scheduling Parallel Tasks, for which an AFPTAS is
already known [101, 15]. The algorithm can be summarized as follows:
(i) Define ε1 such that it is the largest value with 1/ε1 PN and ε1 ď ε/6.
Compute pmax = max{p(j)|j P J (I)}.
(ii) Construct a rounded instance Isup,ε1 with at most 1/ε12 wide jobs
using linear grouping.
(iii) Solve a configuration linear program LPsplit to find a schedule xsplit
for Isup,ε1 , where we are allowed to schedule the jobs as splittable
jobs. This solution uses at most |J (Isup,ε1)|+ 1 configurations and
has a makespan of at most (1+ ε1)2OPT(I).
(iv) Transform the obtained configurations into generalized configura-
tions, which are composed of a configuration part for wide and a
window part for narrow jobs, which reduces the number of used
configurations to min{|J (Isup,ε1)|+ 1, ( 1ε12 )1/ε
1}.
(v) Reduce the number of different windows further using a grouping
step which lengthens the solution by a factor of at most (1 + ε1).
Generate a solution for Isup,ε1 and a generalized configuration linear
program LPW , which uses at most 5+ 3/ε12 configurations and has
a makespan of at most (1+ ε1)3OPT(I).
(vi) Given this solution for Isup,ε1 and LPW , generate an integral schedule
for I obtaining an overall makespan of at most
(1+ ε1)4OPTsplit(I) + (3/ε12 + 1/ε1 + 6)pmax.
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6.2.2 Rounded Instance – Step (ii)
In this step, we describe how to generate a rounded instance Isup,ε for a
given instance I and an ε P R with 1/ε P N. The algorithm will use the
rounded instance Isup,ε1 .
We partition the given set of jobs J into a set of wide jobs JWε := {j P
J |r(j) ě εR} with resource requirement at least εR and a set of narrow
jobs JNε := J zJWε. We round the resource requirement of the wide jobs
by linear grouping (a method introduced by Fernandez de la Vega and
Lueker [106] for Bin Packing and extended by Kenyon and Rémila [77]
to Strip Packing) as described in the following. (See also Section 3.2.) We
interpret each job j as a rectangle with width r(j) and height p(j) and
place these rectangles on top of each other, such they build a vertical
stack ordered by increasing resource requirement from bottom to top, see
Figure 6.1. Let PW := p(JWε) be the height of the stack. Consider the
horizontal lines at height iε2PW . Each job intersecting with one of these
lines is divided at the intersection and split into two new jobs. Define by
JW,ε,i the set of (possible split) jobs, which lie between the lines (i´ 1)ε2PW
and iε2PW . We get G := 1/ε2 many sets JW,ε,i, called groups, where JW,ε,G
is the group containing the jobs with the largest resource requirement.
Define by Ri := max{r(j)|j P JW,ε,i} the largest resource requirement in
group i. Note that Ri ď Ri+1 for all i ă G. By Lemma 3.3, this rounding
can be done in O(|JWε| log(1/ε)).
The rounded instance Isup,ε is generated as follows: Let Jsup,ε be the set
containing all jobs from JNε and one additional job for each i P {1, . . . G}
with processing time p(JW,ε,i) and resource requirement Ri and let be
Isup,ε := (Jsup,ε, m, R). We denote by Jsup,W,ε the set of wide jobs in Isup,ε.
6.2.3 Splittable Schedule – Step (iii)
The next step of the algorithm is to find a schedule for our rounded
instance, where we schedule the jobs as splittable jobs. Remember, when
scheduling jobs as splittable ones, we are allowed to interrupt and restart
each job at no cost. These jobs can be restarted at any time, even at times,
where other parts of this job are still processed. We denote the optimum
of a preemptive schedule as OPTsplit(I, ε) if the wide jobs are wider than
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εR
Figure 6.1. Rounding the Instance. Blue rectangles represent narrow jobs, while
gray rectangles represent wide jobs. On the right, one can see the steps of the
linear grouping.
εR. In this section, we prove that such a schedule of splittable jobs for any
given instance I = (J , m, R) and given ε can be found in time polynomial
in n and 1/ε, see Lemma 6.2. Furthermore, in the end of this section, we
prove that the makespan of an optimal preemptive solution of the rounded
instance Isup,ε can be bounded by the makespan of an optimal preemptive
solution for I loosing a factor of (1+ ε), see Lemma 6.3.
A configuration C P NJ is a multiset of jobs which can be processed
at the same point in time without violating the conditions of a feasible
schedule. For a given configuration C the value C(j) says how often the
job j is contained in C. We allow C(j) P {0, 1} if j P JN,ε, and C(j) P
{0, . . . , 1/ε} if j P JW,ε since each job in JW,ε has width at least εR and,
therefore, it is not possible to schedule more than 1/ε of them at the
same time. A configuration is feasible for a given instance I if m(C) :=
∑jPJ C(j) ď m and r(C) := ∑jPJ C(j)r(j) ď R. Denote by CI,ε the set of all
feasible configurations of I. An optimal solution of the following linear
program LPsplit(I, ε) delivers an lower bound on an optimal schedule for
any instance I.
min ∑
CPCI,ε
xC (6.3)
∑
CPCI,ε
C(j)xC ě p(j) @j P J (6.4)
xC ě 0 @C P CI,ε (6.5)
The variable xC denotes the processing time of configuration C P CI,ε.
Inequality 6.4 ensures that each job is scheduled.
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Lemma 6.2. For any Instance I and any ε, δ ą 0, we can find a basic solution
xsplit,ε to LPsplit(I, ε) with
∑
CPCI,ε
(xsplit,ε)C ď (1+ δ)OPTsplit(I, ε)
in O(|J |(ln(|J |) + 1/δ2)(|JW |z + |JN|+ mz12/δ2 + |J |1.5356)) operations,
where z = min{1/ε, m} and z1 = min{1/δ, m}.
Proof. This configuration LP has the same form as the first configuration
LP described in 3.3. Therefore by Lemma 3.9 we can find a basic solution to
the above linear program in O(|J |(ln(|J |)+ δ´2) ¨ (P(ABS)+ |J |1.5356)),
by transforming it to a Max-Min-Resource-Sharing problem.
In this approach P(ABS) is the running time of the following problem:
Given a profit function q that assigns a profit q(j) to each job in J (I), find
the configuration C that maximizes the profit of the contained jobs. For
the set of configurations CI,ε, this problem can be formalized as follows:
max ∑
jPJ
qj
p(j)
aj
∑
jPJ
aj ď m
∑
jPJ
r(j)aj ď R
aj P {0, 1} @j P JN,ε
aj P {0, . . . , 1/ε} @j P JW,ε
This ILP is equivalent to the ILP formulation of the problem Knapsack
With Cardinality Constraint (kKP). This problem is similar to the Knapsack
problem and has the additional constraint that at most k items are allowed
to be put into the knapsack. In our case we have that k = m since we can
schedule at most m jobs at the same time. A difference in the formulation
is that the wide jobs can be picked several times. There is an FPTAS by
Mastrolilli and Hutter [86] to solve this problem. To use it, we have to
duplicate each wide job z = min{1/ε, m} times since it can be scheduled
up to z times at the same time, without violating any constraint. The
computation of a (1+ δ1)-approximate solution for a kKP instance (I, k, ε)
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takes O(|I|+ kz12/δ12) operations, where z1 := min{k, 1/δ1}. In our case
we have |I| = |JW,ε|z+ |JN,ε|, k = m and z1 = min{m, 1/δ1}, and hence we
need at most O(|JW,ε|z + |JN,ε|+ mz12δ1´2) operations to find a solution
a˚ to the ILP. To get a configuration C˚ we define C˚(j) := a˚j for each
j P J .
As a consequence, the total running time to find the basic solution is
bounded by O(|J |(ln(|J |) + 1/δ2)(|JW |z + |JN|+ mz12/δ2 + |J |1.5356)),
which concludes the proof.
We now look at the relation between optimal solutions to I and Isup,ε:
Lemma 6.3. It holds that OPTsplit(Isup,ε, ε) ď (1+ ε)OPTsplit(I, ε)
Proof. Let a solution to LPsplit(I, ε) and LPsplit(Isup,ε, ε) each be given. Since
each group JW,ε,i has the same summed up processing time, we can
split that large job in Isup,ε with processing time p(JW,ε,i) and resource
requirement Ri and schedule it instead of the jobs in JW,ε,i+1 in the solution
to LPsplit(I, ε). The widest group cannot be scheduled inside other jobs, but
we can shift this group on top of the schedule. This group has a makespan
of at most ε2PW ď εOPTsplit(I, ε). So for each solution to LPsplit(I, ε), we
can generate a solution to LPsplit(Isup,ε, ε) which is lengthened by at most
εOPTsplit(I, ε), hence it holds that OPTsplit(Isup,ε, ε) ď (1+ ε)OPTsplit(I, ε).
Let us recapitulate the steps taken by the algorithm so far. In the
first step it computed Isup,ε1 . Next in (iii) - as described in this subsec-
tion - the algorithm computes xsplit,ε1 defined as the (1+ ε1)-approximate
solution to LPsplit(Isup,ε1 , ε1) with at most |Jsup,ε1 |+ 1 non zero compo-
nents. Since |Jsup,W,ε1 | ď ε1´2 and 1/ε ă m, we can generate this solu-
tion in O(|Jsup,ε1 |(ln(|Jsup,ε1 |) + ε´2)(|Jsup,ε1 |1.5356 + m/ε4)) operations.
By Lemma 6.3 we know that the solution xsplit,ε1 has a makespan of at
most
∑
CPCIsup,ε1 ,ε1
(xpre,ε1)C
L. 6.2ď (1+ ε1)OPTsplit(Isup,ε1 , ε1)
L. 6.3ď (1+ ε1)2OPTsplit(I, ε1) ď (1+ ε1)2OPT(I).
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6.2.4 Generalized Configurations – Step (iv)
In the following steps, we will consider the solution xsplit,ε1 to the linear
program LPpre(Isup,ε1 , ε1) generated in step (iii) of the algorithm. Now the
splitting point ε1R between wide and narrow jobs is clear from the context
and we will discard the index ε1 in all occurring sets and definitions.
The number of configurations used in xsplit still depends on the input
length, i.e. n, because we did not round the sizes of the narrow jobs.
For each used configuration, we have to pay one additional pmax when
generating an integral schedule. Therefore, we achieve an additive term
depending on n when computing an integral solution at this point. Since
we aim to an additive term depending solely on 1/ε, we give an additional
structure to this solution. For this purpose, we use a set of containers for
the narrow jobs, called windows, which where first introduced by Epstein
and Levin [30].
A window w = (wr, wm) is a pair consisting of a resource requirement
r(w) = wr and a number of machines m(w) = wm. As for a configuration,
the total time a window is processed is denoted as p(w) and is called its
height. At each point of time in a given window w, there can be processed
m(w) jobs with summed up resource requirement r(w). For windows w1,
w2 we write w1 ď w2 if and only if r(w1) ď r(w2) and m(w1) ď m(w2).
For a given configuration C P CI , we denote by C|JW the configuration
consisting of all wide jobs in C; and for a given set of configurations
C Ď CI , we define CW := {C|JW |C P C}. Note that each configuration inCW contains at most 1/ε1 jobs since each of the wide jobs needs at least
ε1R resource. A generalized configuration (C, w) is a pair consisting of a
configuration C P CW and a window w. (C, w) is valid for an instance I, if
m(w) ď m´m(C) and r(w) ď R´ r(C). For a configuration C P CW with
r(C) ă R, we define by w(C) := (R´ r(C), m´m(C)) the main window for
C.
Let W be any set of windows and CW any set of configurations con-
sisting just of wide jobs. The following linear program LPW describes the
relation between generalized configurations and jobs assigned to them.
This linear program was introduced by Epstein and Levin [30] but with a
different set of generalized configurations.
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LPW(I, CW ,W) :
∑
CPCW
∑
wPW
wďw(C)
C(j)x(C,w) ě p(j), @j P JW (6.6)
∑
wPW
yj,w ě p(j), @j P JN (6.7)
m(w) ∑
CPCW
w(C)ěw
x(C,w) ě ∑
jPJN
yj,w, @w PW (6.8)
r(w) ∑
CPCW
w(C)ěw
x(C,w) ě ∑
jPJN
r(j)yj,w, @w PW (6.9)
x(C,w) ě 0, @C P CW ,@w PW (6.10)
yj,w ě 0, @w PW ,@j P JN (6.11)
The variable x(C,w) denotes the processing time of the generalized
configuration (C, w) and the value yj,w indicates which amount of job j is
processed in window w. Inequalities (6.6) and (6.7) ensure that for each
job there is enough processing time reserved, while the constraints (6.8)
and (6.9) ensure that in each window there is enough space to schedule
the contained jobs.
Given a solution (x, y) to LPW we define
p(x) := ∑
CPCW
∑
wPW
wďw(C)
x(C,w),
which is the makespan of (x, y), and
p(w, x) := ∑
CPCW
C(w)ěw
x(C,w),
which is the summed up processing time of a window w PW in x.
Denote by Csplit := {C P CI |(xsplit)C ą 0} the set of configurations with
a non-zero component in xsplit, where (xsplit)C denotes the processing time
of configuration C in xsplit. Accordingly, Csplit,W is the set of configurations
of wide jobs with respect to Csplit. We define Wsplit := {w(C)|C P Csplit,W}
as the set of main windows for Csplit,W and Ppre := ∑CPCsplit(xsplit)C as the
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makespan of the preemptive schedule.
Lemma 6.4. Given a solution xsplit we can find a solution (x˜, y˜) to the linear
program LPW(I, Csplit,W ,Wsplit), which fulfills
p(x˜) = Ppre (6.12)
Proof. To generate this solution, we simply look at each configuration
C P Csplit,W and sum up the processing time of each configuration C1 P
Csplit, which is reduced to C, meaning C1|JW = C. Building a generalized
configuration, we combine C with its main window w(C) PWsplit. Hence
we define x˜(C,w(C)) := ∑
C1PCsplit
C1|JW=C
(xsplit)C1 .
Equality 6.12 holds for this choice for x˜ since the processing time of
each configuration is added to exactly one generalized configuration. With
a similar argument, one can see that inequality 6.6 holds since xsplit fulfills
inequality 6.4. Now, we have to ensure that inequalities 6.7 to 6.9 hold.
For this purpose, we look at each configuration C P Csplit and consider the
reduced configuration C|JW and its main window w := w(C|JW ). For each
job j P JN we add its processing time in C, which is C(j)(xsplit)C, to the
window w. In total we get for each window w P W and each job j P JN
y˜j,w := ∑
CPCsplit
w(C|JW )=w
C(j)(xsplit)C.
Since the configuration C was valid and the constraint 6.4 hold for xsplit
the constraints 6.7 to 6.9 hold for (x˜, y˜).
6.2.5 Reducing the number of configurations – Step (v)
At this point, we already have reduced the number of used (generalized)
configurations: Each wide job has a width of at least ε1R and they have
at most 1/ε12 different sizes. Therefore the configuration part of each in-
troduced generalized configuration has one of at most ( 1
ε12 )
1/ε1 different
widths. Since in each introduced generalized configuration the configu-
ration part is paired with the corresponding main window (which is the
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same for configuration parts with the same width and number of used ma-
chines), we used at most ( 1
ε12 )
1/ε1 different generalized configurations. This
number is independent of the input size. Nevertheless, this value is still too
large since it is exponential in 1/ε1 and if |Jsup| ă ( 1ε12 )1/ε
1
not even a better
bound on the number of generated configurations. (The number of gener-
alized configurations in (x˜, y˜) is bounded by min{|Jsup|+ 1, ( 1ε12 )1/ε
1}). To
reduce the number of generalized configurations, we round the resource re-
quirements of the windows, i.e. the widths of the windows, in the next step.
We define Ppre(C) := x˜C,w(C) for each C P CW and Ppre(K) := ∑CPK Ppre(C)
for each K Ď CW .
Lemma 6.5. Given a solution (x˜, y˜) to LPW(I, CW ,Wsplit), we can find a set
W 1 Ď Wsplit with |W 1| ď ε1´2 + 2 and a solution (x¯, y¯) to LPW(I, CW ,W 1),
which fulfils
p(x¯) ď (1+ ε1)Ppre (6.13)
and contains at most |JN|+ |JW |+ 2|W 1|+ 1 non zero components in at most
O((|J |+ |W 1|)1.5356|J ||W 1|) operations.
Proof. The steps to find W 1 and (x¯, y¯) are described in the following. The
sets, configurations and sizes defined for these steps can also be found in
the Figures 6.2a and 6.2b.
To find the set W 1, we reduce the number of window resource re-
quirements by a further grouping step. We partition the set of general-
ized configurations by the number of machines in the window. For each
i P {1, . . . , m} we define Ki := {C P CW |m(C) = i} to denote the set
containing all configurations using exactly i machines. Since at most 1/ε1
wide jobs can be part of one configuration, only the sets K1 to K1/ε1 are
not empty. For each of these sets we apply linear grouping: We num-
ber the configurations in Ki such that r(Ci,1) ď r(Ci,2) ď r(Ci,3) . . . holds.
Then we stack the configurations defining start positions s(Ci,1) := 0 and
s(Ci,j) := s(Ci,j´1) + Ppre(Ci,j´1) for each j ą 1. Furthermore, we define
a configurations end position e(Ci,j) := s(Ci,j+1). The summed up height
of all stacks is Ppre. We want to get about ε1´2 windows. Hence, we split
our stacks in ε1´2 pieces total and consider in each stack the multiples of
ε12Ppre to group the windows.
For each 0 ă i ď 1/ε1, we define ki := dPpre(Ki)/(ε12Ppre)e which is the
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kε12Ppre
(Ci,k, wi,k)
Ki,k
x˜(C,w(C))
s(C(i,3))
kiε12Ppre
(a) A stack of the generalized con-
figurations in Ki. The grey rectan-
gles represent the configurations
and the blue rectangles represent
the windows. The dashed lines
are multiplies of ε12Ppre.
x¯(Ci,k1 ,wi,k1 )
x¯(Ci,k1 ,wi,k1+1)
wˇi,k1
wˆi,k1
(b) The same stack of the generalized con-
figurations as in figure 6.2a. But this time
the windows are shifted ε12Ppre down-
wards. One can see that their area fits into
the new windows (hatched rectangles).
Figure 6.2. Shifting the windows
first multiple of ε12Ppre which does not intersect a generalized configuration
in the ith stack since it has a height of at most Ppre(Ki). (ki might touch
the last configuration if dPpre(Ki)/(ε12Ppre)e = Ppre(Ki)/(ε12Ppre), but we
allow this.) For each k P {1, . . . , ki ´ 1} there is a configuration C which
intersects with kε12Ppre, i.e., s(C) ă kε12Ppre ď s(C) + Ppre(C). We denote
this configuration by Ci,k and define wi,k := w(Ci,k) and wi,ki := (0, 0).
Further, we define the set Ki,k as the set of configurations lying between
the configurations Ci,k´1 and Ci,k. The set W 1 is defined such that it
contains all the windows intersected by a multiple of ε12Ppre and two
default windows. More precisely, we define
WKi := {wi,k|k P {1, . . . , ki ´ 1}}.
the set of chosen windows from Ki and define
W 1 :=
1/ε1⋃
i=1
WKi Y {(0, 0), (R, m)}
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It holds that |WKi | ď bPpre(Ki)/(ε12Ppre)c and therefore
|W 1| ď 2+
1/ε1
∑
i=1
⌊
Ppre(Ki)
ε12Ppre
⌋
ď 2+ 1
ε12 .
After choosing the set of windows W 1 the next step is to generate a
solution to the LPW , which uses just windows in W 1 and needs not much
further processing time. The crucial step is to shift the windows in each
stack exactly ε12Ppre downwards.
Let us consider the configurations Ci,k and Ci,k´1. The resource require-
ment of Ci,k´1 is less or equal to the resource requirement of Ci,k. So for
each configuration C P Ki,k we have w(C) ě wi,k. If we shift the windows
ε12Ppre downwards, the window wi,k is now processed alongside Ci,k´1.
The windows above wi,k have a lesser resource requirement. We now round
up the resource requirement of the windows alongside the configurations
in C P Ki,k such that they have the same resource requirement as wi,k.
Therefore, for each 1 ď 1/ε1, for all k ď ki, and for each C P Ki,k, we define
x¯(C,wi,k) := x˜(C,w(C)).
With configuration Ci,k we have to be more careful. The lower part of
this configuration should be alongside window wi,k, the other alongside
wi,k+1. We have to find the biggest multiple of ε12Ppre the configuration
Ci,k was intersected by. In case p(Ci,k) ą ε12Ppre the configuration Ci,k will
be intersected by more than one multiple of ε12Ppre. The biggest multiple
is defined by ε12Ppreb e(C
i,k)
ε12Ppre c. This multiple defines the height at which the
configuration is split. We define for each i ď 1/ε1 and for each k ď ki:
x¯(Ci,k ,wi,k) := ε
12Ppre
⌊
e(Ci,k)
ε12Ppre
⌋
´ s(Ci,k)
x¯(Ci,k ,wi,k+1) := x˜(Ci,k ,wi,k) ´ x¯(Ci,k ,wi,k)
Finally, we need some extra space for the windows, which were shifted
below the lowest configuration. In each stack, it concerns window parts
of total height ε12Ppre. Since we have 1/ε1 stacks, we need ε1Ppre extra
space. We round these windows up to the window (R, m). Hence, the
configuration (H, (R, m)) is the configuration which is extended in height.
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We define x¯(H,(R,m)) := x˜(H,(R.m)) + ε1Ppre.
In the following, we describe how to assign the narrow jobs to the round
up windows. Let us consider a configuration C P Ki,k+1. The window
w(C) was shifted down such that it can be rounded up to wi,k. To round
this window up, we have to know which amount of it was processed
alongside C. This amount is given by ϕC := Ppre(C)/Ppre(w(C)). So for
each configuration C P Ki,k+1 and each job j P JN we add ϕC y˜j,w(C)
processing time to y¯j,wi,k .
Next, we consider a window wi,k. In general, this has to be split: as one
can see in figure 6.2b the upper part of window wi,k stays in this window
while the lower part is put into window wi,k´1. This time we have to split
the window at the smallest multiple of ε12Ppre. This multiple is defined by
ε12Ppreds(Ci,k)/ε12Ppree. Again we have to know which amount of window
wi,k has to be processed where. Let wˇi,k = ε12Ppreds(Ci,k)/ε12Ppree´ s(Ci,k)
be the processing time of window wi,k which has to be scheduled in the
window wi,k´1 and wˆi,k = x˜(Ci,k ,wi,k) ´ wˇi,k the processing time of window
wi,k, which can stay in wi,k. Furthermore, we have to know which fraction
of the total processing time of wi,k is presented by these two values. We
define ϕˆi,k := wˆi,k/Ppre(wi,k) and ϕˇi,k := wˇi,k/Ppre(wi,k). We now know
that we have to add ϕˆi,k y˜j,wi,k to y¯j,wi,k and ϕˇi,k y˜j,wi,k to y¯j,wi,k´1 . In total we
have
y¯j,wi,k :=∑
CPKi,(k+1)
ϕC y˜j,w(C) + ϕˆi,k y˜j,wi,k + ϕˇi,k+1y˜j,wi,k+1
for each i ď 1/ε1, k ď ki and j P JN .
We consider the window (R, m) separately. First, we have to round the
main windows from all configurations in Ki,1 up to (R, m). Meaning for
each i ď 1/ε1, C P Ki,1 and j P JN we add ϕC y˜j,w(C) to y¯j,(R,m). Furthermore,
we have to round up the lower part of window wi,1 to (R, m). Additional
jobs which where processed in window (R, m) before stay there. So in
total we have
y¯j,(R,m) := y˜j,(R,m) +
1/ε1
∑
i=1
(ϕˇi,1y˜j,wi,1 +∑
CPKi,1
ϕC y˜j,w(C))
for all j P JN . Therefore, (x¯, y¯) is a solution to LPW(W 1). Using suit-
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able data structures (x˜, y˜) as well as (x¯, y¯) can be computed in O((m +
log(n)/ε)n) operations. This linear program has |JN|+ |Jsup W |+ 2|W 1| P
O(|J |+ |W 1|) constraints and at most |CW ||W 1|+ |JN||W 1| P O(|J ||W 1|)
variables. So we can compute a solution with at most |JN|+ |Jsup W |+
2|W 1|+ 1 non zero components in O((|J |+ |W 1|)1.5356|J ||W 1|) opera-
tions.
In the step (v) the algorithm uses the results from Lemma 6.5 to find
a solution (x¯, y¯) to LPW which uses at most |JN|+ |JW |+ 2|W 1|+ 1 ď
|JN|+ 3/ε12 + 5 non zero components in at most
O((|Jsup|+ |W 1|)1.5356|Jsup||W 1|)
operations. Since |W 1| P O(1/ε2) the total running time of the algorithms
from step (i) to (v) can be bounded by
O(|Jsup|(ln(|Jsup|) + ε´2)(|Jsup|1.5356 + m/ε4)).
6.2.6 Integral Solution – Step (vi)
We now generate an integral schedule of the jobs in J . The used technique
to schedule the wide jobs is similar to the technique presented by Kenyon
and Rémila [77] to place the wide rectangles into their fractional packing
of rectangles. To place the narrow jobs, we use a similar argument as
Epstein and Levin in [30].
We say a narrow job in JN is scheduled fractionally, if it is assigned to
more than one window, hence each fractionally scheduled job corresponds
to at least two non zero components. Note that (x¯, y¯) has at most |JN|+
3/ε12 + 5 non zero components. Since each job in JN needs one none
zero component to be scheduled there are at most 3/ε12 + 5 non zero
components left for configurations or narrow jobs. Hence, (x¯, y¯) contains
at most 3/ε12 + 5 fractionally scheduled jobs and configurations in total.
Lemma 6.6. Let (x¯, y¯) be a basic solution to LPW(Isup, CW ,W 1) such that
the total number of fractional scheduled narrow jobs and used configurations is
bounded by K. There is a solution which places the jobs in J (I) integrally and
has a makespan of at most
(1+ ε1)p(x¯) + (1+ ε1´1 + K)pmax.
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pmax
x¯(C1,w1)
xˆ(C1,w1)
pmax
x¯(C2,w1)
xˆ(C2,w1)
pmax
x¯(C3,w2)
xˆ(C3,w2)
xˆ(H,(R,m))
(a) Three generalized configurations and the
configuration xˆ(H,(R,m)). Wide jobs are filled in
the generalized configurations. The windows
still need to be filled.
p(wi)
pmax
ď r(wi)
(b) Stacks of small jobs assigned
to a window wi. The first stack
is discarded and positioned at
the end of the schedule.
Figure 6.3. Integral placement of the jobs into the generalized configurations
This solution can be found in O(K/ε+ |J (I)| log(|J (I|)) + |W |) operations.
Proof. First, we modify the solution (x¯, y¯) to have enough space to schedule
the jobs integrally. We define xˆ(C,w) := x¯(C,w) + pmax if x¯(C,w) ą 0, and
xˆ(C,w) = 0 otherwise, which needs O(K) operations. We denote by J f rac Ď
JN the set of fractional scheduled narrow jobs in (x¯, y¯). For each j P J f rac
and each window w PW we set yˆj,w := 0 and yˆj,(R,m) := p(j). Further we
add p(J f rac) ď pmax|J f rac| to xˆ(H,(R,m)). For every other j P JNzJ f rac we
set yˆj,w = y¯j,w. This step needs at most O(K + J (Isup)) operations. In this
transformation, we add at most pmax processing time for each fractional
job and for each configuration . Hence, we have
p(xˆ) ď p(x¯) + Kpmax.
Next, we place the wide jobs. We rearrange the generalized config-
urations such that configurations with the same window are scheduled
consecutively and number them in ascending order. Since there are at
most O(K) configurations, this step needs at most O(|W 1|+ K) opera-
tions, given there is a appropriate data structure to manage the windows.
We iterate over each i ă G, i.e., over all groups, as well as all generalized
configurations and fill the spaces for the job i P JW,sup, which has a re-
source requirement of Ri, with jobs from JW,i X JW , until the height of
the configuration, x¯(C,w), is reached. Each last job in a configuration is
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allowed to overlap the border x¯(C,w) since we have added pmax extra space.
All jobs from JW,i XJW can be placed in the configurations. In addition,
there is one generalized configuration (C, w) where the border x¯(C,w) is
not overlapped by a job from JW,i since ∑(C,w)PC˜ C(i)x¯(C,w) ě p(JW,i). In
this particular configuration we place the job which was intersected by the
multiple of ε12PW in the first linear grouping and which fractions were put
in JW,i as well as in JW,i+1. Since one of its fractions was in JW,i it fits
into the reserved space. This greedy filling of the configurations can be
done in O(K/ε+ J (I)) since we need to consider each of the at most 1/ε
entries in each configuration and each job only once.
To place the small jobs, we consider each window w PW . Let J (w) be
the set of jobs contained in w. We order the jobs in J (w) by decreasing
resource requirement. Since the generalized configurations containing
window w are scheduled consecutively, we can build stacks of jobs form
J (w) with total processing time p(w, x¯). During this process, we cut the
last job of the stack at the horizontal line p(w, x¯) if it overlaps this line and
schedule place the residual part at the bottom of the next step. We need at
most O(|J (Isup)| log(|J (Isup)|)) operations to build these stacks.
Since m(w)p(w, x¯) ě ∑jPJN yˆj,w, we have to build at most m(w) of
these stacks. Because we have m(w) free machines in each window there is
a free machine for each stack. Consider the jobs Jtop which are positioned
at the top of their stack. These are the jobs with the lowest resource
requirement of their stack. Hence, at each point in time the small jobs
in the stacks have a total resource requirement of at least r(Jtop) and
therefore p(w, x¯)r(Jtop) ď ∑jPJ(w) r(j)p(j) ď p(w, x¯)r(w). Therefore, the
jobs in Jtop fit into the window w.
We remove the stack with the largest resource requirement together
with the second half of the potentially overlapping job. Then the total
resource requirement of the jobs at the bottom of the stacks is less than
r(Jtop) since each of these jobs was added right after a job from Jtop.
Therefore, at each point in time in window w it holds that the resource
requirement of small jobs is at most r(Jtop). We schedule the residual
stacks such that the job, which was intersected at the end of the stack,
is scheduled integral and overlaps the window at the top by at most
pmax. This overlapping adds no further height to the makespan since we
extended the configuration by pmax.
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The removed stack has a total processing time of at most p(w, x¯) +
pmax. Since this stack is removed in each window, jobs with summed
up processing time at most ∑wPWz{(0,0),(R,m)}(p(w, x¯) + pmax) ď p(x¯) +
ε1´2 pmax have to be placed at the end of the schedule. Since each of these
jobs has a resource requirement of at most ε1R, we can schedule 1/ε1 of
them at the same time. Hence, we need an additional processing time of
ε1p(x¯) + (1+ ε1´1)pmax. In total we get a schedule with makespan at most
ε1p(x¯) + (1+ ε1´1)pmax + p(x¯) + Kpmax
= (1+ ε1)p(x¯) + (1+ ε1´1 + K)pmax.
Furthermore, this schedule was produced in at most
O(K/ε+ |J (I)| log(|J (I|)) + |W |)
operations.
The solution we get from Lemma 6.5 has at most |JN|+ |Jsup W |+
2|W 1|+ 1 ď |JN|+ 3/ε12 + 5 non zero components. Since each job j P JN
needs a non zero component to be scheduled we have at most 3/ε12 +
5 configurations and fractional jobs. Therefore, the generated integral
schedule has a makespan of
(1+ ε1)p(x¯) + (1+ ε1´1 + 3/ε12 + 5)pmax
ď (1+ ε1)3OPTsplit(Isup) +O(1/ε2)pmax
ď (1+ ε1)4OPTsplit(I) +O(1/ε2)pmax
ď (1+ ε)OPT(I) +O(1/ε2)pmax.
The number of operations to build the integral schedule is dominated
by the number of operations to build the first preemptive schedule, which
is O(n(ln(n) + ε´2)(n1.5356 + mε´4)) and, hence, it represents the total
running time of this AFPTAS. Note that we stack jobs in contiguous
containers and hence the resources of the jobs can be allocated contiguously.
Therefore, this schedule is feasible for instances, where the contiguous
allocation of the resource is required, i.e., the algorithm generates a feasible
solution for instances of Strip Packing With Cardinality Constraint as well.
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6.2.7 The Case m ď 1/ε
Let ε ą 0 and an instance I = (J , m, R), with 1/ε ě m be given. In this
case we do not partition the set of jobs into wide and narrow jobs. We
apply the linear grouping to all jobs. Again we get G ď 1/ε12 groups Ji.
We denote by Jsup the set of jobs, which contains for each i ă G one job
with processing time p(Ji) and resource requirement max{r(j)|j P Ji}.
We denote by Csup the set of valid configurations of jobs in Jsup. We
denote by Isup := (Jsup, m, R) the round up instance. To get a preemp-
tive schedule for Isup we have to solve LPsplit(Isup), while interpreting
each job in Jsup as a wide job. By Lemma 6.2 we get a solution xsplit
with O(|Jsup|(ln(|Jsup|) + ε1´2)) = O(ε1´4) non-zero components and
∑CPCsup(xsplit)C ď (1+ ε1)OPTsplit in O(|Jsup|(ln(|Jsup|) + 1/ε12)(|JW |z+
|JN|+ mz12/ε12)) = O(m3/ε16) = O(1/ε19) operations . Since we have
now a polynomial number of variables, we can construct a solution x˜,
which has at most 1/ε12 non zero components and for which it holds
that ∑CPCsup(xsplit)C = ∑CPCsup x˜C, in O(|Jsup|2.5356(ln(|Jsup|) + ε1´2)) =
O(1/ε14.5356) operations.
To each of these components we add pmax processing time. Now we
place the jobs from Ji for each i ă G in the configurations as we placed
the wide jobs in the first case. We get a schedule of length at most (1 +
ε1)OPTsplit + ε1´2 pmax. The jobs in JG are added in the end of the schedule.
These jobs have a total makespan of at most ε1OPTsplit(I) because p(JG) ď
ε12 p(J ) and OPTsplit(I) ě p(J )/m ě ε1p(J ). In the end, we have a
schedule with a total makespan of at most
(1+ ε1)OPTsplit(I) + ε1OPTsplit(I) + 1/ε12 pmax
ď (1+ ε)OPT(I) +O(1/ε2)pmax.
6.3 The improved AFPTAS
It is possible to reduce the additive term using different rounding strategies.
However, we have to differentiate other cases than before: m ą 1/ε12 and
m ď 1/ε12. Let m ą 1/ε12. In the described algorithm we have two rounding
steps. One for the wide jobs and one for the windows for narrow jobs.
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To achieve a better additive term we have to modify both of them. Note
that the general procedure remains the same as described in the algorithm
overview. However, we modify the simplification and rounding steps, as
well as the first solving of the linear program. In the following we only
repeat the steps, where we change the algorithm.
6.3.1 Rounded Instance – Step (ii)
The first modification is a better rounding of the resource requirements of
the jobs. Previously, we used linear grouping to round the wide jobs. By
this rounding we received ε1´2 different job sizes. To improve the additive
term, we have to reduce this number since the number of configurations
we get by solving LPW depends linearly on it. Karmakar and Karp [74]
have introduced a second rounding strategy called geometric grouping.
This technique was refined for strip packing in [15] and [101]. We describe
how to apply the geometric grouping to the wide jobs:
Lemma 6.7. For every ε ą 0 with 1/ε PN and every instance I with set of wide
jobs JW,ε, it is possible to reduce the number of different resource requirement of
all jobs to at most O(log(m)/ε) sizes in at most O(n log(1/ε)) operations such
that each job is mapped to exactly one rounded size. Furthermore, the number of
resource requirement of wide jobs is reduced to O(log(1/ε)/ε). This reduction
extends the optimal makespan by at most 2ε ¨ area(J (I))/R + εp(J (I))/m ď
3εOPTsplit(I, ε) when scheduling the jobs as splittable ones. The resulting rounded
instance is called I1sup,ε1 .
Proof. First, we partition the set of jobs J into dlog(m)e + 1 sets. We
construct the first dlog(m)e sets such that the ith set Ji contains the
jobs with resource requirements in the interval (R/2i, R/2i´1]. The last
of these sets contains jobs with resource requirements in the interval
(R/2dlog(m)e, R/2dlog(m)e´1]. The residual jobs build the last set JK. All the
jobs in this set have a resource requirement of at most R/2dlog(m)e ď R/m,
and hence, we can schedule m of them at the same time without violating
any constraint.
To round the jobs, we consider all the sets Ji, i P {1, . . . , dlog(m)e,K}.
The jobs in a set Ji are sorted in increasing order of their resource require-
ment and stacked such that the job with the smallest resource requirement
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P J 1i
l ¨ ε1p(Ji)
p(Ji)
εp(Ji)
ď R/2i
Figure 6.4. Rounding of the jobs in Ji. The hatched rectangles represent the
rounded jobs that are shifted upwards by ε1p(Ji).
is on the bottom, see Figure 6.4. The height of the stack is given by
p(Ji) := ∑jPJi p(j). We will partition this stack into 1/ε segments. We
draw a horizontal line at the height εp(Ji), starting at 0. If there is no job in-
tersected by this line, we leave the horizontal line at its position. Otherwise,
we shift this line up such that it lies at the end of the cut job. We define
Ji,split as the set of jobs that where previously intersected by these lines. We
call the set of jobs which is contained between the lth and (l + 1)st horizon-
tal line group l and denote it with Ji,l . To define the set J 1, we introduce
for each group one job with processing time p(Ji,l) and resource require-
ment maxjPJi,l r(j). Hence |J 1| ď (1/ε)(log(m) + 2) P O(log(m)/ε).
Claim 6.8. Given an optimal schedule for the jobs J , we can find a schedule
of the jobs in J 1 that uses only the area of the jobs in J and an extra
height of at most 2ε ¨ area(J (I))/R + εp(J (I))/m ď 3εOPTsplit(I, ε).
Proof. Consider again the stack of the jobs in Ji and the stack of rounded
jobs for the jobs in Ji. Consider a horizontal line at τ ě εp(Ji) through the
first stack and the corresponding horizontal line at τ´ εp(Ji) trough the
schedule. We claim that the resource requirement of the job jτ intersected
by τ is at least as large as the resource requirement of the rounded job j1τ at
τ´ εp(Ji). Let jτ P Ji,l . Note that j1τ is either the rounded job constructed
for Ji,l or it is the rounded job constructed for a set Ji1,l with i1 ă i. In the
second case the claim follows trivially since, by construction, all the jobs
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in Ji,l have a resource requirement that is at least as large as the resource
requirement of the job constructed for Ji1,l . On the other hand, if j1τ the
rounded job constructed for Ji,l , the job jτ has to be a job in Ji,split. Since
the jobs in Ji,split are the ones with the larges resource requirement of
their group the resource requirement of jτ has to be at least as large as
j1τ . Hence, when shifting the second stack such that it starts at εp(Ji), we
schedule the jobs in J 1i instead of the jobs that are positioned at the same
height in the stack. What remains to be scheduled is a last part of height
εp(Ji) that cannot be scheduled instead of any job due to the shifting.
These jobs will be scheduled at the end of the schedule in the next step.
We call these parts to be scheduled on the top of the schedule segment Si
for the set Ji.
First consider segment SK. Note that p(JS,K) ď mOPTsplit(I, ε) since
there can be scheduled at most m jobs at the same time. Hence, the job
parts in SK have a total processing time of εp(JS,K) ď εmOPTsplit(I, ε). We
partition this segment into subsegments of height εp(JS,K)/m and sched-
ule the job parts intersecting the segments as splittable jobs on one machine
each. This does not violate the resource condition since r(j) ď R/m for
each j P JS,K. Hence we can schedule the jobs intersecting this segment
with makespan at most εp(JS,K)/m ď εp(J (I))/m ď εOPTsplit(I, ε) as
splittable jobs.
Next we consider the residual segments Si. The jobs in Ji have a re-
source requirement of at most R/2i´1. Hence, we can schedule jobs in
segment Si as splittable jobs 2i´1 times at the same time without vio-
lating the resource constraint. Therefore, we need a processing time of
εp(JS,i)/2i´1 to schedule the jobs in this segment. On the other hand, the
jobs in the set Ji have a resource requirement of at least R/2i. Therefore,
it holds that ∑
dlog(m)e+1
i=1 p(JS,i)/2i ď area(J (I))/R ď OPTsplit(I, ε).
Hence the total processing time we add to schedule the jobs in the
segments Si, i P {1, . . . , dlog(m)e,K}, is bounded by
dlog(m)e+1
∑
i=1
εp(JS,i)/2i´1 + εp(JS,K)/m
= 2ε
dlog(m)e+1
∑
i=1
p(JS,i)/2i + εp(JS,K)/m
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ď 2ε ¨ area(J (I))/R + εp(J (I))/m
ď 3εOPTsplit(I, ε),
which concludes the proof of the claim. C
The running time of this rounding procedure can be bounded by
O(n log(1/ε)) since, as in the proof of Lemma 3.5, we only need to par-
tition the jobs into the log(m) sets and, in each of these sets, we need to
find only the 1/ε size defining jobs. The partition can be done in O(n),
provided we can calculate the logarithm of bR/r(j)c in O(1), while the
search for the size defining jobs can be done in O(n log(1/ε)) for all of
the sets.
Note that the assumption that we can find log(bR/r(j)c) in O(1) is
reasonable for all r(j) ě R/m since, in O(m), we can provide a table of
size m that contains as entries the size of the corresponding logarithm.
This table needs to be constructed only once and afterward the logarithm
can be found in O(1) by a simple lookup.
Now consider the number of resource requirements larger than εT.
These jobs are partitioned into at most O(log(1/ε)) sets and, for each
of these sets, we generated at most 1/ε different sizes. Hence the total
number of different resource requirements larger than εT is bounded by
O(log(1/ε)/ε).
6.3.2 Preemptive Schedule – Step (iii)
For this rounded instance I1sup,ε1 , we have to solve LPsplit(I1sup,ε1 , ε1). How-
ever, since in I1sup,ε1 the narrow jobs are rounded as well, we need to change
our approach. The main problem is that as the block-problem ABS is no
longer the problem Knapsack With Cardinality Constraint. Instead, we
have to consider the unbounded variant of this problem. In Section 6.4,
we consider the the algorithm of Mastrolilli and Hutter [86] in more detail
and show that it can be extended to the unbounded version. As a result,
as stated in Theorem 6.12, the corresponding ABS problem can be solved
in O(|J (I1sup,ε1)|+ log(m)/ε4) = O(log(m)/ε4). Therefore, we can find a
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basic solution to LPsplit(I1sup,ε1 , ε1) in at most
O(|J (I1sup,ε1)|(ln(|J (I1sup,ε1)|) + 1/ε2)(log(m)/ε4 + |J (I1sup,ε1)|1.5356))
=O((log(m)/ε)(ln(log(m)/ε) + 1/ε2)(log(m)/ε4 + (log(m)/ε)1.5356))
ďO(log(m)2/ε7 + log(m)3/ε5).
Corollary 6.9. We can find a solution to LPsplit(I1sup,ε1 , ε1) that uses at most
O(log(m)/ε) non-zero components in O(log(m)2/ε7 + log(m)3/ε5).
6.3.3 Reducing the Number of Configurations – Step (vi)
The Step (v), where we transform the solution of LPsplit(I1sup,ε1 , ε1) to a
solution of LPW(I, CW ,W) remains the same. However, in this section, we
change the rounding of the resource requirements of the windows and
thus we are able to reduce the number of different windows to 1/ε1 + 1:
Lemma 6.10. Let m ě 1/ε12. Given a solution (x˜, y˜) to LPW(I, CW ,Wsplit),
we can find a set W 1 Ď Wsplit with |W 1| ď 1/ε1 + 1 and a solution (x¯, y¯) to
LPW(I, CW ,W 1), which fulfills
p(x¯) ď (1+ 2ε1)p(x˜) (6.14)
and contains at most |JN|+ |JW |+ 2|W 1|+ 1 non zero components in
O((|J |+ |W 1|)1.5356|J ||W 1|)
operations.
Proof. In the first step, we modify all windows except the window (R, m)
such that they use at most m´ 1/ε1 machines. This allows us to neglect
the number of machines when we are rounding the windows resource
requirement since each configuration of wide jobs needs at most 1/ε1
machines.
Let us look at a window w. Let Jw be the set of job parts scheduled in
w; more precisely for each job in JN with yj,w ą 0 we define a job jw P Jw
with processing time p(jw) = yj,w and resource requirement r(jw) = r(j).
We sort the jobs in Jw by decreasing resource requirement and build stacks
of height p(w) exactly, similar as in the generation of an integral solution,
but this time we allow jobs to be split horizontally.
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Now, we look at the number of generated stacks. If there are less than
m´ 1/ε1 stacks, we set wm to m´ 1/ε1 without violating the equation (6.8).
On the other hand, if there are (m´ x) stacks with x P {0, . . . , 1/ε1 ´ 1},
we remove the (1/ε1 ´ x) stacks with the smallest resource requirement,
set wm to (m´ 1/ε1) without violating the equation (6.8), and place the
removed jobs into the window (R, m). Let Jshift be the set of (fractional)
jobs we moved to window (R, m).
Claim. If we schedule the jobs Jshift in window (R, m), we have to add at
most ε1p(x˜) processing time to x˜(H,(R,m)) to get a feasible solution to LPW .
Proof. The window (R, m) is the only window where we have added jobs.
We have to show mε1p(x˜) ě p(Jshift) and that Rε1p(x˜) ě ∑jPJshift r(j)p(j)
to prove that the inequalities (6.8) and (6.9) hold which then proves the
claim.
Let us look at the stacks of jobs we removed in window w. First,
we show that the summed up resource requirement of the jobs at the
bottom of these stacks is at most ε1R. Consider the jobs with smallest
resource requirement per stack. Their total resource requirement Rs has
to be smaller than r(w). Otherwise the total resource requirement of the
jobs is in window w larger than r(w) ¨ p(w), which cannot be the case
since equation (6.9) holds for the considered solution. The total resource
requirement of all the jobs with largest resource requirement per stack,
except for the first stack has a resource requirement less than Rs. As a
consequence, this resource requirement is at most r(w). Furthermore, we
know that r(w) ď R´ ε1R since the considered window is not the window
(R, m) and hence there has to be a wide job scheduled at the same time
as the window. Since the job at the bottom of the widest stack has a
resource requirement of less than ε1R the summed resource requirement
of all widest jobs per stack is strictly smaller than R. Assume that the
jobs at the bottom of the 1/ε1 ´ x smallest stacks have a summed resource
requirement of more than ε1R. In this case, one of these jobs has a resource
requirement of at least ε1R/(ε1´1 ´ x) ě ε12R. Hence, the at least m´ 1/ε1
other stacks have a job with resource requirement of at least ε12R at the
bottom. Therefore, the total resource requirement of the jobs at the bottom
of the stacks is at least (m´ 1/ε1)ε12R+ ε1R ě (1/ε12´ 1/ε1)ε12R+ ε1R = R,
which is a contradiction since the total resource requirement of these stacks
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is strictly less than R.
Let Jshift,w be the set of jobs in the stacks we remove from w. Since
the summed up resource requirement of the jobs at the bottom of these
stacks is at most ε1R, we know that ε1R ¨ p(w) ě ∑jPJshift,w r(j)p(j). The total
processing time of these stacks is at most ∑jPJshift,w p(j) = p(Jshift,w) ď
x ¨ p(w) ď 1/ε1 ¨ p(w) ď mε1p(w) since m ě 1/ε12. If we sum up the
changes for all windows we get:
Rε1p(x˜) ě ∑
wPWz(R,m)
Rε1p(w) ě ∑
wPWz(R,m)
∑
jPJshift,w
r(j)p(j) = ∑
jPJshift
r(j)p(j)
and
mε1p(x˜) ě ∑
wPWz(R,m)
mε1p(w) ě ∑
wPWz(R,m)
p(Jshift,w) = p(Jshift),
which proves the claim. C
For each window w P W we move each job j P Jshift,w to the win-
dow (R, m), by setting x¯(H,(R,m)) := x˜(H,(R,m)) + ε1Ppre and y¯j,w := 0 and
y¯j,(R,m) := y¯j,w. Now, we can set m(w) := m ´ 1/ε1 for all windows in
Wsplit and adjust the solution respectively.
We look again at the resource requirement of the windows. Since
all windows have the same number of machines they use, we do not
need to partition the set of generalized configurations by the number of
wide jobs they contain since the number of jobs is no longer a restriction
to the possibility to schedule configuration and window at the same
time. Therefore, we build just one stack of generalized configurations, in
increasing order of resource requirements of the configurations. We now
shift the windows exactly ε1Ppre downwards like in the original rounding
step and round the windows like before. By this rounding, we get ε1´1 + 1
different window sizes and have to extend the window (R, m) by ε1Ppre.
The solution (x¯, y¯) and the set W 1 can be constructed analogously to
the previous rounding. The number of operations is given equally as in
Lemma 6.5.
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6.3.4 Integral Solution – Step (vi)
In this section, we describe how to place the jobs inside the configurations
and windows. While the wide jobs can be placed as before, we need to be
more careful in the analysis of placing the narrow jobs.
Lemma 6.11. Let (x¯, y¯) be a basic solution to LPW(Isup, CW ,W 1) such that
the total number of fractional scheduled narrow jobs and used configurations is
bounded by an integer K. There is a solution which places the jobs in J integrally
and has a makespan of at most
(1+ ε1)p(x¯) + (1+ ε1´1 + K)pmax.
This solution can be found in at most O(log(m)/ε log(log(m)/ε) + K/ε+ n)
operations.
Proof. First we modify the solution (x¯, y¯) to have enough space to schedule
the jobs integrally: We define xˆ(C,w) := x¯(C,w) + pmax if x¯(C,w) ą 0, and
xˆ(C,w) = 0 otherwise and place the wide jobs exactly as in the Lemma
6.6. This alteration and the schedule of the wide jobs can be done in
O(K/ε+ |J (I)|).
To place the narrow jobs, we first determine for each window which
rounded jobs stay inside the window and which do not. For this pur-
pose, we consider for each window the jobs that are to be scheduled
(fractionally) inside them. Similar as in the proof of Lemma 6.6 for a
given window w, we sort the corresponding jobs by their resource require-
ment and build stacks of height p(w) by scheduling the job that overlaps
p(w) fractionally. This can be done in O(|J (Isup)| log(|J (Isup)|) + K) =
O(log(m)/ε log(log(m)/ε)). As in Lemma 6.6, we move the stack contain-
ing the widest jobs to the end of the schedule.
Afterward, we replace the rounded jobs by the jobs from the set J (I).
Consider a rounded job j P J (Isup). This job was introduced for a set of
jobs Ji,l . Assume the job was scheduled inside z ą 1 windows. For each
of these windows w, we greedily replace the job j by jobs from the set Ji,l
in arbitrary order such that they may overlap the border p(w) if the job
was split at this line. Assume the next job j1 P Ji,l does not fit inside the
window w, because the the area reserved for j is used up by the already
placed jobs in Ji,l . In this case there has to be another part of j that is not
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filled up with the jobs from Ji,l (because the LP solution reserves enough
processing time for the jobs in Ji,l). We schedule the job j1 at the end of
the schedule and proceed to schedule the residual jobs from Ji,l inside the
next part. Since the job j is scheduled inside at most z windows, we shift
at most z´ 1 jobs to the end of the schedule.
For each fraction in a narrow job and each configuration, we add at
most pmax processing time to the schedule and, hence, we have
p(xˆ) ď p(x¯) + Kpmax.
In total these step need at most
O(|J (Isup)| log(|J (Isup)|) + K/ε+ |J (I)|)
= O(log(m)/ε log(log(m)/ε) + K/ε+ n)
operations.
6.3.5 Summary of the Modified Algorithm
In the following we summarize the steps of the algorithm. First, the modi-
fied algorithm computes the rounded instance I1sup,ε1 using the rounding
described for Lemma 6.7 in O(n/ε). Afterward it uses the algorithm
described in the proof of Lemma 6.2 to find an approximate solution
to LPsplit with value (1+ ε1)OPTsplit(I1sup,ε1 , ε1) in O(log(m)3/ε7) that has
at most O(log(m)/ε) non zero components. By Lemma 6.7, we know
that (1+ ε1)OPTsplit(I1sup,ε1 , ε1) ď (1+ ε1)(1+ 3ε1)OPT(I). This solution is
transformed to a solution to LPW without losing any factor in the ap-
proximation with the techniques from Lemma 6.4. This can be done in
O((log(m)/ε)2) since each configuration contains at most O(log(m)/ε)
different jobs. In the next step, the algorithm reduces the number of wid-
ows with the techniques from Lemma 6.10. The rounding of the window
sizes is possible in O((log(m)/ε)3): We have to sort the O(log(m)/ε)
generalized configurations and in each generalized configuration, we
have to sort the O(log(m)/ε) jobs that are contained in the O(log(m)/ε)
windows. Since |W 1| ď 1 + 1/ε1 and |JW | P O(log(1/ε1)/ε1), the linear
program has |Jsup W |+ |JN|+ 2|W 1| P O(log(m)/ε1) constraints and at
most |CW ||W 1|+ |JN||W 1| P O(log(m)/ε2) variables. Therefore, we can
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compute a basic solution with at most |Jsup W |+ |JN|+ 2|W 1|+ 1 non zero
components in O((log(m)/ε1)1.5356 log(m)/ε2) ď O(log(m)2.5356/ε3.5356)
operations. Since we have at most |Jsup W |+ |JN|+ 2|W 1|+ 1 non zero
components, the number of configurations and fractional scheduled nar-
row jobs is bounded by O(log(1/ε1)/ε1). The makespan of this solution
is bounded by (1 + ε1)(1 + 3ε1)2OPT(I). With Lemma 6.11 we get an in-
tegral schedule for the jobs in Isup with makespan at most (1 + ε1)2(1 +
3ε1)2OPT(I)+O((log(1/ε1)/ε1) ¨ pmax). If we set ε1 := ε/12 we get a sched-
ule with makespan of at most:
(1+ ε)OPT+O(pmax log(1/ε)/ε)
The total running time of this algorithm is bounded by
O(n/ε+ log(m)3/ε7) ď O(n/ε+ log(n)3/ε7)
with n ě m ą 1/ε2.
The case m ď 1/ε12 Let m ď 1/ε12. Again this case is the simpler one. We
redefine the sets of wide and narrow jobs. Let JW := {j P J |r(j) ą R/m}
and JN := {j P J |r(j) ď R/m}. Again we round all the jobs with the
technique described for Lemma 6.2, which can be done in O(n/ε). Now
we have at most O(log(m)/ε1) ď O(log(1/ε1)/ε1) sizes in the rounded
instance I1sup,ε1 . By Corollary 6.9, we can find a preemptive schedule with
at most O(log(1/ε1)/ε1) non zero components and makespan of at most
(1 + ε1)OPTsplit(I1sup,ε1) ď (1 + ε1)(1 + 3ε1)OPTsplit(I) in O(log(m)2/ε7 +
log(m)3/ε5) = O(log(1/ε1)2/ε7) operations. By Lemma 6.6, we can find
an integral schedule with makespan at most
(1+ ε1)(1+ 3ε1)OPTsplit(I) +O(pmax log(1/ε1)/ε1).
If we set ε1 := ε/6 we get a schedule with makespan of at most
(1+ ε)OPT+O(pmax log(1/ε)/ε)
in at most O(n/ε+ log(1/ε1)2/ε7) operations. This proves Theorem 6.1.
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6.4 Remark on the Unbounded Knapsack with
Cardinality Constraint
In the Problem Unbounded Knapsack With Cardinality Constraint (UkKP)
we are given a set of items I = {1, . . . , n} as well as a knapsack with
capacity c and cardinality constraint k. Each item i P I has a profit p(i) and
a wight w(i). The objective is to find a multiset of the items which can be
placed into the knapsack without exceeding the capacity or the cardinality
constraint and maximizes the profit, i.e. the objective is to find an optimal
solution to the following ILP:
max∑
iPI
xi p(i)
∑
iPI
xiw(i) ď c
∑
iPI
xi ď k
xi PN @i P I
To our knowledge, the unbounded case has not been studied. For the
{0, 1}-version an FPTAS with running time of O(n + kz2/ε2), where z =
min{k, 1/ε}, was presented by Mastrollili and Hutter [86]. By applying
the techniques from this algorithm to the unbounded case, we can proof
the following lemma.
Theorem 6.12. There is a PTAS for Unbounded Knapsack With Cardinality Con-
straint that has a running time of O(n+ log(k)z2/ε2), where z = min{k, 1/ε}.
We will give a short overview on the steps of the algorithm in [86] and
the alterations to make such that it applies to the unbounded case as well.
For the detailed algorithm we refer to [86].
The first step of the algorithm in [86] is to find a solution to the relaxed
LP version of the problem, where each variable can be number in [0, 1].
This is possible in O(n) using the algorithm by Megiddo and Tamir [87].
Caprara et al. [17] showed that an optimal solution to the relaxed {0, 1}-
version of the problem, where only two variables are nither 0 nor 1, can
be transformed to a solution with profit P ď OPT{0,1} ď P + pmax ď 2P,
where pmax is the largest occurring profit.
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Note that a basic solution to the relaxed version of the above linear
program has only two non zero components and can be found in linear
time using the algorithm described in [87]. We can interpret this solution
as a solution to the {0, 1}-version of this problem by duplicating each
of the two items corresponding to the non zero components at most k
times such that all items are either not choose or used fully in the solution
except for two items that can be used fractionally. This solution can then
be transformed to a solution with profit P ď OPT{0,1} ď P + pmax ď 2P,
using the same technique as in [17].
In the next step of the algorithm in [86] the item profits are rounded
to O(log(k)/ε). In our alteration, we use the same rounding technique.
However, we have to remember just one item per profit size and not up to
k as in [86], which improves the number of items in the rounded solution
from O(k/ε) to O(log(k)/ε). Afterward as in [86], the at most O(log(z)/ε)
items with a profit larger than O(ε)OPT are rounded a second time
arithmetically to at most O(z/ε) different profit sizes in {iO(ε/z)P | i =
1, . . . ,O(z/ε)}.
The residual steps are almost identical to [86]. In a dynamic program,
we compute the minimal weight to score profit iO(ε/z)P with l items for
all possible combinations
(i, l) P {1, . . . ,O(z/ε)}ˆ {1, . . . , z}.
To compute a table entry for (i, l) each large item has to be considered
once and therefore at most O(log(z)/ε) operations are needed. Since the
dynamic program has at most O(z2/ε) cells, the dynamic program needs
at most O(z2/ε ¨ log(z)/ε) operations.
For each table entry, we consider the residual capacity and the residual
number of items and solve the corresponding linear program for the small
items in O(log(k)/ε). Generating the corresponding integral solution, we
loose at most O(ε)OPT since the small items have a profit of at most
O(ε)OPT. In total, the running time is bounded by
O(n + z2/ε ¨ (log(z)/ε+ log(k)/ε)) ď O(n + z2 log(k)/ε2).
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Chapter 7
A Tight Polynomial Time
Approximation for Single
Resource Constraint Scheduling
In this chapter, we consider three algorithms for Single Resource Constraint
Scheduling. It is NP-hard to approximate this problem better than 3/2. On
the other hand, the best algorithm so far has an absolute approximation
ratio of 2+ ε.
First, we present an APTAS with additive term pmax. The techniques
from this APTAS are used to construct an algorithm with absolute approx-
imation ratio (3/2+ ε), which closes the gap between inapproximability
and best algorithm with exception of a negligible small ε. Finally, we
improve the running time of the APTAS such that ε does no longer appear
in the exponent of the instance size, i.e., we present an AEPTAS for Single
Resource Constraint Scheduling with additive term pmax.
The results in the chapter have not been published so far.
7.1 Results
Remember, in the Single Resource Constraint Scheduling (SRCS), we are
given m identical machines, a discrete renewable resource with a fixed
size R P N and a set of n jobs J . Each job has a processing time p(j) P N.
We define the total processing time of a set of jobs J 1 Ď J as p(J 1) :=
∑jPJ 1 p(j). To be scheduled, each job j P J needs one of the machines
as well as a fix amount r(j) P N of the resource which it will allocate
during the complete processing time p(j) and which is deallocated as soon
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as the job has finished its processing. Neither machine nor any part of
the resource can be allocated by two different jobs at the same time. We
define the area of a job as area(j) := r(j) ¨ p(j) and the area of a set of jobs
J 1 Ď J as area(J 1) := ∑jPJ 1 r(j) ¨ p(j).
A schedule σ : J Ñ N maps each job j P J to a starting point σ(j) P N.
We say a schedule is feasible if
@t P N : ∑
j:tP[σ(j),σ(j)+p(j))
r(j) ď R and
@t P N : ∑
j:tP[σ(j),σ(j)+p(j))
1 ď m.
When these two conditions hold, we can generate a schedule where each
machine and each resource part is allocated by at most one job at a
time. The objective is to find a feasible schedule, which minimizes the
total length of the schedule called makespan, i.e., we have to minimize
maxjPJ σ(j) + p(j).
Note that the algorithm with the best absolute ratio so far is a (2+ ε)-
approximation [92]. Furthermore, they present a PTAS for the case that
m is constant. As a first step, we present an APTAS for this problem,
which has an approximation guarantee of (1+ ε)OPT+ pmax. Note that
this algorithm is a (2+ ε)-approximation as well, but even improves on
this ratio, in the case that pmax is strictly smaller than OPT.
Theorem 7.1. There is an APTAS for Single Resource Constraint Scheduling
with an additive term pmax and running time
O(n log(1/ε)) + (m log(R)/ε)Oε(1).
In the AFPTAS, almost all jobs are completed before (1+O(ε))OPT,
except for a small group J 1 of jobs that are all started simultaneously
at (1 +O(ε))OPT, after the processing of all other jobs is finished. The
processing of this set J 1 causes the additive term pmax. We managed to
find a (3/2+ ε)-approximation, by handling a set of so called huge jobs
(which have a processing time larger than OPT/2) more carefully and,
thus, preventing that one of these jobs is contained in this group of jobs
J 1.
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Theorem 7.2. There is an algorithm for Single Resource Constraint Scheduling
with approximation ratio (3/2+ ε) and running time
O(n log(1/ε)) + (m log(R)/ε)Oε(1).
The (3/2+ ε)-approximation highly depends on the fact that the set J 1
only contains Oε(1) jobs. When we dismiss this necessity, we can improve
the running time of the APTAS to an AEPTAS.
Theorem 7.3. There is an AEPTAS for Single Resource Constraint Scheduling
with additive term pmax and running time O(n log(1/ε) + m ¨Oε(1)).
Note that in all of these algorithms the exponent is at most doubly
exponential in 1/ε, i.e., it is bounded by (1/ε)O(1/ε).
Methodology and Organization of this Chapter We will present the
algorithms one after another. In Section 7.2, we will present the APTAS
from Theorem 7.1. The algorithm follows the following general approach.
First, we simplify the instance by rounding the processing time of the jobs
and partitioning them into large, medium, and small corresponding to
their processing time. Afterward, we use linear programming approaches
to find a placement of these jobs inside the optimal packing. The few jobs
that are placed fractional with this linear program will be placed on top of
the packing.
Afterward, in Section 7.3, we present the (3/2+ ε)-approximation and
prove Theorem 7.2. However, instead of placing the fractional jobs on top
of the packing, we stretch the packing by (1/2+O(ε))OPT, and place the
fractional scheduled large jobs inside a gap in this stretched schedule. This
stretching allows us to define a common finishing point of all the jobs,
which have a processing time larger than OPT/2 and, thus, we avoid to
schedule them fractionally with the linear program.
Finally, in Section 7.4, we present the algorithm from Theorem 7.3.
The key to improve the running time is a more elaborate rounding of the
resource requirements of the large jobs. As a consequence of this rounding,
the number of jobs that have to be discarded and scheduled in the end as
the set J 1 will depend on the number of machines m, while before it only
was dependent on 1/ε. Hence this improvement of the running time is
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not transferable to the (3/2+ ε)-approximation, where we need the their
number to be bounded by Oε(1).
7.2 APTAS with additive term pmax
In this section, we present an asymptotic APTAS for the Single Resource
Constraint Scheduling problem which has an approximation guarantee of
(1 + ε)OPT + pmax and a running time of O(n log(n)) + (m log(R))Oε(1),
i.e., we prove Theorem 7.1 in this section. Furthermore, we will prove
that there is a PTAS for the case that m is bounded by a constant. This
algorithm represents the base for the 3/2+ ε-approximation, see Section
7.3, and its running time can be improved to be efficient in the sense that
1/ε does not appear in the exponent of n, m or log(R), see Section 7.4. In
the following sections, we assume that 1/ε P N. Remember that we can
assume that n ą m since, otherwise, the machine constraint can never be
violated and, thus, the problem is reduced to Parallel Task Scheduling.
The general structure of the algorithm can be summarized as follows.
First, we find an estimate on the makespan of the schedule and use it, to
simplify the instance. This simplification is done by partitioning the jobs
into large, medium, and small jobs dependent on their processing times
and rounding their processing times and the resource requirement of the
small jobs, see Section 7.2.1. Afterward, we use a binary search framework
and a dual approximation approach. Given a target makespan T1, we guess
the structure of the optimal solution and try to place the jobs according to
this guess. The placement of the three groups of jobs (i.e., large, medium,
and small) happens independently and is described in Sections 7.2.2, 7.2.5,
and 7.2.4 respectively. A more detailed summary of the algorithm can be
found in Section 7.2.6.
7.2.1 Simplifying the input instance
In the first step of the algorithm, we simplify the given instance such
that it has few jobs or few job sizes. Consider the lower bound on the
optimal makespan T := min{pmax, area(J )/R, p(J )/m}. By the analysis
of the greedy List-Schedule, as described in [92], we know that the optimal
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schedule has a size of at most 1m p(J ) + 2R area(J ) + pmax ď 4T.
In the first simplification step, we round up the processing times
of all the jobs to multiples of εT/n. By Lemma 3.1, we know that this
lengthens the optimal schedule by at most εT, and hence, in this rounded
instance, T is still a lower bound on the optimal makespan, but the upper
bound is now (4+ ε)T. Hence, the optimal schedule has size i ¨ εT/n, for
i P [n/ε, 4n/ε+ n]XN. Furthermore, in this rounded instance, it holds
that area(J )/R ď (1+ ε)T as well as p(J )/m ď (1+ ε)T.
In the next step, we will create a gap between jobs with a large pro-
cessing time and jobs with a small processing time, by removing a set of
medium sized jobs.
Lemma 7.4. Consider the sequence σ0 = ε, σi+1 = σiε4. There exists an i P
{1, . . . , 1/ε} such that
1
m
p(Jσi ) +
2
R
area(Jσi ) ď ε
(
1
m
p(J ) + 2
R
area(J )
)
,
where Jσi := {j P J | p(j) P [σiT, σi´1T)} and we can find this i in O(n +
1/ε).
Proof. This follows directly by the pigeonhole principle. Note that the
1/ε sets Jσi are disjoint. Assume for contradiction that it holds for each
i P {1, . . . , 1/ε} that
1
m
p(Jσi ) +
2
R
area(Jσi ) ą ε
(
1
m
p(J ) + 2
R
area(J )
)
.
As a consequence, it holds that
1/ε
∑
i=1
(
1
m
p(Jσi ) +
2
R
area(Jσi )) ą
1
m
p(J ) + 2
R
area(J ).
This is a contradiction since
1/ε
∑
i=1
(
1
m
p(Jσi ) +
2
R
area(Jσi )) =
1
m
p(
1/ε⋃
i=1
Jσi ) +
2
R
area(
1/ε⋃
i=1
Jσi )
ď 1
m
p(J ) + 2
R
area(J ).
Last, we argue that we can find this set in O(n + 1/ε). Note that in the
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rounded instance there are at most n different sizes smaller than εT since
εT/(εT/n) = n. Hence, for all the possible sizes smaller than εT, we can
construct a table, where we save to which set this size belongs in O(n).
Afterward, we iterate the set of jobs once and for each job we add that
value p(j)/m + 2area(j)/R to the size of the corresponding set Jσi , if it
belongs to one of these.
Let i P {1, . . . , 1/ε} be the smallest value such that Jσi has the property
from Lemma 7.4 and define µ := σi and δ := σi´1. Note that σi = ε1+4i
and hence δ ě ε4/ε+1. Using these values for δ and µ, we partition set of
jobs into large JL := {j P J |p(j) ě δT}, small JS := {j P J |p(j) ă µT}
and medium JM := {j P J |µT ď p(j) ă δT}.
The final simplification step is to round the processing times of the
large jobs using the rounding in Lemma 3.2 to multiples of εδT. In this
step, we reduce the number of different processing times of large jobs
to O(logε(δ)/ε2) = O(1/ε3). However, we lengthen the schedule at most
by the factor (1 + 2ε). Furthermore, this rounding reduces the starting
times of the jobs to at most O(1/(εδ)) possibilities since all the large jobs
start and end at multiples of εδT and the optimal height of the rounded
instance is bounded by (1+ 2ε)(4+ ε)T.
Observation 7.5. After this rounding the total number of possible processing
times is bounded by O(n + 1/ε2).
Since the jobs with processing time of at most εT are rounded to
multiples of εT/n, these jobs have at most εT/(εT/n) = n different sizes.
On the other hand, the jobs with processing time larger than εT are
rounded to integral multiples of ε2T and hence they have at most 1/ε2
different sizes.
Let Irounded be the rounded instance and OPTrounded its optimal packing
height. In the following, we assume that the considered optimal schedule
that is rounded has a height OPTrounded of the form i ¨ εT, while making
an extra error of at most εT. As a result, the total height of this optimal
schedule is bounded by T ď OPTrounded ď (1+ 2ε)(4 + ε)T + εT ď ((1 +
2ε)(4+ ε) + ε)OPT and hence i P [1/ε, 16/ε]XN, for ε ď 1.
In the following, we will prove that given a value T1 := iεT for some
i P [1/ε, 16/ε]XN, we either can find a schedule with height (1+O(ε))T1+
pmax, or prove that there is no schedule that schedules the large and
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small jobs with makespan at most T1. In the algorithm, we will find
the smallest value for i such that we find a schedule of height at most
(1+O(ε))iεT+ pmax using the following dual approximation and a binary
search framework.
7.2.2 Scheduling Large Jobs
In this section, we describe how to schedule the large jobs when given
the size of the makespan T1 := iεT for some i P [1/ε, 16/ε]XN. When
scheduling this set of jobs it comes in handy that they can only start at the
multiples of εδT. Let S be the set of all these points in time up to T1 and let
P be the set of all rounded processing times for large jobs. The processing
time between two consecutive starting times si, si+1 P S is called layer li.
Notice that, during the processing of a layer in a rounded optimal packing,
the resource requirement and number of machines used by large jobs stays
unchanged since the large jobs only start and end at the starting points in
S . In this section, we assume that m ě 3|S | = (1/ε)O(1/ε). In Section 7.2.3,
we describe how we can schedule the large jobs, if this is not the case.
In the first step, we partition the set of large jobs into wide and narrow
jobs. Let α P (0, 1). Wide jobs j P JL,W have a resource requirement
of r(j) ě αR and narrow jobs j P JLN have a resource requirement of
r(j) ă αR. We will specify the value of α later. Note that α might be chosen
differently for the AEPTAS or the (3/2+ ε)-approximation. There can be
at most O(1/αδ) wide large jobs and at most O(m/δ) narrow large jobs
since area(J )/R ď (1+ ε)T and p(J )/m ď (1+ ε)T. Hence, it is possible
to enumerate all combinations of starting positions of wide large jobs in
O((1/εδ)1/αδ).
To schedule the narrow large jobs with a given Makespan T1, we guess
for each possible starting point s P S the required number of machines
m(L)s and the resource requirement R
(L)
s of the large jobs that are processed
between this starting point and the next in a rounded optimal solution.
Since we have at most 1/εδ starting points, there are at most (mR)1/εδ
possible guesses.
However, since R can be exponential in the input size, this num-
ber is too large. Instead of guessing the exact resource requirement,
we guess the interval (R/(1 + 1/m)t+1, R/(1 + 1/m)t] in which this re-
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source requirement lies, i.e., if the resource requirement lies in the interval
(R/(1+ 1/m)t+1, R/(1+ 1/m)t], we define R(L)s := R/(1+ 1/m)t. There
are at most dlog(1+1/m)(R)e P O(log(R)m) such intervals intersecting
[1, R] and, therefore, at most O((log(R)m)O(1/εδ)) possible guesses for the
resource requirement.
For a given guess (m(L)s , R
(L)
s )sPS , we solve the following linear program
LPJLN ,(m(L)s ,R(L)s )sPS
.
∑
jPJLN
s
∑
s1=s´p(j)+εδT
r(j)xj,s1 ď R(L)s @s P S (7.1)
∑
jPJLN
s
∑
s1=s´p(j)+εδT
xj,s1 ď m(L)s @s P S (7.2)
T1´p(j)
∑
s=0
xj,s = 1 j P JLN (7.3)
xj,s ě 0 @s P S , j P JLN (7.4)
The variable xj,s represents which fraction of job j starts at time s. The first
two conditions ensure that in each layer the positioned jobs do not exceed
the guessed number of resources or machines. The third condition ensures
that each job is scheduled. If there is an optimal schedule with resource
requirement and machine number such that the values (m(L)s , R
(L)
s )sPS are
an upper bound, we can transform it to a solution of this linear program
by setting xj,s = 1 and xj,s1 = 0 for s = σ(j) and s1 P Sz{s}. This linear
program has 2|S |+ |JLN| conditions and |S ||JLN| variables. Hence, a basic
solution has at most 2|S |+ |JLN| non zero components. Since the factors
on the right hand side are bounded by R, we can find a basic solution to
this linear program in (|S ||JLN| log(R))O(1) = (m log(R)/δ)O(1) using the
Ellipsoid-Method or other polynomial time algorithms for linear programs.
In the end of the algorithm, after the binary search part, we transform
the solution x to LPJLN ,(m(L)s ,R(L)s )sPS
to an integral solution, where no job is
scheduled fractionally. Further, since we rounded the resource requirement
of the narrow large jobs per layer, we have to remove some of the jobs from
their starting points. However, we have to be careful to remove as few as
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possible since we are only allowed to add one pmax to the makespan of
the schedule and we have a machine constraint of m.
Lemma 7.6. Given a solution x to LPJLN ,(m(L)s ,R(L)s )sPS
that has only 2|S | +
|JNL| non-zero components, we have to remove at most 3|S | jobs to guarantee
an integral schedule of all the large jobs and a schedule of all the small jobs. The
removed jobs have a total resource requirement of at most R for α := εδ/3 and
they can be found in O(|S | ¨ |JNL|).
Proof. We prove this lemma in two steps. First, we consider the jobs that
are fractional scheduled in the solution x and their resource requirement.
Afterward, we consider how many jobs we have to remove to meet the
rounded down resource requirement and hence enable a schedule of the
small jobs that does not violate the resource constraint.
Claim. A basic solution for the above linear program has at most 2|S |
fractional scheduled jobs and their total resource requirement is bounded
by 2αR/εδ.
Proof. A job j P JLN is scheduled fractional if there are at least two points
s, s1 P S such that xj,s ą 0 and xj,s1 ą 0. Each job needs at least one non
zero components to be scheduled and hence |JLN| non zero components
are used by different jobs. Therefore, each fractional scheduled job needs
one of the 2|S | residual non zero components, i.e., there are at most 2|S |
fractional scheduled jobs. Hence, we have to remove at most 2|S | jobs to
schedule all jobs integral. Since each job has a resource requirement of at
most αR the total resource requirement of removed jobs is bounded by
2αR/εδ. C
In addition to the at most 2|S| fractional scheduled jobs, we have to
remove further jobs to compensate for the use of a rounded resource
requirement in the linear program.
Claim. To meet the resource constraint, we have to remove at most one job
per layer.
Proof. Let be s P S and R(L)s = R/(1 + 1/m)t, i.e., we had guessed
that the resource requirement of the narrow large jobs scheduled in this
layer is contained in the interval (R/(1 + 1/m)t+1, R/(1 + 1/m)t]. To
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make sure that we do not exceed the given resource, we reduce the
total resource requirement of narrow large jobs scheduled in this layer to
R/(1+ 1/m)t+1.
If the total resource requirement of all narrow large jobs scheduled in
layer s is at most R/(1+ 1/m)t+1, we do not need to remove any job and
hence the claim is trivially true for this layer. Otherwise, the widest job
has a resource requirement of at least (R/(1+ 1/m)t+1)/m since there are
at most m jobs scheduled in this layer. When we remove the widest job,
the total resource requirement of the residual jobs is bounded by
R/(1+ 1/m)t ´ R/m(1+ 1/m)t+1
=m(1+ 1/m)R/m(1+ 1/m)t+1 ´ R/m(1+ 1/m)t+1
=R/(1+ 1/m)t+1.
C
Therefore, the total number of narrow jobs to be removed is bounded
by 3|S| P O(1/(εδ)). If m ě 3|S | P (1/ε)O(1/ε) and R ě (3α/εδ)R, we can
schedule the removed jobs at the same time at the end of the schedule
without violating the resource or machine constraint. This step adds pmax
to the makespan T1. Hence, we choose α := εδ/3 in this algorithm.
7.2.3 Scheduling Large Jobs: The case m ď 3|S |
If m ă O(1/εδ), we can guess the starting time of all the large jobs in
(1/εδ)m/δ = (1/ε)(1/ε)
O(1/ε2)
since there are at most m/δ large jobs. In this
case, no large job needs to be scheduled in a later step. Since to schedule
the medium and small jobs adds at most O(ε)T to the makespan, we end
up with a schedule of height at most (1+O(ε))T1 in this case.
7.2.4 Scheduling Small Jobs
In this section, we describe how to schedule the small jobs. To schedule
these jobs, we use the techniques we used for the AFPTAS, see Chapter
6. To gain a running time that is linear in n, the first step is to round the
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resource requirements of the small jobs by using the rounding technique
as discussed in Lemma 6.7. As a result, we gain a set of rounded jobs J 1S
such that |J 1S| P O(log(m)/ε). This rounding can be done in O(n log(1/ε))
and the set of rounded jobs can be scheduled as splittable jobs instead
of the jobs in JS and some extra height of at most 2ε ¨ area(J (I))/R +
εp(J (I))/m ď 3εT.
We will schedule these jobs in J 1S inside the layers using the residual
free resources and machines given by the guess for the large jobs. We
define m(S)s as the number of free machines in layer s and analogously
define R(S)s as the number of free resources during the processing of this
layer. Note that we have to determine the values m(S)s and R
(S)
s differently
depending on the case m ą 3|S | or m ď 3|S |. If m ď 3|S |, we can determine
m(S)s and R
(S)
s by simply counting the jobs and their resource requirement
per layer. On the other hand, if m ą 3|S |, we have to act slightly different.
While we can determine m(S)s directly by the guess for the large wide jobs
and the guess for the large narrow jobs, we have to be more careful, when
we calculate R(S)s . Let Rs,W be the total resource requirement of the wide
large jobs intersecting this layer and let R(L)s = R/(1+ 1/m)t be the guess
for the narrow jobs. Since we rounded up the resource requirement of
the narrow jobs, we define the amount of free resource in the layer s as
R(S)s := R´ Rs,W ´ R(L)s /(1+ 1/m).
Solving a Configuration LP We will schedule the jobs in J 1S using a
configuration LP that allows for each layer a certain set of configurations.
This linear program has the same form as the second LP described in
Section 3.3, and hence we can use the same technique to solve it. In the
following, we will describe the configurations with more detail.
A configuration of jobs in J˜S for a layer s is a multiset C := {aj : j | j P
J 1S} such that r(C) := ∑jPJS ajr(j) ď R(S)s and m(C) := ∑jPJ aj ď m(S)s ;
i.e., a configuration defines a multiset of jobs in J˜S which can be scheduled
at the same time, without violating the resource or machine constraint. We
define Cs as the set of configurations for layer s. We introduce a new layer
J with processing time 3εT. This is necessary since we have rounded the
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resource requirements of the jobs, and therefore have an extra processing
time of 3εT at the end of the schedule. We define SJ := S Y {J} and
Cs as the set of configurations for layer s P SJ. Note that CJ contains all
configurations C with r(C) ď R and m(C) ď m since there is no large job
scheduled in this layer.
Consider the following linear program LPS ,JS
∑
cPCJ
xJ,C = 3εT (7.5)
∑
cPCs
xs,C = εδT @s P S (7.6)
∑
sPSJ
∑
CPCs
Cjxs,C = p(j) @j P J 1S (7.7)
xs,C ě 0 @s P SJ, C P Cs. (7.8)
(7.9)
The variable xs,C denotes the total processing time of the configuration
C P Cs in layer s. The first two conditions ensure that the total processing
time of a layer is not exceeded by the total processing time of the configu-
rations in this layer. The third condition ensures that each job is scheduled
completely. Note that a rounded optimal solution can be transformed into
a solution of this linear program by determining which sets of rounded
small jobs are processed at the same time in each layer. We are going to
find a solution to the relaxed version of this linear program, where we
enlarge the right hand side of the equations (7.5) and (7.6) by the factor
(1+ ε).
Lemma 7.7. If there is a solution to the linear program LPS ,JS , we can find a
solution x to the relaxed version of the linear program in at most O(log(m)3) ¨
(1/ε)O(1/ε) that uses at most O(|S |+ |J 1S|) non-zero components.
Proof. This linear program has |S | + 1 + |J 1S| constraints and at most
(log(m)/ε)m ¨ 1/εδ variables. By Lemma 3.9, we can solve this linear pro-
gram approximately in O(|S |||J 1S||(ln(|J 1S|) + 1/ε2) ¨ (P(ABS) + (|J 1S|+|S |)1.5356)), where P(ABS) is the running time of the corresponding block-
problem. This block problem asks for a given profit function for the jobs
and a given layer which configuration is most profitable with respect
to the contained jobs. As described in Section 6.3.2, this block problem
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corresponds to the problem Unbounded Knapsack With Cardinality Con-
straint and hence can be solved in O(|J 1S|+ log(m)/ε4) = O(log(m)/ε4).
Therefore, the total running time of the algorithm is bounded by
O((1/εδ)(log(m)/ε)(ln(log(m)/ε) + 1/ε2)
¨((log(m)/ε4) + ((log(m)/ε) + (1/εδ))1.5356))
ďO(log(m)3/ε8δ3).
Note that in the solution generated by the algorithm in Lemma 3.9 has
at most (|S |+ 1+ |J 1S|) = O(log(m)/ε2δ) non zero components. Further-
more, it is only a solution to a relaxed version of the linear program, where
we extend the right hand side of equation (7.5) and (7.6) by the factor
(1+ ε).
Reducing the Number of Configurations In the next step, we reduce
the number of non-zero components some further since scheduling the
large jobs inside these configurations would add up to O(µT log(m)/ε2δ)
to the makespan, which is too large. First, we partition the set of rounded
small jobs J 1S into wide and narrow jobs. We say a job j P J 1S is wide, if
r(j) ě εR and narrow otherwise. Let J 1SW be the set of wide and J 1SN be
the set of narrow jobs.
To reduce the number of non-zero components, we use the same
techniques as in the AFPTAS from the previous section, i.e., we introduce
windows and generalized configurations. Let xsplit be the solution for the
linear program generated by the algorithm from Lemma 7.7. Let CLP be
the set of configurations that have a non-zero component in the considered
solution and let CLP,s be the set of non-zero component configurations
for layer s. For a configuration C P CLP,s, we denote by ps(C) := xs,C
the total processing time of this configuration inside the layer s. For a
configuration C P CLP, we define C|J 1SW as the configuration where we
removed all the narrow jobs. Furthermore, we denote by CLP,s,W the set of
all configurations in CLP,s that are reduced to their wide jobs. A window
w = (wr, wm) is a pair consisting of a resource requirement r(w) = wr
and a number of machines m(w) = wm. As for a configuration, the total
time a window is processed inside a layer s is denoted as ps(w) and
is called its height. At each point of time in a given window w, there
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can be processed m(w) jobs with summed up resource requirement r(w).
For windows w1, w2, we write w1 ď w2 if and only if r(w1) ď r(w2)
and m(w1) ď m(w2). A generalized configuration (C, w) for a layer s is a
pair consisting of a configuration C P CLP,s,W and a window w such that
m(w) ď ms ´m(C) and r(w) ď Rs ´ r(C). For a configuration C P CLP,s,W ,
we define by ws(C) := (Rs ´ r(C), ms ´m(C)) the main window for C. We
define Ws as the set of all main windows for the configurations in CLP,s,
and W be the set of all the generated widows.
Consider the following linear program: LPW(SJ,J 1S) :
∑
sPSJ
∑
CPCLP,s,W
∑
wPWs
wďws(C)
C(j)xC,w,s = p(j) @j P J 1SW (7.10)
∑
sPSJ
∑
wPWs
yj,w,s = p(j) @j P J 1SN (7.11)
m(w) ∑
CPCLP,s,W
ws(C)ěw
xC,w,s ě ∑
jPJSN
yj,w,s @s P SJ, w PWs (7.12)
r(w) ∑
CPCLP,s,W
ws(C)ěw
xC,w,s ě ∑
jPJSN
r(j)yj,w,s @s P SJ, w PWs (7.13)
xC,w,s ě 0 @s P SJ, C P CLP,s,W , w PW (7.14)
yj,w,s ě 0 @s P SJ, w PWs, j P JSN (7.15)
The variable xC,w,s denotes the processing time of the generalized
configuration (C, w) in the layer s and the value yj,w,s indicates which
amount of job j is processed in window w in the layer s. Inequalities
(7.10) and (7.11) ensure that for each job there is enough processing time
reserved, while equalities (7.12) and (7.13) ensure that in each window
there is enough space to schedule the contained jobs.
Given a solution (x, y) to LPW , we define
ps(x) := ∑
CPCLP,s,W
∑
wPWs
wďws(C)
xC,w,s,
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which is the processing time of (x, y) in the layer s, and
ps(w, x) := ∑
CPCLP,s,W
C(w)ěw
xC,w,s,
which is the summed up processing time of a window w PW in x in layer
s.
Lemma 7.8. Given a solution xsplit to the relaxed version of LPS , we can find a
solution (x˜, y˜) to the linear program LPW , which fulfills
ps(xJ,C) ď (1+ ε)3εT (7.16)
ps(xs1,C) ď (1+ ε)εδT @s1 P S. (7.17)
Proof. To generate this solution, we look at each layer s and each configu-
ration C P CLP,s,W and sum up the processing time of each configuration
C1 P CLP,s, which is reduced to C, i.e., C1|J 1SW = C. Building a generalized
configuration, we combine C with its main window w(C) PWsplit. More
precisely for each C P CLP,s,W , we define
x˜(C,w(C)) := ∑
C1PCLP,s
C1|J 1SW=C
xsplitC1 ,s .
Equations (7.16) and (7.17) hold for this choice for x˜ since the processing
time of each configuration is added to exactly one generalized configura-
tion and xsplit fulfills equations (7.5) and (7.6). With a similar argument,
one can see that inequality (7.10) holds since xsplit fulfills equation (7.7).
On the other hand, we have to ensure that inequalities (7.11) to (7.13)
hold. For this purpose, we look at each layer s and each configuration
C P CLP,s and consider the reduced configuration C|JSW and its main
window w := w(C|JSW ). For each job j P JN , we add its processing time
in C, which is given by C(j)(xsplit)C,s, to the window w. More precisely
for each layer s, each window w PWs, and each job j P JSN , we define
y˜j,w,s := ∑
CPCLP,s
w(C|J 1SW )=w
C(j)xsplitC,s .
Since the configuration C was valid and Equations (7.5) (7.6), and (7.7)
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hold for xsplit, the Equations (7.11) to (7.13) hold for (x˜, y˜) as a direct
consequence.
Let (x˜, y˜) be the solution to LPW generated for xsplit by Lemma 7.8.
Note that the number of non-zero components in (x˜, y˜) is bounded by
O(log(m)/ε2δ) since in xsplit there are at most this many non-zero com-
ponents and, for each of these components, we generate at most two
non-zero components in (x˜, y˜). Furthermore, since each configuration
in CLP,W contains at most 1/ε jobs and there are at most O(log(1/ε)/ε)
different wide jobs, the number of configurations and their correspond-
ing main windows in (x˜, y˜) is bounded by O(|SJ| ¨ (log(1/ε)/ε)1/ε) =
O((1/εδ) ¨ (log(1/ε)/ε)1/ε) ď O(1/ε2/ε+1δ). As a consequence, a basic
solution to LPw, where we add the Equations (7.16) and (7.17) has at
most |J 1S,W | + |J 1S,N| + O(1/ε2/ε+1δ) non-zero components and can be
computed in (1/ε)1/ε
O(1/ε)
. Since each job in J 1S,N uses at least one non
zero component in y and |J 1SW | ď O(1/ε2), this basic solution uses at
most O(1/ε2/ε+1δ) generalized configurations or fractionally scheduled
jobs from the set J 1SN .
At this point, we could proceed to find an integral solution since
the number of non-zero components for configurations and fractional
scheduled jabs is bounded by Oε(1). However, the O(1/ε2/ε+1δ) general-
ized configurations or fractionally scheduled jobs lead to a running time
of the form O(n log(1/ε)) + (m log(R)/ε)1/εO(1/ε) . In the following steps,
we will reduce the number of generalized configurations or fractionally
scheduled jobs to be in 1/δεO(1) and, thus, reduce the running time to
O(n log(1/ε)) + (m log(R)/ε)1/εO(1/ε) .
Lemma 7.9. Given a solution (x˜, y˜) to LPW(SJ,J 1S), we can find a solution
(x¯, y¯) to LPW(SJ,J 1S) with p(x¯) ď (1+ ε)p(x˜) and has at most O(1/ε3δ) +|JS,N| non zero components. This solution can be found in at most O(log(m)3) ¨
(1/ε)O(1/ε) operations.
Proof. Consider a layer s P S and the set of windows Ws occurring in this
layer in the considered solution (x˜, y˜). At the moment there can be up to
O((log(1/ε)/ε)1/ε) different windows in Ws. We will reduce this number
to at most O(1/ε2) similar as in Section 6.2.5.
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We partition the windows by the size of m(w) for each window w PWs.
Since the generalized configuration can contain at most 1/ε wide jobs,
there are at most 1/ε+ 1 different values for m(w) in Ws. However, there
is only one window that has the largest value m(w) since there is no wide
job scheduled next to this window. For the residual 1/ε sets, we stack the
generalized configuration corresponding to the windows in sorted order
such that the widest window is at the bottom and the most narrow one
at the top. The partition and the corresponding stack of windows can be
found in O((log(1/ε)/ε)2/ε).
Let P be the height of one of these stacks. We shift down the windows
by εP while the configuration part of the generalized configuration is not
moved. We partition the stack into segments of the same height εP and
assign the jobs contained in a window from segment i to the most narrow
window in the segment below i and change window corresponding to the
generalized configuration accordingly as in the proof of Lemma 6.5. The
jobs from the bottom-most segment are assigned to the window (R, m),
which will be processed at the end of the schedule. This reassignment of
jobs to windows can be done in O((log(1/ε)/ε)2/ε ¨ |JS,N|).
Since we remove windows with total processing time at most εP from
each stack, we remove windows with processing time at most εp(x˜) total.
After this rounding for each stack, we have at most 1/ε windows left. Since
we have at most 1/ε stacks per layer and at most O(1/εδ) layer, the total
number of windows is reduced to O(1/ε3δ).
Given this solution, we transform it to a basic solution using the
algorithm by Ke et al. [75] in at most O((|S | ¨ |W |+ |JS|)1.5356|S | ¨ |W | ¨
|JS|/ε) = O(log(m)3) ¨ (1/ε)O(1/ε).
Generating an Integral Schedule In the final step of the algorithm, after
the binary search framework has found the correct value for T1, we use
this relaxed solution to schedule the original jobs in JS. Again, we use the
same techniques as described in Sections 6.2.6 and 6.3.4.
Lemma 7.10. Given a solution (x, y) to LPW(SJ,J 1S) that has at most |J 1SN|+
O(1/ε2/ε+1δ) non zero components, we can find an integral schedule of the jobs
in JS that has a makespan of at most (1+O(ε))p(x) in at most
O((log(m)/ε) log(log(m)/ε) + 1/ε2/ε+2δ+ |JS|)
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operations.
Proof. Since the generalized configurations in each layer use up to (1 +
ε)εδT processing time, we extend the layers by the factor (1 + ε) in the
first step. Furthermore, let ks be the number of generalized configurations
inside layer s that have a non zero component in x. We extend the layer s
by further µT to allow the integral schedule of the jobs in JSW .
Afterward, we schedule the wide jobs as described in Lemma 6.6
and the narrow jobs as described in Lemma 6.11. In total, we extend
the schedule by at most µT ¨O(1/ε3δ) +O(ε)p(x) ď O(ε)p(x) because
µ = δε4, we have to extend the schedule for each configuration and
fractional scheduled narrow job by at most µT, and we have to add at
most O(ε)p(x) to schedule the narrow jobs that have to be discarded
from their windows. To find this integral schedule, we need at most
O(n + log(m)/ε log(log(m)/ε) + 1/ε2/ε+1δ) operations.
Hence, when scheduling the small jobs integral, we extend the given
schedule by a factor of at most (1+O(ε)).
7.2.5 Scheduling Medium Jobs
In the final step, we schedule the medium jobs. In this section, we proof
that it is possible to schedule them in linear time with a makespan of at
most O(ε)T. Consider the following algorithm:
Ź First, we sort all the jobs by height.
Ź Afterward, we consider the jobs with r(j) ě R/m. We schedule the
jobs in round robin manner such that the ith job is positioned on the
machine with number i mod m. We define the point in time where the
last of these jobs ends as TR/m.
Ź Afterward, starting at TR/m, we use the NFDH algorithm to schedule
the residual jobs using r(j) as the width and p(j) as the height of the
job. We define Tres as the point in time where the last job ends.
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Lemma 7.11. When scheduling the medium sized jobs JM with the above-
described algorithm, we need a running time of at most O(n) and get a makespan
of at most 5εT.
Proof. First, note that the constructed schedule is feasible. For the first set
of jobs, we will not violate the machine constraint by the way we schedule
these jobs. On the other hand, we will not violate the resource constraint
since at each point in time up to TR/m, we schedule at most m jobs with
resource requirement at most R/m. For the second set of jobs, we do not
violate the resource constraint since we use the NFDH algorithm, while
we do not violate the machine constraint since the jobs have a resource
requirement of at least R/m and hence no more jobs than m fit next to
each other without violating the resource constraint.
Since we use the round robin algorithm to schedule the jobs with
resource requirement of at most R/m, we know that TR/m ď p(JM)/m +
maxjPJM p(j). Furthermore, since we use the NFDH algorithm to schedule
the residual jobs, we know by Lemma 2.2 that
Tres ´ TR/m ď 2area(JM)/R + max
jPJM
p(j).
In total, the makespan is bounded by
p(JM)/m + 2area(JM)/R + 2 max
jPJM
p(j)
ď ε(p(J )/m + 2area(J )/R) + 2εT
ď 5εT.
We need a running time of at most O(n) to sort the jobs using Bucket-
Sort since these jobs have a height of at most εT and hence at most
εT/(εT/n) = n possible sizes. The algorithms to schedule the first and
second set of jobs need to iterate the sorted set of jobs only once. Hence
the algorithm has a total running time of at most O(n).
7.2.6 Summary of the Algorithm
In this section, we summarize the steps of the APTAS. Given an instance
I = (J , m, R) of Single Resource Constraint Scheduling and an ε P (0, 1)
the algorithm performs the following steps:
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Step 1: Initialization First, we define an ε1 P (0, 1) such that 1/ε1 P N
and ε1 ď ε/c for a c P R large enough such that the following (1 +
O(ε1)) approximation is an (1 + ε) approximation. Further, we define
T := min{pmax, area(J )/R, p(J )/m} and know that T ď OPT ď 4T.
Step 2: Simplification In the next step, we simplify the given instance
I, by partitioning and rounding the jobs. First, we round all processing
times to multiples of ε1T/n, which lengthens the schedule by at most
ε1T and reduces the number of different possible processing times to
n/ε1 defining a first rounded instance Ir,1 This rounding can be done in
O(n) and, as a result, we know that OPT(I) ď OPT(Ir,1) ď OPT(I) + ε1T.
Next, we find the values δ and µ in O(n + 1/ε) as described in Lemma
7.4 and partition the set of jobs J (Ir,1) into large, medium and small
jobs in O(n). The large jobs are rounded to at most O(1/ε4) different
processing times using Lemma 3.2. We call this rounded instance Ir,2 and
it holds that OPT(I) ď OPT(Ir,2) ď (1 + 2ε)(1 + ε)OPT(I). In the final
simplification step, we round the resource requirements of the small jobs
to at most log(m)/ε1 sizes, using the rounding in Lemma 6.7 generating a
further rounded instance Ir,3. This instance can be found in O(n log(1/ε))
and it holds that OPT(I) ď OPT(Ir,3) ď ((1 + 2ε)(1 + ε) + 3ε)OPT(I) =
(1+ 6ε+ 2ε2)OPT(I). Note that the instance Ir,3 contains at most O(m/δ)
different jobs. In the last simplification step, we partition the set of large
jobs into narrow and wide ones as well as the small jobs into these both
categories.
Step 3: Binary Search Framework For the rounded instance Ir,3, we will
find the value T1 = (1+ iε1)T, for i P [0, 4/ε+ 8]XN such that T1 ´ ε1T ď
OPT(Ir,3) ď T1 and give a schedule with makespan at most (1+O(ε1))T1+
pmax = (1 +O(ε1))OPT(I) + pmax. We use dual approximation and try
the values T1 in binary search fashion in the next step.
Step 4: Guessing Step Given a value T1 := iε1T we determine the corre-
sponding set S . Afterward, we try each possibility to schedule the large
wide jobs JLW and each possibility for the vector (m(L)s , R(L)s )sPS . There
are at most (log(R)m/ε)1/ε
O(1/ε)
possibilities for these guesses. For a given
guess, we try to solve the linear program LPJLN ,(m(L)s ,R(L)s )sPS
, which can be
done in (log(R)m/δ)O(1). If the linear program is not solvable, we discard
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the current guess. Otherwise, we try to solve the linear program LPS ,JS
to place the small jobs. By Lemma 7.7 a solution to the relaxed version
can be found in O(log(m)/ε8δ3) if LPS ,JS has a solution. If we find such a
solution, we save the guess and both LP-solutions and try the next smaller
value for T1 in binary search fashion. Otherwise, we try the next guess. If
all the guesses deny the solvability of one of both linear programs, we try
the next larger value for T1 in binary search fashion.
Step 5: Scheduling the Original Jobs When the binary search procedure
stops, we have a guess how to schedule the large jobs and both LP solutions.
By the Lemmas 7.6 and 7.10, we can transform these solutions to schedules
for the jobs in J (Ir,2) with an additive loss of at most O(ε1)T1 + pmax in
the approximation ratio. This transformation needs at most
O((1/ε)O(1/ε) ¨ |JNL|+ log(m)3(1/ε)O(1/ε)
+ (log(m)/ε) log(log(m)/ε) + 1/ε2/ε+2δ+ |JS|))
= O(n + m(1/ε)O(1/ε))
operations. To this schedule, we add the medium sized jobs JM to the
schedule using the algorithm described in Section 7.2.5. By Lemma 7.11
this adds at most O(ε1)OPT(I) to the makespan and needs at most O(n)
operations. This schedule for the instance Ir,2 is then transformed by
replacing the jobs in J (Ir,2) by the original jobs in J (I). Note that this
is possible since the processing time of these jobs is smaller than the
processing time of the jobs in J (I). Finally, we can transform the schedule
to one where each job is started at an integral starting point by iterating
the jobs one by one and reduce the starting time of this jobs to the next
smaller integral if it is not integral already. After this step, the schedule
still fulfills all the constraints since now all the jobs end at integral points
as well.
In this section, we have presented an algorithm with approximation
guarantee (1 + ε)OPT + pmax and a running time that can be bounded
by O(n log(1/ε) + (log(R)m/ε)1/εO(1/ε)). Hence, in this section, we have
proven the Theorem 7.1. Note that in the case where m ď f (1/ε), we can
guess the starting times of all the large jobs and therefore have an (1 +
ε)-approximation with running time O(n log(1/ε) + (1/ε) f (1/ε)¨1/εO(1/ε))
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which corresponds to an EPTAS.
Note that the only step, where ε appears in the exponent of the size of
the input is the step, where we guess the vector (m(L)s , R
(L)
s )sPS . In Section
7.4, we will prove that we can reduce the running time by making a
rougher estimate on the values in (m(L)s , R
(L)
s )sPS . However, a consequence
of this weaker estimate is that we have to remove more jobs and shift them
to the top. More precisely, we have to shift up O(ε)m jobs. This larger
number of shifted jobs is a problem in the following algorithm where we
exploit the feature that the number of jobs that have to be shifted is in
Oε(1). Therefore, we were not able to guarantee an efficient running time
in the (3/2+ ε) approximation.
7.3 A (3/2+ ε)-Approximation
In this section, we design an algorithm with approximation ratio (3/2+ ε).
The algorithm uses the techniques described for the APTAS. However, we
have to be more careful which large jobs can be scheduled fractional and
shifted to the end of the schedule and which cannot.
We aim to find a schedule with makespan (3/2+O(ε))T1, where T1 is
the assumed optimal makespan given by a binary search framework. If we
discard a job larger than T1/2+O(ε)T and schedule it after T1, we exceed
the aspired approximation ratio of (3/2 + O(ε))T. We call this set of
critical jobs huge jobs, i.e., JH := {j P J |p(j) ą T1/2}. As a consequence,
we redefine the set of large jobs as JL := {j P J |δT ď p(j) ď T1/2}
respectively.
Notice that the processing of all huge jobs has to intersect the time T1/2
in each schedule with makespan at most T1. Therefore, each machine can
contain at most one of these jobs. If we could guess the starting positions of
these huge jobs, the discarded jobs in the linear program LPJLN ,(m(L)s ,R(L)s )sPS
would have a height of at most OPT/2 and could be placed on top of
the schedule. Sadly this guessing step is not possible in polynomial time
since there are up to m of these jobs and iterating all combinations of their
starting position needs Ω((1/εδ)m) operations. Our idea is to let almost all
the huge jobs end at a common point in time, e.g. T1, and thus avoid the
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guessing step. To solve the violation of the resource or machine condition,
we shift up all the jobs which start after dT1/2eεδT by dT1/2eεδT such that
they now start after T1, where we denote by dT1/2eεδT the integer multiple
of εδT that is the first which has a size of at least T1/2.
While this shift fixes the start positions of the huge jobs, the large jobs
are again placed with the linear program from Section 7.2.2. Since there are
some large jobs which could be scheduled fractional by the linear program,
we need to find a gap in the shifted schedule where we can place them. In
the following, we will consider optimal schedules and the possibilities to
rearrange the jobs. Depending on this arrangement, we can find a gap for
the fractional scheduled large jobs of height dT1/2eεδT .
Let us assume that we have to schedule k P Oε(1) ď m/4 jobs with
total resource requirement at most kαR ď R/4. We consider an optimal
schedule, after applying the simplification steps, i.e., we consider the
rounded instance Ir,3 and the corresponding transformed optimal schedule,
where each large job starts at a multiple of εδT and each huge job starts at
a multiple of ε2T. Furthermore, we will assume that there are more than
4k = Oε(1) huge jobs. Otherwise, we can guess their starting positions in
O((1/εδ)4k) and place the fractional scheduled large jobs on top of the
schedule.
In the following, we will prove that by extending it by dT1/2eεδT , we
can transform the rounded optimal packing OPTrounded such that all the
huge jobs, except for O(k) of them, start at a common point in time and
we can place k further narrow large jobs without violating the machine or
the resource constraint.
Lemma 7.12. Given a rounded optimal schedule OPTrounded with makespan at
most T1, we can find a transformed schedule OPTshift with makespan at most
OPTrounded + dT1/2eεδT , where all huge jobs except of at most 2k end at the
same point in time γ, and we can schedule further k jobs with processing time
at most dT1/2eεδT and resource requirement at most αR. Further, there is an
injective function which maps each layer s in OPTrounded with ms,S machines
and Rs,S resources reserved for the small jobs to a layer in OPTshift where we
reserve at least as many machines and resources for the small jobs.
Proof. We will prove this lemma by a careful analysis of the structure of
the schedule OPTrounded. First, however, we introduce some notations. Let
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s P S , with s ą T1/2 be any starting point of large jobs. We say a job
j P J intersects s or is intersected by s if σ(j) ă s ă σ(j) + p(j). We will
differentiate between the jobs that start before T1/2 and those that start
at or after T1/2. We will add the attribute pre to sets of jobs that contain
only jobs starting before T1/2, and the attribute post to those that contain
only jobs that start at or after T1/2. Furthermore, we will identify the
sets of jobs that intersect certain points of time. We will add the attribute
s, to denote a set of jobs that is processed up to s, i.e., we denote by
Js, ,pre := {j P J |p(j) ě δT, σ(j) ă T1/2, σ(j) + p(j) ě s} the set of large
and huge jobs starting before T1/2 and ending at or after s. On the other
hand, if we are only interested in the jobs that intersect the time s, we add
the attribute s, to the set and mean Js, ,pre := {j P J |p(j) ě δT, σ(j) ă
T1/2, σ(j) + p(j) ą s}. Finally, we will indicate if the set contains only
huge or only large jobs, by adding the attribute H or L.
T1/2
T1
τ
JL,τ, ,pre
Jτ, ,pre
Figure 7.1. An optimal packing. The hatched rectangles are the jobs that start after
T1/2 and intersect τ, the dark gray area corresponds to large jobs, which start
before T1/2 and end after τ and the dark gray rectangles on the left are huge jobs.
Let τ P {s|s P S, T1/2 ď s ď T1} be the smallest value such that there
are at most m´ k jobs (huge or large) that start before T1/2 and intersect
τ, i.e., end after τ. We partition the set of large jobs intersected by τ into
two sets. Let JL,τ, ,pre := {j P JL|σ(j) ă T1/2, σ(j) + p(j) ą τ} be the set
of large jobs which start before T1/2 and end at or after τ. Further let
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JL,τ, ,post := {j P JL|T1/2 ď σ(j) ă τ, σ(j) + p(j) ą τ} be the set of large
jobs, which are started at or after T/2 but before τ and end after τ, see
Figure 7.1.
Note that by the choice of τ in each point between τ and T1/2 in the
schedule there are more than m´ k machines used by Jτ, ,pre. As a result
there are at most k´ 1 machines used by jobs starting after T1/2 at each
point between T1/2 and τ, implying |JL,τ, ,post| ă k.
T1/2
T1
T1 + dT1/2eεδT
τ
τ + dT1/2eεδT
k machines
unused since
m ě 2k
Figure 7.2. The shifted schedule
We now construct a shifted schedule. Starting times in this schedule will
be denoted by σ1. We shift each job j P J with σ(j) ě T1/2 and σ(j) + pj ě
τ exactly dT1/2eεδT upwards, i.e., we define σ1(j) := σ(j) + dT1/2eεδT for
these jobs. Furthermore, each huge job j P JH intersecting τ is shifted
upwards such that it ends at T1, i.e., we define σ1(j) := T1 ´ pj for these
jobs j, see Figure 7.2. Note that there are at most k huge jobs ending strictly
before τ. If the total number of huge jobs ending before or at τ is larger
than k, we choose arbitrarily from the set of jobs ending at τ and shift
them until there are exactly k huge jobs ending before or at τ.
Claim. After this shift there are at least k machines at each point between
τ and τ + dT1/2eεδT that are not used by any other job.
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Up to T1, there are k free machines, because there is no new job starting
between τ and T1 since we shifted all of them up such that they start
after dT1/2eεδT . On the other hand, only jobs from the set JL,τ, ,post are
processed between T1 and τ+ dT1/2eεδT . Since |JL,τ, ,post| ă k and m´ k ě
k this leaves k free machines which proves the claim.
We would like to place the gap at τ since there are enough free ma-
chines. Sadly it can happen that at a point between τ and τ + dT1/2eεδT
there is not enough free resource for the gap. In the following, we carefully
analyze where we can place the k jobs, dependent on the structure of the
optimal schedule OPTrounded.
T1/2
T1
T1 + dT1/2eεδT
τ
τ + dT1/2eεδT
Figure 7.3. Case 1: Between τ and T1 there are k free machines and kαR free
resources.
Case 1: r(Jτ, ,pre) ď R´ kαR In this case there are at least kαR free re-
sources at each point in the shifted schedule between τ and T1 since there
are no jobs starting between these points of time.
To place the k fractional scheduled jobs, we have to generate a gap of
height dT1/2eεδT . In this gap there have to be k unused machines and kαR
unused resources. For the time between τ and T1, we have this guarantee,
while for the time between T1 and τ+ dT1/2eεδT , we have k free machines,
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but might have less than kαR free resources. The only jobs overlapping
in this time window are the jobs from the set JL,τ, ,post, see Figure 7.3. If
these jobs have a small resource requirement, we have found our gap, see
Case 1.1. and, otherwise, we have to look more careful at the schedule.
Case 1.1: r(JL,τ, ,post) ď R´ kαR. In this case, there is a gap between τ
and τ + dT1/2eεδT , see Figure 7.4. In this shifted optimal schedule there
are at most k huge jobs ending before τ. In the algorithm, we will guess τ
dependent on a given fractional solution for the large jobs and guess these
k huge jobs and their start points in O(mkSk), which is polynomial in the
input size, see Section 7.3.1 for an overview.
T1/2
T1
T1 + dT1/2eεδT
τ
τ + dT1/2eεδT
Gap
Figure 7.4. The shifted schedule and the gap between τ and τ+ dT1/2eεδT in Case
1.1
Case 1.2: r(JL,τ, ,post) ě R´ kαR. In this case, there is a point t P [τ, T1]
such that after this point there are less than kαR free resources. Therefore,
we need another position to place the fractionally scheduled jobs. To
generate a gap, we shift down the widest job in JL,τ, ,post back to its start
position.
Claim. When choosing α ď 1k(k+1) , there exist at least one large job i P
JL,τ, ,post with a resource requirement of r(j) ě kαR.
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Proof. In JL,τ, ,post there are at most k ´ 1 large jobs using more than
R´ kαR resource total. Since α ď 1k(k+1) , it holds that
R´ kαR
k
ě
R(1´ k 1k(k+1) )
k
=
R( k+1k+1 ´ 1k+1 )
k
= Rk
1
k(k + 1)
ě kαR.
Hence, by the pigeon principle, one of the jobs must have a resource
requirement of at least kαR.
i
i
T1/2
T1
T1 + dT1/2eεδT
τ
τ + dT1/2eεδT
ι+ dT1/2eεδT
ι
Figure 7.5. Case 1.2: The job with resource requirement at least kαR is shifted
down. At each point between ι and ι+ dT1/2eεδT there are at least kαR unused
resources.
We shift this job i down such that it starts at its primarily starting
position. Let ι := σ(i) + p(i) be its end position.
Claim. As a result of this shift, there are at least kαR free resources at each
point between ι and ι+ dT1/2eεδT .
Proof. At each point between ι and T1 there were kαR unused resources
before. Each job which starts between T1 and τ+ dT1/2eεδT is an element of
JL,τ, ,post and was therefore scheduled with the wide job at the same time.
So between T1 and τ + dT1/2eεδT there is at least kαR resource unused.
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From τ + dT1/2eεδT to ι+ dT1/2eεδT the wide job i was scheduled, hence
there is at least kαR free resource.
We now have to differentiate if there are at least k machines unused
between τ + dT1/2eεδT and ι+ dT1/2eεδT , see Figure 7.5. Let ρ P {s|τ ď
s ď T, s P S} be the first point in the schedule where at most k jobs
from Jτ, ,pre are scheduled in the given optimal schedule (not the shifted
one), i.e., ρ is the first point in time where |Jρ, ,pre| ď k. Note that as a
consequence |Jρ, ,pre| ě k since otherwise there would have been a point
in time before ρ, where at most k machines are used by jobs starting before
T1/2. We know that between T1 and ρ+ dT1/2eεδT there always will be k
machines unused since before the first shift they were blocked by jobs in
Jτ, ,pre.
i
T1/2
T1
T1 + dT1/2eεδT
τ
τ + dT1/2eεδT
ι+ dT1/2eεδT
ι
Gap
Figure 7.6. The shifted schedule and the position of the gap in Case 1.2.1
Case 1.2.1: ρ ě ι. In this case, at each point between ι and ι+ dT1/2eεδT
there are k machines unused. Between ι and T1 there are k free machines by
the choice of τ and between T1 and ρ+ dT1/2eεδT there are k free machines
by the choice of ρ. Therefore, there is a gap between ι and ι+ dT1/2eεδT ,
see Figure 7.6.
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Case 1.2.2: ρ ă ι. Let JH,ρ := {j P JH|sj + pj ą ρ} be the set of huge
jobs, which are still scheduled after ρ. It holds that |JH,ρ| ď k. As a
consequence, it is possible to guess their starting positions in polynomial
time and, hence, we schedule each job in JH,ρ as in the original simplified
schedule OPTrounded. The other huge jobs, which end between τ and ρ,
are scheduled such that they end at ρ, i.e., we define σ1(j) := ρ´ p(j) for
each of these huge jobs j. Next, we shift the all the jobs j with starting time
σ1(j) ě ρ+ dT1/2eεδT downwards such that they start as they had started
before the first shift. As a result between T1 and T1 + dT1/2eεδT , there are
just jobs left which overlap the time from τ + dT1/2eεδT to ρ+ dT1/2eεδT ,
see Figure 7.7.
i
T1/2
T1
T1 + dT1/2eεδT
τ
τ + dT1/2eεδT
ρ
ρ+ dT1/2eεδT
ι+ dT1/2eεδT
ι
Gap
Figure 7.7. The shifted schedule and the position of the gap in Case 1.2.2
By the choice of ρ and τ at each point between τ + dT1/2eεδT and
ρ + dT1/2eεδT there are at most m ´ k jobs which use at most R ´ kαR
resource since the job i was scheduled there before. Since each job between
T1 and T1 + dT1/2eεδT overlaps this area there are at least k free machines
and kαR free resources in this area. Hence, we position the gap at T1.
In the algorithm, we will guess τ and ρ dependent on a given fractional
solution for the large jobs and guess the at most k jobs ending before τ
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and the k jobs ending after ρ in O(m2k´1). For each of these jobs, we have
to guess its starting time out of at most S/2 possibilities.
Case 2: r(Jτ, ,pre) ą R´ kαR. In this case, the gap has to start strictly
after τ since at τ there is not enough free resource. Let JL,T1/2 be the set
of large jobs intersecting the point in time T1/2. Remember that Jτ, ,pre
contains huge and large jobs. Since r(Jτ, ,pre) ą R´ kαR, at least one of
these sets of jobs (huge or large) has to contribute a large resource require-
ment to r(Jτ, ,pre). In the following, we will find the gap, depending on
which of both sets contributes a suitable large resource requirement.
Case 2.1: r(JL,T1/2) ě 2kαR. Let τ1 P {s P S|τ ď s ď T1} be the first point
in time where r(JL,T1/2) ´ r(JL,τ1, ,pre) ě kαR. Note that τ ď τ1 since,
otherwise, there would be kαR free resources at τ.
Claim. By this choice at each point between τ1 and τ1 + dT1/2eεδT there
are at least kαR free resources.
Between τ1 and T1 there are kαR free resources since jobs form JL,T1/2
with a resource requirement of at least kαR end before τ1. On the other
hand, before the shift there was at least kαR resource blocked by jobs from
JL,T1/2 between T1/2 and τ1 and hence after the shift there is at least kαR
free resource at any time between T1 and τ1 + dT1/2eεδT .
Moreover, as in Case 1.2, let ρ P {s|τ ď s ď T1, s P S} be the first
point in the schedule where |Jρ, ,pre| ď k, i.e., where at most k jobs are
scheduled that start before T1/2.
Claim. By this choice at each point between τ and ρ+ dT1/2eεδT there are
at least k unused machines.
From τ to T1 there are k unused machines, by the choice of τ. On the
other hand, at each point in time between T1 and ρ+ dT1/2eεδT there were
k machines blocked by jobs that started before T1/2 and these machines
are now unused.
Similar as in Cases 1.2.1 and 1.2.2, we will find the gap dependent of
the relation between τ1 and ρ.
Case 2.1.1: ρ ě τ1. In this case between τ1 and τ1 + dT1/2eεδT there are
at least k unused machines. Therefore, we have a gap between these two
points, which is large enough, see Figure 7.8. In the algorithm, we have to
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T1/2
T1
T1 + dT1/2eεδT
τ1
τ1 + dT1/2eεδT
τ
τ + dT1/2eεδT
ρ
ρ+ dT1/2eεδT
Gap
Figure 7.8. The shifted schedule and the position of the gap in Case 2.1.1
guess the k huge jobs, which end before τ and their start point, as well as
the points τ, τ1 and ρ.
Case 2.1.2: ρ ă τ1. In this case, we act like in Case 1.2.2 and shift all huge
jobs, but the at most k jobs ending after ρ, downwards such that they end at
ρ, see Figure 7.9. Furthermore, we shift all jobs starting after ρ+ dT1/2eεδT
back downwards such that they again start at their primary start position.
Now after T1 there are just jobs having their start or end position between
τ + dT1/2eεδT and ρ+ dT1/2eεδT . At each point between these two points
there are at least k unused machines and kαR unused resource with the
same arguments as in Case 1.2.2. Hence, we have a gap with the right
properties between T1 and T1 + dT1/2eεδT .
Case 2.2: r(JL,T1/2) ă 2kαR. Since we have r(Jτ, ,pre) ą R ´ kαR (by
Case 2.) and it holds that (JH XJτ, ,pre)Y (JL,T1/2 XJτ, ,pre) = Jτ, ,pre,
we get that r(JH XJτ, ,pre) ě R´ 3kαR.
Similar as before, let ρ P {s|τ ď s ď T, s P S} be the first point in the
schedule where less than k jobs are scheduled that start before T1/2. By
the same argument as in Case 2.1, we know that at every point between
τ and ρ+ dT1/2eεδT there are at least k unused machines in the shifted
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T1/2
T1
T1 + dT1/2eεδT
τ1
ρ
τ
τ1 + dT1/2eεδT
ρ+ dT1/2eεδT
τ + dT1/2eεδT
Gap
Figure 7.9. The shifted schedule and the position of the gap in Case 2.1.2
schedule.
Case 2.2.1: r(Jρ, ,pre) ě kαR. In this case, we can construct a schedule
in the same way as in case 1.2.2 or 2.1.2 by shifting down the jobs that
start after ρ + dT1/2eεδT and positioning the gap at T1, see Figure 7.10.
This is possible because the jobs that are scheduled between τ+ dT1/2eεδT
and ρ+ dT1/2eεδT can use at most R´ kαR resources in this case since
r(Jρ, ,pre) ě kαR and hence at least kαR resources are blocked by the jobs
in Jρ, ,pre.
Case 2.2.2: r(Jρ, ,pre) ă kαR. Let ρ1 P {iδ2|τ/δ2 ď i ď ρ/δ2, i P N} be
the smallest value, where r(Jρ1, ,pre) ď kαR. Remember, we had r(JH X
Jτ, ,pre) ě R´ 3kαR so huge jobs with summed resource requirement of
at least R´ 4kαR are finished till ρ1. We partition the huge jobs that finish
between τ and ρ by their processing time. Since each job has a processing
time of at least dT1/2eεδT , we get at most O(1/εδ) ď |S |/2 sets. As seen
in Section 7.2.2, we have to discard at most k ď 3|S | large jobs, which have
to be placed later on.
Claim 7.13. When choosing α ď 2/(k(k+ 8)) and assuming k = 3|S |, there
is a set in the partition, which uses at least 3kαR resource total.
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T1/2
T1
T1 + dT1/2eεδT
τ
τ + dT1/2eεδT
ρ
ρ+ dT1/2eεδT
Gap
Figure 7.10. The shifted schedule and the position of the gap in Case 2.2.1
Choosing α as claimed, it holds that
R´ 4kαR
|S |/2 ě
(1´ 4k 2k(k+8) )R
k/6
=
6( k+8k+8 ´ 8k+8 )
k
R = 3k
2
k(k + 8)
R = 3kαR.
Therefore, by the pigeon principle, there must be one set in the partition,
which has summed resource requirement of at least 3kαR. We sort the
jobs in this partition by non increasing order of resource requirement.
We greedily take jobs from this set, till they have a summed resource
requirement of at least kαR and schedule them such that they end before
ρ1. If there was a job with more than kαR resource requirement, it had to
be finished before ρ1 since the resource requirement of huge jobs finishing
after ρ1 is smaller than kαR. In the other case, we greedily choose jobs with
summed resource requirement between kαR and 2kαR.
Since the considered set has a summed resource requirement of at least
3kαR, jobs of this set with summed resource requirement at least 2kαR end
before ρ1. Therefore, we do not violate any constraint by shifting down
these jobs such that they end at ρ1, see Figure 7.11.
Note that since we only use the free area (machines and resources) to
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T1/2
T1
T1 + dT1/2eεδT
τ
τ + dT1/2eεδT
ρ
ρ+ dT1/2eεδT
ρ1
ρ1 + dT1/2eεδT
Gap
Gap
Figure 7.11. The shifted schedule and the position of the gap in Case 2.2.2. Note
that in this figure the gap is not displayed continuously. However, by swapping
the used resource, we can make it continuous. We only need the fact that at each
point in time there are enough free resources and machines.
schedule the k large jobs inside the gap, there is a layer s1 in the shifted
schedule, for each layer s P S that has at least as many machines and
resources reserved for the small jobs as the layer s.
7.3.1 Algorithm
The algorithm works similar to the algorithm in Section 7.2.6. The only
step that we change is the guessing step (Step 4). In the following, we
describe the altered step. Given a value T1 := iε1T, we determine the set S
and guess the starting positions of the large jobs JL,W as well as the vector
(m(L)s , R
(L)
s )sPS . Note that this vector defines the resource and machine
requirements of only the large and not the huge jobs. For each of these
guesses, we try to solve the linear program LPJL,N ,(m(L)s ,R(L)s )sPS
which needs
(m log(R)/δ)O(1) operations. Note that neither JL,W nor LPJL,N contain
huge jobs.
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If the linear program has a solution, we remove the at most 3|S| large
jobs, which we have to remove to guarantee a feasible schedule, and guess
and identify the case for the huge jobs. More precisely, we have to guess τ
and ρ and the at most 2k huge jobs ending before or after these values and
their starting positions. Then, we identify the case and the other variables
dependent on the previous guesses and the solution of the linear program.
In detail, we perform the following steps: First, we guess τ as well as
the at most k´ 1 huge jobs ending before τ and their starting positions
(O((1/ε2)k) possibilities). Afterward, we identify the applying case:
Case 1.1 We schedule the removed jobs at τ and shift the jobs as described.
Case 1.2 We identify i and guess ρ. For each of these guesses, we identify
the resulting case:
Case 1.2.1. We shift the jobs as described and schedule the removed
large jobs at ι.
Case 1.2.2. We guess the at most k huge jobs ending after ρ and their
starting positions. For each of these guesses we shift the jobs as
described and schedule the removed jobs at T1.
Case 2. We guess ρ and the at most k huge jobs ending after ρ as well
as their starting positions. For each of these guesses, we identify the
corresponding case 2.1, 2.2.1 or 2.2.2:
Case 2.1. We find τ1 and schedule the jobs as described in Case 2.1.1.
or Case 2.1.2. depending on the relation of τ1 and ρ.
Case 2.2.1. We schedule the jobs as described.
Case 2.2.2. For each guess of ρ1, we try to schedule the jobs as described.
For each of the resulting schedules of huge and large jobs, we first
verify its feasibility. Afterward (for each feasible guess), we determine
the residual machines and resources per layer and schedule the small
jobs by solving the linear program LPS 1,JS , where S 1 additionally contains
the start points that we added by the shift. If this linear program has a
solution, the guess for the case was correct and we save the guess, the
position of the gap, and both LP solutions and try the next smaller value
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for T1. Otherwise, we try the next guess for the case. If all the guesses to
schedule the huge jobs fail, we try another guess for the large jobs and
finally a larger value for T1 if all the guesses fail.
To bound the total number of guesses that we add by this procedure,
note that we have to guess τ, ρ and ρ1 from at most O(|S |) possibilities. Fur-
ther, we for each of these guesses, we have to guess the starting positions
of at most 2k jobs from at most O(1/ε2) possibilities since huge jobs start
at multiples of ε2T. Therefore, the total number of guesses for the large
jobs is bounded by (1/ε)O(k) ¨O(|S |3). Since k ď 3|S |, this guess for the
huge jobs lengthens the running time by a factor of at most (1/ε)1/ε
O(1/ε2)
.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 7.2.
7.4 Improving the APTAS to an AEPTAS
In this section, we improve the running time of the APTAS described in
Section 7.2 such that 1/ε no longer appears in the exponent of the input
size, i.e., it does not appear in the exponent of n, m, or log(R). Remember
the only critical step in the APTAS, where we use a running time of the
form (n, m, log(R)) f (1/ε) is the guess for the large jobs. We will improve
the running time by using a rougher estimate in the vector (m(L)s , R
(L)
s )sPS .
To make this guessing step possible without adding too many jobs at the
end of the schedule, we have to consider the large jobs more carefully and
slightly change the schedule of the small jobs. However, the scheduling of
the medium jobs remains the same.
7.4.1 Large Jobs
We partition the set of large jobs into wide, medium and narrow jobs. Like
in the previous sections, wide jobs j P JLW have a resource requirement
of r(j) ě αR for a given value α P (0, 1) which differs from the choices
before and is specified later. Medium large jobs are in the set JLM :=
{j P JL|αR ą r(j) ą R/m} and narrow jobs j P JLN have a resource
requirement of r(j) ă R/m. As seen before, we can enumerate all possible
combinations of starting positions of wide large jobs in O((1/εδ)1/αδ).
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To speed up the running time, we have to find a better handling of the
medium and narrow large jobs.
Narrow Large Jobs. First, we consider the narrow jobs in JLN with
resource requirement at most R/m. For each rounded processing time
p P P , we sort the jobs in descending order of resource requirement and
partition the jobs into sets with mε/|P | = O(mε4) jobs each such that
the group containing the jobs with the smallest resource requirement
may have fewer jobs. Since there are at most m/δ jobs, there are at most
O((m/δ)/(mε4) + |P |) P O(1/ε4δ) groups total. To find the partition
into the groups it is enough to find the O(1/ε4δ) jobs with the largest
resource requirement in each group. Using the techniques from Lemma
3.3, i.e., the modified median algorithm, it is possible to find these jobs in
O((m/δ) ¨ log(1/ε4δ)).
Lemma 7.14. By discarding at most 2εm jobs with total resource requirement at
most 2εR, we can find the optimal placement of rounded narrow large jobs in at
most (1/ε)1/ε
O(1/ε)
guesses.
Proof. For each processing time p P P , we round up the requirements
of each other job to the largest one occurring in his group. Consider
an optimal schedule for the jobs that have a rounded processing time
but no rounded resource requirement. In this schedule, it is possible
to replace the jobs from one group with the rounded jobs in the next
group without violating the resource constraint, since these jobs have a
smaller resource requirement as the previously scheduled jobs. The widest
group per processing time cannot be scheduled instead of other jobs in
the considered optimal schedule. Hence, we discard these jobs from the
schedule and place them in a later step at the end of the schedule. Since
we discarded one group per processing time in P and each group has at
most εm/|P | jobs, their number is bounded by εm. Since these jobs have
a resource requirement of at most R/m the discarded jobs have a total
resource requirement of at most εR.
Next, we discuss how we can guess the start points of the rounded jobs
in few guesses total. Let RL,N be the set of rounded resource requirements.
Its size |RL,N| is bounded by O(1/ε4δ). Further, let J 1L,N be the set of
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rounded jobs. We guess for each starting time s and each rounded resource
requirement r ď R/m how many jobs j P J 1L,N with r(j) = r start at
s in an optimal solution. However, we do not guess the exact number.
Instead, for a λ P Oε(1), we guess the largest multiple of λm smaller
than the actual number and discard the residual jobs. Hence, we have
at most (1/λ)|S|¨|RL,N | ď (1/λ)4/ε5δ2 guesses. The total number of jobs
we discard is bounded by λm ¨ |S | ¨ |RL,N| ď O(λm/ε5δ2). Hence, if we
choose λ P O(ε6δ2) small enough, we remove at most εm jobs total. These
jobs have a total resource requirement of at most εm ¨ R/m ď εR.
The total number of jobs which are discarded to handle the narrow
jobs is bounded by 2εm and their resource requirement is bounded by 2εR.
The number of operations for the simplification steps for this set of jobs is
bounded by O(m ¨ (1/ε)O(1/ε)) while the total number of possible guesses
is bounded by O((1/λ)4/ε5δ2) = (1/ε)1/εO(1/ε) .
Medium Large Jobs. Last, we consider the medium large jobs, i.e., the
set JLM. We schedule these jobs similar to the scheduling of the narrow
large jobs in Section 7.2.2. However, we change the guess for the vector
(m(L)s , R
(L)
s )sPS .
In the first step, we round the resource requirement of these jobs.
Note that this rounding is not necessary to find the AEPTAS, but im-
proves the running time for the medium large jobs from being linear
dependent on m to a logarithmic dependence. Let j P JLM with r(j) P
[2tR/m, 2t+1R/m]. We round its resource requirement to the next larger
multiple of α ¨ 2tR/m. Let r˜(j) be this rounded resource requirement of j.
It holds that r˜(j) ď (1+ α)r(j) and, hence in the considered optimal sched-
ule, the resource requirement has increased by at most αR per layer. The
interval [2tR/m, 2t+1R/m) contains at most 2/α multiples of 2tRα/m, and
there are at most log(m) such intervals intersecting the interval [R/m, αR).
Hence after this rounding, there are at most O(log(m)/α) different re-
source requirements.
Let RLM be the set of rounded resource requirements of the jobs in
JLM and let n(r, p) be the number of jobs in JLM with rounded resource
requirement r P RLM and rounded processing time p P P .
For each starting point s, we guess the total number m(L)s of jobs in JL,M
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which are processed in the corresponding layer and their total rounded
resource requirement R(L)s . More precisely, we guess R
(L)
s as the next larger
multiple of αR in the interval [0, R + 2αR] and m(L)s as the next larger
multiple of γm in the interval [0, m + γm], where γ P Oε(1). Hence due to
the rounding, we later have to remove jobs with total resource requirement
of at most 2αR per layer. In total, this leaves O((1/γα)1/εδ) guesses for
(m(L)s , R
(L)
s )sPS .
For a given guess (m(L)s , R
(L)
s )sPS , we solve the following linear program
LPP ,R,(m(L)s ,R(L)s )sPS
:
∑
rPR
∑
pPP
∑
s1PS
s´păs1ďs
rxr,p,s1 ď R(L)s @s P S (7.18)
∑
rPR
∑
pPP
∑
s1PS
s´păs1ďs
xr,p,s1 ď m(L)s @s P S (7.19)
∑
pPP
T´p
∑
s=0
xr,p,s = n(r, p) @p P P , r P RL,M (7.20)
xr,p,s ě 0 @p P P , r P RL,M, s P S (7.21)
The variable xr,p,s represents the number of jobs with rounded processing
time p and rounded resource requirement r, which start at the starting
point s. The first two conditions ensure that in each layer we do not
exceed the guessed number of resources or machines. The third condition
ensures that each job is scheduled. It is easy to see that if there is an
optimal schedule with resource requirement and machine number such
that the values (m(L)s , R
(L)
s )sPS are an upper bound, we can transform it to
a solution of this linear program. On the other hand, if there is no solution,
we can discard the current guess. This linear program has 2|S|+ |RL,M||P |
conditions and |S||RL,M||P | variables. Note that by scaling the condition
(7.18) with m/R, all the values on the right hand side are integers in the
interval [1, 2m]. Hence, we can find a basic solution with at most 2|S|+
|RL,M||P | non zero components in at most (log(2m)|S||RL,M||P |)O(1) =
(log(m)/γεδ)O(1) operations using the Ellipsoid-Method or any other
polynomial time algorithm to solve linear programs.
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The non zero components concerning one resource requirement and
processing time always add up to an integer. Therefore, if for a given
resource requirement r and a processing time p the sum is split into k
values, the fractional parts can add up to at most k´ 1. Hence, we have to
remove at most 2|S| jobs to schedule all jobs integral. Since each job has
a resource requirement of at most αR the total resource requirement of
the removed jobs is bounded by 2αR/εδ ď εR, if α ď ε2δ/2. Furthermore,
the number of removed jobs is bounded by 2/εδ ď εm if m ě 2/ε2δ. This
integral solution can be found in at most O((m/δ) + (|S|+ |RL,M||P |))
operations, by iterating all the non zero components.
When the algorithm has found a solution to the linear program, it
proceeds with trying to schedule the small jobs. However, when the binary
search is finished, the algorithm has to produce a schedule. In Section 7.4.3,
we discuss the number of jobs and their total resource requirement, which
have to be removed to make the schedule feasible, despite the rounding
of the total resource requirement and the rounding of the total machine
requirement per layer.
7.4.2 Small Jobs
Since we already can solve the linear program for small jobs in an efficient
number of operations, the simplification steps remain the same for this set
of jobs. What changes is the number of machines and resource that can be
used for small jobs in the linear program. When the algorithm schedules
the small jobs, the number of machines and the resource amount per
layer is given by the residual capacities due to the guess for the large
jobs. However, we have to take into account that we had rounded the
resource and machine values. Therefore, we use a little bit more than
the residual amounts. Let m(L)s := tγm and R
(L)
s := t1αR for a given
layer s, and ms,L be the number of wide large jobs and Rs,L be their
resource requirement in this layer. Furthermore, let ms,N be the number
of jobs with resource requirement smaller than R/m, scheduled in this
layer and Rs,N be their total resource requirement. Then, we will use at
most m(S): = m´ (t´ 1)+γm´ms,L ´ms,N machines and at most R(S)s :=
R´ (t1 ´ 2)+αR´ Rs,L ´ Rs,N resource for small jobs in this layer.
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After we have determined the vector (m(S)s , R
(S)
s )sPS , we solve the
configuration LP for small jobs LPS ,JS , see Section 7.2.4. By Lemma 7.7,
we can find a solution with at most O(|S | ¨ |J 1S|) non zero components in
at most O(log(m)3 ¨ (1/ε)O(1/ε)) operations. Since we allowed the usage
of up to γm additional machines per layer, we have to remove some of
the jobs in a later step. In a layer where we have reserved more than m/2
machines for small jobs, we remove some of them to make the schedule
feasible. In the other layers, we remove large jobs.
Lemma 7.15. By extending the schedule by at most εp(x), we can remove the
smallest γm jobs from each configuration of small jobs that contains more than
m/4 jobs.
Proof. Consider a configuration for small jobs that uses at least m/4 ma-
chines. The γm most narrow jobs in this configuration can use at most
γm ¨ R/(m/4) = 4γR resource. We remove these jobs and build a new
configuration with them, which has the same height, as the configuration,
from which these jobs were removed. The total height of all configura-
tions generated by removing the jobs has a height of at most p(x). Since
each configuration contains at most γm jobs which have a total resource
requirement of at most 4γR, we can partition this stack of configurations
into 1/4γ stacks of height 4γp(x) and schedule these stacks at the same
time. Since 4γ ă ε, we expand the schedule by at most εp(x).
Therefore, we can reduce each m(S)s ě m/4 to m(S)s ´ γm and there will
still be a solution to LPS, when we extend the right hand side condition
(7.5) as follows ∑cPCJ xJ,c ď 3εT + εp(x) ď 3εT + ε(1+ ε)T1.
7.4.3 Meeting the resource and machine constraints.
To meet the machine constraint, we show that it is possible to remove up
to γm large jobs from the layers where there are at least m/4´ γm large
jobs. Note that these layers are the only ones where we have to remove
jobs to meet the machine constraint since in all the other layers, we can
remove enough small jobs to meet this constraint. Further in this section,
we prove that it is possible to remove large jobs from the configurations to
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meet the resource constraint. Note that this step will be performed after
the binary search for the right value for T1 is done.
Lemma 7.16. To meet the resource constraint, we have to remove at most 2αm
jobs per layer, with total resource requirement of at most 3αR.
Proof. We consider the layer s. If the total resource requirement of the
medium large jobs intersecting this layer is bounded by (R(L)s ´ 2αR)+, we
do not remove any job. Otherwise, we remove medium large jobs until the
residual jobs need at most R(L)s ´ 2αR resource. Since each medium large
job has a requirement of at most αR resources, we remove jobs with a total
resource requirement of at most 3αR. Furthermore, each medium large job
has a resource requirement of at least R/m and, hence, we remove at most
2αm jobs.
After the resource constraint is fulfilled in each layer, we remove jobs to
fulfill the machine requirement. Note that the machine constraint cannot
be exceeded by more than γm since we rounded the machine requirement
of the medium large jobs to these values.
Lemma 7.17. To meet the machine constraint, we remove at most γm large jobs
with a total resource requirement of at most 2γR per layer.
Proof. Consider a layer s containing a point in time τ, where at least m+ 1
jobs are scheduled but at most (1+ γ)m. In this layer there cannot be more
than m/4 machines used by small jobs since we had reduced the value
m(S)s in this case.
If there are at least γm narrow large jobs, i.e., jobs with a resource
requirement smaller than R/m, we can remove γm of them. The removed
jobs then have a resource requirement of at most γR.
Otherwise, at least m´ γm´m/4´ 1/α ě m/2 machines are used by
medium large jobs since there are at most 1/α wide large jobs per layer and
we can choose γ such that γm + 1/α ď m/4. For example, we can choose
γ ď ε/8 since we can assume that 1/α ď m/8. Hence, the γm most narrow
jobs have a total resource requirement of at most γm ¨ R/(m/2) ď 2γR
and we remove them. Note that we can find these γm most narrow jobs in
O(|JLM|) by using the a linear selection algorithm to find the ith element
as in [11].
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In the following, we summarize the total number and resource require-
ments of large jobs we removed from the schedule to speed up the running
time of the algorithm. We did not remove any wide large job. To round
the narrow large jobs, we remove at most 2εm jobs with total resource
requirement at most 2εR by Lemma 7.14. To allow the rougher estimate
on (ms, Rs)sPS , we remove at most (2αm + γm) ¨O(εδ) jobs with resource
requirement at most 3αR + 2γR ¨O(εδ), by Lemmas 7.16 and 7.17.
Remark 7.18. The total number of removed large jobs is bounded by 2εm +
(2αm+ γm) ¨O(εδ) ď 3εm and their resource requirement by 2εR+ (3αR+
2γR) ¨O(εδ) ď 3εR, when we choose γ, α P O(ε2δ) adequately.
Hence, it is possible to start all the removed jobs at the same time,
without violating the resource or the machine constraint if ε ď 3. Note that
we assume that m ą 8/α in the algorithm. Otherwise, we can guess the
start times of all the large jobs (1+ ε)1/ε
O(1/ε)
and hence have an EPTAS
for this case.
7.4.4 Summary of the Algorithm
In the following, we summarize the algorithm. The main steps of the
algorithm are the same as for the algorithm in Section 7.2.6, hence, for a
given instance I = (J , m, R) of Single Resource Constraint Scheduling and
an ε P (0, 1) we only discuss the steps of the algorithm that have changed:
Step 2: Simplification We simplify the given instance I by partitioning
and rounding the jobs. First, we round all processing times to multiples
of ε1T/n. Next, we find the values δ and µ in O(n + 1/ε) as described
in Lemma 7.4 and partition the set of jobs J (Ir,1) into large, medium
and small jobs in O(n). Then we generate the rounded instances Ir,2
and Ir,3 as before in O(n log(1/ε)). Next, we partition the large jobs in
wide medium and narrow ones and round the narrow jobs as described
in Lemma 7.14 using O((m/δ) ¨ log(1/ε4δ)) operations and round the
medium large jobs as described using at most O((m/δ)) operations. We
call this instance Ir,4. The total number of operations in this step is bounded
by O(n log(1/ε) + m(1/ε)O(1/ε)).
Step 3: Binary Search Framework For the rounded instance Ir,4, we will
find the value T1 = (1+ iε1)T, for i P [0, 4/ε+ 8]XN such that T1 ´ ε1T ď
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OPT(Ir,4) ď T1 and give a schedule with makespan at most (1+O(ε1))T1+
pmax = (1 +O(ε1))OPT(I) + pmax. We use dual approximation and try
the values T1 in binary search fashion in the next step. As a consequence,
we try at most O(log(1/ε)) different values for T1.
Step 4: Guessing Step Given a value T1 := iε1T, we determine the corre-
sponding set S . Afterward, we try each possibility to schedule the large
wide jobs JLW and each possibility for the vector (m(L)s , R(L)s )sPS and each
guess for start points of the large narrow jobs. The number of possibilities
to schedule these large jobs is bounded by (1/ε)1/ε
O(1/ε)
thanks to the
improvements in Section 7.4.1. For a given guess, we try to solve the linear
program LPP ,R,(m(L)s ,R(L)s )sPS
for the medium large jobs. We can find a solu-
tion to this linear program with at most 2|S |+ |P | non zero components
in at most (log(m)/γεδ)O(1) operations, or decide that there is no solution
to this linear program.
If the linear program is unsolvable, we discard the current guess.
Otherwise, we try to solve the linear program LPS ,JS to place the small
jobs. In this linear program, we use the modified values (m(S)s , R
(S)
s )sPS ,
where we already reduced the number of allowed jobs in layers with
more than m/4 machines for small jobs and where we modified the first
condition (7.5) to ∑cPCJ xJ,c ď 3εT + εp(x) ď 3εT + ε(1+ ε)T1. By Lemma
7.7, a solution to the relaxed version can be found in O(log(m)/ε8δ3) or
we can decide that it has no solution.
If we find such a solution, we save the guess and both LP-solutions and
try the next smaller value for T1 in binary search fashion. Otherwise, we
try the next guess. If all the guesses deny the solvability of one of the linear
programs, we try the next larger value for T1 in binary search fashion. The
total running time of this step is bounded by log(m)O(1) ¨ (1/ε)1/εO(1/ε) .
Step 5: Scheduling the Original Jobs When the binary search procedure is
finished, we have a guess how to schedule the large jobs and both LP
solutions. By the Lemmas 7.6, 7.10, 7.16, and 7.17, we can transform
these solutions to schedules for the jobs in J (Ir,2) with a loss of at most
O(ε1)T1 + pmax in the makespan. As before, this transformation needs at
most O(n + m(1/ε)O(1/ε)) operations.
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To this schedule, we add the medium sized jobs JM to the schedule
using the algorithm described in Section 7.2.5. By Lemma 7.11 this adds at
most O(ε1)OPT(I) to the makespan and needs at most O(n) operations.
This schedule for the instance Ir,2 is then transformed by replacing the
jobs in J (Ir,2) by the original jobs in J (I). Note that this is possible since
the processing time of these jobs is smaller than the processing time of the
jobs in J (I).
Finally, we can transform the schedule to one where each job is started
at an integral starting point, by iterating the jobs one by one and reduce
the starting time of this jobs to the next smaller integral if it is not integral
already. After this step, the schedule still fulfills all the constraints since
now all the jobs end at integral points as well. The total running time of
this step is bounded by O(n + (1/ε)O(1/ε)m).
In total the running time of the algorithm is bounded by
O(n log(1/ε) + m(1/ε)O(1/ε) + log(m)O(1) ¨ (1/ε)1/εO(1/ε))
= O(n log(1/ε)) +O(m)Oε(1).
7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented an algorithm for Single Resource Constraint
Scheduling with absolute approximation ratio (3/2+ ε), which closes the
gap between inapproximation result 3/2 and the best algorithm. Further-
more, we presented an AEPTAS for this problem.
It would be interesting to see if the techniques used in these algorithms
can be extended to the moldable case of the problem; i.e., the case where
the processing time of a job depends on the number of resources that are
assigned to it.
Finally, note that the AEPTAS from Section 7.4 does schedule the jobs
in a way that might make it impossible for the jobs to use the resource
contiguously, while the AFPTAS described in Chapter 6 can guarantee this
property. It would be interesting to see if the AEPTAS can be extended to
have the property that all the jobs can be scheduled contiguously.
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Chapter 8
A Toolbox for Linear Time
Approximations on Multiple
Clusters
In this chapter, we study multi cluster variants of Parallel Task Scheduling
(PTS), Strip Packing (SP), and Single Resource Constraint Scheduling (SRCS),
called Multiple Cluster Scheduling (MCS), Multiple Strip Packing (MSP),
and Single Resource Constraint Multiple Cluster Scheduling (SRCMCS). For
these variants, there is no algorithm with approximation ratio better than
2 unless P = NP. In this paper, we present algorithms with approximation
ratio 2 and running time O(n) for these problems. While 2 approximations
were known for Multiple Cluster Scheduling (MCS) and Multiple Strip
Packing (MSP), the running time of these algorithm is at least Ω(n256) in
the worst case. Therefore, O(n) algorithms are surprising and the best
possible. We achieve this result by calling corresponding AEPTASs, which
have an approximation guarantee of (1+ ε)OPT+ pmax and running time
of the form O(n log(1/ε) + f (1/ε)), with a constant ε to schedule the jobs
on a single cluster. This schedule is then distributed on the N clusters in
O(n). Moreover, this distribution technique can be applied to any variant
of of Multi Cluster Scheduling for which there exists an AEPTAS with
additive term pmax.
While the above result is strong from a theoretical point of view, it
might not be very practical due to a large hidden constant caused by
calling an AEPTAS with a constant ε ě 1/6 as subroutine. Nevertheless,
we point out that the general approach of finding first a schedule on one
cluster and then distributing it onto the other clusters might come in handy
in practical approaches. We demonstrate this by presenting a practical
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algorithm with running time O(n log(n)), without hidden constants that is
a 9/4-approximation for one third of all possible instances, i.e, all instances
where the number of clusters is dividable by 3, and has an approximation
ratio of at most 2.3 for all instances with at least 9 clusters.
Some of the results presented in this chapter are published in [64] and
can be found as a preprint on arXiv [65].
8.1 Results
In the optimization problem Multiple Cluster Scheduling (MCS), we are
given n P N parallel jobs J and N P N clusters. Each cluster consists
of m P N identical machines and each job j P J has a processing time
p(j) P N and a machine requirement m(j) P Nďm. A schedule S = (σ, ρ)
of the jobs consists of two functions; σ : J Ñ N which assigns jobs to
starting points, and ρ : J Ñ {1, . . . N} which assigns jobs to the clusters.
The objective is to find a feasible schedule of all the jobs, which minimizes
the makespan, i.e., which minimizes max{p(j) + σ(j)|j P J }. A schedule
is feasible if at every time τ P N and any Cluster i P N the number of used
machines is bounded by m, i.e., if
∑
jPJ ,σ(j)ďτăσ(j)+p(j),ρ(j)=i
m(j) ď m @i P {1, . . . , N}, τ P N.
If the number of clusters is bounded by one, the problem is called Parallel
Task Scheduling (PTS). We can assume that n ą N since otherwise an
optimal schedule would place each job alone on one cluster and thus the
problem is not hard.
The other considered problem is a closely related variant of MCS called
Multiple Strip Packing (MSP). The difference is that the jobs have to be
allocated on contiguous machines. We are given n P N rectangular items
I and N P N strips (also called clusters). Each strip has an infinite height
and the same width W P N. Each item i P I has a width w(i) and a height
h(i). The objective is to find a feasible packing of the items into the strips
such that the packing height is minimized. A packing is feasible if all the
items are placed overlapping free into the strips. If the number of strips is
bounded by one, the problem is called Strip Packing (SP).
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Finally, we will consider a cluster variant of Single Resource Constraint
Scheduling (SRCS) which we call Single Resource Constraint Multiple
Cluster Scheduling (SRCMCS). Here each cluster consists of m P Nmachines
and has an additional resource R P N. To be processed, each job requires
one machine and an amount of the resource r(j) ď R both belonging to
the same cluster.
Strip Packing and Parallel Task Scheduling are classical optimization
problems and the extension of these problems to multiple strips or clusters
comes natural. Furthermore, these problems can be motivated by real
world problems. One example, as stated in [107], is the following: In oper-
ating systems, MSP arises in the computer grid and server consolidation
[85]. In the system supporting server consolidation on many-core chip
multi processors, multiple server applications are deployed onto virtual
machines. Every virtual machine is allocated several processors and each
application might require a number of processors simultaneously. Hence,
a virtual machine can be regarded as a cluster and server applications
can be represented as parallel tasks. Similarly, in the distributed virtual
machines environment, each physical machine can be regarded as a strip
while virtual machines are represented as rectangles. It is quite natural to
investigate the packing algorithm by minimizing the maximum height of
the strips. This is related to the problem of maximizing the throughput,
which is commonly used in the area of operating systems.
The considered problems cannot be approximated better than 2 unless
P = NP, see [107]. On the other hand, the best algorithms so far are 2-
approximations, see [14] for MSP and [70] for MCS. Both algorithms have a
large worst case running time of Ω(n256) since they use an algorithm with
running time nΩ(1/ε
1/ε) with constant ε = 1/4 as a subroutine. Because of
this running time, efforts have been made to speed up the running time in
expense of the approximation ratio, see for example [13], [107], and [16].
We refer to Section 2.4 for a more detailed overview on the work related to
all considered versions of Multiple Cluster Scheduling. For MCS and MSP,
we present 2-approximations, where we managed to improve the running
time drastically with regard to the O-notation.
Theorem 8.1. There are algorithms for MCS, MSP and SRCMCS with approxima-
tion ratio 2 and running time O(n) if N ą 2.
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Furthermore, there are algorithms for MCS and MSP with approximation ratio
2 and running time O(n log(n)) and O(n log2(n)/ log(log(n))) respectively
if N P {1, 2}.
Note that the running time of these algorithms is the best possible from
a theoretical point of view with respect to the O-notation for N ě 3. Since
we need to assign a start point to each job, we cannot assume that there is
an algorithm for MCS with running time strictly faster than Ω(n).
To achieve these results, we use as a subroutine an AEPTAS for the
optimization problems Parallel Task Scheduling (PTS), Strip Packing (SP),
and Single Resource Constraint Scheduling (SRCS) respectively. Regarding
PTS, we improved the running time of an algorithm by Jansen [50] and
developed an AEPTAS. For SP, we find an AEPTAS as well. However, the
running time depending on 1/ε is worse than in the AEPTAS for PTS. Note
that this algorithm is the first AEPTAS for SP that has an additive term of
hmax.
Theorem 8.2. There are AEPTASs for PTS and SP with additive term pmax and
hmax respectively.
Note that for Single Resource Constraint Scheduling we have seen such
an AEPTAS in the previous section. These algorithms can be used to find
an AEPTAS for each of the problems MCS, MSP, and SRCMCS by cutting the
solution for one cluster or strip into segments of height (1+ ε)OPT. The
jobs overlapping the cluster borders add further pmax to the approximation
ratio resulting in a additional algorithm for MCS with approximation
guarantee (1+ ε)OPT+ pmax.
Theorem 8.3. There are AEPTASs for MCS, MSP, and SRCMCS with additive
term pmax or hmax respectively.
Note that this result implies an algorithm for SRCMCS with approxima-
tion ratio (2 + ε) and running time O(n) ¨Oε(1) for the case N P {1, 2}.
The algorithms from Theorem 8.1 use the algorithms from Theorem 8.2
as a subroutine with a constant value ε = 1/6 if N = 2, ε = 1/5 if N = 5,
ε = 1/3 for all N P 3N and ε = 1/4 for all other N ě 2. As a result, the
running time of the algorithm can be rather large, while the O-notation
suggests otherwise since it hides all the constants. Due to this fact, we
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have developed a truly fast algorithm for MCS where the most expensive
part is sorting the jobs. However, this improved running time yields a loss
in the approximation factor.
Theorem 8.4. There is a fast O(n log(n)) algorithm for MCS with approximation
ratio 9/4 if N = 3i, (9i + 5)/(4i + 2) ď 9/4 + 38N if N = 3i + 1, and
(9i + 10)/(4i + 4) ď 9/4+ 34N if N = 3i + 2 for some i PN.
Note that the approximation ratio of the algorithm from Theorem 8.4
is worse than 7/3 for the cases that N P {2, 5} and exactly 7/3 for the case
that N P {4, 8}. However if N ě 9, the approximation ratio is bounded by
2.3, and 9/4+ 38N as well as 9/4+
3
4N converge to 9/4 for N Ñ8.
Organization of this Chapter
The O(n) algorithm consists of two steps. First, we use an AEPTAS for
MCS or MSP to find a schedule on two clusters, one with makespan at most
(1 + ε)NOPT and the other with makespan at most pmax ď OPT. This
schedule on the two clusters is then distributed onto the N clusters using a
partitioning technique, as we call it. This partitioning technique is the main
accomplishment of this chapter and presented in Section 8.2. The AEPTAS
for Parallel Task Scheduling can be found in Section 8.3 while the AEPTAS
for Strip Packing can be found in Section 8.5. In Section 8.4, we present the
algorithm from Theorem 8.4 that finds an approximation without the need
to call the AEPTAS as a subroutine but uses the partitioning technique as
well.
8.2 Partitioning Technique
In this section, we describe the central idea which leads to a linear running
time algorithm. Note that MSP can be interpreted as a scheduling problem,
where the jobs have to be scheduled on contiguous machines by calling
the items jobs (where the processing time corresponds to the height) and
calling the strips clusters. Hence, in this section, we will speak of jobs and
clusters for all the considered problem settings. In this spirit, we define
the work of a job j as work(j) := p(j) ¨m(j) and the work of a set of jobs
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J 1 as work(J 1) := ∑jPJ 1 work(j). In the following, let OPT be the height
of an optimal schedule on N clusters for a given instance I.
The basic idea of the algorithm can be summarized as follows. Instead
of scheduling the jobs on N clusters, we first schedule them on only
two clusters C1 and C2, such that C1 contains almost all the jobs, while
C2 contains some residual jobs and has a makespan bounded by OPT.
In a second step, we distribute the scheduled jobs to the N clusters by
cutting the schedule on C1 into pieces of height at most 2OPT. This simple
partitioning technique works, if N ě 3. In the case that N = 2 we need to
make stronger assumptions about the given schedule on C1 and C2.
8.2.1 The case N ą 2
If N ą 2, we can partition the schedule as described in the proof of the
following lemma.
Lemma 8.5. Let N ą 2 and C1 and C2 be two clusters with m machines
each. Given a schedule on C1 and C2 such that the makespan of C1 is given by
T ď (N + bN/3c)OPT and C2 has a makespan of at most OPT, we can find a
schedule on N clusters with makespan at most 2OPT in at most O(n) additional
steps.
Proof. In the following, we describe how to distribute the given schedule
to N new clusters. The partitioning algorithm distinguishes three cases:
N = 3i, N = 3i + 1 and N = 3i + 2 for some i PNě1. When speaking of a
schedule, the processing time is always displayed on the vertical axis while
the machines are next to each other on the horizontal axis, see Figure 8.1.
In the following distributing algorithm, we draw horizontal lines at
each multiple of 2TA, where TA ď OPT is a value which depends on the
makespan of the given schedule on C1 and will be specified dependent on
N later. We say a job j is cut by a horizontal line at i ¨ 2TA if it starts before
and ends after it, i.e. if σ(j) ă i ¨ 2TA ă σ(j) + p(j). Let i PN and consider
the jobs which start at or after 2iTA and end at or before 2(i + 1)TA. We
remove these jobs from C1 and schedule them on a new cluster while
maintaining their relative position. We say these new clusters have type A.
Obviously the makespan of this cluster is bounded by 2TA ď 2OPT. Next,
consider the set of jobs cut by the horizontal line at 2iTA. These jobs have a
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Figure 8.1. An example for N = 3i and i = 2. The schedule generated on C1 can be
seen on the left followed by its partition onto the six clusters. The schedule on C1
has a height of at most (N + bN/3c)OPT ď 8OPT. We get four clusters of type A,
namely clusters 1 to 4, and one cluster of type B, namely cluster 5 which contains
the jobs cut by the two horizontal lines at 2TA and 4TA. Cluster 6 contains the jobs
cut by the horizontal line at 6TA and the jobs from cluster C2 that remain their
relative position.
processing time of at most pmax ď OPT and can be scheduled at the same
time without violating any constraint, since they are already scheduled
next to each other. We schedule two of these sets of jobs in a new cluster
with makespan 2pmax ď 2OPT by letting the first set start at 0 and the
second start at pmax. We say, these clusters have type B.
Case 1: N = 3i. In this case, the schedule on C1 has a makespan of T ď
(N + bN/3c)OPT = 4iOPT and we define TA := T/(4i) ď OPT. We
partition the given schedule as described above. Since it has a height of
4iTA, we get 2i clusters of type A each with makespan at most 2TA ď 2OPT,
see Figure 8.1. There are 4iTA/(2TA)´ 1 = 2i ´ 1 lines at multiples of
2TA that have the possibility to cut jobs. Hence, we get
⌊
2i´1
2
⌋
= i ´ 1
clusters of type B since each cluster of type B contains two sets of jobs
cut by such a horizontal line. The jobs intersecting the last line can be
scheduled on one new cluster with makespan pmax ď OPT. On this last
cluster after the point in time pmax, we schedule the jobs from the cluster
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Figure 8.2. An example for N = 3i + 1 and i = 1. The makespan of the schedule
on C1 is bounded by (N + bN/3c)OPT = 5OPT. Hence, we get two clusters of
type A, namely cluster 1 and 2, and one cluster of type B, see cluster 3. It contains
the jobs cut by the horizontal lines at 2TA and 4TA. Cluster 4 contains the jobs
which are completely scheduled between 4TA and 5TA as well as the jobs from
cluster C2.
C2. Remember, the schedule on C2 has a makespan of at most OPT and,
hence, the makespan of this last cluster is bounded by 2OPT as well. In
total, we have partitioned the schedule into 2i+ i´ 1+ 1 = 3i = N clusters
each with makespan at most 2OPT.
Case 2: N = 3i + 1. In this case, the makespan of C1 is bounded by T ď
(N + bN/3c)OPT = (4i + 1)OPT and we define TA := T/(4i + 1) ď OPT.
There are d(4i + 1)/2e´ 1 = 2i multiples of 2TA smaller than (4i + 1)TA,
see Figure 8.2. Above the last multiple of 2TA smaller than (4i + 1)TA
namely 4iTA, the schedule has a height of at most TA ď OPT left. Hence
using the above-described partitioning technique, we generate 2i clusters
of type A. The jobs intersecting the 2i multiples of 2TA can be placed
into i clusters of type B. We have left the jobs above 4iTA, which can be
scheduled in a new cluster with makespan TA ď OPT. Last, we place the
jobs from cluster C2 on top of the schedule in the new cluster, such that
it has a makespan of at most TA +OPT ď 2OPT in total. Altogether, we
have distributed the given schedule on 2i + i + 1 = 3i + 1 = N clusters
each with makespan at most 2OPT.
Case 3: N = 3i + 2. In this case, the makespan on C1 is bounded by T ď
(N + bN/3c)OPT = (4i + 2)OPT and we define TA := T/(4i + 2) ď OPT.
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Figure 8.3. An example for N = 3i + 2 and i = 1. The total height of the schedule
on C1 is bounded by (N + bN/3c)OPT = 6OPT. We get three clusters of type
A namely 1, 2, and 3. Furthermore, we get one cluster of type B namely cluster
number 4 which contains the jobs cut by the horizontal lines at 2TA and 4TA. The
cluster C2 builds its own cluster, see cluster 5.
Thus, there are (4i + 2)/2´ 1 = 2i vertical lines at the multiples of 2TA,
which are strictly larger than 0 and strictly smaller than (4i + 2)TA, see
Figure 8.3. As a consequence, we construct 2i + 1 clusters of type A and i
clusters of type B. The cluster C2 defines one additional cluster of this new
schedule. In total, we have a schedule on 2i + 1+ i + 1 = N clusters with
makespan bounded by 2OPT.
This distribution can be made in O(n) steps since we have to relocate
each job at most once. This concludes the proof of Lemma 8.5.
8.2.2 The case N = 2
To find a distribution for this case, we need to make a stronger assumption
to the given solution. Namely, we assume that the second cluster C2
has just bm/6c machines. As a consequence, the total work of the jobs
contained on C2 is bounded by 1/6 ¨mOPT.
Lemma 8.6. Let be N = 2 as well as C1 and C2 be two clusters with m
and bm/6c machines respectively. Furthermore, let Alg be an algorithm that
finds for the single cluster variant a schedule or packing with height at most
2 ¨max{work(J )/m, pmax} in Op(Alg(J , m, N)) operations.
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T/2
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T ď 7/3OPT
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Figure 8.4. An example for a schedule on C1 and C2 for the case that N = 2.
Cluster C1 has m machines and a makespan of at most 73 OPT, while cluster C2
has bm/6c machines and a makespan of at most OPT. The dark gray areas on the
bottom represent the jobs inside the set J1 while the dark gray areas on the top
represent the jobs contained in the set J2.
Given a schedule on C1 and C2 such that the makespan on C1 is bounded
by T ď 7/3OPT while bounded by OPT on C2, we can distribute the schedule
on N = 2 new clusters with makespan 2OPT in Op(Alg(J , m, N)) +O(n)
additional operations.
Proof. We denote by J (C1) the set of jobs scheduled on C1 and by J (C2)
the set of jobs scheduled on C2. The total work of the jobs in J is bounded
by 2OPTm and, hence, work(J )/(2m) ď OPT. In the following, we as-
sume that T ą 2pmax since otherwise we have T ď 2OPT and do not need
to reorder the schedule any further. Note that since T ď 7/3OPT it holds
that 3/7T ď OPT and 6/7T ď 2OPT.
In the first step, we draw horizontal lines L1 and L2 at 1/7T and at 6/7T
respectively. We use these lines to define two sets of jobs J1 and J2. The
set J1 contains all jobs starting before L1 and J2 contains all jobs ending
after L2, see Figure 8.4. Note that the sets J1 and J2 are disjoint since
pmax ď T/2 and therefore 1/7T + pmax ď 6/7T and hence a job starting
before L1 cannot end after L2. We distinguish two cases about work(J1)
and work(J2).
Case 1: work(J1) ď 5/6 ¨work(J )/2 or work(J2) ď 5/6 ¨work(J )/2.
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Let w.l.o.g. work(J2) ď 5/6 ¨work(J )/2 ď 5/6 ¨ mOPT. We remove all
jobs in J2 from the cluster C1. As a result this cluster has a makespan of
6/7T ď 2OPT. On the other hand, the total work of the jobs contained in C2
combined with the jobs in J2 is bounded by work(J2 YJ (C2)) ď mOPT.
Therefore, we can use the algorithm Alg to find a schedule with makespan
at most 2 max{pmax, work(J (C2)YJ2)/m} ď 2OPT. Hence, we can find
a schedule on two clusters in at most Op(Alg2(J , m, N)) +O(n ¨ f (ε)) for
this case.
Case 2: work(J1) ą 5/6 ¨work(J )/2 and work(J2) ą 5/6 ¨work(J )/2.
Consider the set of jobs J3 scheduled on C1 but not contained in J1 or
J2. Note that J = J1 Y˙J2 Y˙J3 Y˙J (C2). Since the total work of the jobs
is bounded by work(J ) ď 2mOPT it holds that work(J3 Y J (C2)) ď
work(J )´work(J1)´work(J2) ă 1/3 ¨mOPT. We define J4 as the set
of jobs ending at or before L1 and J5 as the set of jobs starting at or after
L2. Both sets have a total work of at most 1/7 ¨m ¨ T ď 1/7 ¨m ¨ 7/3 ¨OPT =
1/3 ¨mOPT each and therefore work(J3 YJ4 YJ5 YJ (C2)) ď mOPT. As
a consequence, we can schedule them with the algorithm Alg to find a
schedule on one cluster with makespan at most 2 max{pmax, work(J3 Y
J4 YJ5 YJ (C2))/m} ď 2OPT.
To this point, we have scheduled all jobs except the ones cut by the
line L1 and the jobs cut by the line L2. We schedule them in the second
cluster by starting all the jobs cut by the first line at start point 0 and the
second set of jobs at the start point pmax ď OPT. Note that the partition
into the sets J1, . . . ,J5 can be done in O(n) and hence the partitioning
step is dominated by the running time of the algorithm Alg. Hence, we
can bound the running time of the algorithm by Op(Alg(J , m, N)) +O(n)
in this case.
Hence in both cases, we can find a schedule on two clusters each with
makespan bounded by 2OPT which concludes the proof of Lemma 8.6.
8.2.3 Proof of Theorem 8.1
To proof the Theorems 8.1, we need to find the schedule on C1 and C2 with
the conditions from Lemma 8.5 and 8.6 in O(n). We present algorithms
which can find such a schedule in Sections 8.3, 8.5, and 8.6 respectively.
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More precisely, by Lemma 8.7 in Section 8.3, by Lemma 8.10 in Section 8.5
and by Lemma 8.17 in Section 8.6, we can find a schedule on two clusters
C1 and C2 with m and bm/cc machines, such that the makespan on C2 is
bounded by pmax and the makespan on C1 is bounded by (1+ ε)OPTsingle,
where OPTsingle is the optimum of a schedule on a single cluster with
m machines. Both algorithms have a running time that is bounded by
O(n) ¨Oε,c(1). Note that since there is a schedule with makespan OPT on
N clusters, there exists a schedule on one cluster with makespan at most
N ¨OPT. Hence we can bound the optimal makespan for the single cluster
version by OPTsingle ď N ¨OPT.
For the case N ą 2, we call the algorithm from Lemma 8.7, Lemma 8.10
or Lemma 8.17 respectively with ε ď bN/3c/N and c = 1. As a conse-
quence, the schedule on C1 has a makespan bounded by
(1+ bN/3c/N)OPTsingle ď (N + bN/3c)OPT,
while the makespan of C2 is bounded by pmax ď OPT. This schedule meets
the requirements of Lemma 8.5. Therefore, we can use the partitioning
technique to partition the given schedule onto the N clusters, such that
each cluster has a makespan bounded by 2. Note that bN/3c/N = 1/5
for N = 5 and bN/3c/N P [1/4, 1/3] for each other N ą 2. Since the
algorithms need 1/ε to be integral, we call them with ε = 1/5 for N = 5,
ε = 1/3 for each N that is dividable by 3, and with ε = 1/4 for all the
other N ą 2. Since the algorithms from Lemmas 8.7, 8.10 and 8.17 have a
running time of the form O(n) ¨Oε,c(n) and we call the corresponding one
with a constant ε ě 1/5 and c = 1, the running time is bounded by O(n),
where the large constant corresponding to the Oε,c(1) term is hidden in
the O-notation.
For the case of N = 2, we call the algorithm from Lemma 8.7 or
Lemma 8.10 with ε = 1/6 and c = 6. As a consequence the schedule
on C1 is bounded by (1 + ε) ¨ 2 ¨OPT ď 7/3 ¨OPT while it is bounded
by OPT on C2. Furthermore, C2 has only bm/6c machines. Hence, the
constructed schedule has the properties required by Lemma 8.6. Since
we call the algorithms from Lemmas 8.7 and 8.10 with constants for ε
and c, the running time is bounded by O(n). However, to apply the
algorithm from Lemma 8.6, we need algorithms which can find schedules
with makespan bounded by 2 ¨max{pmax, work(J )/2}. For MCS, we use
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the List-Scheduling algorithm by Garay and Graham [34], which was
optimized by Turek et al. [105] to have a running time of O(n log(n)). On
the other hand, for MSP we use Steinberg’s Algorithm [100] which has a
running time that is bounded by O(n log2(n)/ log(log(n))). Both running
times dominate the running time of O(n) which is needed to find the
schedule on C1 and C2. This concludes the proof of the Theorems 8.1.
Indeed, the partitioning technique described in the proof of Lemma 8.5
can be used for any problem setting where there is an AEPTAS with
approximation ratio (1+ ε)OPT+ pmax for the single cluster version. In this
context, pmax is the largest occurring size in the minimization dimension,
e.i., it stands for hmax in the MSP problem.
Note that, instead of the AEPTAS, first we can try to use any heuris-
tic or other (fast) approximation algorithm: Given a schedule by any
heuristic, remove all the jobs that end after the point in time where the
last job starts and place them on the cluster C2 by starting them all at
the same time. The schedule on C2 obviously has a makespan bounded
by pmax ď OPT. Next, check whether the residual schedule on C1 has
a makespan of at most (1 + bN/3c/N)NOPT. For example, compare
the makespan T on C1 to the lower bound on the optimal makespan
L := max{pmax, work(J )/m, p(Jąm/2)}, where Jąm/2 is the set of all
jobs with machine requirement larger than m/2. If the makespan T is
small enough, i.e., if T ď (1+ bN/3c/N)L use the partitioning technique
to find a 2-approximation. Otherwise, use the corresponding AEPTAS
presented in Section 8.3 or 2.2.
8.3 An AEPTAS for Parallel Task Scheduling
In this section, we will present an AEPTAS for Parallel Task Scheduling
(PTS) with an approximation ratio (1 + ε)OPT + pmax and running time
O(n log(1/ε)) +Oε(1), where OPT is the optimal makepsan for the given
PTS instance. More precisely, we present an algorithm to find a schedule
on the two clusters C1 and C2 such that the schedule on C1 is bounded
by (1+ ε)OPT and on C2 by pmax. Obviously when stacking the jobs from
cluster C2 on top of C1, we get the required AEPTAS.
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Lemma 8.7. There exists an algorithm, that finds for each instance I = (J , m)
of the Parallel Task Scheduling problem a schedule on two clusters C1 and C2
with m and bm/cc ď m machines, such that the makespan on C1 is bounded
by (1 + ε)OPT and on C2 by pmax. This algorithm has a running time that is
bounded by O(n log(1/ε)) + 1/εc¨1/εO(1/ε)
The algorithm in this chapter is inspired by the algorithm in [50]
but contains some improvements. Furthermore, note the fact that in the
following algorithm the processing times of the jobs do not have to be
integral. Instead, we will discretize them by rounding.
The algorithm works roughly in the following way. The set of jobs
is partitioned into large, medium, and small jobs, depending on their
processing times. The medium jobs have a small total work and therefore
can be scheduled at the end of the schedule using a 3-approximation
algorithm without doing too much harm. The large jobs are partitioned
into two sets: wide jobs and narrow jobs depending on their machine
requirement. There are few large wide jobs which makes it possible to
guess their starting times. To place the narrow jobs, we introduce a linear
program to distribute them to starting positions. We guess the non-zero
components of an optimal solution to this linear program and for each of
them we guess one of the constant number of values it can take. We place
the narrow jobs greedily inside this solution, leaving a constant number
of jobs, that cannot be placed. The total number of required machines of
these non-placed jobs is bounded by bm/cc. We place these jobs into the
extra cluster C2. The small jobs are scheduled with a linear program. An
overview of the algorithm can be found in Section 8.3.5.
We use an improved rounding strategy for large jobs compared to [50],
which enables us to improve the running time. Further, we present a
different linear programming approach to schedule the narrow tall jobs.
8.3.1 Simplify
Let an instance I = (J , m) and an ε P (0, 1] be given such that 1/ε P N.
Note that the value T := max{pmax, W(J )/m} is a lower bound on the
makespan of the schedule. On the other hand, we know by Turek et
al. [105] that 2 max{pmax, W(J )/m} is an upper bound on the optimal
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makespan. We can find T in O(n).
Let δ and µ be values dependent on ε. We partition the set of jobs J
into small JS := {j P J |pj ď µT}, medium JM := {j P J |µT ă pj ă δT},
and large ones JL := {j P J |δT ď pj}. Consider the sequence σ0 = ε,
σi+1 = σiε
3. By the pigeonhole principle there exists an i P {0, . . . , 1/ε´ 1}
such that W(JM) ď εmOPT, when defining δ := σi and µ := σi+1. We can
find these values for δ and µ in O(n + 1/ε). Note that µ = ε3δ ě ε3/ε+3.
Resulting in a loss of at most εT in the approximation ratio, we can
assume that the smallest processing time is at least εT/n since adding εT/n
to each processing time adds at most n ¨ εT/n = εT to the total makespan.
Therefore, the largest l such that pj P {εlT, εl´1T} is bounded by O(log(n))
and we know δ ě min{ε/n, ε3/ε}. We round the processing times of the
large and medium jobs by using Lemma 3.2. This rounding can be done
in O(n). Afterward, there are at most 1/ε2 different processing times
between εlT and εl´1T for each l P {1, . . . , 3/ε+ 3}. Therefore, the number
of different processing times of large jobs is bounded by 1/ε2 ¨ 3/ε = 3/ε3
since δ ě ε3/ε. Further, the number of different processing times for
medium jobs is bounded by 3/ε2 since the medium jobs have processing
times in (µ = ε3δ, δ). Additionally, there are at most 1/εδ possible starting
points for the large jobs. We denote the set of starting points for large jobs
as S and the set of their processing times as PL. After this step, we will
only consider the rounded processing times and will denote them as pj
for each job j P J .
8.3.2 Large Jobs
We classify the large jobs by their width. More precisely we introduce a
constant α := εδ/(14c) and say a job j P JL is wide if it uses at least αm
machines. We denote the set of large wide jobs by JL,W . Note that large
wide jobs have a processing time larger than δT and need at least dαme
machines while the total work of all jobs in J is bounded by mT. Hence,
the total number of them is bounded by 1/(δα). Therefore, there are at
most S1/(δα) possibilities to schedule the jobs in JL,W . In the algorithm, we
will try each of these options.
Observation 8.8. If αm ă 1 all the large jobs are wide since each job needs
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at least one machine to be processed.
In the next step, we deal with the large narrow jobs JL,N := JLzJL,W .
Note that the jobs in JL,N have a machine requirement of at most bαmc.
Consider an optimal schedule S = (σ, ρ), where we have rounded the
processing times of the jobs as described in Lemma 3.2. For the schedule
S and each starting time s P S , let ms be the number of machines used
by jobs in JL,N that are processed (not only started) at that time, i.e., we
define ms := ∑jPJL,N,s qj where JL,N,s is the set of jobs j P JL,N , which have
both a start point sj ď s and an endpoint ej := sj + pj ą s. Note that jobs
ending at s, i.e., jobs with ej = sj + pj = s, are not part of the set JL,N,s.
For each processing time p P PL let q(p) be the total number of ma-
chines used by jobs with this processing time, i.e q(p) := ∑jPJL,N ,pj=p qj.
Consider the following linear program LPlarge:
∑
pPPL
∑
sPS(p)ďs1 ,
s+pąs1
xs,p = ms @s1 P S (8.1)
∑
sPS(p)
xs,p = q(p) @p P PL (8.2)
xs,p ě 0 @p P PL, s P S(p). (8.3)
The variable xs,p defines for each start point s P S and each processing
time p P P how many machines are used by jobs with processing time
p starting at s. The first inequality ensures that the number of machines
required by jobs scheduled at a start point s, i.e., jobs from the set JL,N,s,
equals the number of used machines in the considered optimal schedule.
The second inequality ensures that for each processing time all the jobs
are scheduled. Given the considered optimal solution, we generate a
solution to this linear program by counting for each starting time s P S
and each processing time p P PL how many machines are used by jobs
with processing time p starting at s. This linear program has |S |+ |PL|
conditions and |S ||PL| variables. Since we have |S |+ |PL| conditions, there
are at most |S |+ |PL| non zero components in a basic solution and for
each p P PL there has to be at least one non zero component.
In the algorithm, we guess, (i.e., we try out all the possibilities) which
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variables are non zero variables in the basic solution. There are at most
O((|S ||PL|)|S|+|PL|) options. We cannot guess the exact values of the vari-
ables xs,p in polynomial time. Instead, we guess for each non zero variable
xs,p the smallest multiple of αm that is larger than the value of xs,p in the
basic solution. This can be done in O(1/α|S|+|PL|). So to find a schedule for
the large jobs JL, we use at most O(|S ||JL,W | ¨ (|S ||PL|/α)|S|+|PL|) guesses
in total.
Note that this optimistic guessing, i.e., using the rounded up values
for ms, on the one hand ensures that all the narrow large jobs can be
scheduled but on the other hand can cause violations to the machine
constraints. To prevent this machine violation, the algorithm tests for each
guess whether the job condition (8.2) is fulfilled for each processing time.
If this is the case, each value of a non-zero component is reduced by αm.
For these down-sized values, the algorithm tests the machine constraint
(8.1) for each starting point s P S. Note that the validation whether the
constraints are fulfilled is possible in O((|PL|+ |S |)2) since for each of the
(|PL|+ |S |) constraints, we have to add at most (|PL|+ |S |) values. If both
conditions are fulfilled, the algorithm tries to schedule the small jobs, see
Subsection 8.3.3. If the small jobs can be scheduled the guess was feasible.
The actual narrow large jobs from the set JL,N are scheduled only once
in the final phase of the algorithm. When scheduling the jobs in JL,N , we
use the reduced guessed values. We greedily fill the jobs into the guessed
starting positions xs,p, while slicing jobs vertical if they do not fit totally
at that starting position (i.e., if the total number of machines required by
jobs with processing time p starting at s is larger than xs,p when adding
the machine requirement of the currently considered job) and placing the
rest of the job at the next starting position for the processing time p. We
schedule the jobs which cannot be placed at the starting points defined by
the values of xs,p (because we reduced these values) in the second cluster
C2, all staring at the beginning. The total width of these jobs placed in
cluster C2 is bounded by αm ¨ (|S|+ |PL|) since there are at most |S|+ |PL|
non zero components and before the reduction by αm all the jobs could be
scheduled because the job constraint (8.2) was fulfilled.
In the described placement of the narrow large jobs, we have introduced
at most one fractional job for each non zero variable and it has a width of
at most bαmc. We remove all these fractional jobs and place them next to
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the jobs which did not fit. As a consequence the total machine requirement
of the jobs scheduled in C2 is bounded by 2(|S|+ |PL|)αm ď 2(3/εδ +
3/ε3) ¨ εδ/(14c) ¨m ď bm/cc if αm ě 1. Otherwise all the large jobs are
wide, and no job is scheduled on C2. We need at most O(n + |S |+ |PL|)
operations to place the narrow large jobs inside the guessed LP-solution.
8.3.3 Small Jobs
We define a layer as the horizontal strip between two consecutive starting
points in S and say layer l is the layer between lεδT and (l + 1)εδT. Note
that during the processing time of a layer l the machine requirement of
large jobs will not change since large jobs start and end at multiples of
εδT. Let ml be the number of machines left for small jobs in layer l. Note
that this number is fixed by the guesses for the large jobs.
We will partition the small jobs into wide and narrow jobs. A small
job is wide if it requires at least εm machines and narrow otherwise. Let
JS,W be the set of small wide jobs and JS,N be the set of small narrow
jobs. We will round the machine requirements of the wide jobs using
linear grouping. By Lemma 3.3, we can round the machine requirements
of the wide jobs to O(1/ε2) sizes in O(|JS,N| log(1/ε)) ď O(n log(1/ε))
operations by extending the schedule by at most ε ¨work(JS,N)/m ď εT.
We denote the resulting set of rounded jobs as J¯S,W .
We say a configuration of wide jobs is a multiset of wide jobs C :=
{aj,C : j|j P J¯S,W}. We say a configuration C requires at most q machines,
if ∑jPJ¯S,W aj,Cqj ď q and define q(C) := ∑jPJ¯S,W aj,Cqj. Let Cq be the set
of configurations with machine requirement at most q, i.e., Cq := {C P
C}|q(C) ď q}.
Consider the following linear program LPsmall .
∑
CPCm
xC,|S|+1 = εT (8.4)
∑
CPCml
xC,l = εδT @l = 1, . . . , |S| (8.5)
|S|
∑
l=1
∑
CPCml
xC,laj,C = pj @j P J¯S,W (8.6)
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xC,l ě 0 @l = 1, . . . , |S|, C P Cml (8.7)
The variable xC,l defines the processing time of the configuration C in layer
l. The condition (8.5) ensures that we do not give a too large processing
time to the configurations used in Layer l, while condition (8.6) ensures
that the processing time of each job is covered. Condition (8.4) is added
to place the rounded jobs inside the extra box. This linear program has
|S|+ |J¯S,W | conditions and at most |S||Cm| variables. If the values ml are
derived from an optimal solution (or are larger than in the corresponding
optimal solution), the linear program above has a solution.
By Lemma 3.9, we can solve the relaxed version of LPsmall , where
we increase the right hand side of condition (8.4) and (8.5) by the factor
(1 + ε), in at most O((|S||J¯S,W |(ln(|J¯S,W |) + ε´4))((|S| + |J¯S,W |)1.5356 +
(log(1/ε))3/ε4)) ď O(1/ε12δ3) operations. This solution uses at most
|S|+ |J¯S,W | non-zero components.
We will find a schedule of the jobs JS,W , by placing the configurations
into the corresponding layers and greedily filling the jobs into the configu-
rations, see Figure 8.5. To ensure that each job can be scheduled integrally,
we extend each configuration by µT, which is the tallest height a small job
can have. Since there are at most |S|+ |J¯S,W | configurations we extend the
schedule by at most (|S|+ |J¯S,W |)µT ď (1/εδ+ 1/ε2)δε3T ď 2ε2T. Note
that after this extension the size defining job, which might has been cut
for the analysis, can be scheduled in the group where it first appears.
To schedule the small jobs, we use the NFDH-Algorithm to place
them next to the configurations. We can sort the small jobs by height in
O(n+ log(n)/ε2) since there are at most O(log(n)/ε2) possible processing
times.
Note that the total work of the small jobs has to fit next to the config-
urations. The reason is that the configurations have a total work which
equals the total work of the wide jobs. Furthermore, after scheduling the
large jobs, the total idle time of the machines was at least as large as the
total work of the small jobs.
The NFDH algorithm sorts the small jobs by height and places them
into shelves starting with the tallest job, see Figure 8.5. In each shelf there
are at most εm machines which are completely idle since each narrow
job requires at most εm machines. If there would be more idle machines,
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∑ ď µT
ă εm
µT
Figure 8.5. Filled configurations, containing wide (dark gray) and narrow (light
gray) small jobs
another job would have fitted in this shelf.
Furthermore, there can be machines that start to idle before the starting
time of the next shelf, namely in the moment when a job with a processing
time smaller than the first job in this shelf has finished its processing time.
Let pmax,i be the largest processing time in shelf i, then the idle time of
the machines which start to idle in shelf i is bounded by pmax,i ´ pmax,i+1.
Therefore, in total, the processing time of machines starting to idle over all
shelves is bounded by pmax ¨m while the total idle time of machine being
idle during the whole shelf is bounded by εm ¨ T. Hence the total work of
narrow small jobs that cannot be scheduled next to the configurations is
bounded by εm ¨ T + µT ¨m. By using NFDH again to schedule these jobs,
we add at most (µ+ ε)mT/(1´ ε)m + pmax ď 2εT to the makespan.
8.3.4 Medium Jobs
In the last step, we schedule the medium sized jobs. First, we sort them by
their processing time. This can be done in O(n + 1/ε2) since there are at
most 3/ε2 different processing times between µ = ε3δ and δ. Afterward, we
use the NFDH algorithm to place the jobs. Hence, we start with the tallest
one and place the jobs one by one in shelves. By Lemma 2.2, we know that
this schedule has a makespan of at most 2work(JM)/m +maxjPJM p(j)
We know that W(JM) is bounded by εmT and pmax is bounded by
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δT ď εT. Therefore, we add at most NFDH(JM) ď 2εT + εT ď 6εOPT to
the makespan, by scheduling the medium sized jobs this way.
8.3.5 Summary
Given J , m and ε the algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. In the first step of the algorithm, we simplify the instance. We define the
lower bound T := max{pmax, (∑jPJ pjqj)/m} and round the processing
times such that they are multiples of εT/n. Next, we find the correct
values for δ and µ and partition the jobs into
JL,W Y˙JL,N Y˙JM Y˙JS,W Y˙JS,N
accordingly. Afterward, we round the processing times of all jobs using
Lemma 3.2 and generate J¯L,N . Last, we generate J¯S,W , i.e., we round
the machine requirements of the horizontal jobs.
2. After the simplification steps are done, we start a binary search for
the correct size of OPT for the rounded instance. Note that to find the
correct value for OPT for the rounded instance, we are only interested
in the number of layers needed to place the jobs in JL,W Y˙ J¯L,N Y˙ J¯S,W .
We know that we need at least l = 1/(εδ) layer but at most u = 2(1+
ε)(1+ 2ε)/(εδ) layer. We start our binary search using L = b(l + u)/2c
layers.
3. Given a number of layers L, we try each possibility to schedule JL,W Y
J¯L,N using at most this number of layers. For each of these possibilities,
we try to solve LPsmall for J¯S,W with last allowed layer L. If LPsmall is
solvable, we save the LP-solution and the choice for JL,W Y J¯L,N and
set the upper bound u = L´ 1 update L accordingly. Otherwise, we try
the next choice for JL,W Y J¯L,N . If all the possibilities to schedule these
jobs fail, we set l = L + 1 and update L accordingly.
4. The binary search part is finished as soon as u ă l. When this is the
case, we consider the last solution for LPsmall and the corresponding
choice for JL,W and J¯L,N . We scale back all the processing times and
assign the jobs JL,N and JS,W to this solution and shift the fractional
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placed jobs to the top or the extra cluster C2 as described in Section 8.3.2
and Section 8.3.3. We schedule the jobs JS,N next to the configurations
for J¯S,W using the NFDH algorithm. Finally, we schedule the medium
sized jobs on top of the schedule using the NFDH algorithm.
In most of the simplification steps, we have some loss in the approx-
imation ratio of size O(εT). Since T ď OPT it holds that the algorithm
has an approximation ratio of the form (1+O(ε))OPT+ pmax. To reach a
(1+ ε)OPT+ pmax algorithm the value ε has to be scaled accordingly. Note
that for the sake of simplicity, we did not optimize the above algorithm to
guarantee the best possible running time with regard to the added O(ε).
The total running time of the algorithm is bounded by
O(log(n)/ε2 + n log(1/ε)
+ log(1/εδ)((|S|1/δα(|S||PL|/α)|S|+|PL|))(1/ε10δ2))
=O(n log(1/ε)) + 1/ε1/εO(1/ε) ,
which concludes the proof of Theorem 8.2.
8.4 A Faster Algorithm for a Practical Number
of Jobs
Note that in the algorithm described above, we have a running time of
O(n), but the hidden constant can be extremely large. Hence, in practical
applications it can be more useful to use an algorithm with running time
O(n log(n)) or O(n2), to find an αOPT+ pmax approximation for Parallel
Task Scheduling (PTS). For N ě 6, we use ε P [1/4, 1/3] and, hence, a fast
poly(n) algorithm without large hidden constants and approximation ratio
(5/4)OPT + pmax would bring an significant improvement for the vast
majority of cluster numbers with 2 and 5 being the only exceptions. Even
an algorithm with approximation ratio (4/3)OPT+ pmax would speed up
the algorithm for one third of all the possible instances, namely all the
instances where the number of clusters is dividable by three.
To this point, we did not find either of the algorithms, and we leave
this as an open question. Instead, we present a fast algorithm with ap-
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proximation ratio (3/2)OPT + pmax. This algorithm for PTS leads to an
algorithm for MCS with approximation ratio 9/4 for all instances where
N mod 3 = 0.
In the description of the following algorithm, we need the concept of
an idle machine. A machine is idle at a time τ if it does not processes any
job at that time. Given a point in time τ the number of idle machines at
that time is given by
idle(τ) := m´ ∑
jPJ ,
σ(j)ďτăσ(j)+p(j)
m(j)
and the total idle time up to τ is defined by
τm´
 ∑
jPJ ,
σ(j)+p(j)ďτ
m(j)p(j) + ∑
jPJ ,
σ(j)ďτăσ(j)+p(j)
m(j)(τ´ σ(j))
 .
Lemma 8.9. There is an algorithm for PTS with an approximation guarantee
(3/2)OPT+ pmax and running time O(n log(n)). This schedule can be divided
into two clusters C1 and C2, where the schedule on C1 has a makespan of at most
(3/2)OPT and the makespan of C2 is bounded by pmax.
Proof. In the following, we describe the steps of the algorithm. The first
part of the algorithm is to find a schedule for the jobs with machine
requirement larger than m/3. In the second part, we schedule the jobs
with machine requirement at most m/3 in a best fit manner. This second
part depends on one property from the schedule for the jobs with resource
requirement larger than m/3, as we will see later. This algorithm uses the
following optimized variant of List-Scheduling as described in Turek et
al [105]: Starting at time τ = 0 for every endpoint of a job, schedule the
widest job that can be started at this point if there is one; otherwise, go to
the next endpoint and proceed as before. The first part of the algorithm
can be summarized as follows:
1. For a given set of jobs J , first consider the jobs j P J with m(j) P
[m/3, m] and sort them by decreasing size of the machine requirement
m(j).
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2. We stack all the jobs j P J with m(j) ą m/2 ordered by their machine
requirement such that the largest starts at time 0, see Figure 8.6.
3. At point in time 0, we start to schedule all the jobs with machine
requirement in (m/3, m/2] with the optimized List-Schedule. The List-
Schedule includes all the endpoints of the already scheduled jobs. We
denote with τ the first point in time in the schedule where two jobs are
processed simultaneously.
Let τ1 be the point in time, where the last job ends, which needs more
than m/2 machines and define τ2 to be the first point in time where both
jobs scheduled at τ1 have ended. Furthermore, let T1 be the last point in the
schedule where two jobs are processed, T2 be the last point in the schedule
where any job is processed, and define T := max{(T1 + T2)/2, τ1}. Note
that at each point in the schedule after τ1 and before T1 there will be
scheduled exactly two jobs with machine requirement in (m/3, m/2],
while before τ1 it can happen that there is no job from this set.
We claim that T ď OPT. If T = τ1, this is obvious since we never can
schedule jobs with machine requirement larger than m/2 at the same time.
Consider the case that T = (T1 + T2)/2. Note that when splitting the part
of the last job that is scheduled after T1 in half and schedule both half
at the same time, both parts would end at T. Hence we can assume that
between τ1 and T there will be scheduled two jobs at each point in the
processing time. Hence if T is larger than OPT there has to be a schedule,
where the total processing time of jobs that have a width between m/3
and m/2 and are scheduled in parallel to jobs with machine requirement
larger than m/2 is strictly larger than in the current schedule. However,
since the algorithm placed all the jobs that would fit next to the jobs with
machine requirement larger than m/2 in parallel of these jobs, such a
schedule cannot exist.
In the next step, we are going to schedule the residual jobs, which have
a machine requirement of at most m/3. In order to schedule these jobs,
we might dismantle the schedule generated so far. This dismantling is
necessary, if the schedule generated so far has a too large amount of idle
time on the machines, because in this case we cannot guarantee a small
approximation ratio, when scheduling the residual jobs. Furthermore, note
that if there are no jobs with machine requirement at most m/3, we do not
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b
Figure 8.6. A placement of the jobs with processing time larger than m/3 generated
bz the described algorithm. The value τ represents the first time in the schedule
where two jobs are scheduled. The value τ1 represents the last point in the schedule
where a job with machine requirement larger than m/2 is scheduled. T represents
the maximum of the last point in the schedule where two jobs are scheduled and
τ1. The value b represents the total processing time up to T where at least two jobs
are scheduled, while a represents the total processing time up to T where at most
one job is scheduled. Note that after the point τ1 the machine requirements are
decreasing on both sides, because at each point in time the widest fitting job is
scheduled.
need to add further steps and have found a schedule with approximation
guarantee OPT+ pmax.
Let a be the total processing time before τ1, where only one job is
scheduled. This job has to be a job with machine requirement larger than
m/2. On the other hand define b := T ´ a. Note that when splitting the
part of the last job that is scheduled after T1 in half and schedule both half
at the same time, both parts would end at T and the total processing time
where two jobs are scheduled is given by b. We will now consider two
cases: a ą b and a ď b. In the first case, we have to dismantle the schedule
found so far, while in the second case this is not necessary.
We can summarize the second part of the algorithm, where we schedule
the jobs with machine requirement at most m/3 as follows:
4. Find a and b.
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5. If a ą b, dismantle the schedule and stack all the jobs with machine
requirement larger than m/3 on top of each other, sorted by machine
requirement such that the widest one starts at 0. Schedule the resid-
ual jobs with the modified List-Schedule starting at 0 and using the
endpoints of all jobs.
6. Else if a ď b, determine τ2 and use the optimized List-Schedule to
schedule the remaining starting at τ2 while using the endpoints of all
scheduled jobs.
In the following, we will argue that the second part of the described
algorithm delivers a schedule with approximation guarantee (3/2)OPT+
pmax .
Case 1: a ą b. In this case, the algorithm performs the following steps:
We stack all the jobs with machine requirement larger than m/3 on top of
each other sorted by decreasing number of required machines. This stack
has a height of at most a + 2b. For the remaining jobs, i.e., the jobs with
machine requirement at most m/3, we us the the improved List-Schedule
algorithm as described in Turek et al. [105]. This means, we go through the
schedule from the bottom to the top and look for each end point of jobs t,
starting with t = 0, at the number of idle machines idle(t). We search for
the widest unscheduled job with m(j) ď idle(t) and start it at this time, if
one exists, and calculate the new number of idle machines at this point in
time. If no such job exists, we go to the next end point of a job since the
number of idle machines only changes at these points.
We claim that this schedule has a makespan of at most (3/2)OPT +
pmax. Let ρ be the last starting point of a job in this schedule. If this point is
larger than a + 2b, the last scheduled job has a machine requirement of at
most m/3. By construction of the schedule, this job could not be scheduled
at any earlier time. Hence at each time in the schedule before ρ, we use at
least (2/3)m machines and therefore ρ(2/3)m ď W(J ). Furthermore, we
know that OPT ě W(J )/m. As a consequence it holds that ρ ď (3/2)OPT.
Since ρ is the last starting position of all jobs, the makespan of the schedule
is bounded by (3/2)OPT+ pmax.
On the other hand if ρ ď a + 2b, the last starting job can be a job
with machine requirement larger than m/3. However, the schedule is then
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bounded by a + 2b + pmax. Since a ą b and a + b ď OPT it holds that
b ď OPT/2 and therefore a + 2b + pmax ď (3/2)OPT+ pmax.
Case 2: a ď b. We now consider the case that a ď b. In this scenario, we
do not dismantle the given schedule as we do in Case 1. Instead, we use
the improved List-Schedule algorithm as described in Turek et al. [105] to
schedule the remaining jobs. To prove that the resulting algorithm has an
approximation guarantee of (3/2)OPT+ pmax, we analyze the total idle
time up to the point max{T1, τ1} before we schedule the residual jobs.
Let ta be an arbitrary point in time before max{T1, τ1} where only one
job is scheduled and let tb be an arbitrary point in time where two jobs
are scheduled. Note that idle(tb) ă m/3, since both jobs scheduled at this
time have a machine requirement of at least m/3. We differentiate two
cases tb ă τ1 and tb ě τ1 and claim that in both cases the sum of numbers
of idle machines at ta and tb is bounded by 23 m. As a a consequence of
this claim, the average number of idle machines at all of these pairs of
points is bounded by m/3 and hence, the total idle time up tp the point T
is bounded by m/3 ¨ (a + b) ď Tm/3 because a ď b and at each point tb
the idle time is bounded by m/3.
Case 2.1: tb ă τ1. In the case that tb ă τ1, the number of idle machines
idle(tb) is bounded by m/6 since there is scheduled one job with machine
requirement at least m/2 and one job with machine requirement at least
m/3. On the other hand, idle(ta) is bounded by m/2. Therefore, the sum
of free machines on both points is bounded by 23 m and hence the average
is bounded by m/3.
Case 2.2: tb ě τ1. If tb ě τ1, there are two jobs with machine requirement
at least m/3 scheduled at this point in time and hence idle(tb) ă m/3.
Remember that ta ă τ1 since at each point in time after the point τ1 up to
the point max{T1, τ1} there will be two jobs scheduled. Therefore, ta ă tb
and the jobs scheduled at tb did not fit at the time ta since otherwise
they would have been scheduled there. As a consequence, it holds that
idle(ta) ď (m ´ idle(tb))/2 because the job with the smaller machine
requirement scheduled at tb has a machine requirement of at most (m´
idle(tb))/2. Hence it holds that idle(ta) + idle(tb) ď m/2 + idle(tb)/2.
Since idle(tb) ď m/3, we have idle(ta) + idle(tb) ď 23 m.
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In conclusion, we have idle(ta) + idle(tb) ď 23 m in both cases tb ă τ1
and tb ě τ1. Hence the average number of idle machines for each pair of
two points ta and tb is bounded by m/3. Since a ď b and at each point
tb, where two jobs are scheduled, there are at most m/3 machines idle,
the total idle time below T is bounded by Tm/3. The residual jobs are
scheduled by the best fit algorithm in [105]. Let τ2 be the first point in
time where both jobs scheduled at τ1 have ended. Note that after this point
in time the number of idle machines is monotonically increasing per time
step. Hence, we can use the improved List-Schedule algorithm without
constructing any machine conflicts.
To analyze the approximation ratio after adding the residual jobs, let
ρ be the last point in the schedule where a job is started. If this job has
a width of at most m/3 at every time before ρ and after max{T1, ρ1} the
number of idle machines is at most m/3 since otherwise this job would
have been started earlier. If this job has a machine requirement larger than
m/3 it has been started before max{T1, ρ1}. In both cases the total idle time
up to ρ is bounded by ρm/3. As a consequence, we have ρ ď 3/2 ¨OPT
since all jobs start before ρ and mOPT ě ∑jPJ pjqj ě (2/3)ρm. Therefore,
the schedule has a makespan of at most (2/3)OPT+ pmax.
We have proven that in both cases a ą b and a ď b the described
algorithm produces a schedule with makespan at most (2/3)OPT+ pmax.
This algorithm has a running time of the form O(n log(n)): The sorting of
the items is possible in O(n log(n)); each of the values a, b and τ2 can be
found in O(n); and last the optimized List-Schedule can be implemented
to be in O(n log(n)) by organizing the relevant points in time as well as
the set of items inside a search tree.
Last, we describe how to partition this schedule into the schedule on
the two clusters C1 and C2 as needed for the algorithm in Lemma 8.5.
Note that in all the described cases the additional pmax is added by the
last started job. To partition this schedule such that it is scheduled on the
two clusters C1 and C2, we look at the starting time ρ of the last started
job. We remove this last started job and all the jobs which end strictly after
ρ and place them into the second cluster C2 and leave the rest untouched
to be the schedule for C1. As we noted before the schedule up to ρ has
a height of at most (3/2)OPT. Furthermore, since the last job starts at ρ,
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all the removed jobs have a total machine requirement of at most m, and,
hence, we can start them all at the same time. The resulting schedule on
C2 has a height of at most pmax.
In the next step, we present the technique to divide this schedule on
C1 and C2 to N clusters and prove Theorem 8.4 in this way. The used
technique is similar to the technique in Section 8.2. However, it is no
longer possible to partition the schedule into sections of height at most
2OPT.
8.4.1 Proof of Theorem 8.4
In this section, we prove Theorem 8.4. We start with the schedule given
by the (3/2)OPT+ pmax algorithm from Lemma 8.9 and its partition onto
the two clusters C1 and C2. To partition the schedule on C1 onto the
different clusters, we differentiate the three cases N = 3i, N = 3i + 1 and
N = 3i + 2.
Case 1: N = 3i In this case, the schedule on C1 has a height of T ď
(9i/2)OPT. We partition it into 2i parts of equal height T/(2i) ď 9/4OPT.
During this partition step, we cut the schedule 2i ´ 1 times. The jobs
intersected by this cut have to be scheduled separately using height pmax.
Together with the jobs in C2, we have 2i sets of jobs with height bounded
by pmax and machine requirement bounded by m. We schedule these sets
pairwise in i additional clusters analogously to the clusters of type B in
Section 8.2. In total, we use 3i = N Clusters and the largest one a has
height of at most (9/4)OPT = 2.25OPT.
Case 2: N = 3i + 1 In this case, the schedule on C1 has a height of T ď
(3(3i + 1)/2)OPT = ((9i + 3)/2)OPT. We partition the schedule into 2i
parts of equal height and one part with a smaller height. On this part,
we schedule the jobs from C2 as well. Let TA := (2/(9i + 3))T ď OPT.
The 2i parts of equal height have a size of ((9i + 5)/(4i + 2))TA and the
last part has a height of ((5i + 3)/(4i + 2))TA. It is easy to verify the 2i ¨
((9i + 5)/(4i + 2))TA + ((5i + 3)/(4i + 2))TA = ((9i + 3)/2)TA = T and
hence we have partitioned the complete schedule on C1. By partitioning
the schedule on C1 into these parts, we have cut the schedule 2i times.
Therefore, together with the jobs on C2, we have to schedule 2i + 1 parts
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of height pmax. We schedule C2 on the cluster with current makespan
((5i + 3)/(4i + 2))TA resulting in a schedule of height ((5i + 3)/(4i +
2))TA + pmax ď ((9i + 5)/(4i + 2))OPT, (since pmax ď OPT). We pair the
other 2i parts and schedule them on i distinct clusters. In total, we generate
2i + 1+ i = 3i + 1 cluster and the largest occurring makespan is bounded
by ((9i + 5)/(4i + 2))OPT.
Case 3: N = 3i + 2 In this case, the schedule on C1 has a height of T ď
(3(3i + 2)/2)OPT = ((9i + 6)/2)OPT. Again, we partition this schedule
into 2i + 1 parts of equal height and one part with a smaller height.
On top of this part, we will schedule two parts with processing time
pmax. Let TA := (2/(9i + 6))T ď OPT. The first 2i + 1 parts of C1 have
a height of ((9i + 10)/(4i + 4))TA and the last part has a height of at
most ((i + 2)/(4i + 4))TA. It is easy to verify that (2i + 1)((9i + 10)/(4i +
4))TA + ((i + 2)/(4i + 4))TA = ((9i + 6)/2)TA = T and, hence, we have
scheduled all parts of C1. Since ((i + 2)/(4i + 4))TA + 2pmax ď ((9i +
10)/(4i+ 4))OPT, we can schedule two parts with processing time at most
pmax on this cluster. We have cut the schedule on C1 exactly 2i + 1 times.
Together with the jobs from C2, we have 2i + 2 parts with processing
time at most pmax we have to schedule inside the other clusters. Since we
already have scheduled two of these parts, we pair the residual 2i parts
and generate i new clusters with makespan at most 2pmax ď 2OPT. In
total, we generated 2i + 2+ i = 3i + 2 clusters and the largest makespan
occurring on the clusters is bounded by ((9i + 10)/(4i + 4))OPT.
Note that this case also applies for N = 2. The schedule on C1 has
a height of T ď 32 NOPT = 3OPT. We define TA := 13 T ď OPT. We cut
the schedule once at the height 52 TA ď 52 OPT. The residual part has a
height of T ´ 52 TA ď 12 TA ď 12 OPT. On this part, we place the jobs cut
by the horizontal line at 52 TA and the jobs from the cluster C2. Hence the
makespan on this cluster is bounded by 52 OPT.
For each of the three cases N = 3i, N = 3i + 1, and N = 3i + 2, we
have presented a partitioning strategy which distributes the schedule from
clusters C1 and C2 onto N clusters such that each cluster has a makespan
of at most (9/4)OPT, ((9i + 5)/(4i + 2))OPT or ((9i + 10)/(4i + 4))OPT
respectively. Hence, we have proven Theorem 8.4.
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8.5 An AEPTAS for Strip Packing
In this section, we present an (1+ ε)OPT+ hmax algorithm for Strip Pack-
ing (SP) with running time O(n/ε) +Oε(1) proving the second part of
Theorem 8.2. More precisely in this section, we will prove the following
lemma.
Lemma 8.10. There exists an algorithm, that finds for each ε ě 0, each c P N,
and each instance I = (J , m) of the Strip Packing problem a packing in two
strips C1 and C2 with width W and bW/cc respectively, such that the packing
height on C1 is bounded by (1+ ε)OPT and on C2 by pmax. This algorithm has
a running time that is bounded by O(n log(1/ε)) + 1/εc¨1/εO(1/ε) .
When we use c = 1 and place the jobs from cluster C2 on top of the
schedule on C1, we get the corresponding schedule for the second part of
Theorem 8.2. The algorithm is inspired by the algorithm in [67]. However,
we made some improvements to guarantee an efficient running time.
8.5.1 Simplify
Similar as in Section 8.3, we start with defining an upper and a lower
bound for the approximation ratio. Let area(I) := ∑iPI w(i)h(i) be the
total area of all the items and let hmax be the largest occurring height in I .
By Steinberg [100], we now that
max{area(I), hmax} ď OPT ď 2 max{area(I), hmax}
and we define T := max{area(I), hmax}.
In the first step, we partition the items by their size. Other than in the
algorithm for Parallel Task Scheduling (PTS), we need a gap between wide
and narrow items as well. Hence, we partition the items into large L :=
{i P I |h(i) ě δT, w(i) ě δW}, vertical V := {i P I |h(i) ě δT, w(i) ď µW},
horizontal H := {i P I |h(i) ď µT, w(i) ě δW}, small S := {i P I |h(i) ď
µT, w(i) ď µW}, and medium sized items M := Iz(LY V YHY S) for
some δ, µ ď ε, see Figure 8.7.
We will discard the medium sized items and place them at the end
of the packing. To make this possible the total area of the medium sized
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Figure 8.7. This figure shows the partition of the items. Each item i P I can be
represented by a point in this two-dimensional plane. The x-coordinate of the point
corresponds to the width of the item, while the y-coordinate corresponds to the
height of the item.
items has to be small. In the next lemma, we show that we can find values
for δ and µ which guarantee this property.
Lemma 8.11. Consider the sequence σ1 := ε5/cx, σi+1 = σ3i+1ε
5/cx for any
constant x P N. There exists an j P {1, . . . , 2c/ε} such that when defining δ = σj
and µ = σj+1 the total area of the medium sized items IM is bounded by εWT/c.
Proof. This Lemma follows by a direct application of the pigeon hole
principle. Let Mj be the set of medium sized items when defining δ = σj
and µ = σj+1. Each item i P I can appear in at most two of these sets,
in the first because its width is between µW and δW and in the second,
because its height is between µT and δT. Assume that all the sets Mj
have an area of area(Mj) ą εWT/c. As a consequence, the total area of
all these sets is at least ∑2c/εj=1 area(Mj) ą 2 ¨W ¨ T, a contradiction since
the total area of all the items is bounded by WT.
Furthermore, it holds that δ ě (ε/cx)3O(c/ε) . We define δ1 := εk as
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the maximum number such that δ1 ě δ ě δ1/ε. Note that k P 3O(c/ε) ¨
logε(1/cx). We use δ
1 for the partitioning of the items. As a consequence,
the the area of the medium items is still at most εWT/c, but the distance
between δ1 and µ is reduced, i.e. we have µ = δ3ε5/cx ď (δ1/ε)3ε5/cx =
δ13ε2/cx. For simplicity of notation, we will write δ instead of δ1 in the
following and use µ ď δε2/(cx) respectively.
In the second step, we round the heights of the items. By increasing
the packing height by at most εT, we can round the heights of the items to
multiples of εT/n, because adding εT/n to each processing time lengthens
the packing by at most n ¨ εT/n. Hence after this rounding step, we have
T ď OPT ď (2+ ε)T. Since each item has a height of at most T, there are
at most n/ε different item sizes, and hence, sorting them by height can be
done in O(n/ε) using Bucket-Sort. Furthermore, the largest l such that
pj P {εlT, εl´1T} is bounded by O(log(n)).
In the next step, we scale the instance with n/(εT). As a result all the
items have a height that is one of the integral values {1, 2, . . . , n/ε} and
the optimal packing height for this scaled instance is one of the integral
values {n/ε, n/ε+ 1, . . . , 2n/ε+ n}, because for the rounded instance it
holds that T ď OPT ď 2T + εT and the optimal packing height has to
be integral since all the item heights are integral. We scale T accordingly
such that T = n/ε. In the algorithm, we will do a binary search over the
packing heights.
Next, we use the same geometric rounding as above to round the
heights of the items to fewer different heights using Lemma 3.2 and
loose a factor of at most (1 + 2ε) in the approximation ratio with re-
gard to the scaled instance. After this rounding the items have at most
O(min{n/ε, log(n)/ε2}) possible different sizes and, without any further
loss, we can assume that all large and vertical items start at multiples
of εδ1T. We call the area between two consecutive multiples of εδ1T a
layer and number them starting at zero. To ensue the integrity of the item
heights, we scale the instance with 1/(εδ) before the rounding step and
scale T accordingly such that T = n/(ε2δ). Note that 1/(εδ) P N since
1/ε P N. To this point, we know that without all the scaling steps it holds
that T ď OPT ď (1+ 2ε)(2+ ε)T. Hence the number of layers L in an opti-
mal solution is at least 1/(εδ) and at most (1+ 2ε)(2+ ε)/(εδ) ď 5/(εδ)
for ε ď 1/2.
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In the next step, we remove all small and medium sized items from the
optimal packing and use a lemma that is similar to Lemma 5.22, which
states that we can partition any optimal packing into a constant number
of sub areas such that each subarea contains just one type of item. Since
the proof of this lemma works analogue, we will not prove it again.
Lemma 8.12 (Compare Lemma 5.22). We can partition the area W ˆ (1 +
2ε)OPT into O(1/(εδ12)) rectangular areas called boxes.
Ź Each large item i P L is contained in its personal box of height h(i) and width
w(i).
Ź There are at most O(1/(εδ2)) many boxes containing horizontal items i P H.
Each of them has a height of εδ1T and a width larger than δ1W.
Ź There are at most O(1/(εδ2)) many boxes containing vertical items i P V .
Ź No item in H is intersected vertically by any box border, but can be intersected
horizontally.
Ź No item in V is intersected horizontally by any box border, but can be inter-
sected vertically.
Ź Each boxes lower and upper borders are at multiples of 1/(εδ)OPT.
In the algorithm, we cannot try each of these partitions since then the
width of the strip W would appear linear in the running time. Instead, we
are interested in the relative positioning of the large items and the boxes
for horizontal items.
8.5.2 Boxes for horizontal rectangles
The last simplification step is the rounding of widths of the horizontal
items. We call the set of generated rounded items H¯. We use geometric
grouping to reduce the number of different widths of the items.
Lemma 8.13. We can round the width of the horizontal items to O(log(1/δ)/ε)
different sizes in at most O(n log(1/ε)) operations. These rounded items can be
placed fractionally instead of the horizontal items and an extra box of height εT.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.5, we can round the width of the horizontal items to
O(log(1/δ)/ε) different sizes in at most O(n log(1/ε)) operations, when
using ρ := ε/2. These rounded items can be placed fractionally instead of
the horizontal items and an extra box of height εT.
In the next step, we show that it is possible to reduce the number
of widths for horizontal boxes to be constant depending on δ. We do
this in order to make it possible for the algorithm to guess their sizes in
polynomial time.
Lemma 8.14. Given a partition of the optimal solution into boxes, we can reduce
the number of possible width for the boxes to |I¯H|1/δ and guarantee that at most
O(1/(εδ)) of these sizes are used in the partition by exactly 1/δ boxes each. This
rounding step adds at most εT to the packing height.
Proof. We reduce the number of box sizes in two steps. First, we reduce the
possible number of box sizes by shrinking the boxes to be a combination
of widths of the rounded horizontal items. In the second step, we reduce
the number of different box sizes per solution by using a linear grouping
step.
Look at one box B for horizontal items. We can shift all the horizontal
items in this box to the left as much as possible such that all the left
borders of the horizontal items are touching either the box border or the
right side of another horizontal item. If the left border of the box does not
touch the leftmost item, we can move this border to the left until it does.
Now the box for horizontal items has a width which is the sum of widths
of rounded horizontal items, i.e. w(B) P {∑1/δ´1i=1 wi|i P I¯H}. As a result
the total number of possible box widths is bounded by |I¯H|1/δ.
Given such a set of boxes, we can use linear grouping to reduce the
total number of different box widths. Since the optimal packing has a
height of at most (1+ 2ε)(1+ ε)2T and each box has a height of εδT and
there are at most 1/δ boxes for horizontal items in each layer, a sorted stack
of all the boxes has a total height of at most εδT ¨ (1+ 2ε)(1+ ε)2/εδ2 ď
(1 + 2ε)(1 + ε)2T/δ. We partition the set of boxes such that the the 1/δ
widest boxes are contained in the first set, the 1/δ next most wide boxes
are contained in the second set and so on. As a result, the total height
of each set of boxes is bounded by εT and the set of boxes is partitioned
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into at most (1 + 2ε)(1 + ε)2/(εδ) = O(1/(εδ)) groups. Note that the
last group might contain less boxes than 1/δ. To enforce that after the
rounding there are 1/δ boxes of each width, we assume that the last group
has additional boxes with width zero. We round the box widths to the
largest box width of the corresponding set. Again the last rounded group
of boxes has to be positioned at the end of the packing adding at most εT
to the packing height.
Let WB be the set of rounded widths of the boxes. Note that WB can
contain less than 2(1 + 2ε)(1 + ε)/(εδ) sizes if there are less than 2(1 +
2ε)(1+ ε)/(εδ2)´ 1/(2δ) boxes in the partition of the optimal instance. To
place the horizontal items, we first guess the set WB. There are at most
O((|I¯H|1/δ)O(1/(εδ))) ď O((log(1/δ)/ε)O(1/(εδ2))) possibilities for this set.
After we guessed the set of boxes, we check with a linear program
whether all the rounded horizontal items can be placed into the boxes.
Similar to the placing of small jobs in Section 8.3.3, we use configurations
to place the horizontal items into the boxes. A configuration of horizontal
items is a multiset C := {ai,C : i|i P I¯H}. Let C be the set of all configu-
rations. We say a configuration C has width w(C) := ∑iPI¯H ai,Cw(i). LetCw be the set of configurations with width at most w, i.e., Cw := {C P
C|w(C) ď w}.
Consider the following linear program LPsmall .
∑
CPCW
xC,W = 3εT (8.8)
∑
CPCw
xC,w = εδT @w PWB (8.9)
|S|
∑
l=1
∑
CPCml
xC,laj,C = hj @j P I¯H (8.10)
xC,l ě 0 @l = 1, . . . , |S|, C P Cw (8.11)
The variables xC,w represent the height of a configuration C inside the
boxes of width w. The sum of these heights should equal the total height
of the boxes having this width, which is ensured by the equation (8.9).
Equation (8.8) is introduced to represent the extra box for the horizontal
items we need due to the rounding of these items. On the other hand, each
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horizontal item should be covered by the configurations, which is ensured
by the equation (8.10).
Similar as for placing the small narrow jobs in Section 8.3.3, we solve
a relaxed version of this linear program called LPsmall,rel . In this relaxed
version, we replace equation (8.9) by the equation
∑
CPCw
xC,w = (1+ ε2)εδT @w PWB
and, similarly, we replace the equation (8.8) by
∑
CPCW
xC,W = (1+ ε2)εT.
Lemma 8.15. If there is a solution to LPsmall , we can find a basic solution to
LPsmall,rel in O(log(1/δ)1.5356/ε6δ6) operations.
Proof. Note that the described linear program and the described config-
urations are equivalent to the ones in Section 3.3. Hence, we can use the
algorithm proposed in Lemma 3.9 to find the desired basic solution.
We call the set of guessed boxes for horizontal items BH . In the
end of the algorithm, we place the configurations inside the boxes and
the horizontal items (fractionally) into the configurations similar to the
placement of small wide jobs in Section 8.3.3. A basic solution of the
above linear program has at most |WB| + |I¯H| + 1 non zero compo-
nents. When filling the configurations inside the boxes BH , we have
to cut the configurations at the box borders of boxes with the same
size. Hence, inside the boxes, we have at most |BH| + |I¯H| + 1 config-
urations. At each configuration border, we generate fractionally placed
horizontal items. However these items all fit next to each other since
they are inside one configuration. Hence, we can remove the cut items
and shift them up to the top of the packing. This step adds at most
µT ¨ (|BH|+ |I¯H|+ 1) ď µT(log(1/δ)/ε+O(1/εδ2)) = O(εT) to the pack-
ing height.
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8.5.3 Positioning containers as well as large and vertical
rectangles
In this section, we handle the positioning of the boxes for horizontal items
and the placement of large and vertical items. These boxes and items are
positioned by guessing the x-coordinate of the lower left corner, which has
to be a multiple of εδT. Afterward, we guess the order from left to right in
which these items and boxes will appear. The technique described in this
section is inspired by the techniques described in [67] Chapter 4.
In the first step, we guess the position of the lower corners of the items
and boxes in IL and BH . Note that since the boxes have an area of at
least εδT ¨ δW and the large items have an area of at least δT ¨ δW and
the packing has an area of at most (1+ 2ε)(1+ ε)TW, there are at most
O(1/(εδ2)) boxes and items. Hence, the total number of possible guesses
for positions of their bottom edges is bounded by (1/εδ)O(1/(εδ2)).
Consider an optimal packing where all the items are rounded and the
horizontal items are positioned in the rounded boxes. For each large item
or box i P ILYBH , we can determine the value of the y-coordinates of their
left and right borders yi,l and yi,r. Let Y be the set of all these y-coordinates
yi,l and yi,r. We order Y by value of the coordinates in the optimal packing.
This gives us a permutation pi : Y Ñ {1, . . . , |Y |} from the left and right
corners of items and boxes to positions in the ordered list. Since the value
of W is not logarithmically bounded in the input size, we cannot guess the
values of the y-coordinates in polynomial time. However, it is possible to
guess the correct permutation pi in |Y |! P (1/(εδ2))O(1/(εδ2)) guesses. For
a given item or box i P IL Y BH , we write pi(i, l) to refer to the position of
yi,l and analogously pi(i, r) for the position of yi,r and write yj to refer to
the y-coordinate which is mapped to position j in the ordered list.
After these two guesses, the guess of the positions of lower borders
and the guess of order of the items, the algorithm tests if this guess was
feasible, by testing if it is possible at all to position the items as forced by
this guess. This can be done in O(n) by starting with the left most item
and position the items one by one in order of the y-coordinates as most to
the left as possible by the constraints guessed. As soon as a constraint has
to be violated, we stop and discard the guess. Possible violations of the
constraints can be, e.g., that an item’s left border has to be placed between
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a left and a right border of another item but this item and the to be placed
item overlap the same horizontal line that an item has to be placed such
that it overlaps the right border of the strip that pi(i, l) ą pi(i, r).
Consider a feasible guess of starting positions and permutation. The
next step of the algorithm is to find values for the y-coordinates of the left
and right borders. It determines these values by using a linear program as
described below. Indeed, since the vertical items have to be placed correctly
as well, the linear program is not only concerned about determining
the y-coordinates, but to place the vertical items as well. Consider two
consecutive y-coordinates yj and yj+1 and the segments of the layers
between these. Some of them are occupied by an item or a box in IL Y BH
and some are not. We will use the not occupied layers to place the vertical
items. We scan the area between yj and yj+1 from bottom to top and fuse
each set of contiguous unoccupied layers to a box for vertical items. Let
BV,j be the set of constructed boxes for the area between the coordinates
yj and yj+1. Note that there can be at most O(1/εδ) of them.
Similar as for the horizontal items, we define configurations for the
vertical items. However, instead of placing these items next to each other,
we will stack the items inside a configuration for vertical items on top of
each other. Note that in each optimal packing a vertical line through the
packing intersects at most 1/δ of these items and hence configurations
should contain at most this number of items. We define a new set of vertical
items called I¯V . For each appearing item height h P {h(i)|i P IV}, the set
I¯V contains one job of height h and width ∑iPIV ,h(i)=j w(i). To reduce the
running time, we will schedule the jobs in the set I¯V fractionally instead
of the original vertical items. Note that |I¯V | ď logε(1/δ)/ε2 due to the
rounding of the vertical items.
A configuration for vertical items is a multiset C := {ai,C : i|i P I¯V}
such that ∑iPI¯V ai,C ¨ h(i) ď 1/δ and we define its height as h(C) :=
∑iPI¯V ai,C ¨ h(i). Let CV be the set of all these configurations and let CV,h be
the set of all configurations with height at most h. These configurations for
vertical items are combined to hyper configurations which represent the
distribution of vertical items in a vertical line through the packing. For each
segment between two coordinates yj and yj+1, we define a configuration
Cj as a tuple of configurations such that there is exactly one configuration
for each of the boxes in BV,j, i.e., Cj = (C P CV,h(b) : b P BV,j). Let CV,j be
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the set of all configurations for the section between the coordinates yj and
yj+1. We define ai(C) at the number of appearances of item i P I¯V inside
the configuration C P CV,j. Note that the configurations for the boxes each
have a maximum amount of vertical items they can contain and the sum
of these numbers is bounded by 1/δ. Hence the total number of different
configurations in CV,j is bounded by |I¯V |1/δ. To find fitting values for the
y-coordinates the algorithm solves the following linear program:
y0 = 0 (8.12)
y|Y |+1 = W (8.13)
yj+1 ´ yj = wj @j P {0, . . . , |Y |} (8.14)
ypi(i,r) ´ ypi(i,l) = w(i) @i P IL Y BH (8.15)
∑
CPCV,j
xC,j = wj @j P {0, . . . , |Y |} (8.16)
∑
jP{0,...,|Y |}
∑
CPCV,j
ai(C) ¨ xC,j = w(i) @i P I¯V (8.17)
wj ě 0 @j P {0, . . . , |Y |+ 1} (8.18)
xC,j ě 0 @j P {0, . . . , |Y |+ 1}, C P CV,j (8.19)
yj ě 0 @j P {0, . . . , |Y |+ 1} (8.20)
In this linear program there are three types of variables: x, y and w. The
variables yj for j P {0, . . . , |Y |+ 1} represent the values of the y-coordinates
of the item and box borders in IL Y BH , whereas y0 represents the left
border of the strip and y|Y |+1 represents the right border of the strip.
The variables wj for j P {0, . . . , |Y |} represent the distance between the
consecutive y-coordinates yj and yj+1. Last, the variables xC,j represent the
width of the configuration C in box b which is positioned between yj and
yj+1.
The first three constraints (8.12) to (8.14) ensure that the y-coordinates
are positioned in the right order and that we use exactly the width of
the strip. Furthermore, the variables wj for the width between the y-
coordinates are defined. The equation (8.15) ensures the y-coordinates of
the items and boxes in IL Y BH are positioned such that their distance
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equals the widths of the corresponding item. Equations (8.16) and (8.17)
ensure that the vertical items are placed correctly. The first equation
ensures that we do not use a to large width for the configurations inside
the boxes while the second equation ensures that all the vertical items can
be placed.
The total number of constraints is bounded by
2|Y |+ 2+ |IL Y BH|+ |I¯V |
= O(1/(εδ2) + logε(1/δ)/ε2)
= O(1/(εδ2)),
while the total number of variables is bounded by
2|Y |+ 1+
|Y |+1
∑
j=0
|CV,j|
= O((1/(εδ2))((logε(1/δ)/ε2)1/δ))
= 2O(1/εδ).
Furthermore, all appearing values in the linear program are integer, the
largest one on the left hand side is bounded by 1/δ while the right hand
side is bounded by W. We can solve this linear program by guessing the
right set of at most O(1/(εδ2)) non-zero components and then solving
the corresponding equation system using Gauß-Jordan elimination in
O((2O(1/εδ))O(1/(εδ2)) ¨ (1/(εδ2))3) = 2O(1/(ε2δ3)).
After we have found such a solution, we fix the values for the variables
yj and wj for each j P {1, . . . , |Y |+ 1} and find a basic solution to the linear
program consisting just of the equations (8.16), (8.17), and (8.19). Such a
basic solution has at most |I¯V |+ |Y | P O(1/(εδ2)) non zero components
and hence uses at most this number of configurations.
In the very end of the algorithm, these configurations are filled (frac-
tionally) with the rounded vertical items analogously as small wide jobs
items are filed into their configurations, see Section 8.3.3. Since each con-
figuration contains at most 1/δ items and we use at most O(1/(εδ2)) of
them, there are at most O(1/(εδ3)) fractionally placed vertical items which
have a total width of at most O(µW/(εδ3)). Since µ ď δ3ε/(cx) for a large
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enough constant x, it holds that the total width of the discarded items is
smaller than W/(2c). These items are placed inside the additional cluster
C2, adding at most pmax to its packing height.
8.5.4 Placing the Small Items
Note that the configurations for vertical and horizontal items might be
smaller in height or width as the box they are placed inside, i.e., if a
configuration C for vertical items is placed in side a box b P BV,j there
is a box of free area of width XC,b,j and height h(b)´ h(C). We will use
this area to place the small items. The total free area of this kind has
to have the size of area(IS), since the configurations contain exactly the
total area of the corresponding items and the total area of all items is
at most (1 + 2ε)(1 + ε)TW while the packing has a height of at least
(1+ 2ε)(1+ ε)T.
Since we use at most O(1/(εδ3)) configurations for vertical items and
at most |BH| + |I¯H| = O(1/(εδ2)) configurations for horizontal items,
there are at most O(1/(εδ3)) boxes for small items. We call the set of these
boxes BS.
Lemma 8.16. We can place the small items inside the O(1/(εδ3)) boxes BS and
one additional box of width W and height 2εT + µT.
Proof. Remember that the total area of the boxes is at least area(IS). The
algorithm first sorts the small items by height in O(n + log(n)/ε2) time
since the small items have at most O(log(n)/ε2) different sizes. Afterward
it considers the boxes for the small items BS one by one and fills the small
items inside them using the NFDH algorithm. If an item does not fit inside
the considered box, because the item is to wide or has a to large height, the
algorithm is finished with this box and considers the next. All the items
that cannot be placed inside the boxes BS are placed inside the newly
introduced box of width W and height 2εT + µT.
Let us consider the boxes next to the configurations and the free area
inside them. Let B be such a box. In B there is a free area of at most
µW ¨ h(B) on one side of B since the small items have a width of at most
µW. Additionally, there can be free area of at most µT ¨w(B) on the top
of the box since the items have a height of at least µT. Lastly there can be
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free area between the items. However, as indirectly shown by Coffman et
al. in [22] in the proof of Lemma 2.2, the free area provoked this way over
all the boxes is bounded by µT ¨W since the items have a maximal height
of at most µT and the boxes have a maximal width of at most W. In total
the free area inside the boxes BS is bounded by µTW + µT∑BPBS w(B) +
µW ∑BPBS h(B) ď µTW ¨O(1/(εδ3)). Since it holds that µ ď ε2δ3/x for a
suitable large constant x, the total area of the non placed small items has
to be bounded by εTW. Using Lemma 2.2, we can place these non placed
items with a total height of at most 2εT + µT inside the extra box.
8.5.5 Packing medium sized items
To place the medium sized items, we partition them into two sets, IM,V
which contains all the items taller than 2εT and IM,S := IMzIM,V . Since
the total area of the medium sized items is bounded by εTW/c, the total
width of the items in IM,V is bounded by W/(2c). Hence, we can place all
these items into the cluster C2 next to the discarded vertical items.
The jobs in IM,V have a height of at most 2εT and an area of at most
εTW. Hence by Lemma 2.2, when using the NDFH algorithm to place
these items, we add at most 4εT to the packing height.
Note that in the case of bW/cc ď W/c ď x/ε2δ3 it holds that δW ď 1
and hence the set V and the set IM,V will be empty. As a consequence the
container C2 will not contain any item.
8.5.6 Summary of the algorithm
In the following, we summarize the steps of the algorithm and give a short
overview of the running time. An overview of the generated packing can
be found in Figure 8.8.
1. In the first step of the algorithm, we perform the simplification steps.
We define T := max{hmax, (∑iPI h(i)w(i))/W}, find the correct values
for δ and µ as described in Lemma 8.11, and partition the set of items
into L, V , H, S , and M accordingly. Afterward, we round the heights
and the widths of the items. First, we round the height of the items to
multiples of εT/n and scale the items, such that they have heights in
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Figure 8.8. Overview of the structure of the generated packing
{1, . . . , n/ε} Ď N and scale T accordingly such that T = n/ε. Next, we
scale the instance and T again with 1/εδ and use Lemma 3.2 to round
heights of the items in LY V , such that we can assume that they start
at multiples of 1/εδT. Furthermore, introduce the set of rounded items
H¯ using Lemma 8.13.
2. In the next step, we do a binary search over all the possible numbers
of layers L P [1/(εδ), 5/(εδ)]XN. Let T1 be the currently considered
number of layers. For this number of layers, we try to find a packing by
performing the following steps.
3. For each guess of the set WB and each guess of y-coordinates and per-
mutation for boxes and large items: try to solve the configuration linear
program LPsmall to place the horizontal items. If this is not possible try
the next guess otherwise try to solve the LP to find the correct positions
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for the boxes, large items, and vertical items. If this LP is solvable, save
the guess and LP solutions and try the next smaller value for T1 in
binary search fashion, otherwise try the next guess. If all guesses fail
try the next larger value for T1 in binary search fashion.
4. Afterward, use the saved guess and LP solutions to assign the corre-
sponding items. First, we revert the scaling of the items and scale the
solution and guess accordingly. Then, we place the large, vertical, and
horizontal items inside the guess as described in Section 8.5.3. After-
ward, place the small items inside the resulting boxes for small items
as described in Section 8.5.4. Finally, we place the medium sized items
as described in Section 8.5.5.
The step 1 takes O(n log(1/ε) + c/ε) operations: The set of items needs
to be enumerated once to find T, i.e., its can be found in O(n). The correct
values for δ and µ can be found in O(n + c/ε) and the corresponding
partition can be found in O(n). The scaling and rounding of the item
heights can be done in O(n). Finally the rounding of the item widths can
be done in O(n log(1/ε)).
The binary search described in Step 2 can be done in O(log(1/(εδ))).
For each of the values T1 given by the binary search framework, the
number of guesses can be bounded by O((log(1/δ)/ε)O(1/(εδ2))) for WB,
(1/εδ)O(1/(εδ2)) for the y-coordinates, and (1/(εδ2))O(1/(εδ2)) for the per-
mutation of boxes and large items. The resulting LP can be solved in
2O(1/(ε2δ3)). Therefore the total running time of steps 2 and 3 can be sum-
marized as
O(log(1/(εδ))) ¨O((log(1/δ)/ε)O(1/(εδ2)))
¨ (1/εδ)O(1/(εδ2)) ¨ (1/(εδ2))O(1/(εδ2)) ¨ 2O(1/(ε2δ3))
ď 2O(1/ε2δ3).
In the final step, we place the original items inside the packing. The
placement of large, vertical, and horizontal items can be done in O(n +
1/(εδ3)) since there are at most 1/(εδ3) places for vertical and horizontal
items. To place the small items, we use the NFDH algorithm and hence
have a running time of at most O(1/(εδ3) + n+ log(n)/ε2) since the items
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have at most log(n)/ε2 sizes and are placed inside at most O(1/(εδ3))
boxes. The medium sized items can be placed in at most O(n + 1/ε2)
since they have at most O(1/ε2) (possible) different sizes. Hence the total
running time of the algorithm is bounded by
O(n log(1/ε) + c/ε+ 2O(1/ε2δ3) + 1/(εδ3) + n + log(n)/ε2)
ď O(n log(1/ε) + log(n)/ε2) + 2(c/ε)3O(c/ε) .
As a consequence, we end up with a running time of O(n log(1/ε) +
log(n)/ε2) + 2(1/ε)
3O(1/ε)
for the AEPTAS because we can choose c = 1 in
this case.
8.6 A Note on Single Resource Constraint Mul-
tiple Cluster Scheduling (SRCMCS)
In this section, we shortly discuss how to generate the algorithm which
produced a schedule on C1 and C2 as needed for Lemma 8.5. This algo-
rithm together with the partitioning described in Lemma 8.5 makes the
2-approximation for Single Resource Constraint Multiple Cluster Schedul-
ing (SRCMCS). More precisely, in this section, we discuss how we can
generate the algorithm from the following lemma.
Lemma 8.17. There exists an algorithm, that finds for each instance I = (J , m)
of the Single Resource Constraint Scheduling problem a schedule on two clusters
C1 and C2 with m machines, such that the makespan on C1 is bounded by
(1 + ε)OPT and on C2 by pmax. This algorithm has a running time that is
bounded by O(n log(1/ε)) +Oε(1).
Consider the AEPTAS from Section 7.4. Note that in this algorithm the
extra pmax is added by a set of jobs with is discarded from the schedule
and added later on. Hence when removing this set again and placing
it inside the extra cluster C2, the first schedule will have a length of at
most (1 + ε)OPT and the cluster C2 will have a makespan of at most
pmax ď OPT.
Note that for N = 2 we cannot use the partitioning technique from
Section 8.2.2, because we are not aware of an algorithm for Single Resource
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Constraint Scheduling that places jobs such that the makespan is bounded
by at most two times the total area of the jobs.
8.7 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an algorithm for each of the problems Multiple
Cluster Scheduling (MCS), Multiple Strip Packing (MSP) and Single Re-
source Constraint Multiple Cluster Scheduling (SRCMCS) with best possible
absolute approximation ratio of 2 and best possible running time O(n) for
the case N ě 3. Still open remains the question if for the case N = 2 the
running time of O(n log(n)) or O(n log2(n)/(log(log(n))) for MCS and
MSP respectively can be improved to O(n). Furthermore, to find an algo-
rithm with approximation ratio 2 for Single Resource Constraint Multiple
Cluster Scheduling (SRCMCS) and the case N ď 2 would be interesting.
Additionally, we presented a truly fast algorithm for Multiple Cluster
Scheduling (MCS) with running time O(n log(n)) that does not have any
hidden constants. Since the running time of the O(n) algorithm hides
large constants, it would be interesting to improve the running time of the
underlying AEPTAS or even to find a faster asymptotic algorithm with
approximation guarantee (5/4)OPT+ pmax.
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Chapter 9
EPTAS Results for Scheduling
with Setup Times
Integer linear programs of configurations, or configuration IPs, are a
classical tool in the design of algorithms for scheduling and packing
problems, where a set of items has to be placed in multiple target locations.
Herein a configuration describes a possible placement on one of the target
locations, and the IP is used to chose suitable configurations covering the
items. We give an augmented IP formulation, which we call the module
configuration IP. It can be described within the framework of n-fold integer
programming and therefore be solved efficiently. As an application, we
consider scheduling problems with setup times, in which a set of jobs
has to be scheduled on a set of identical machines, with the objective of
minimizing the makespan. For instance, we investigate the case that jobs
can be split and scheduled on multiple machines. However, before a part
of a job can be processed an uninterrupted setup depending on the job has
to be paid. For both of the variants that jobs can be executed in parallel or
not, we obtain an efficient polynomial time approximation scheme (EPTAS)
of running time f (1/ε)ˆ poly(|I|) with a single exponential term in f
for the first and a double exponential one for the second case. Previously,
only constant factor approximations of 5/3 and 4/3+ ε respectively were
known. Furthermore, we present an EPTAS for a problem where classes
of (non-splittable) jobs are given, and a setup has to be paid for each class
of jobs being executed on one machine.
The results described in this chapter were partially published in [52].
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9.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present an augmented formulation of the classical inte-
ger linear program of configurations (configuration IP) and demonstrate its
use in the design of efficient polynomial time approximation schemes for
scheduling problems with setup times. Configuration IPs are widely used
in the context of scheduling or packing problems, in which items have
to be distributed to multiple target locations. The configurations describe
possible placements on a single location, and the integer linear program
(IP) is used to choose a proper selection covering all items. Two fundamen-
tal problems, for which configuration IPs have prominently been used, are
Bin Packing and Scheduling on Identical Machines. For Bin Packing, the
configuration IP was introduced as early as 1961 by Gilmore and Gomory
[37], and the recent results for both problems typically use configuration
IPs as a core technique, see, e.g., [38, 53]. In the present work, we consider
scheduling problems and therefore introduce the configuration IP in more
detail using the example of Scheduling on Identical Machines.
Configuration IP for Scheduling on Identical Machines. In the prob-
lem Scheduling on Identical Machines (SIM), a set J of n jobs is given
together with processing times p(j) for each job j P J and a number m of
identical machines. The objective is to find a schedule σ : J Ñ [m] such
that the makespan is minimized, that is, the latest finishing time of any job
Cmax(σ) = maxiP[m] ∑jPσ´1(i) p(j). For a given makespan bound, the con-
figurations may be defined as multiplicity vectors indexed by the occurring
processing times, where the overall length of the chosen processing times
does not violate the bound. The configuration IP is then given by variables
xC for each configuration C; constraints ensuring that there is a machine for
each configuration, i.e., ∑C xC = m; and further constraints due to which
the jobs are covered, i.e., ∑C CpxC = |{j P J | p(j) = p}| for each process-
ing time p. In combination with certain simplification techniques, this type
of IP is often used in the design of PTAS. In the context of Scheduling on
Identical Machines, the aforementioned simplification techniques can be
used to guess the target makespan T of the given instance; to upper bound
the cardinality of the set of processing times P by a constant (depending
in 1/ε); and to lower bound the processing times in size such that they are
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within a constant factor of the makespan T (see, e.g., [5, 53]). Hence, only a
constant number of configurations is needed, yielding an integer program
with a constant number of variables. Integer programs of that kind can be
efficiently solved using the classical algorithm by Lenstra and Kannan [82,
72], yielding a PTAS for Scheduling on Identical Machines. Here, the error
of (1+ ε) in the quality of the solution is due to the simplification steps,
and the scheme has a running time of the form f (1/ε)ˆ (|I|)O(1), where
|I| denotes the input size, and f some computable function. Remember, a
PTAS with this property is called efficient (EPTAS). Note that for a regular
PTAS a running time of the form |I| f (1/e) is allowed. It is well known,
that Scheduling on Identical Machines is strongly NP-hard, and therefore
there is no optimal polynomial time algorithm, unless P = NP, and also
a so-called fully polynomial PTAS (FPTAS) – which is an EPTAS with a
polynomial function f – cannot be hoped for.
Machine Scheduling with Classes. The configuration IP is used in a
wide variety of approximation schemes for Scheduling on Identical Ma-
chines problems [5, 53]. However, the approach often ceases to work
for scheduling problems in which the jobs have to fulfill some addi-
tional requirements, like, for instance, class dependencies. A problem
emerging, in this case, is that the additional requirements have to be
represented in the configurations, resulting in a super-constant num-
ber of variables in the IP. We elaborate on this using a concrete ex-
ample: Consider the variant of Scheduling on Identical Machines in
which the jobs are partitioned into K setup classes. For each job j a
class k j is given and for each class k a setup time s(k) has to be paid
on a machine, if a job belonging to that class is scheduled on it, i.e.,
Cmax(σ) = maxiP[m]
(
∑jPσ´1(i) p(j) +∑kP{kj | jPσ´1(i)} s(k)
)
. With some ef-
fort, simplification steps similar to the ones for Scheduling on Identical
Machines can be applied. In the course of this, the setup times as well
can be bounded in number and guaranteed to be sufficiently big [55].
However, it is not hard to see that the configuration IP still cannot be
trivially extended, while preserving its solvability. For instance, extending
the configurations with multiplicities of setup times will not work, be-
cause then we have to make sure that a configuration is used for a fitting
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subset of classes, creating the need to encode class information into the
configurations or introduce other class dependent variables.
Module Configuration IP. Our approach to deal with the class depen-
dencies of the jobs is to cover the job classes with so-called modules and
cover the modules in turn with configurations in an augmented IP called
the module configuration IP (MCIP). In the setup class model, for instance,
the modules may be defined as combinations of setup times and configu-
rations of processing times, and the actual configurations as multiplicity
vectors of module sizes. The number of both the modules and the con-
figurations will typically be bounded by a constant. To cover the classes
by modules, each class is provided with its own set of modules, that is,
there are variables for each pair of class and module. Since the number of
classes is part of the input, the number of variables in the resulting MCIP
is super-constant, and therefore the algorithm by Lenstra and Kannan [82,
72] is not the proper tool for the solving of the MCIP. However, the MCIP
has a certain simple structure: The mentioned variables are partitioned
into uniform classes each corresponding to the set of modules, and for
each class, the modules have to do essentially the same – cover the jobs
of the class. Utilizing these properties, we can formulate the MCIP in the
framework of n-fold integer programms – a class of IPs whose variables
and constraints fulfill certain uniformity requirements. In 2013 Hemmecke,
Onn, and Romanchuk [46] showed that n-fold IPs can be efficiently solved,
and very recently both Eisenbrand, Hunkenschröder and Klein [29] and
independently Koutecký, Levin and Onn [81] developed algorithms with
greatly improved running times for the problem. For a detailed description
of the MCIP, the reader is referred to Section 9.3. In Figure 9.1 the basic
idea of the MCIP is visualized.
Using the MCIP, we are able to formulate an EPTAS for Scheduling on
Identical Machines in the setup class model described above. Before, only
a regular PTAS with running time nmO(1/ε5) was known [55]. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first use of n-fold integer programming in
the context of approximation algorithms.
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Figure 9.1. On the left, there is a schematic representation of the configuration
IP. There are constant different sizes each occurring a super-constant number
of times. The sizes are directly mapped to configurations. On the right, there
is a schematic representation of the MCIP. There is a super-constant number of
classes, each containing a constant number of sizes which have super-constant
multiplicities. The elements from the class are mapped to a constant number of
different modules, which have a constant number of sizes. These module sizes are
mapped to configurations.
Results and Methodology. To show the conceptual power of the MCIP,
we utilize it for two more problems: The splittable and the preemptive setup
model of Scheduling on Identical Machines. In both variants for each job
j P J , a setup time s(j) is given. Each job may be partitioned into multiple
parts that can be assigned to different machines, but before any part of the
job can be processed the setup time has to be paid. In the splittable model,
job parts belonging to the same job can be processed in parallel, and
therefore beside the partition of the jobs, it suffices to find an assignment
of the job parts to machines. This is not the case for the preemptive model,
in which additionally a starting time for each job part has to be found,
and two parts of the same job may not be processed in parallel. In 1999
Schuurman and Woeginger [97] presented a polynomial time algorithm
for the preemptive model with approximation guarantee 4/3+ ε, and for
the splittable case a guarantee of 5/3 was achieved by Chen, Ye and Zhang
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[19]. These are the best known approximation guarantees for the problems
at hand. We show that solutions arbitrarily close to the optimum can be
found in polynomial time:
Theorem 9.1. There is an efficient PTAS with running time 2 f (1/ε)poly(|I|) for
minimum makespan scheduling on identical parallel machines in the setup-class
model, as well as in the preemptive and splittable setup models.
More precisely, we get a running time of 2O(1/ε3 log4 1/ε)K2nm log(Km)
in the setup class model, 2O(1/ε2 log3 1/ε)n2 log3(nm) in the splittable, and
22
O(1/ε log 1/ε)
n2m log m log(nm) in the preemptive model. Note, that all three
problems are strongly NP-hard, due to trivial reductions from Scheduling
on Identical Machines, and our results are therefore in some sense best
possible.
Summing up, the main achievement of this work is the development
of the module configuration IP and its application in the development of
approximation schemes. Up to now, EPTAS or even PTAS results seemed
out of reach for the considered problems, and for the preemptive model we
provide the first improvement in 20 years. The simplification techniques
developed for the splittable and preemptive model in order to employ
the MCIP are original and in the latter case quite elaborate, and therefore
interesting by themselfs. Furthermore, we expect the MCIP to be applicable
to other packing and scheduling problems as well, in particular for variants
of Scheduling on Identical Machines and Bin Packing with additional
class depended constraints. On a more conceptual level, we gave a first
demonstration of the potential of n-fold integer programming in the theory
of approximation algorithms, and hope to inspire further studies in this
direction.
We conclude this paragraph with a more detailed overview of our
results and their presentation. For all three EPTAS results we employ the
classical dual approximation framework by Hochbaum and Shmoys [49]
to get a guess of the makespan T. This approach is introduced in Section
9.2 together with n-fold IPs and formal definitions of the problems. In the
following section, we develop the module configuration IP, in its basic form
and argue that it is indeed an n-fold IP. The EPTAS results follow the same
basic approach described above for Scheduling on Identical Machines: We
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find a schedule for a simplified instance via the MCIP and transform it into
a schedule for the original one. The simplification steps typically include
rounding of the processing and setup times using standard techniques,
as well as the removal of certain jobs, which later can be reinserted via
carefully selected greedy procedures. For the splittable and preemptive
model, we additionally have to prove that schedules with a certain simple
structure exist, and in the preemptive model, the MCIP has to be extended.
In Section 9.4 the basic versions of the EPTAS are presented and in Section
9.5, some improvements of the running time for the splittable and the
setup class model are discussed.
Related work. For an overview on n-fold IPs and their applications,
we refer to the book by Onn [93]. There have been recent applications
of n-fold integer programming to scheduling problems in the context
of parameterized algorithms: Knop and Koutecky` [79] showed, among
other things, that the problem of makespan minimization on unrelated
parallel machines, where the processing times are dependent on both jobs
and machines, is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to the maximum
processing time and the number of distinct machine types. This was
generalized to the parameters maximum processing time and rank of the
processing time matrix by Chen et al. [21]. Furthermore, Knop, Koutecky`
and Mnich [80] provided an improved algorithm for a special type of
n-fold IPs yielding improved running times for several applications of
n-fold IPs including results for scheduling problems.
For work on the considered scheduling problems, we refer to section
2.5.
9.2 Preliminaries
In the following, we establish some concepts and notations, formally define
the considered problems, and outline the dual approximation approach
by Hochbaum and Shmoys [49], as well as n-fold integer programs.
For any integer n, we denote the set {1, . . . , n} by [n]; we write log(¨)
for the logarithm with basis 2; and we will usually assume that some
instance I of the problem considered in the respective context is given
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together with an accuracy parameter ε P (0, 1) such that 1/ε is an integer.
Furthermore, for any two sets X, Y we write YX for the set of functions
f : X Ñ Y. If X is finite, we say that Y is indexed by X and sometimes
denote the function value of f for the argument x P X by fx.
Furthermore, all the following algorithms use the dual approximation
framework introduced by Hochbaum and Shmoys [49]. Note that for all of
the considered problems constant approximation algorithms are known,
and the sum of all processing and setup times is a trivial m-approximation.
Hence, as described in Section 3.1, we will always assume that a target
makespan T is given. Moreover, we assume that the setup times and in the
preemptive and setup class cases also the processing times are bounded
by T, because otherwise we can reject T immediately.
n-fold Integer Programs. We briefly define n-fold integer programs (IP)
following the notation of [46] and [79] and state the main algorithmic
result needed in the following. Let n, r, s, t P Zą0 be integers and A be an
integer ((r + ns)ˆ nt)-matrix of the following form:
A =

A1 A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ A1
A2 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 A2 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ A2

The matrix A is the so-called n-fold product of the bimatrix (A1A2), with A1
an rˆ t and A2 an sˆ t matrix. Furthermore, let w, `, u P Znt and b P Zr+ns.
Then the n-fold integer programming problem is given by
min{wx | Ax = b, ` ď x ď u, x P Znt}.
We set ∆ to be the maximum absolute value occurring in A. Up to recently
the best known algorithm for solving n-fold IPs was due to Hemmecke,
Onn and Romanchuk [46]:
Theorem 9.2. Let ϕ be the encoding length of w, b, `, u and ∆. The n-fold
integer programming problem can be solved in time O(∆3t(rs+st+r+s)n3ϕ), when
r, s and t are fixed.
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However, in 2018 both Eisenbrand, Hunkenschröder and Klein [81]
and independently Koutecký, Levin and Onn [81] developed algorithms
with improved and very similar running times. We state a variant due to
Eisenbrand et al. that is adapted to our needs:
Theorem 9.3. Let ϕ be the encoding length of the largest number occurring in
the input, and Φ = maxi(ui ´ `i). The n-fold integer programming problem can
be solved in time (rs∆)O(r2s+rs2)t2n2ϕ log(Φ) log(ntΦ).
The variables x can naturally be partitioned into bricks x(q) of dimen-
sion t for each q P [n] such that x = (x(1), . . . x(n)). Furthermore, we denote
the constraints corresponding to A1 as globally uniform and the ones cor-
responding to A2 as locally uniform. Hence, r is the number of globally
and s the number of locally uniform constraints (ignoring their n-fold
duplication); t the brick size and n the brick number.
9.3 Module Configuration IP
In this section, we state the configuration IP for the problem Scheduling on
Identical Machines; introduce a basic version of the module configuration
IP (MCIP) that is already sufficiently general to work for both the splittable
and setup class model; and lastly show that the configuration IP can be
expressed by the MCIP in multiple ways. Before that, however, we formally
introduce the concept of configurations.
Given a set of objects A, a configuration C of these objects is a vector
of multiplicities indexed by the objects, i.e., C P ZAě0. For given sizes
Λ(a) of the objects a P A, the size Λ(C) of a configuration C is defined
as ∑aPA CaΛ(a). Moreover, for a given bound B, we define CA(B) to be
the set of configurations of A that are bounded in size by B, that is,
CA(B) = {C P ZAě0 |Λ(C) ď B}.
Configuration IP. We give a recollection of the configuration IP for the
problem Scheduling on Identical Machines. Let P be the set of distinct
processing times for some instance I with multiplicities np for each p P P,
meaning, I includes exactly np jobs with processing time p. The size Λ(p)
of a processing time p is given by itself. Furthermore, let T be a guess
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of the optimal makespan. The configuration IP for I and T is given by
variables xC ě 0 for each C P CP(T) and the following constraints:
∑
CPCP(T)
xC = m (9.1)
∑
CPCP(T)
CpxC = np @p P P (9.2)
Due to constraint (9.1), exactly one configuration is chosen for each ma-
chine, while (9.2) ensures that the correct number of jobs or job sizes is
covered.
Module Configuration IP. Let B be a set of basic objects (e.g. jobs or
setup classes) and let there be D integer values B1, . . . , BD for each basic
object B P B (e.g. processing time or numbers of different kinds of jobs).
Our approach is to cover the basic objects with so-called modules and in
turn cover the modules with configurations. Depending on the context,
modules correspond to batches of jobs or job piece sizes together with a
setup time and can also encompass additional information like a starting
time. Let M be a set of such modules. In order to cover the basic objects,
each module M PM also has D integer values M1, . . . , MD. Furthermore,
each module M has a size Λ(M) and a set of eligible basic objects B(M).
The latter is needed because not all modules are compatible with all
basic objects, e.g., because they do not have the right setup times. The
configurations are used to cover the modules, however, it typically does not
matter which module exactly is covered, but rather which size the module
has. Let H be the set of distinct module sizes, i.e., H = {Λ(M) |M PM},
and for each module size h P H let M(h) be the set of modules with size h.
We consider the set C of configurations of module sizes which are bounded
in size by a guess of the makespan T, i.e., C = CH(T). In the preemptive
case configurations need to additionally encompass information about
starting times of modules, and therefore the definition of configurations
will be slightly more complicated in that case.
Since we want to chose configurations for each machine, we have
variables xC for each C P C and constraints corresponding to (9.1). Further-
more, we chose modules with variables yM for each M PM and because
we want to cover the chosen modules with configurations, we have some
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analogue of constraint (9.2), say ∑CPC(T) ChxC = ∑MPM(h) yM for each
module size h P H. It turns out, however, that to properly cover the basic
objects with modules, we need the variables yM for each basic object, and
this is were n-fold IPs come into play: The variables stated so far form
a brick of the variables of the n-fold IP and there is one brick for each
basic object, that is, we have for each B P B, variables x(B)C for each C P C,
and y(B)M for each M PM. Using the upper bounds of the n-fold model,
variables y(B)M are set to zero, if B is not eligible for M; and we set the lower
bounds of all variables to zero. Sensible upper bounds for the remaining
variables will be typically clear from context. Besides that, the module
configuration integer program MCIP (for B, M and C) is given by:
∑
BPB
∑
CPC
x(B)C = m (9.3)
∑
BPB
∑
CPC(T)
Chx
(B)
C = ∑
BPB
∑
MPM(h)
y(B)M @h P H (9.4)
∑
MPM
Mdy
(B)
M = Bd @B P B, d P [D] (9.5)
It is easy to see that the constraints (9.3) and (9.4) are globally uniform.
They are the mentioned adaptations of (9.1) and (9.2). The constraint (9.5),
on the other hand, is locally uniform and ensures that the basic objects are
covered.
Note that, while the duplication of the configuration variables does not
carry meaning, it also does not upset the model: Consider the modified
MCIP that is given by not duplicating the configuration variables. A
solution (x˜, y˜) for this IP gives a solution (x, y) for the MCIP by fixing
some basic object B˚, setting x(B
˚)
C = x˜C for each configuration C, setting
the remaining configuration variables to 0, and copying the remaining
variables. Given a solution (x, y) for the MCIP, on the other hand, gives a
solution for the modified version (x˜, y˜) by setting x˜C = ∑BPB xBC for each
configuration C. Summarizing we get:
Observation 9.4. The MCIP is an n-fold IP with brick-size t = |M|+ |C|,
brick number n = |B|, r = |H|+ 1 globally uniform and s = D locally
uniform constraints.
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Moreover, in all the considered applications we will minimize the
overall size of the configurations, i.e., ∑BPB ∑CPC Λ(C)x
(B)
C . This will be
required, because in the simplification steps of our algorithms some jobs
are removed and have to be reinserted later, and we therefore have to
make sure that no space is wasted.
First Example. We conclude the section by pointing out several different
ways to replace the classical configuration IP for scheduling on identical
machines with the MCIP, thereby giving some intuition for the model.
The first possibility is to consider the jobs as the basic objects and their
processing times as their single value (B = J , D = 1); the modules are
the processing times (M = P), and a job is eligible for a module, if its
processing time matches; and the configurations are all the configurations
bounded in size by T. Another option is to chose the processing times as
basic objects, keeping all the other definitions essentially like before. Lastly,
we could consider the whole set of jobs or the whole set of processing
times as a single basic object with D = |P| different values. In this case,
we can define the set of modules as the set of configurations of processing
times bounded by T.
9.4 EPTAS results
In this section, we present approximation schemes for each of the three
considered problems. Each of the results follows the same approach: The
instance is carefully simplified, a schedule for the simplified instance is
found using the MCIP, and this schedule is transformed into a schedule
for the original instance. The presentation of the result is also similar for
each problem: We first discuss how the instance can be sensibly simplified,
and how a schedule for the simplified instance can be transformed into
a schedule for the original one. Next, we discuss how a schedule for the
simplified instance can be found using the MCIP, and lastly, we summarize
and analyze the taken steps.
For the sake of clarity, we have given rather formal definitions for the
problems at hand in Section 9.2. In the following, however, we will use
the terms in a more intuitive fashion for the most part, and we will, for
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instance, often take a geometric rather than a temporal view on schedules
and talk about the length or the space taken up by jobs and setups on
machines rather than time. In particular, given a schedule for an instance
of any one of the three problems together with an upper bound for the
makespan T, the free space with respect to T on a machine is defined as
the summed up lengths of time intervals between 0 and T in which the
machine is idle. The free space (with respect to T) is the summed up free
space of all the machines. For bounds T and L for the makespan and the
free space, we say that a schedule is a (T, L)-schedule if its makespan is at
most T and the free space with respect to T is at least L.
When transforming the instance we will increase or decrease processing
and setup times and fill in or remove extra jobs. Consider a (T1, L1)-
schedule, where T1 and L1 denote some arbitrary makespan or free space
bounds. If we fill in extra jobs or increase processing or setup times, but
can bound the increase on each machine by some bound b, we end up
with a (T1 + b, L1)-schedule for the transformed instance. In particular we
have the same bound for the free space, because we properly increased the
makespan bound. If, on the other hand, jobs are removed or setup times
decreased, we obviously still have a (T1, L1)-schedule for the transformed
instance. This will be used frequently in the following.
9.4.1 Setup Class Model
We start with the setup class model. In this case, we can essentially reuse
the simplification steps that were developed by Jansen and Land [55] for
their PTAS. The main difference between the two procedures is that we
solve the simplified instance via the MCIP, while they used a dynamic
program. For the sake of self-containment, we include our own simplifica-
tion steps, but remark that they are strongly inspired by those from [55].
In Section 9.5 we give a more elaborate rounding procedure resulting in
an improved running time.
Simplification of the Instance. In the following, we distinguish big setup
jobs j jobs belonging to classes k with setup times s(k) ě ε3T and small
setup jobs with s(k) ă ε3T. We denote the corresponding subsets of jobs
by J bst and J sst respectively. Furthermore, we call a job tiny or small, if
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Table 9.1. Overview on the job classifications
s(j)
p(j) ă ε4T ă εT ě εT
ă ε3T J ssttiny J sstsmall J sstlarge
ě ε3T J bsttiny J bstsmall J bstlarge
its processing time is smaller than ε4T or εT respectively, and big or large
otherwise. For any given set of jobs J, we denote the subset of tiny jobs
from J with Jtiny and the small, big and large jobs analogously, see Table
9.1 for an overview. We simplify the instance in four steps, aiming for
an instance that exclusively includes big jobs with big setup times and
additionally only a constant number of distinct processing and setup times.
For technical reason we assume ε ď 1/2.
We proceed with the first simplification step. Let I1 be the instance
given by the job set J zJ sstsmall and Q the set of setup classes completely
contained in J sstsmall, i.e., Q = {k | @j P J : k j = k ñ j P J sstsmall}. An obvious
lower bound on the space taken up by the jobs from J sstsmall in any schedule
is given by L = ∑jPJ sstsmall p(j) + ∑kPQ s(k). Note that the instance I1 may
include a reduced number K1 of setup classes.
Lemma 9.5. A schedule for I with makespan T induces a (T, L)-schedule for I1,
that is, a schedule with makespan T and free space at least L; and any (T1, L)-
schedule for I1 can be transformed into a schedule for I with makespan at most
(1+ ε)T1 + 2ε3T.
Proof. The first claim is obvious and we therefore assume that we have
a (T1, L)-schedule for I1. We group the jobs from J sstsmall by setup classes
and first consider the groups with summed up processing time at most
ε2T. For each of these groups, we check whether the respective setup class
contains a large job. If this is the case, we schedule the complete group
on an arbitrary machine on which such a large job is scheduled already
and reduce the free space on the machine accordingly. Since the large jobs
have a length of at least εT, there are at most T1/(εT) many large jobs on
each machine and therefore the schedule on the respective machine has
length at most (1+ ε)T1. Note that it is possible that on these machines
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there might be free space left with respect to T1, which can be used to
schedule the residual jobs in J sstsmall. If, on the other hand, the respective
class does not contain a large job and is therefore fully contained in J sstsmall,
we create a container including the whole class and its setup time. Note
that the overall length of the container is at most (ε2 + ε3)T ď εT (using
ε ď 1/2).
To schedule the groups with summed up processing time larger than
ε2T and the containers created in the last step, we create a sequence
containing the containers and the remaining jobs ordered by setup class.
We insert the items from this sequence greedily into the remaining free
space in a next-fit fashion, exceeding T1 on each machine by at most one
item from the sequence. This can be done because we had a free space of
at least L and the inserted objects had an overall length of at most L. To
make the resulting schedule feasible, we have to insert some setup times.
However, because the overall length of the jobs from each class in need of
a setup is at least ε2T and the sequence was ordered by classes, there are at
most T1/(ε2T) + 2 distinct classes without a setup time on each machine.
Inserting the missing setup times will therefore increase the makespan by
at most (T1/(ε2T) + 2)ε3T = εT1 + 2ε3T.
After this alteration, all the classes with a small setup time contain only
large jobs. Next, we deal with these remaining jobs with small setup times
j P J sstlarge. Let I2 be the instance we get by increasing the setup times of the
classes with small setup times to ε3T. We denote the setup time of class
k P [K1] for I2 by s1k. Note that there are no small setup jobs in I2.
Lemma 9.6. A (T1, L1)-schedule for I1 induces a ((1+ ε2)T1, L1)-schedule for
I2, and a (T1, L1)-schedule for I2 is also a (T1, L1)-schedule for I1.
Proof. The first claim is true because in a schedule with makespan at most
T there can be at most T1/(εT) many large jobs on any machine, and the
second claim is obvious.
Let I3 be the instance we get by replacing the jobs from J bsttiny with
placeholders of size ε4T. More precisely, for each class k P [K] we introduce
d(∑jPJ bsttiny,kj=k p(j))/(ε
4T)e many jobs with processing time ε4T and class
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k. We denote the job set of I3 by J 1 and the processing time of a job j P J 1
by p1j. Note that I3 exclusively contains big jobs with big setup times.
Lemma 9.7. If there is a (T1, L1)-schedule for I2, there is also a ((1+ ε)T1, L1)-
schedule; and if there is a (T1, L1)-schedule for I3, there is also a ((1+ ε)T1, L1)-
schedule for I2.
Proof. Note that for any (T1, L1)-schedule for I2 or I3 there are at most
T1/(ε3T) many distinct big setup classes scheduled on any machine. As
a consequence, when considering such a schedule for I2, we can remove
the tiny jobs belonging to J bsttiny from the machines and instead fill in the
placeholders such that each machine for each class receives at most as
much length from that class as was removed, rounded up to the next
multiple of ε4T. All placeholders can be placed like this and the makespan
is increased by at most (T1/(ε3T))ε4T = εT1. If, on the other hand, we
consider such a schedule for I3, we can remove the placeholders and
instead fill in the respective tiny jobs, again overfilling by at most one job.
This yields a ((1+ ε)T1, L1)-schedule for I2 with the same argument.
Lastly, we perform both a geometric and an arithmetic rounding step
for the processing and setup times. The geometric rounding is needed to
suitably bound the number of distinct processing and setup times and due
to the arithmetic rounding we will be able to guarantee integral coefficients
in the IP. More precisely, we set p˜j = (1 + ε)
dlog1+ε p1j/(ε4T)eε4T and p¯j =
d p˜j/ε5Teε5T for each j P J 1, as well as s˜j = (1 + ε)dlog1+ε s
1
j/(ε
3T)e
ε3T and
s¯k = ds˜j/ε5Teε5T for each setup class k P [K1]. The resulting instance is
called I4.
Lemma 9.8. A (T1, L1)-schedule for I3 induces a ((1+ 3ε)T1, L1)-schedule for
I4, and any (T1, L1)-schedule for I4 can be turned into a (T1, L1)-schedule for I3.
Proof. For the first claim, we first stretch a given schedule by (1+ ε). This
enables us to use the processing and setup times due to the geometric
rounding step. Now, using the ones due to the second step increases the
schedule by at most 2εT1, because there where at most T1/(ε4T) many big
jobs on any machine to begin with. The second claim is obvious.
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Based on the rounding steps, we define two makespan bounds T¯ and
T˘: Let T¯ be the makespan bound that is obtained from T by the application
of the Lemmata 9.5-9.8 in sequence, i.e., T¯ = (1 + ε2)(1 + ε)(1 + 3ε)T =
(1+O(ε))T. We will find a (T¯, L)-schedule for I4 utilizing the MCIP and
afterward apply the Lemmata 9.5-9.8 backwards, to get a schedule with
makespan T˘ = (1+ ε)2T¯ + ε3T = (1+O(ε))T.
Let P and S be the sets of distinct occurring processing and setup times
for instance I4. Because of the rounding, the minimum and maximum
lengths of the setup and processing times, and ε ă 1, we can bound |P|
and |S| by O(log1+ε 1/ε) = O(1/ε log 1/ε).
Utilization of the MCIP. At this point, we can employ the module con-
figuration IP. The basic objects in this context are the setup classes, i.e.,
B = [K1], and the different values are the numbers of jobs with a cer-
tain processing time, i.e., D = |P|. We set nk,p to be the number of jobs
from setup class k P [K1] with processing time p P P. The modules cor-
respond to batches of jobs together with a setup time. Batches of jobs
can be modeled as configurations of processing times, that is, multi-
plicity vectors indexed by the processing times. Hence, we define the
set of modules M to be the set of pairs of configurations of process-
ing times and setup times with a summed up size bounded by T¯, i.e.,
M = {(C, s) |C P CP(T¯), s P S, s + Λ(C) ď T¯}, and write Mp = Cp and
s(M) = s for each module M = (C, s) PM. The values of a module M
are given by the numbers Mp and its size Λ(M) by s(M) + ∑pPP Mp p.
Remember that the configurations C are the configurations of module sizes
H that are bounded in size by T¯, i.e., C = CH(T¯). A setup class is eligible
for a module, if the setup times fit, i.e., BM = {k P [K1] | s(k) = s(M)}.
Lastly, we establish ε5T = 1 by scaling.
For the sake of readability, we state the resulting constraints of the
MCIP with adapted notation and without duplication of the configuration
variables:
min ∑
CPC
Λ(C)xC (9.6)
∑
CPC
xC = m (9.7)
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∑
CPC
ChxC = ∑
kP[K1]
∑
MPM(h)
y(k)M @h P H (9.8)
∑
MPM
Mpy
(k)
M = nk,p @k P [K1], p P P (9.9)
Note that the coefficients are all integral and this includes those of the
objective function, i.e., ∑C Λ(C)xC, because of the scaling step.
Lemma 9.9. With the above definitions, there is a (T¯, L)-schedule for I4, iff the
MCIP has a solution with objective value at most mT¯´ L.
Proof. Let there be a (T¯, L)-schedule for I4. Then the schedule on a given
machine corresponds to a distinct configuration C that can be determined
by counting for each possible group size a the batches of jobs from the
same class whose length together with the setup time adds up to an overall
length of a. Note that the length of this configuration is equal to the used
up space on that machine. We fix an arbitrary setup class k and set the
variables x(k)C accordingly (and x
(k1)
C = 0 for k
1 ‰ k and C P C). By this
setting we get an objective value of at most mT¯ ´ L because there was
L free space in the schedule. For each class k and module M, we count
the number of machines on which the there are exactly Mp jobs with
processing time p from class k for each p P P, and set y(k)M accordingly. It is
easy to see that the constraints are satisfied by these definitions.
Given a solution (x, y) of the MCIP, we define a corresponding sched-
ule: Because of (9.7) we can match the machines to configurations such
that each machine is matched to exactly one configuration. If machine
i is matched to C, for each group G we create CG slots of length Λ(G)
on i. Next, we divide the setup classes into batches. For each class k and
module M, we create y(k)M batches of jobs from class k with Mp jobs with
processing time p for each p P P and place the batch together with the
corresponding setup time into a fitting slot on some machine. Because of
(9.9) and (9.8) all jobs can be placed by this process. Note that the used
space equals the overall size of the configurations and therefore we have
free space of at least L.
Result. Using the above results, we can formulate and analyze the fol-
lowing procedure:
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Algorithm 1.
1. Generate the modified instance I4:
Ź Remove the small jobs with small setup times.
Ź Increase the setup times of the remaining classes with small setup times.
Ź Replace the tiny jobs with big setup times.
Ź Round up the resulting processing and setup times.
2. Build and solve the MCIP for I4.
3. If the MCIP is infeasible or the objective value greater than mT¯ ´ L, report
that I has no solution with makespan T.
4. Otherwise build the schedule with makespan T¯ and free space at least L for I4.
5. Transform the schedule into a schedule for I with makespan at most T˘:
Ź Use the prerounding processing and setup times.
Ź Replace the placeholders by the tiny jobs with big setup times.
Ź Use the orignal setup times of the classes with small setup times.
Ź Insert the small jobs with small setup times into the free space.
The procedure is correct due to the above results. To analyze its running
time, we first bound the parameters of the MCIP. We have |B| = K1 ď K
and D = |P| by definition, and |M| = O(|S|(1/ε3)|P|) = 2O(1/ε log2 1/ε),
because |S|, |P| P O(1/ε log 1/ε). This is true, due to the last rounding step,
which also implies |H| P O(1/ε5), yielding |C| = |H|O(1/ε3) = 2O(1/ε3 log 1/ε).
According to Observation 9.4, this yields a brick size of t = 2O(1/ε3 log 1/ε),
a brick number of K, r P O(1/ε5) globally, and s P O(1/ε log 1/ε) locally
uniform constraints for the MCIP. We have ∆ = O(1/ε5), because all
occurring values in the processing time matrix are bounded in T¯, and
we have T¯ = O(1/ε5), due to the scaling. Furthermore, the values of the
objective function, the right hand side, and the upper and lower bounds
on the variables are bounded by O(n/ε5), yielding a bound of O(log n/ε5)
for the encoding length of the biggest number in the input ϕ. Lastly, all
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variables can be bounded by 0 from below and O(m/ε3) from above,
yielding Φ = O(m/ε3).
By Theorem 9.3 and some arithmetic, the MCIP can be solved in time
(rs∆)O(r
2s+rs2)t2n2ϕ log(Φ) log(ntΦ)
= 2O(1/ε11 log
2 1/ε)K2 log n log m log Km.
When building the actual schedule, we iterate through the jobs and
machines like indicated in the proof of Lemma 9.9, yielding the following:
Theorem 9.10. The algorithm for the setup class model finds a schedule with
makespan (1 +O(ε))T or correctly determines that there is no schedule with
makespan T in time 2O(1/ε11 log2 1/ε)K2nm log Km.
9.4.2 Splittable Model
The approximation scheme for the splittable model presented in this
section is probably the easiest one discussed in this work. There is, however,
one problem concerning this procedure: Its running time is polynomial
in the number of machines, which might be exponential in the input size.
In Section 9.5, we show how this problem can be overcome and further
improve the running time.
Simplification of the Instance. In this context the set of big setup jobs
J bst is given by the jobs with setup times at least εT and the small setup
jobs J sst are all the others. Let L = ∑jPJ sst(s(j) + p(j)). Because every job
has to be scheduled and every setup has to be paid at least once, L is a
lower bound on the summed up space due to small jobs in any schedule.
Let I1 be the instance that we get by removing all the small setup jobs
from the given instance I.
Lemma 9.11. A schedule with makespan T for I induces a (T, L)-schedule for
I1; and any (T1, L)-schedule for I1 can be transformed into a schedule for I with
makespan at most T1 + εT.
Proof. The first claim is obvious. Hence, consider a sequence consisting
of the jobs from J sst together with their set up times, where the setup
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up time of a job is the direct predecessor of the job. We insert the setup
times and jobs from this sequence greedily into the schedule in a next-fit
fashion: Given a machine, we keep inserting the items from the sequence
on the machine at the end of the schedule until the taken up space on
the machine reaches T1. If the current item does not fit exactly, we cut it
such that the used space on the machine is exactly T1. Then we continue
with the next machine. We can place the whole sequence like this without
exceeding the makespan T1, because we have free space of at least L which
is the summed up length of the items in the sequence. Next, we remove
each setup time that was placed only partly on a machine together witch
those that were placed at the end of the schedule, and insert a fitting setup
time for the jobs that were scheduled without one, which can happen only
once for each machine. This yields a feasible schedule, whose makespan is
increased by at most εT.
Next, we round up the processing and setup times of I1 to the next
multiple of ε2T, that is, for each job j P J we set p¯j = dp(j)/(ε2T)eε2T
and s¯j = ds(j)/(ε2T)eε2T. We call the resulting instance I2, and denote its
job set by J 1.
Lemma 9.12. If there is a (T, L1)-schedule for I1, there is also a ((1+ 2ε)T, L1)-
schedule for I2 in which the length of each job part is a multiple of ε2T, and any
(T1, L1)-schedule for I2 yields a (T1, L1)-schedule for I1.
Proof. Consider a (T, L)-schedule for I1. There are at most 1/ε jobs sched-
uled on each machine since each setup time has a length of at least εT. On
each machine, we extend each occurring setup time and the processing
time of each occurring job part by at most ε2T to round it to a multiple of
ε2T. This step extends the makespan by at most 2εT. Since now each job
part is a multiple of ε2T, the total processing time of the job is a multiple
of ε2T too.
In the last step, we check for each job j P J bst if the total processing
time is now larger than the smallest multiple of ε2T, which is larger than its
original processing time. If this is the case, we discard the spare processing
time. Lastly, there is at least as much free space in the resulting schedule
as in the original one, because we properly increased the makespan bound.
The second claim is obvious.
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Based on the two Lemmata, we define two makespan bounds T¯ =
(1 + 2ε)T and T˘ = T¯ + εT = (1 + 3ε)T. We will use the MCIP to find a
(T¯, L)-schedule for I2 in which the length of each job part is a multiple of
ε2T. Using the two Lemmata, this will yield a schedule with makespan at
most T˘ for the original instance I.
Utilization of the MCIP. The basic objects in this context are the (big
setup) jobs, i.e., B = J bst = J 1, and they have only one value (D = 1),
namely, their processing time. Moreover, the modules are defined as the
set of pairs of job piece sizes and setup times, i.e., M = {(q, s) ∣∣ s, q P
{xε2T | x P Z, 0 ă x ď 1/ε2}, s ě εT}, and we write s(M) = s and qM = q
for each module M = (q, s) P M. Corresponding to the value of the
basic objects the value of a module M is qM, and its size Λ(M) is given
by qM + s(M). A job is eligible for a module, if the setup times fit, i.e.,
BM = {j P J 1 | s(j) = s(M)}. In order to ensure integral values, we
establish ε2T = 1 via a simple scaling step. The set of configurations C is
comprised of all configurations of module sizes H that are bounded in
size by T¯, i.e., C = CM(T¯). We state the constraints of the MCIP for the
above definitions with adapted notation and without duplication of the
configuration variables:
∑
CPC
xC = m (9.10)
∑
CPC
ChxC = ∑
jPJ 1
∑
MPM(h)
y(j)M @h P H (9.11)
∑
MPM
qMy
(j)
M = p(j) @j P J 1 (9.12)
Note that we additionally minimize the summed up size of the configura-
tions, via the objective function ∑C Λ(C)xC.
Lemma 9.13. With the above definitions, there is a (T¯, L)-schedule for I2 in
which the length of each job piece is a multiple of ε2T, iff MCIP has a solution
with objective value at most mT¯´ L.
Proof. Given such a schedule for I2, the schedule on each machine corre-
sponds to exactly one configuration G that can be derived by counting
the job pieces and setup times with the same summed up length a and
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setting CG accordingly, where G is the group of modules with length a.
The size of the configuration C is equal to the used space on the respective
machine. Therefore, we can fix some arbitrary job j and set the variables
x(j)C to the number of machines whose schedule corresponds to C (and
x(j
1)
C = 0 for j
1 ‰ j and C P C). Since there is at least a free space of L for
the schedule, the objective value is bounded by mT¯´ L. Furthermore, for
each job j and job part length q, we count the number of times a piece of
j with length q is scheduled and set y(j)
(q,s(j)) accordingly. It is easy to see
that the constraints are satisfied.
Now, let (x, y) be a solution to the MCIP with objective value at most
mT¯´ L. We use the solution to construct a schedule: For job j and configu-
ration C we reserve x(j)C machines. On each of these machines we create Ch
slots of length h, for each module size h P H. Note that because of (9.10)
there is the exact right number of machines for this. Next, consider each
job j and possible job part length q and create y(j)
(q,s(j)) split pieces of length
q and place them together with a setup of s(j) into a slot of length s(j) + q
on any machine. Because of (9.12) the entire job is split up by this, and
because of (9.11) there are enough slots for all the job pieces. Note that the
used space in the created schedule is equal to the objective value of (x, y)
and therefore there is at least L free space.
Result. Summing up, we can find a schedule of length at most (1+ 3ε)T
or correctly determine that there is no schedule of length T with the
following procedure:
Algorithm 2.
1. Generate the modified instance I2:
Ź Remove the small setup jobs.
Ź Round the setup and processing times of the remaining jobs.
2. Build and solve the MCIP for this case.
3. If the IP is infeasible or the objective value greater than mT¯´ L, report that I
has no solution with makespan T.
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4. Otherwise build the schedule with makespan T¯ and free space at least L for I¯.
5. Transform the schedule into a schedule for I with makespan at most T˘:
Ź Use the original processing and setup times.
Ź Greedily insert the small setup jobs.
To assess the running time of the procedure, we mainly need to bound
the parameters of the MCIP, namely |B|, |H|, |M|, |C| and D. By definition,
we have |B| = |J 1| ď n and D = 1. Since all setup times and job piece
lengths are multiples of ε2T and bounded by T, we have |M| = O(1/ε4)
and |H| = O(1/ε2). This yields |C| ď |H|O(1/ε+2) = 2O(1/ε log 1/ε), because
the size of each module is at least εT and the size of the configurations
bounded by (1+ 2ε)T.
According to Observation 9.4, we now have brick-size t = 2O(1/ε log 1/ε),
brick number |B| = n, r = |Γ| + 1 = O(1/ε2) globally uniform and
s = D = 1 locally uniform constraints. Because of the scaling step, all
occurring numbers in the constraint matrix of the MCIP are bounded by
1/ε2 and therefore ∆ ď 1/ε2. Furthermore, each occurring number can
be bounded by O(m/ε2) and this is an upper bound for each variable as
well, yielding ϕ = O(log m/ε2) and Φ = O(m/ε2). Hence the MCIP, can
be solved in time
(rs∆)O(r
2s+rs2)t2n2ϕ log(Φ) log(ntΦ) = 2O(1/ε4 log 1/ε)n2 log2 m log nm.
While the first step of the procedure is obviously dominated by the
above, this is not the case for the remaining ones. In particular, building
the schedule from the IP solution costs O((n + m)/ε2), if the procedure
described in the proof of Lemma 9.13 is realized in a straight-forward
fashion. The last step of the algorithm is dominated by this, yielding
the running time stated in the theorem below. Note that the number of
machines m could be exponential in the number of jobs, and therefore the
described procedure is a PTAS only for the special case of m = poly(n).
However, this limitation can be overcome with a little extra effort, as we
discuss in Section 9.5.
Theorem 9.14. The algorithm for the splittable model finds a schedule with
makespan at most (1+ 3ε)T or correctly determines that there is no schedule with
makespan T in time 2O(1/ε4 log 1/ε)n2m log m log nm.
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9.4.3 Preemptive Model
In the preemptive model we have to actually consider the time-line of the
schedule on each machine instead of just the assignment of the jobs or
job pieces, and this causes some difficulties. For instance, we will have
to argue that it suffices to look for a schedule with few possible starting
points, and we will have to introduce additional constraints in the IP in
order to ensure that pieces of the same job do not overlap. Our first step
in dealing with this extra difficulty is to introduce some concepts and
notation: For a given schedule with a makespan bound T, we call a job
piece together with its setup a block, and we call the schedule X-layered,
for some value X, if each block starts at a multiple of X. Corresponding
to this, we call the time in the schedule between two directly succeeding
multiples of X a layer and the corresponding time on a single machine
a slot. We number the layers bottom to top and identify them with their
number, that is, the set of layers Ξ is given by {` P Zą0 | (`´ 1)X ď T}.
Note that in an X-layered schedule, there is at most one block in each
slot and for each layer there can be at most one block of each job present.
Furthermore, for X-layered schedules, we slightly alter the definition of
free space: We solely count the space from slots that are completely free. If
in such a schedule, for each job there is at most one slot occupied by this
job but not fully filled, we additionally call the schedule layer-compliant.
Simplification of the Instance
In the preemptive model we distinguish big, medium, and small setup jobs,
using two parameters δ and µ: The big setup jobs J bst are those with
setup time at least δT, the small J sst have a setup time smaller than
µT, and the medium J mst are the ones in between. We set µ = ε2δ and
we choose δ P {ε1, . . . , ε2/ε2} such that the summed up processing time
together with the summed up setup time of the medium setup jobs is upper
bounded by mεT, i.e., ∑jPJmst(s(j) + p(j)) ď mεT. If there is a schedule
with makespan T, such a choice is possible because of the pidgeon hole
principle, and because the setup time of each job has to occur at least once
in any schedule. Similar arguments are widely used, e.g. in the context of
geometrical packing algorithms. Furthermore, we distinguish the jobs by
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Table 9.2. Overview on the job classifications
p(j)
s(j) ă µT ě µT, ă δT ě δT
ă εT J sstsmall J mstsmall J bstsmall
ě εT J sstbig J mstbig J bstbig
processing times, calling those with processing time at least εT big and the
others small. For a given set of jobs J, we call the subsets of big or small
jobs Jbig or Jsmall respectively, see Table 9.2 for an overview. We perform
three simplification steps, aiming for an instance in which the small and
medium setup jobs are big; small setup jobs have setup time 0; and for
which an εδT-layered, layer-compliant schedule exists.
Let I1 be the instance we get by removing the small jobs with medium
setup times J mstsmall from the given instance I.
Lemma 9.15. If there is a schedule with makespan at most T for I, there is also
such a schedule for I1, and if there is a schedule with makespan at most T1 for I1
there is a schedule with makespan at most T1 + (ε+ δ)T for I.
Proof. The first claim is obvious. For the second, we create a sequence
containing the jobs from J mstsmall each directly preceded by its setup time.
Recall that the overall length of the objects in this sequence is at most mεT,
and the length of each job is bounded by εT. We greedily insert the objects
from the sequence, considering each machine in turn. On the current
machine we start at time T1 + δT and keep inserting until T1 + δT + εT is
reached. If the current object is a setup time, we discard it and continue
with the next machine and object. If, on the other hand, it is a job, we split
it such that the remaining space on the current machine can be perfectly
filled. We can place all objects like this; however, the first job part placed
on a machine might be missing a setup. We can insert the missing setups
because they have length at most δT and between time T1 and T1 + δT
there is free space.
Next, we consider the jobs with small setup times: Let I2 be the instance
we get by removing the small jobs with small setup times J sstsmall and setting
the setup time of the big jobs with small setup times to zero, i.e., s¯j = 0
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for each j P J sstbig. Note that in the resulting instance each small job has
a big setup time. Furthermore, let L := ∑jPJ sstsmall p(j) + s(j). Then L is an
obvious lower bound for the space taken up by the jobs from J sstsmall in any
schedule.
Lemma 9.16. If there is a schedule with makespan at most T for I1, there is
also a (T, L)-schedule for I2; and if there is a γT-layered (T1, L)-schedule for
I2, with T1 a multiple of γT, there is also a schedule with makespan at most
(1+ γ´1µ)T1 + (µ+ ε)T for I1.
Proof. The first claim is obvious, and for the second consider a γT-layered
(T1, L)-schedule for I2. We create a sequence that contains the jobs of
J sstsmall and their setups such that each job is directly preceded by its setup.
Remember that the remaining space in partly filled slots is not counted as
free space. Hence, since the overall length of the objects in the sequence
is L, there is is enough space in the free slots of the schedule to place
them. We do so in a greedy fashion guaranteeing that each job is placed
on exactly one machine: We insert the objects from the sequence into the
free slots, considering each machine in turn and starting on the current
machine from the beginning of the schedule and moving on towards its
end. If an object cannot be fully placed into the current slot there are
two cases: It could be a job or a setup. In the former case, we cut it and
continue placing it in the next slot, or, if the current slot was the last
one, we place the rest at the end of the schedule. In the latter case, we
discard the setup and continue with the next slot and object. The resulting
schedule is increased by at most εT, which is caused by the last job placed
on a machine.
To get a proper schedule for I1, we have to insert some setup times:
For the large jobs with small setup times and for the jobs that were cut
in the greedy procedure. We do so by inserting a time window of length
µT at each multiple of γT and at the end of the original schedule on each
machine. By this, the schedule is increased by at most γ´1µT1 + µT. Since
all the job parts in need of a setup are small and did start at multiples of µT
or at the end, we can insert the missing setups. Note that blocks that span
over multiple layers are cut by the inserted time windows. This, however,
can easily be repaired by moving the cut pieces properly down.
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We continue by rounding the medium and big setup and all the pro-
cessing times. In particular, we round the processing times and the big
setup times up to the next multiple of εδT and the medium setup times
to the next multiple of εµT, i.e., p¯j = dp(j)/(εδT)eεδT for each job j, s¯j =
ds(j)/(εδT)eεδT for each big setup job j P J bst, and s¯j = ds(j)/(εµT)eεµT
for each medium setup job j P J mstbig .
Lemma 9.17. If there is a (T, L)-schedule for I2, there is also an εδT-layered,
layer-compliant ((1+ 3ε)T, L)-schedule for I3. On the other hand, if there is a
γT-layered (T1, L)-schedule for I3, there is also such a schedule for I2.
While the second claim is easy to see, the proof of the first is rather
elaborate and unfortunately a bit tedious. Hence, since we believe Lemma
9.17 to be fairly plausible by itself, we postpone its proof to the end of the
section and proceed discussing its use.
For the big and small setup jobs both processing and setup times are
multiples of εδT. Therefore, the length of each of their blocks in an εδT-
layered, layer-compliant schedule is a multiple of εδT. For a medium setup
job, on the other hand, we know that the overall length of its blocks has
the form xεδT + yεµT, with non-negative integers x and y. In particular
it is a multiple of εµT, because εδT = (1/ε2)εµT. In a εδT-layered, layer-
compliant schedule, for each medium setup job the length of all but at
most one block is a multiple of εδT and therefore a multiple of εµT. If both
the overall length and the lengths of all but one block are multiples of εµT,
this is also true for the one remaining block. Hence, we will use the MCIP
not to find an εδT-layered, layer-compliant schedule in particular, but an
εδT-layered one with block sizes as described above and maximum free
space.
Based on the simplification steps, we define two makespan bounds
T¯ and T˘: Let T¯ be the makespan bound we get by the application of the
Lemmata 9.15-9.17, i.e., T¯ = (1+ 3ε)T. We will use the MCIP to find an εδT-
layered (T¯, L)-schedule for I3, and apply the Lemmata 9.15-9.17 backwards
to get schedule for I with makespan at most T˘ = (1+ (εδ)´1µ)T¯ + (µ+
ε)T + (ε+ δ)T ď (1+ 9ε)T, using ε ď 1/2.
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Utilization of the MCIP
Similar to the splittable case, the basic objects are the (big) jobs, i.e., B =
Jbig, and their single value is their processing time (D = 1). The modules,
on the other hand, are more complicated, because they additionally need
to encode which layers are exactly used and, in case of the medium jobs,
to which degree the last layer is filled. For the latter we introduce buffers,
representing the unused space in the last layer, and define modules as
tuples (`, q, s, b) of starting layer, job piece size, setup time and buffer size.
For a module M = (`, q, s, b), we write `M = `, qM = q, s(M) = s and
bM = b, and we define the size Λ(M) of M as s + q + b. The overall set
of modules M is the union of the modules for big, medium, and small
setup jobs Mbst, Mmst and Msst that are defined in the following. For this
let Qbst = {q | q = xεδT, x P Zą0, q ď T¯} and Qmst = {q | q = xεµT, x P
Zą0, q ď T¯} be the sets of possible job piece sizes of big and medium
setup jobs; Sbst = {s | s = xεδT, x P Zě1/ε, s ď T¯} and Smst = {s | s =
xεµT, x P Zě1/ε, s ď δT} be the sets of possible big and medium setup
times; B = {b | b = xεµT, x P Zě0, b ă εδT} the set of possible buffer sizes;
and Ξ = {1, . . . , 1/(εδ) + 3/δ} the set of layers. We set:
Mbst ={(`, q, s, 0) | ` P Ξ, q P Qbst, s P Sbst, (`´ 1)εδT + s + q ď T¯}
Mmst ={(`, q, s, b) P ΞˆQmstˆ Smstˆ B |
x = s + q + b P εδTZą0, (`´ 1)εδT + x ď T¯}
Msst ={(`, εδT, 0, 0) | ` P Ξ}
Concerning the small setup modules, note that the small setup jobs have
a setup time of 0 and therefore may be covered slot by slot. We establish
εµT = 1 via scaling, to ensure integral values. A big, medium or small job
is eligible for a module, if it is also big, medium or small respectively and
the setup times fit.
We have to avoid that two modules M1, M2, whose corresponding
time intervals overlap, are used to cover the same job or in the same
configuration. Such an overlap is given, if there is some layer ` used by
both of them, that is, (`M ´ 1)εδT ď (`´ 1)εδT ă (`M ´ 1)εδT +Λ(M) for
both M P {M1, M2}. Hence, for each layer ` P Ξ, we set M` ĎM to be
the set of modules that use layer `. Furthermore, we partition the modules
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into groups Γ by size and starting layer, i.e., Γ = {G Ď M |M, M1 P
G ñ Λ(M) = Λ(M1)^ `M = `M1}. The size of a group G P Γ is the size
of a module from G, i.e. Λ(G) = Λ(M) for M P G. Unlike before, we
consider configurations of module groups rather than module sizes. More
precisely, the set of configurations C is given by the configurations of
groups such that for each layer at most one group using this layer is
chosen, i.e., C = {C P ZΓě0 | @` P Ξ : ∑GĎM` CG ď 1}. With this definition
we prevent overlap conflicts on the machines. Note that unlike in the cases
considered so far, the size of a configuration does not correspond to a
makespan in the schedule, but to used space, and the makespan bound
is realized in the definition of the modules instead of in the definition
of the configurations. To also avoid conflicts for the jobs, we extend the
basic MCIP with additional locally uniform constraints. In particular, the
constraints of the extended MCIP for the above definitions with adapted
notation and without duplication of the configuration variables are given
by:
∑
CPC
xC = m (9.13)
∑
CPC(T)
CGxC = ∑
jPJ
∑
MPG
y(j)M @G P Γ (9.14)
∑
MPM
qMy
(j)
M = p(j) @j P J (9.15)
∑
MPM`
y(j)M ď 1 @j P J , ` P Ξ (9.16)
Like in the first two cases we minimize the summed up size of the con-
figurations, via the objective function ∑C Λ(C)xC. Note that in this case
the size of a configuration does not have to equal its height. It is easy to
see that the last constraint is indeed locally uniform. However, since we
have an inequality instead of an equality, we have to introduce |Ξ| slack
variables in each brick, yielding:
Observation 9.18. The MCIP extended like above is an n-fold IP with brick-
size t = |M| + |C| + |Ξ|, brick number n = |J |, r = |Γ| + 1 globally
uniform and s = D + |Ξ| locally uniform constraints.
Lemma 9.19. With the above definitions, there is an εδT-layered (T¯, L)-schedule
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for I3 in which the length of a block is a multiple of εδT, if it belongs to a small or
big setup job, or a multiple of εµT otherwise, iff the extended MCIP has a solution
with objective value at most mT¯´ L.
Proof. We first consider such a schedule for I3. For each machine, we can
derive a configuration that is given by the starting layers of the blocks
together with the summed up length of the slots the respective block is
scheduled in. The size of the configuration C is equal to the used space on
the respective machine. Hence, we can fix some arbitrary job j and set x(j)C
to the number of machines corresponding to j (and x(j
1)
C = 0 for j
1 ‰ j).
Keeping in mind that in an εδT-layered schedule the free space is given
by the free slots, the above definition yields an objective value bounded
by mT¯´ L, because there was free space of at least L. Next, we consider
the module variables for each job j in turn: If j is a small setup job, we set
y(j)
(`,εδT,0,0) to 1, if the j occurs in `, and to 0 otherwise. Now, let j be a big
setup job. For each of its blocks, we set y(j)
(`,z´s(j),s(j),0) = 1, where ` is the
starting layer and z the length of the block. The remaining variables are
set to 0. Lastly, let j be a medium setup job. For each of its blocks, we set
y(j)
(`,z´s(j),s(j),b) = 1, where ` is the starting layer of the block, z its length
and b = dz/(εδT)eεδT´ z. Again, the remaining variables are set to 0. It
is easy to verify that all constraints are satisfied by this solution.
If, on the other hand, we have a solution (x, y) to the MCIP with
objective value at most mT¯ ´ L, we reserve ∑j x(j)C machines for each
configuration C. There are enough machines to do this, because of (9.13).
On each of these machines we reserve space: For each G P Γ, we create
an allocated space of length Λ(G) starting from the starting layer of G, if
CG = 1. Let j be a job and ` be a layer. If j has a small setup time, we create
y(j)
(`,εδT,0,0) pieces of length εδT and place these pieces into allocated spaces
of length εδT in layer `. If, on the other hand, j is a big or medium setup
job, we consider each possible job part length q P Qbst or q P Qmst, create
y(j)
(`,q,s(j),0) or y
(j)
(`,q,s(j),b), with b = dq/(εδT)eεδT ´ εδT, pieces of length q,
and place them together with their setup time into allocated spaces of
length q in layer `. Because of (9.15) the entire job is split up by this, and
because of (9.14) there are enough allocated spaces for all the job pieces.
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The makespan bound is ensured by the definition of the modules, and
overlaps are avoided, due to the definition of the configurations and (9.16).
Furthermore, the used slots have an overall length equal to the objective
value of (x, y) and therefore there is at least L free space.
Result
Summing up the above considerations, we get:
Algorithm 3.
1. If there is no suitable class of medium setup jobs, report that there is no schedule
with makespan T and terminate the procedure.
2. Generate the modified instance I3:
Ź Remove the small jobs with medium setup times.
Ź Remove the small jobs with small setup times, and decrease the setup time
of big jobs with small setup time to 0.
Ź Round the big processing times, as well as the medium, and the big setup
times.
3. Build and solve the MCIP for I3.
4. If the MCIP is infeasible, or the objective value greater than mT¯ ´ L, report
that I has no solution with makespan T.
5. Otherwise build the εδT-layered schedule with makespan T¯ and free space at
least L for I3.
6. Transform the schedule into a schedule for I with makespan at most T˘:
Ź Use the prerounding processing and setup times.
Ź Insert the small jobs with small setup times into the free slots and insert
the setup times of the big jobs with small setup times.
Ź Insert the small jobs with medium setup times.
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We analyze the running time of the procedure, and start by bounding
the parameters of the extended MCIP. We have |B| = n and D = 1
by definition, and the number of layers |Ξ| is obviously O(1/(εδ)) =
O(1/ε2/ε+1) = 2O(1/ε log 1/ε). Furthermore, it is easy to see that
|Qbst| = O(1/(εδ)),
|Qmst| = O(1/(ε3δ)),
|Sbst| = O(1/(εδ)),
|Smst| = O(1/(ε3)), and
|B| = O(1/ε2).
This gives us
Mbst ď |Ξ||Qbst||Sbst| = 2O(1/ε log 1/ε)
Mmst ď |Ξ||Qmst||Smst||B| = 2O(1/ε log 1/ε), and
Msst = |Ξ| = 2O(1/ε log 1/ε).
Therefore, we have |M| = |Mbst|+ |Mmst|+ |Msst| = 2O(1/ε log 1/ε). Since
there are O(1/(δε)) distinct module sizes, the number of groups |Γ| can
be bounded by O(|Ξ|/(εδ)) = 2O(1/ε log 1/ε). Hence, for the number of
configurations we get |C| = O((1/(εδ))|Γ|) = 22O(1/ε log 1/ε) . By Observation
9.18, the modified MCIP has r = 2O(1/ε log 1/ε) many globally and s =
2O(1/ε log 1/ε) many locally uniform constraints; its brick number is n, and
its brick size is t = 22
O(1/ε log 1/ε)
. All occurring values in the matrix are
bounded by T¯, yielding ∆ ď T¯ = 1/(εµ) + 1/µ = 2O(1/ε log 1/ε), due to the
scaling step. Furthermore, the numbers in the input can be bounded by
m2O(1/ε log 1/ε) and all variables can be upper bounded by O(m). Hence, we
have ϕ = O(log m + 1/ε log 1/ε) and Φ = O(m), and due to Theorem 9.3
we can solve the MCIP in time
(rs∆)O(r
2s+rs2)t2n2ϕ log(Φ) log(ntΦ) = 22
O(1/ε log 1/ε)
n2 log2 m log nm.
A straight-forward realization of the procedure for the creation of the
εδT-layered (T¯, L)-schedule for I3 (the fifth step), which is described in the
proof of Lemma 9.19, will take nm2O(1/ε log 1/ε) time, yielding:
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Theorem 9.20. The algorithm for the preemptive model finds a schedule with
makespan at most (1+ 9ε)T or correctly determines that there is no schedule with
makespan T in time 22
O(1/ε log 1/ε)
n2m log m log nm.
Proof of Lemma 9.17
We divide the proof into three steps, which can be summarized as follows:
1. We transform a (T, L)-schedule for I2 into a ((1+ 3ε)T, L)-schedule for
I3 in which the big setup jobs are already properly placed inside the
layers.
2. We construct a flow network with integer capacities and a maximum
flow, based on the placement of the remaining jobs in the layers.
3. Using flow integrality and careful repacking, we transform the schedule
into a εδT-layered, layer-compliant schedule.
More precisely the above transformation steps will produce a εδT-layered,
layer-compliant ((1+ 3ε)T, L)-schedule with following additional proper-
ties. It might happen that too much processing time is inserted for some
jobs, or setup times are produced that are not followed by the correspond-
ing job pieces. Note that this does not cause any problems: We can simply
remove the extra setups and processing time pieces. For the medium jobs
this results in a placement with at most one used slot that is not fully
filled, as required in a layer-compliant schedule.
Step 1. Remember that a block is a job piece together with its setup
time placed in a given schedule. Consider a (T, L)-schedule for I2 and
suppose that for each block in the schedule there is a container perfectly
encompassing it. Now, we stretch the entire schedule by a factor of (1+ 3ε)
and in this process we stretch and move the containers correspondingly.
The blocks are not stretched but moved in order to stay in their container,
and we assume that they are positioned at the bottom, that is, at the
beginning of the container. Note that we could move each block inside its
respective container without creating conflicts with other blocks belonging
to the same job. In the following, we use the extra space to modify the
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Figure 9.2. The stretching and rounding steps, for a small job part with big
setup time starting in the first layer of the schedule, depicted from left to right:
The schedule and the containers are stretched; the block is moved up; and the
processing and the setup time are increased. The hatched part represents the
setup time, the thick rectangle the container, and the dashed lines the layers, with
ε = δ = 1/8.
schedule. Similar techniques are widely used in the context of geometric
packing algorithms.
Let j be a big setup job. In each container containing a block belonging
to j, there is a free space of at least 3εδT, because the setup time of j is
at least δT and therefore the container had at least that length before the
stretching. Hence, we have enough space to perform the following two
steps. We move the block up by at most εδT such that it starts at a multiple
of εδT. Next, we enlarge the setup time and the processing time by at most
εδT such that both are multiples of εδT. Now the setup time is equal to the
rounded setup time, while the processing time might be bigger, because
we performed this step for each piece of the job. We outline the procedure
in Figure 9.2.
We continue with the small setup jobs. These jobs are big and therefore
for each of them there is a summed up free space of at least 3ε2T in the
containers belonging to the respective job – more than enough to enlarge
some of the pieces such that their overall length matches the rounded
processing time.
Lastly, we consider the medium setup jobs. These jobs are big as well
and we could apply the same argument as above, however, we need to
be a little bit more careful in order to additionally realize the rounding
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of the setup times and an additional technical step, that we need in the
following. Fix a medium setup job j and a container filled with a block
belonging to j. Since the setup time has a length of at least µT, the part of
the container filled with it was increased by at least 3εµT. Hence, we can
enlarge the setup time to the rounded setup time without using up space
in the container that was created due to the processing time part. We do
this for all blocks belonging to medium setup jobs. The extra space in the
containers of a medium setup job due to the processing time parts is still
at least 3ε2T ě 3εδT. For each medium setup job j we spend at most εδT
of this space to enlarge its processing time to its rounded size and again
at most εδT to create a little bit of extra processing time in the containers
belonging to j. The size of this extra processing time is bounded by εδT
and chosen in such a way that the overall length of all blocks belonging to
j in the schedule is also a multiple of εδT. Because of the rounding, the
length of the added extra processing time for each j is a multiple of εµT.
The purpose of the extra processing time is to ensure integrality in the
flow network, which is constructed in the next step.
Note that the free space that was available in the original schedule was
not used in the above steps, in fact it was even increased by the stretching.
Hence, we have created a ((1 + 3ε)T, L)-schedule for I3 – or a slightly
modified version thereof – and the big setup jobs are already well behaved
with respect to the εδT-layers, that is, they start at multiples of εδT, and
fully fill the slots they are scheduled in.
Step 2. Note that for each job j and layer ` P Ξ, the overall length qj,`
of job and setup pieces belonging to j and placed in ` is bounded by εδT.
We say that j is fully, or partially, or not scheduled in layer `, if qj,` = 1, or
qj,` P (0, 1), or qj,` = 0 respectively. Let Xj be the set of layers in which
j is scheduled partially and Y` the set of (medium or small setup) jobs
partially scheduled in `. Then aj = ∑`PXj qj,` is a multiple of εδT and we
set nj = aj/(εδT). Furthermore, let b` = ∑jPY` qj,` and k` = db`/(εδT)e.
Our flow network has the following structure: There is a node vj for
each medium or small setup job, and a node u` for each layer `, as well as
a source α and a sink ω. The source node is connected to the job nodes
via edges (α, vj) with capacity nj; and the layer nodes are connected to
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Figure 9.3. Flow network for layers and partially scheduled jobs.
the sink via edges (u`,ω) with capacity k`. Lastly, there are edges (vj, u`)
between job and layer nodes with capacity 1, if j is partially scheduled in
layer `, or 0 otherwise. In Figure 9.3 a sketch of the network is given.
The schedule can be used to define a flow f with value ∑j nj in the
network, by setting f (α, vj) = nj, f (u`,ω) = b`/(εδT), and f (vj, u`) =
qj,`/(εδT). It is easy to verify that f is a maximum flow, and because all
capacities in the flow network are integral, we can find another maximum
flow f 1 with integral values.
Step 3. We start by introducing some notation and a basic operation for
the transformation of the schedule: Given two machines i and i1 and a time
t, a machine swap between i and i1 at moment t produces a schedule, in
which everything that was scheduled on i from t on is now scheduled on i1
and vice versa. If on both machines there is either nothing scheduled at t,
or blocks are starting or ending at t, the resulting schedule is still feasible.
Moreover, if there is a block starting at t on one of the machines and
another one belonging to the same job ending on the other we can merge
the two blocks and transform the setup time of the first into processing
time. We assume in the following that we always merge if this is possible,
when performing a machine swap. Remember that by definition blocks
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belonging to the same job cannot overlap. However, if there was overlap,
it could be eliminated using machine swaps [97].
If a given slot only contains pieces of jobs that are partially scheduled
in the layer, we call the slot usable. Furthermore, we say that a job j is
flow assigned to layer `, if f 1(vj, u`) = 1. In the following, we will iterate
through the layers, and create as many usable slots as possible, reserve
them for flow assigned jobs, and fill them with processing and setup
time of the corresponding slot later on. To do so, we have to distinguish
different types of blocks belonging to jobs that are partially placed in a
given layer: Inner blocks, which lie completely inside the layer and touch
at most one of its borders; upper cross-over blocks, which start inside the
layer and end above it; and lower cross-over blocks, which start below the
layer and end inside it. When manipulating the schedule layer by layer,
the cross-over jobs obviously can cause problems. To deal with this, we
will need additional concepts: A repair piece for a given block is a piece
of setup time of length less than εδT, with the property that the block
and the repair piece together make up exactly one setup of the respective
job. Hence, if a repair-piece is given for a block, the block is comprised
completely of setup time. Moreover, we say that a slot reserved for a job j
has a dedicated setup if there is a block of j including a full setup starting or
ending inside the slot.
In the following, we give a detailed description of the transformation
procedure followed by a high-level overview of the procedure. The proce-
dure runs through two phases. In the first phase the layers are transformed
one after another from bottom to top. After a layer is transformed the
following invariants will always hold:
1. A scheduled block either includes a full setup, or has a repair piece,
and in the latter case it was an upper cross-over block in a previous
iteration.
2. Reserved slots that are not full have a dedicated setup.
Note that the invariants are trivially fulfilled in the beginning. During the
first phase, we remove some job and setup parts from the schedule that
are reinserted into the reserved slots in the second phase. Let ` P Ξ denote
the current layer.
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Repair piece Removed pieces
Figure 9.4. The rectangles represent blocks, the hatched parts the setup times, and
the dashed lines layer borders. The push and cut step is performed on two blocks.
For one of the two a repair piece is created.
In the first step, our goal is to ensure that jobs that are fully scheduled
in ` occupy exactly one slot, thereby creating as many usable slots as
possible. Let j be a job that is fully scheduled in layer `. If there is a block
belonging to j and ending inside the layer at time t, there is another block
belonging to j and starting at t, because j is fully scheduled in ` and there
are no overlaps. Hence, we can perform a machine swap at time t between
the two machines the blocks are scheduled on. We perform this swap
for each job fully scheduled in the layer and each corresponding pair of
blocks. After this step, there are at least k` usable slots and at most k` flow
assigned jobs in layer `.
Next, we consider upper cross-over blocks of jobs that are partially
scheduled in the layer ` but are not flow assigned to it. These are the
blocks that cause the most problems, and we perform a so-called push and
cut step (see Figure 9.4) for each of them: If q is the length of the part of the
block lying in `, we cut away the upper part of the block of length q and
move the remainder up by q. If the piece we cut away does contain some
setup time, we create a repair piece for the block out of this setup time.
The processing time part of the piece, on the other hand, is removed. Note
that this step preserves the first invariant. The repair piece is needed in
the case that the job corresponding to the respective block is flow assigned
to the layer in which the block ends.
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We now remove all inner blocks from the layer, as well as the parts
of the upper and lower cross-over blocks that lie in the layer. After this,
all usable slots are completely free. Furthermore, note that the the first
invariant might be breached by this.
Next, we arbitrarily reserve usable slots for jobs flow assigned to the
layer. For this, note that due to the definition of the flow network, there
are at most k` jobs flow assigned to the layer and there are at least as many
usable slots, as noted above.
Using machine swaps at the upper and lower border of the layer, we
then ensure that the upper and lower cross-over blocks of the jobs flow
assigned to the layer lie on the same machine as the reserved slot. This
step might breach the second invariant as well.
However, for each job j flow assigned to the layer, we perform the
repair steps in order to restore the invariants: If there is an upper cross-
over block for j, we reinsert the removed part of the block at the end of
the slot, thereby providing a dedicated setup for the remaining free space
in the slot. If there is a lower, but no upper cross-over block for j, there
are two cases: Either there was a repair piece for the block or not. In both
cases we reinsert the removed part of the block in the beginning of the slot
and in the first we additionally insert as much setup of the repair piece as
possible. The possible remainder of the repair piece is removed. Now the
slot is either full, or a full setup is provided. If there is neither an upper
nor a lower block for j, there is an in inner block belonging to j. This has
to be the case, because otherwise the capacity in the flow network between
j and ` is 0 and j could not have been flow assigned to `. Moreover, this
inner block contains a full setup and we can place it in the beginning of the
slot, thus providing the dedicated setup. The invariants are both restored.
After the first phase is finished, we have to deal with the removed
pieces in the second one. The overall length of the reserved slots for a
job j equals the overall length aj of its setup and job pieces from layers
in which j was partially scheduled. Since we did not create or destroy
any job piece, we can place the removed pieces corresponding to job j
perfectly into the remaining free space of the slots reserved for j, and we
do so after transforming them completely into processing time. Because
of the second invariant, there is a dedicated setup in each slot, however,
it may be positioned directly above the newly inserted processing time.
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This can be fixed by switching the processing time with the top part of the
respective setup time.
Lastly, all remaining usable slots are completely free at the end of this
procedure, and since the others are full they have an overall size of at
least L. We conclude the proof of Lemma 9.17 with an overview of the
transformation procedure.
Algorithm 4.
Phase 1: For each layer ` P Ξ, considered bottom to top, perform the following
steps:
1. Use machine swaps to ensure that jobs fully scheduled in ` occupy exactly one
slot.
2. For each upper cross-over block of a job partially scheduled but not flow
assigned to ` perform a push and cut step.
3. Remove inner blocks and parts of cross-over blocks that lie in `.
4. Reserve usable slots for jobs flow assigned to the layer.
5. Use machine swaps to ensure that cross-over blocks of flow assigned jobs lie on
the same machine as the reserved slot.
6. For each job j flow assigned to the layer, perform exactly one of the repair steps.
Phase 2:
1. Transform all removed pieces into processing time and insert the removed
pieces into the reserved slots.
2. If processing time has been inserted ahead of the dedicated setup of the slot,
reschedule properly.
9.5 Improvements of the running time
In this section, we revisit the splittable and the setup time model. For the
former, we address the problem of the running time dependence in the
number of machines m, and for both we present an improved rounding
procedure, yielding a better running time.
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9.5.1 Splittable Model – Machine Dependence
In the splittable model, the number of machines m might be super-polyno-
mial in the input size, because it is not bounded by the number of jobs n.
Hence, we need to be careful already when defining the schedule in order
to get a polynomially bounded output. We say a machine is composite if it
contains more than one job, and we say it is plain if it contains at most one
job. For a schedule with makespan T, we call each machine trivial if it is
plain and has load T or if it is empty, and nontrivial otherwise. We say a
schedule with makespan T is simple, if the number of nontrivial machines
is bounded by (n2).
Lemma 9.21. If there is a schedule with makespan T for I there is also a simple
schedule with makespan T.
Proof. Let there be a schedule S with makespan T for I. For the first step,
let us assume there are more than (n2) composite machines. In this case,
there exist two machines M1 and M2 and two jobs a, b P J , a ­= b such
that both machines contain parts of both jobs since there are at most (n2)
different pairs of jobs. Let tMx (y) be the processing time combined with
the setup time of job y P {a, b} on machine Mx, x P {1, 2}. W.l.o.g. let
tM1(a) be the smallest value of the four. We swap this job part and its setup
time with some of the processing time of the job b on machine M2. If the
processing time of b on M2 is smaller than tM1(a), there is no processing
time of b on M2 left and we can discard the setup time from b on this
machine. We can repeat this step iteratively until there are at most (n2)
machines containing more than one job.
In the second step, we shift processing time from the composite ma-
chines to the plain ones. We do this for each job until it is either not
contained on a composite machine or each plain machine containing this
job has load T. If the job is no longer contained on a composite machine,
we shift the processing time of the job such that all except one machine
containing this job has load T. Since this job does not appear on any
composite machine, their number can be bounded by (n´12 ) by repeating
the first step. Therefore, the number of nontrivial machines is bounded by
(n´i2 ) + i ď (n2) for some i P {0, . . . , n}.
For a simple schedule a polynomial representation of the solution is
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possible: For each job, we give the number of trivial machines containing
this job, or fix a first and last trivial machine belonging to this job. This
enables a polynomial encoding length of the output, given that the remain-
ing parts of the jobs are not fragmented into too many parts, which can be
guaranteed using the results of Section 9.4.
To guarantee that the MCIP finds a simple solution, we need to modify
it a little. We have to ensure that nontrivial configurations are not used to
often. We can do this by summing up the number of those configurations
and bound them by (n2). Let C1 Ď C be the set of nontrivial configurations,
i.e., the set of configurations containing more than one module or one
module with size smaller than T. We add the following globally uniform
constraint to the MCIP:
∑
CPC1
xC ď
(|J bst|
2
)
(9.17)
Since this is an inequality, we have to introduce a slack variable increasing
the brick size by one. Furthermore, the bound on the biggest number
occurring in the input as well as the range of the variables has to be
increased by a factor of O(n2), yielding a slightly altered running time for
the MCIP of 2O(1/ε4 log 1/ε)n2 log3(nm).
The number of modules with maximum size denotes for each job
in J bst how many trivial machines it uses. The other modules can be
mapped to the nontrivial configurations and the jobs can be mapped to
the modules.
We still have to schedule the jobs in J sst. We do this as described in
the proof of Lemma 9.11. We fill the nontrivial machines greedily step
by step starting with the jobs having the smallest processing time. When
these machines are filled, there are some completely empty machines left.
Now, we estimate how many machines can be completely filled with the
current job j. This can be done by dividing the remaining processing time
by T ´ s(i) in O(1). The remaining part is scheduled on the next free
machine. This machine is filled up with the next job and again the number
of machines which can be filled completely with the rest of this new job is
determined. These steps are iterated until all jobs in J sst are scheduled.
This greedy procedure needs at most O(|J bst|(|J bst| ´ 1) + |J sst|) =
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O(n2) operations. Therefore, we can avoid the dependence in the number
of machines and the overall running time is dominated by the time it takes
to solve the MCIP.
9.5.2 Improved Rounding Procedures
To improve the running time in the splittable and setup class model, we
reduce the number of module sizes via a geometric and an arithmetic
rounding step. In both cases, the additional steps are performed following
all the other simplification steps. The basic idea is to include setup times
together with their corresponding job pieces or batches of jobs respectively
into containers with suitably rounded sizes and to model these containers
using the modules. The containers have to be bigger in size than the objects
they contain and the load on a machine is given by the summed up sizes
of the containers on the machine. Let H˚ be a set of container sizes. Then
a H˚-structured schedule is a schedule in which each setup time together
with its corresponding job piece or batch of jobs is packed in a container
with the smallest size h P H˚ such that the summed up size of the setup
time and the job piece or batch of jobs is upper bounded by h.
Splittable Model. Consider the instance I2 for the splittable model
described in Section 9.4.2. In this instance, each setup and processing
time is a multiple of ε2T and we are interested in a schedule of length
(1+ 2ε)T. For each multiple h of ε2T, let h˜ = (1+ ε)dlog1+ε h/(ε2T)eε2T and
h¯ = dh˜/ε2Teε2T, and H¯ = {h¯ | h P ε2TZě1, h ď (1 + 2ε)2T}. Note that
|H¯| P O(1/ε log 1/ε)
Lemma 9.22. If there is a ((1+ 2ε)T, L1)-schedule for I2 in which the length of
each job part is a multiple of ε2T, there is also a H¯-structured ((1+ 2ε)2T, L1)-
schedule for I2 with the same property.
Proof. Consider such a schedule for I2 and a pair of setup time s and job
piece q scheduled on some machine. Let h = s+ q. Stretching the schedule
by (1+ 2ε) creates enough space to place the pair into a container of size
h¯, because (1+ ε)h ď h˜, and εh ď ε2T since s ě εT.
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To implement this lemma into the procedure, the processing time
bounds T¯ and T˘ both have to be properly increased. Modeling a H¯-
structured schedule can be done quite naturally: We simply redefine the
size Λ(M) of a module M = (s, q) PM to be ¯s + q. With this definition,
we have |H| = |H¯| = O(1/ε log 1/ε), yielding an improved running time
for solving the MCIP of
2O(1/ε2 log
3 1/ε)n2 log2(m) log(nm).
Combining this with the results above and the considerations in Section
9.4.2 yields the running time claimed below Theorem 9.1.
Setup Class Model. In the setup class model, an analogue approach
also yields a reduced set of module sizes, that is, |H| = O(1/ε log 1/ε).
Therefore, the MCIP can be solved in time
2O(1/ε3 log
4 1/ε)K2 log(n) log(m) log(Km).
Hence, we get the running time claimed beneath Theorem 9.1.
9.6 Conclusion
We presented a more advanced version of the classical configuration IP,
showed that it can be solved efficiently using algorithms for n-fold IPs, and
developed techniques to employ the new IP for the formulation of efficient
polynomial time approximation schemes for three scheduling problems
with setup times, for which no such algorithms were known before.
For further research the immediate questions are whether improved
running times for the considered problems, in particular for the preemptive
model, can be achieved; whether the MCIP can be solved more efficiently;
and to which other problems it can be reasonably employed. From a
broader perspective, it would be interesting to further study the potential
of new algorithmic approaches in integer programming for approximation,
and, on the other hand, further study the respective techniques.
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